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To THE READER

Meet the new edition of the journal “Culture and Philosophy”.
Noticed anything different about your journal this year?
Firstly, we have added a new literary supplement to the old format
and secondly, we have produced the biggest issue of it ever.
We	are	going	to	fill	your	journal	full	of	features	of	up-date	theories	you	won’t	have	
seen anywhere else.
We promise to make everything in the journal relevant to your life today
We are off to edit our favorite journal.
Let us know what you think of it.

INTRoDUCTIoN
The current issue of the journal is mainly dedicated to the World Congress of 

Philosophy held in South Korea, in Seoul, with the major topic for presented works: 
Rethinking Philosophy Today
Indeed, the new millennium brings new challenges to the development of mankind 

and thus requires thorough revision of essential achievements of traditional philosophy 
and philosophy of XX century. This major theme does not imply to withdraw from the 
traditional past but rather to reinterpretate bygone philosophical conceptions so that 
they could serve as a basis for modern development of philosophical thinking. Phi-
losopher’s ubiquitous eye is not only directed to the past, in order to rethink previous 
philosophical problems, but also it makes an attempt to grasp the new tendencies 
of contemporary thought and resolve the riddles hanging in explosive atmosphere 
of modern times. Globalization of culture, on the background of maintenance of 
uniqueness of national cultures appears to be the appropriate way to eschew the 
international	 conflicts	and	 to	provide	 the	smooth	unfolding	of	mankind’s	 thought.	
Philosophy as a phenomenon of culture also plays an essential role in this process 
of globalization. Moreover: It is the philosophy, which drives the cultural relations to 
the integration in one super national culture. 

Philosophy emerging from culture was the central topic of the preworld confer-
ence,	which	factually	was	considered	the	first	introductory	part	of	the	World	Congress	
of Philosophy, held in Seoul. 
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The importance of the conference for our journal has been reinforced by the fact 
that philosophy emerging from culture has unraveled itself as a cultural phenomenon, 
according to the phenomenological method, that means that the diversity of philo-
sophical systems and crucial differences between them has a positive value. It has 
shown the essence of philosophical thought. This does not mean, that philosophical 
truth has many faces but rather truth in philosophy presents individual phenomenon 
and the general statement of truth can be attained only through maintaining this in-
dividual form. Every philosophical system, as an individual element of culture makes 
its own unique contribution to attain the general solution of which the problem of rela-
tion between existence and thinking is the core question. Philosophy, as a cultural 
event, is able to avoid the contradiction between individual and general revealing the 
individual face of general truth. 

As a result the journal for phenomenological inquiry “Culture and Philosophy” is 
worth	considering	to	be	the	representative	of	this	preworld	conference	while	the	first	
part of this issue offers abstract reviews. 

The second part of the journal includes new studies of Georgian philosophers 
and their research of cultural events, namely in the spheres of theatrical art and liter-
ary essays. The alliance of philosophy and culture, presented in this part proceeds 
the general line of the journal based on the theme of the conference: Philosophy 
emerging from culture. 

Introduction



REVIEW oF INTERNATIoNAL CoNFERENCE

“PHILoSoPHY EMERGING FRoM CULTURE”
(July 27-29, 2008 Seoul, Korea)
Sponsored by:
The Council for Research in Values and Philosophy (RVP), the International Society 
for Metaphysics (ISM), the World Union of Catholic Philosophy Societies (WUCPS) 
Soongsil University, Seoul, Korea

I. Introduction and Theme 
Theme

The theme of the 2008 World Congress of Philosophy in Seoul, “Rethinking 
Philosophy Today” is most appropriate. The year 2000 proved not only to be the 
beginning of a new millennium, but also the end of the 400 years of the modern era. 
Philosophers had already begun to speak of a post-modem era, and the attempt 
to enter this new global arena in terms of the old coordinates of control for national 
self-interests has quickly shown itself to be a formula for disaster. It is truly time to 
rethink the philosophical enterprise, to look for a new paradigm able to integrate the 
achievements of the past while moving into a radically new era.

As groundwork for this broad task, The Council for Research in Values and Phi-
losophy (RVP) — with the International Society for Metaphysics (ISM), the World 
Union of Catholic Philosophical Societies (WUCPS) and Soongsil University and the 
assistance of National University of Taiwan - held a conference in Seoul during the 
three days immediately prior the World Congress of Philosophy distinct there from 
and	focused	specifically	on	“Philosophy	Emerging	from	Culture”.

Global times now endow — and challenge — philosophy with a broad diversity 
of cultures and civilizations. At the same time the progressive deepening of human 
concerns reaches beyond what is clear and distinct to what is of meaning and value, 
and beyond that which is universal and necessary to free human creativity. That is, to 
persons and communities which over time and space have cumulatively generated 
cultural traditions. These two dimensions: one of global breadth and the other of the 
depth of the human spirit, now combine to open new sources for philosophy as the 
work of the human spirit.
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The intent of this pre-Congress conference will be to examine this new dynamic 
of philosophy, moving now not only top-down to restrictively apply broad principles, 
but bottom-up from the full breadth of human experience and creativity to evolve 
more rich vision which can liberate and guide.

The conference will elaborate this theme in three carefully sequenced plenary 
sessions: “The Dynamics of Change”; “The Nature of Cultures”; and “The Challenge of 
Global Interchange of Civilizations”. Each of these plenary session will consist of two or 
three subthemes treated in a substantive 20 minute introduction, followed by a 10 minute 
comment and 30 minute open discussion. This will assure a penetrating unfolding of each 
issue	and	reflect	the	full	breath	of	the	global	philosophical	horizons	of	the	participants.	In	
the afternoon, parallel sessions will enable the participants to delve further into the day’s 
theme	with	15	minute	papers	followed	by	time	for	open	and	substantive	reflection	upon	the	
perspectives introduced.

Program overview
Plenary Sessions: in the evening of July 27 and in the mornings of July 28-29 
Panel Sessions: 3 or 4 parallel sessions in the afternoons will be devoted to the 
day’s subtheme.
July 27. The Dynamics of Change: What remains of modernity and why is it no 
longer adequate for philosophy?
a. an evaluation of modernity its strengths and weakness b. the philosophical 
hermeneutics of the transition to a global era
July 28
2. The Nature of Culture and its Potential as a Philosophical Source
a. the subjective turn
b. the new awareness of values and virtues as cultures and civilizations
c. the emergence of philosophy from culture
July 29
3. The Challenges and Opportunities for Philosophy from the Global Interaction 
of Cultures and Civilizations
a. philosophy expanded to and by global horizons
b. philosophy deepened to basic meaning and values
c. a new paradigm for philosophy as the integration of radical diversity of persons 
and peoples: again, the one and the many

Review of International Conference
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Draft Abstracts and Papers for the Conference 
(in alphabetic order)

John Abbarno (US) “Exporting Values”
The export of mental models has been used to apply to the transference of a Western 

system of thinking and imposing it on developing or under developed countries. Patricia 
Werhane makes a strong case for (he deleterious effects this process has on the targeted 
country. Although the more impacting models transported have a corporate end to them 
there is philosophical mental model that can prove foundational to pursuit of instrumental 
human goods in these developing countries.

In	this	paper	I	argue	that	cultural	needs	are	not	sufficiently	regarded	values to 
resist the push toward a Western form of development. The emphasis on economic 
improvement to satisfy these needs runs deeper risks of altering fundamental rights 
unless	the	rights	are	in	place	first	so	to	sort	the	manner	by	which	the	economic	needs	
are	satisfied.	In	order	to	bring	this	about	a	broader	meaning	and	value	of	community	
must be established through a exportation of a philosophy of rights in areas where 
“needs” have dominated the landscape. In order to achieve this the distinction be-
tween shareholders and stakeholders will provide a useful model. The classical model 
of producing a measurable outcome for the shareholders of a mutual interest often 
creates counter productive results for a broader based interest in the well-being of 
a community. This latter view is the stakeholder view which relies on relational com-
mitments that enhances any economic aim to satisfy needs.

This “right-view” embedded in stakeholders of global goods advances peoples of 
countries not merely the governments of countries. In this way a sustainable change can 
be rendered among poor populations.

Finally, I argue we have a moral obligation to intervene in a positive manner since 
there is a correlation if not a causal relation between the Western supported agents; 
World Bank and IMF for disparaging levels between wealth and poverty in the world 
as we know it.

Marin Aiftinca (Romania)  
“The Philosophy in the Context Culture’s Autonomous Values”

If the culture is the whole of spirituality (of nation or mankind ),the philosophy 
is part of this whole together the other spiritual values. The philosophy feed itself 
from this whole and the some time it rise over and taking in by concepts- In this way 
the philosophy is oneself conscious a culture. Consequently it is autonomous in the 
system of values culture with whom have relations.

Having signs of one culture (national or regional) on the ground develop it the 
philosophy in its aspirations of knowledge the truth express the universal. Under the 
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negativist pressure of present which is prevalent by the utilitarian, philosophy couldn’t 
abandon	its	finality.	It	remain	to	catch	its	time	in	thoughts	so	it	have	said	Hegel.

Subsection of the program to which present my paper: Subsection 6: The emer-
gence of philosophy from culture.

Joseph Chemeka Achike Agbakoba (Nigeria)  
“Building Cultural Bridges in the Era of Globalization”

Post-post-modernist reaction against post-modernist relativism appears to be tak-
ing	firm	roots;	driven	to	some	extent	by	the	relentless	forces	of	globalization,	which	
brings communities and peoples all over the world together in both competitive and 
cooperative social interaction and cultural exchanges. However, even though post-
modernist relativism appears erroneous and inadequate in the context of the increas-
ing communication and interaction across cultures, we cannot return completely to 
the universalism of modernist thinking which elevated one culture and the values it 
generated (the West and its values) to the level of a universal standard to be emu-
lated as completely as possible by all other peoples. There is, thus, the need to foster 
some sort of universalism, which emphasizes the common properties and interest of 
human beings without giving any particular culture undue advantages; without unduly 
stifling	other	cultures	or	their	potential	for	growth;	a	universalism	that	will	afford	all	
cultures equal opportunities to make useful contributions to the common pool of val-
ues; a universalism that will provide the basis of empowering each culture to develop 
the potentially ‘universalizable’ that it possesses and thus contribute to the common 
pool of values. This paper tries to show (based on examples from African thought) 
that we can discover and project the spirit and purpose of the potentially ‘universaliz-
able’ elements in the different cultures of the world as the basis of building a culture 
that will make for peace and harmony. The paper will try to do this by applying the 
method	of	logical	quantification	contextualization	of	values	and	contextual	analysis/
evaluation of social systems in order to show the formal structure of the actual and 
potentially ‘universalizable’ elements in aspects of African thought (namely: Justice, 
legal	and	social	responsibility,	filial	respect,	respect	for	person,	loyalty	and	obligation)	
and how these could be embodied in new institutions at local and international levels 
in order to achieve harmony in the contemporary world. This paper also deals with 
the issue of the “commensurability” of ideological systems and culture. Finally, the 
paper tries to show the methodological perspective that can evoke us establish the 
universal and potentially ‘universalizable’ elements in different cultures and ways of 
harmonizing them. 

Review of International Conference
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Jean Bertrand Amougou (Cameroon)  
“A cultural Deep-rootedness of Philosophy”

The idea of a cultural deep-rootedness of philosophy suggest us an inseparable and 
in constructing aspect of a philosophy and a culture. In fact, to unclip a culture from a 
philosophy which is to the origin of his development, it’s to steppe it of some possible 
meaning.	Because	a	culture	reflects	a	result	to	the	emergency	of	some	faculties	of	the	
body or Spirit. It wouldn’t non-essentials to recall here that we take in charge a cultural 
deep-rootedness	of	philosophy	because	the	defenders	of	his	cognitive,	scientific	and	
technological version like Christian Wolff and Augusta Comte negated or neglected it.

It	is	in	question	a	critics	of	a	cognitive,	scientific and instrumental philosophy cen-
tered on western cultural traditions after Socrates.

To underline the emergency and a necessity of this critics don’t reverts to assert 
that we are single to do it; but quite the reverse, other tinkers or philosophers like 
Edgar Morin, Dominique Jamicaud, Jorgen Habermas, etc... managed and orches-
trated their intellectual resources to do it. So our ultimate goal in this enterprise is to 
emphasize his existential dimension.

Of course, this trendsetting development understanding and interpretation of philoso-
phy as emerging from culture is in face to many debates of which a common element can 
be situated between. From then on, the idea of some constituted and universal philosophy 
seems	not	only	superficial	but	it	is	also	a	dangerous	chimera.	Because	she	appears	as	a	
closed opening of the Man on the Man and the world on the Man. So, our main challenge 
here is to stress a particularity and a plurality of the philosophies based on a plurality of 
the cultural traditions. Therefore, it is in question in this paper to contribute to the neces-
sary emergence of a new dialogue with all civilizations and cultures.

Chung-yang Cheng (US)  
“Philosophy of Humanity in a Post-Modern Age World”

It is important to see that we need a human philosophy which links the East and 
West, ethics and religion, science and humanity in this modem-toward-post-modem 
world. We need to see modernity as occasion and source for new consciousness of 
virtues and values as well as for conceptual changes of frameworks and reference 
points. It is because we have to confront the challenge of the deepening questions of 
the very purposefulness and meaningfulness of human life when human life is now 
threatened with ennui (weariness), scientist reductionism, technical control, external 
imposition and institutional regimentation and instrumentation. We seem to lose both 
primary experience of life and free vision of ourselves and others as members of hu-
manity. We seem to become alienated from our cultural memories and our historical 
heritages. For this reason and before it is too late it is necessary that we return to 
roots of our being as a creative agent capable of doubling and yet believing, knowing 
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and yet transforming. We should go back to the roots of our virtues and values and 
seek	a	re-identification	and	redefinition	of	human	consciousness,	morality,	community	
and transcendence.

But this does not mean that we should or must cast off modernist machineries and 
mechanisms which service us and yet condition us. It is rather to develop a moral and 
autonomous freedom to make good use of instruments without being enthralled by 
them, to cultivate and treasure a creativity which is sourced and rooted in the cosmic 
origin and its boldness in creative development, which gives us sustainable forms 
of culture and forms of life, and which allow us to criticize, improve, and change our 
mechanist and materialist culture so that we become more independent and more 
self-fulfilling	human	persons.	We	should	not	become	dependently	conditioned	by	
machines	and	scientific	inventions	on	the	one	hand,	and	on	the	other	hand,	our	free-
dom	from	such	conditioning	is	not	to	use	machines	for	whatever	selfish	purposes	of	
ourselves. We need to develop a self-understanding and an understanding of morality 
which	enables	us	to	fulfill	the	goodness	of	life in the form of culture, philosophy and 
arts, and ensure that we will continue to remain morally free in our efforts to develop 
science and machines.

On this basis we could reevaluate modem knowledge, science and technology 
and even localized or globalize systems of understanding and moral action from dif-
ferent traditions for the purpose of retrieving human freedom and human creativity. 
This I take to be the position of classical Confucianism which Confucius has embraced 
and which we now rediscover. It is a position resulting from external cultural change 
which	requires	internal	philosophical	reflection	and	development	just	as	we	see	in	the	
development of classical Confucian philosophy in the Pre-Qin period of China. On 
this basis I wish to suggest the crucial relevance of «-onto-cosmology as a basis for 
redefinition	of	ontology,	onto-hermeneutics	as	a	redefinition	of	inter-cultural	under-
standing,	onto-ethics	as	a	basis	for	redefinition	of	global	ethics,	and	onto-aesthetics	
as	a	basis	of	re	definition	of	human	arts	and	aesthetic	experiences.	All	of	these	will	
warrant our creativity and freedom as a human being.

The key points of this paper are 1) to develop science and technique only for 
moral and humane uses, 2) to cultivate morality for freedom of establishing a world 
community of human self-understanding with 3) cross-cultural mutual understand-
ing,	and	finally	4)	to	build	a	interactive	global-local	culture	in	fulfilling	creativities	of	
humanity warranted in human freedom.

Peter J. Colossi (US)  
“Subjectivity in Personalist Philosophy: K. Wojtyla”

Does subjectivity complement or replace objectivity in philosophy? The paper 
sees “subjectivity” as in no way implying “subjectivism” or “relativism,” but rather 

Review of International Conference
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as indicating the rich inner experience of persons as a source of knowledge from 
a “different angle,” analyzing conscience and self-consciousness as proper to the 
subject-person. Subjectivity concerns many of the same truths revealed in the tra-
ditional objective approach to philosophy; yet adds two new features to philosophy. 
The	first	concerns	content	and	the	second	concerns	contemporary	culture.	Beyond	
the person in its objective existence and activity, subjectivity attends as well to the 
lived experience of the person, for this reason new knowledge can be gained by the 
subjective approach concerning in particular the dignity of persons and personal 
relationships	and	 this	knowledge	has	profound	 ramifications	 for	ethics.	And	 from	
the point of view of culture, it seems clear that contemporary persons are deeply 
concerned	with	“fullness”	in	the	sense	of	living	a	life	that	is	genuinely	fulfilling.	This	
awareness of contemporary men and women cannot be adequately taken into ac-
count by philosophers maintaining an exclusive emphasis on the objectivist approach. 
K. Wojtyla’s philosophy represents one of the richest attempts to both express and 
practice the type of subjective analysis discussed in my paper and I will present an 
outline of his work in this area.

Wilhelm Danca (Romania)  
“Religious Identity and Values in Contemporary Context”

I’ll	try	to	reflect	upon	the	following	challenges	of	(post)	modernity:	migration	phe-
nomena and globalization, domination of technique and mass media in the social life, 
secularist	politics	and	philosophical	relativism,	religious	conflicts,	conflicts	between	
laicism	and	religious	orientation	in	the	modem	societies,	small	 influence	of	family	
and school in the individual identity,

First point: to promote the religious identity, I believe that the modem society has 
to be (become) a community of values. Therefore I’ll present some aspects of the 
relation between the political thought and the religious thought starting with the point 
of view of the electors and continuing with that of the politicians and of the religious 
people.

Second point: I’ll suggest different ways of living the historical memory. The effort 
to exercise the historical memory is focused upon the common values shared in our 
modem societies.

Third point: how to promote the axiological dimension of the human being in the 
postmodern era? In this case, I am against any tendency of fundamentalism and 
conservationism and I sustain the way of dialogue and of pluralism.

The conclusion; in order to live in freedom or to be free for values, we need to 
live within the religious dimension.
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Mareelo Dascal (Israel)  
“History of Philosophy: A Dialectical Approach”

The guiding idea of this Invited Session is an approach to the history of philosophy 
that considers as central, rather than marginal, the fact that philosophical ideas evolve 
and	influence	their	environment	through	a	process	of	confrontation	with	opposed	or	com-
peting ideas. In his recent work on the Enlightenment, Jonathan Israel has demonstrated 
the role of the intense debate around radically new philosophical ideas in creating the 
conceptual underpinnings of revolution and of a new social order. Randall Collins, from 
another perspective, has highlighted the role of debate in the rise and fall of philosophical 
schools. Both Israel and Collins have thus shown that, without a decidedly ‘dialectical’ 
approach	to	intellectual	history,	its	understanding	and	influence	can	hardly	be	grasped.	
Nevertheless, though analyzing in detail some particular philosophical contests, they 
have focused their attention mainly on the macro-level of relatively long term intellectual 
conflicts	and	their	effects.

We believe that the acknowledgment of His importance of controversy should be 
significantly	extended,	by	viewing	it	as	fundamental	also	at	a	less	global	level,	where	
what	is	at	slake	is	the	interpretation	of	a	specific	philosophical	theory	or	even	text.	For	
philosophical	ideas	-	and	not	only	them	-	arise,	take	shape,	are	modified	and	enriched,	
establish and entrench themselves, and eventually are toppled in the arena of debate 
with their contemporary competitors. Western historiography of philosophy has usu-
ally disregarded the actual controversies in which philosophers are engaged; they are 
usually considered either as personal, political or otherwise philosophically irrelevant 
episodes, or as at best marginal, accidental occurrences. We think in so doing historians 
of philosophy and of ideas miss the fundamental point that only by taking into account 
the position(s) to which a philosophical theory is actually opposed (i.e., against which 
it argues and which it tries to overcome) one can properly understand that theory and 
its	deep	rationale	and	significance.

The ‘dialectical reframing’ of the history of philosophy that this Invited Session is 
devoted to owes much to the various meanings philosophers have endowed the term 
‘dialectics’ with. Yet, it is an innovative approach, quite different from Plato’s, Aristotle’s, 
Renaissance, Leibniz’s, Kant’s, Hegel’s and Marx’s ‘dialectics’. It views the activity of 
debate as the engine of intellectual - hence, of social and cultural - evolution, and pays 
it due tribute by investigating the occurrence, modalities, mechanisms and effects of 
this activity in the evolution of philosophy. It is in fact unexplainable why this has been 
so overlooked so far. Whatever its reasons, the time is ripe now to amend the failure 
and to develop the new, debate-sensitive approach the history of philosophy ~ and not 
only it has been craving for. 

Review of International Conference
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Mamuka Dolidze (Georgia)  
“Personal Freedom and open Society”

Open society is considered to be the subjective basis of personal existence pro-
viding the latter with freedom and essential meaning.  Society is thought to be  the 
existential basis of  an individual person. Personal relations  leading to the integrity 
of new social wholeness do not erase an  individual freedom and uniqueness of  a 
person, quite the contrary: it is the freedom  of the individual  being, that makes pos-
sible to  integrate  separate members in a society. Thus, the process of differentiation 
leads us to the unity of the society. But if the society  established the existence and  
revealed the essence of personal uniqueness  it  would have the feature  of individual-
ity and  in this case it has to be open to the other system of human relations.  Hence 
the society, existentially establishing  the  person  is  individual and open  wholeness. 
Openness is the phenomenon of both, individual being and social system and we  
are  in  state of expectation of the unattainable aim of individuation of  being. Here 
we can’t help  evaluating  such   endless chain  as a tendency of grasping  the  cos-
mological idea of the  world  as a subjective  being,  and hence, the political way of 
thinking,		despite		confining	with		various	political	systems	has		wide	perspective	of	
unfolding from the  uniqueness of personal ego to the  subjectivity of total world. An 
open society, while developing in this way,  plays the part of  an ultimate  goal   of 
this process. An open society presents  the general  integrity  of human interactions 
and simultaneously  shows its individual, indivisible nature.

Finally, to summarize our discourse we would like to underline a conclusion which 
echoes the phenomenology of life: it is a process of the individuation of being that 
leads us to the unity of the world,

Maduabuchi Dukor (Nigeria)  
“Epistemology of the outer Space”

This is an inquiry into the nature and reality in the outer space, the solar system 
namely the stars, sun, moon, mars, Venus, vista, Jupiter, the spatiotemporal reality 
in	all,	the	existence	of	asteroids,	unidentified	flying	objects	and	black	holes.	it	is	an	
investigation into the existence and sustainability of the laws of thought: the law of 
identity, excluded middle and non contradiction in the galaxies for the sake of man and 
his future habitation in outer space. This paper is of the view that a cognitive science 
otherwise called naturalized epistemology is the torch light to unraveling the mysteries 
of the outer world. Accordingly, African philosophy has special contributions to make, 
if	rigorous	self	reflection	is	undertaken	by	it,	on	the	theistic	pan	psychic	epistemology	
of the space. The contribution of African philosophy to the study of the external world: 
the earth, space and time, the solar system, the planets and the galaxies is doubtlessly 
traceable or rooted in its commonality with the Spinoza’s monism, Leibniz’s monadism, 
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Einstein’s general relativity. The problem of inhabiting other planets, exploring the space 
and galaxies is squarely the problem of our knowledge of the external world which is 
stated as “one of how a self with private mental states can come to have knowledge of 
the external world of not only tables, peoples, molecules, light rays, relines, air waves, 
prime	numbers,	infinite	clauses,	joy	and	sorrow,	good	and	evil	but	also	the	planets,	
galaxies, asteroids, spaces and time. However, the focus of this inquiry is the external 
world	of	the	outer	space	of	the	planets,	the	galaxies	etc…	African	or	man’s	first	contact	
with nature or the external world is the attempt to cognize the concepts and objects 
of	space:	 this	 is	 the	method	of	Spinoza,	Leibniz	and	Einstein	before	 the	scientific	
analyses by Einstein and a host of other scientists. Space epistemology as a natural-
ized epistemology is the logic of understanding the external world of our outer space. 
A naturalized epistemology is therefore start with or without the experience of space 
and all that is contained in it and the outer space and all that is contained in it. Space 
epistemology is a naturalized epistemology because it is only and only through it that 
a	good	understanding	of	outer	space	can	be	achieved.	A	true	grasp	of	the	scientific	
realities in space and outer space must be proceeded by this epistemology. Hence 
predictions in space-time often are equally relatively made. For African philosophy 
the prediction about what happens around black holes, for instance, is a subject of 
theistic	pan	psychic	analysis	because	the	hole	is	not	only	a	scientific	puzzle	but	also	
a	mystical	infinity	and	reality.	Theistic	pan	psychic	understanding	of	the	black	hole	
will make for a possible logical discourse about the external world of outer space in 
Mars, Jupiter, Venus, Moon, Sun and so on. The fact of relativity in both Theistic pan 
psychic epistemology and general relativity presupposes the end of physical science 
and equation, bill a two-dimensional analogy of space time.

Ekaterina Dvoretskaya (Russia)  
“Multiple Identity Phenomenon in the Era of Transnatio nal 
Mobility”

The postmodern fragmentation of the world is at the basis of existence of the so-called 
‘multiple personality’. As the technologies of human interchange advance, we become 
increasingly engaged in a world with others - a socially saturated world (Gergen). As 
a result, exterior plurality of meanings intermix with interior plurality. The decentraliza-
tion	of	the	subject	interlaces	with	the	movement	towards	the	narration	of	the	flow	of	
consciousness. The constancy of the subject would appear to be given in the narration 
itself, which (however) is diffracted in a plurality of voices, of styles and times. This 
multiple identity and the narrative structure through which we constitute ourselves as 
moral subject are now expressed on a “plurality of levels’”, in a diversity of languages. 
The conceptual articulation of the multiple personality phenomena within metaphysical 
and ethical approaches is urgent required.
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I	define	multiple	identity	as	stratified	on	the	basis	of	differences,	both	collective	
(social groups or classes) and individual. The notion of individual identity as plural 
(Bakhtin) is central to my theory. I propose an anti-essentialist notion of identity that 
takes	into	account	the	multiplicity	of	an	individual’s	affiliation	and	their	changing	na-
ture. In contemporary world the subject is constituted through democracy and politics 
of individual rights, through freedom and tolerance and through the transformation of 
the drives into a desire for the other.

The	roots	of	a	new	concept	of	identity	we	could	find	in	Lacan’s	concept	of	a	sub-
ject of the unconsciousness that emerges through “the discourse of the other” and 
Arend’s concept of the “disclosure of the agent in speech and action” theorize the 
inherent variability and incalculability of identities formed through concrete discursive 
interaction. Lacan and Arend share a conviction that the decentralization of the self 
seeks a concept of identity that avoids two possible but equally unacceptable perspec-
tives: a biological or developmental account that ignores the hermeneutical dimension 
of identity on the one hand, and on the other, a “phenomenological” account of the 
Husserlian or Sartrean variety that elevates to a foundational status the freedom and 
autonomy of intentional subject.

The debate between Benhabib’s return to the idea of autonomous subject which 
is itself a discursive ideal based on exclusion and domination of the other, within and 
without, and Butler’s argument that “no subject can be its own point of departure” 
brings to a conclusion that “any identity will necessarily be alien and constraining” 
(Gallop) because merely by the living in this world, we are exposed and subjected to 
unconscious,	unwilling	identification	with	the	others	(on	TV,	on	the	street,	etc.)

Habermas is of opinion that we can avoid objectionable consequences of such 
interaction by the processes of multiple recognition within which individual human 
beings develop as subject. It is oriented towards the model of linguistic processes 
of reaching understanding (Verstandigung). The metaphorical capacity of multiple 
personality	allows	her/him	to	hold	onto	the	reality	of	thoughts	and	feelings	without	
insisting that they should be the whole story. This permits such a person to speak on 
behalf of a future community.

The grammar of language-game (late Wittgenstein) let to examine the use of words 
in concrete situations by real, or imaginary, linguistic communities. The same point of 
view	we	can	find	in	Bakhtin’s	works.	Thus	the	change	in	rhetoric	from	the	first	person	
singular	to	the	first	person	plural	marks	an	important	metaphysical	shift.	Wittgenstein	
moved from a conception of the self as a detached spectator to one in which the self 
is seen as participant in the larger community.

The concept of a Symphonic person (Karsavin - Russian philosopher of the begin-
ning of 20’th century) is very close to Bakhtin and Wittgenstein understanding, but it 
differs from them by a strongly pronounced ethical orientation. There are ethical hori-
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zons of a new community which are not developed yet but are anticipated by multiple 
personality. The values of this community are different from those existing in the given, 
certain society. We have an irreducible plurality of ethical worlds corresponding to the 
plurality of moral wills. The only thing that can unify multiple personality into a single 
whole	is	his/her	moral	responsibility.	But	any	given	such	person	cannot	be	responsible	
for the last events, but only for the future.

The contemporary era of mobility is a constantly evolving process, because peo-
ple’s values and the availability of resources are constantly changing. The culture that 
reinforces service to others, critical self-examination, self-control, and liberty ordered to 
some transcendent reality will rely less on coercive political power to ensure order and 
safety. According to Hanna Arendt, words and political acts, rooting in freedom as in 
the ability to act as the initiator of a new series of events, are designing the world. This 
creative activity of the person is disclosing the future opportunities of a society, which 
is not developed yet. It becomes necessary to seek foundations for ethical research 
and discourse that can be available to pluralistic and very diverse social living.

The more progressive is an approach to ethics as a constitutive principle of engen-
dering and institutionalization of transforming societies. Multiple identity phenomenon 
encourages us to construct new ethical model on the ground of moral responsibility 
for future to develop a basis for doing ethics in a diverse cultural context.

Manny B. Dy, Jr. (Philippines)  
“Doing Philosophy in the Philippine Context”

The question has often been asked, “Is there a Filipino philosophy?” My answer 
to the question has been an indirect “Yes” and “No.” “No” because there has never 
been in our tradition a “Filipino philosophy” in the same way that we speak of “Chi-
nese Philosophy” or “Japanese Philosophy”. And no one does philosophy by intently 
specifying it to be a Filipino philosophy. Confucius did not explicitly say to his disciples, 
“what I will teach you will be Chinese Philosophy.” And yet because there are Filipino 
thinkers who seriously grapple with the problems of their times, there does exist a 
Filipino philosophy, in much the same way that Confucius searching for the solutions 
to the disorder of the early Chou China gave birth to Confucianism.

What	are	the	sources	of	this	Filipino	philosophy?	There	is	first	the	folklore,	the	
myths, the epics, before the advent of colonialism and westernization. To the extent 
that	these	have	persisted	to	this	day	albeit	in	different	forms,	they	can	be	reflected	
upon	to	unearth	a	worldview	that	may	perhaps	show	affinity	with	other	Asian	cultures.	
On	this	level	of	reflection,	literature	and	philosophy	can	mutually	aid	each	other.

The second source is dialogue with Christianity, Islam and Buddhism. For a long 
time, teaching philosophy in our colleges was teaching scholastic philosophy due to 
our long history of being a colony of Catholic Spain. What aspects of St. Thomas’ 
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philosophy are still applicable today? Yet, the most part of Mindanao remained Islamic, 
and Mindanao is part of the Philippines. Many of us philosophy teachers are ignorant 
of Islamic philosophy. And then there is our contact with the Chinese and their settle-
ment in the country even before the coming of the Spaniards. The Chinese brought 
with them Buddhism, not to mention Confucianism and Taoism. The Chinese way of 
thinking	has	greatly	influenced	the	Filipino	mind.

The	third	source	of	philosophical	reflection	is	social	ethics.	The	most	important	event	
in	the	country	that	has	influenced	my	own	philosophical	development	is	the	People	Power	
Revolution of 1986. This event opened my consciousness to different ethical issues in 
the country: oppression, democratization, graft and corruption, corporate responsibil-
ity, civil society, violence, poverty, and many others. In this level, philosophy can be in 
dialogue with the social sciences, including business.

To my mind, the main issue and problem in doing and teaching philosophy in the 
country is poverty. Where poverty is prevalent in the country, what can philosophy 
and teaching philosophy do to lessen the gap between the rich and the poor? In this 
regard, philosophy plays a crucial role in nation building. In the task of nation building, 
a	fourth	source	of	philosophical	reflection	is	history,	the	thinking	of	the	heroes	of	the	
Philippine revolution.

Manuel B. Dy, Jr. (Philippines)  
“From Subjectivity to Intersubjectivity. The Subjective Turn”

Modernity has been described by Aldo Tassi as the transformation of truth into 
meaning. Doing philosophy in the pre-modern world is being concern with truth while 
doing philosophy in the modem world is being concern with meaning. To be concern 
with meaning is to be concern with subjectivity,

This paper attempts to trace this subjective turn in western philosophy that leads to 
intersubjectivity and concern for culture and shared values. A parallel journey seems 
to have occurred in the East in Confucianism, Taoism, Hinduism and Buddhism,

The subjective turn can be traced back indistinctly in St. Augustine’s search for 
truth. St. Augustine takes the path of “ab exterioribus ad interioriora, ab inferioribus 
ad superiora” that leads to the discovery of the God within. This turning to the self 
might also be a turning to the self’s power as what happens in Descartes, where 
the proof for the existence of God is used for the self’s perfection of its own power. 
Contrary to the popular conception, St. Augustine had already used the “Dubito, ergo 
sum”’ argument against the skeptics of his time, Blaise Pascal remedies the Cartesian 
ego-centrism with his famous wager, which argues not for the existence of God per 
se but for the rationality of the belief in God.

In reacting to the Hegelian system, Soren Kierkegaard makes a radical turn to 
the subject beyond reason, emphasizing the individual’s personal direct relationship 
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with God. A rereading of Kierkegaard, however, points to the once-neglected aspect 
of his thought—intersubjectivity, explicit in his Works of Love.

A different reaction to Hegel is the young Karl Marx’s turning over of the subject, 
this time as homo Faber. His emphasis on the human being as worker, however, is 
inseparable from the interdependence of the subjects in modern labor.

The phenomenological movement led by Edmund Husserl continues Descartes’ 
project of making philosophy a rigorous science bill in the process descienticizing 
philosophy in the discovery of the intentionality of consciousness. The radicalism of 
Husserl’s phenomenological reduction pushes him to bring the transcendental ego 
the forefront but posing the problem of the alter ego. Husserl solves the problem 
by making the transcendental ego constitute other egos as “equal partners in an 
intersubjective community, which in turn forms the foundation for the ‘objective.’ 
i.e.. the intersubjective world.” Maurice Merieau-Ponty in studying the unpublished 
manuscripts of Husserl brings out the notion of the Lebensweit.

Martin Heidegger succeeds Husserl but departs from the phenomenological 
project of his predecessor in moving towards ontology. Nevertheless, in his search 
for the Being of beings, he begins with the study of Dasein, the There of Being, and 
whose being includes the being-with,

The intersubjective nature of subjectivity is emphasized in the philosophies of 
Gabriel Marcel and Martin Buber, in the notion of participation and of dialogue re-
spectively.

The intersubjective nature of subjectivity brings out the issue of understanding 
which Paul Ricoeur and Hans George Gadamer address in their hermeneutic philoso-
phies. It is in addressing the issue of understanding that both arrive at the importance 
of culture, in the latter as the “horizon” of interpretation.

The discussion of the subjective turn in Western philosophy ends with Paul Tillich’s 
notion of faith as ultimate concern. Religion is the ultimate concern overriding all hu-
man activities and questions.

Can	we	find	a	similar	subjective	turn	in	the	East	where	religion	takes	the	place	of	
philosophy in the West? In Confucianism, there does not seem to be such a subjec-
tive turn for self-cultivation has been from the start the preoccupation of Confucius 
and his followers. Self-cultivation, however, entails relating rightly with others in the 
family, community, and society. A deeper study of Taoism may reveal that self-culti-
vation also involves relating with others not only with the Tao in humility, simplicity, 
and	spontaneity.	In	Hinduism,	there	is	a	movement	of	the	self’s	finding	at-ornament	
from the Brahman to the Atman. And in Buddhism, the extinction of desires entails 
the attitude of compassionate love.

The paper concludes with the insight of Quentin Lauer’s “The Subjectivity of Objec-
tivity” — to be objective is to be subjective, and to be subjective is to be intersubjective. 
The objectivity of intersubjectivity is the cultural world and the values it includes.
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Ivanov Sergey (Russia)
“Stalin Culture in a Context of Philosophical Universal Concepts” 

The article is dedicated to analysis cultural processes of a Stalin epoch through 
prism of the existence’s problem, in that its understanding, which was formed as far 
back as epoch scholasticism.

ideological divergences between realism and nominalism, long ago ceased to 
be solely theology problem, allow newly to take a look at many phenomena’s past 
and persisting. 

Vasil Gluchman (Slovakia)  
“Natural and Moral (Cultural) Roots of Humanity”

On what basis could we speak of humanity as a moral value having its origin and 
source not in the biological or natural, but in cultural evolution? The initial thesis of our 
thinking about humanity, i.e. humanity as the respect for human life appears to be more 
a natural or biological than solely moral factor. Undoubtedly, it is true that morality has 
its biological basis related above all to the value of human life. However, if we want to 
emphasize our uniqueness, or difference from the rest of the animal realm, we have 
to	find	something	typically	human	in	the	behavior	of	people,	something	that	we	could	
use as the basis for the value of humanity.

The criteria of human life can be biological, social and mental qualities or capaci-
ties of human being. The biological qualities especially include the morphological and 
functional signs. The social capacities comprise speech and communication capacity 
and the capacity to form certain social contacts, interpersonal relationships, mobility of 
an individual, the ability to take care of oneself, moral judgment and the ability to plan 
the future. The mental qualities and capacities include the existence of consciousness, 
self-awareness, abstract thinking, free will and moral thinking. These criteria comprise 
the objectively existing qualities, capacities of human being, i.e. their presence or 
absence,	and	not	their	quality	or	quantity.	The	minimal	criteria	for	the	definition	of	the	
real human life, as different from the pure vegetative state of human organism, have 
to comprise at least some social and mental qualities or capacities. If a human life 
does not comprise any of the social and mental qualities or capacities, it only exists 
on the biological level of human organism and it can be treated accordingly in an ef-
fort at its maintenance.

The capacity to feel compassion with the suffering of strangers and the help provided 
to the people struck by misfortune or suffering are the uniquely human manifestations, 
on the basis of which we can speak about humanity as a moral value that is a result of 
our cultural evolution, our moral development and not the manifestation of our biologi-
cal or natural essence that is almost identical with many manifestations in mammals or 
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primates. The capacity to forgive can be put on the same level with the capacity to feel 
compassion. Despite the fact that the capacity to forgive can be found also in animals, 
however, the capacity to forgive others, for example, friends and acquaintances, or even 
passers-by with whom we have a misunderstanding, or in an extreme case to forgive 
one’s enemies is a uniquely human matter, it certainly can be seen as a manifestation 
of humanity as a moral value, a result of our cultural and moral development.

That is why I suggest that we speak about humanity in all the cases in which hu-
man life is protected and maintained since it brings positive consequences for human 
life;	with	the	specification	that	if	it	is	the	protection	and	maintenance	of	one’s	own	life,	
the lives of our close ones, friends or acquaintances, it is the humanity based on a 
biological-natural foundation that, however, has also its moral dimension and effect. 
On the contrary, the manifestations of the protection and maintenance of life in rela-
tion to strangers represent the real moral value of humanity, i.e. they are the results 
of our cultural evolution, our moral development. In this way we accept all the positive 
manifestations of our behavior in relation to other people. Especially, we emphasize the 
value of helping, the protection and maintenance of the handicapped forms of human 
life and the strangers who need it because such behavior transcends our biological-
natural dimension, or the basis that we have in common with many other representa-
tives of the animal realm.

Marta Gluchmanova (Slovakia)  
“Ethical Education and the New Awareness of Values and Virtues 
in Modern Civilization”

My article will deal with the ethical education and the awareness of values and virtues 
in modem society as well as in science and technology. Education has an important 
role in public, professional, cultural and academic life. Many educators call for global 
education, global interaction of cultures and civilization, to create an atmosphere that 
promotes moral, humane behavior among societal and cultural groups by providing 
better understanding and eliminating barriers. Global interrelationships and international 
cooperation	are	also	very	significant	in	culture,	science	and	education.	Educators	in	
recent years have shown an increased interest also in the moral and cultural develop-
ment of university students and that education is the most powerful predictor of their 
cultural development. Many educators truly desire to teach students how to think and 
to act responsibly within a moral standard.

People who are responsible in the profession of education demonstrate a respect 
for each person as an individual, communicate honestly and truthfully, enhance the 
self esteem of other persons and help to build fair and compassionate social and 
cultural systems that promote the common good for the persons. Faculty members 
should care deeply about the progress of each student. In education or in any other 
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profession we must focus on our personal behavior, because what we do as teachers, 
what we say, how we behave, the position that we take, the decision that we make, 
the recommendations that we do, etc. relates to other people.

Culture, new civilization as well as science and technology mean a new situation 
for modem man and reach all spheres of his life. So it is necessary to put question for 
ourselves:	How	can	technology	influence	our	thinking,	culture,	our	relation	to	the	matter	
of fact and our recognition of the world and ourselves?

Today digital technology links the cultures and civilizations all over the world, 
making it smaller and more accessible to nation. The complex facets of technology 
account for many additional differences within our culture. Collaboration is a process 
of communicating and working together that producers trust, integrity, and build true 
consensus.	Sometimes	civilization	influenced	by	modem	science	and	technology	is	
set	into	conflicts,	for	example	protection	of	environment,	artificial	insemination,	genie	
engineering. It needs help not only empirical science but also social sciences and 
humanities as well as the ethics.

Anton Gordeev (Russia)  
“Doctrine about Compromise by Ivan H’in” 

Ivan H’in was born 28-03.1883 in Moscow. He was from old aristocratic family. 
In 1906 year he graduated from Moscow Imperator University. From 1909 worked 
in this university as privat-docent. in 1918 took a professor place. His dissertation 
theme was “Hegel’s philosophy like a doctrine about concreteness of God and 
Man”. In 1922 he was departed from Russia with 160 non-communistic professors 
on “Philosophy Ship” (including Bulgakov, Berdyaev and etc.), because of having 
relationships with non-revolution Moscow Jewish and with cadet partied (his wife was 
Muromcef’s daughter). From 1923 till 1934 he took a professor place in Russian Sci-
entific	in	Berlin	and	became	one	of	the	White	movement	(anticommunist	movement	
in Russian emigration) main ideologists. From 1927 till 1930 was the editor-in-chief 
and the publisher of Russian emigration magazine — “Russian Bell”. In 1934 he was 
arrested by German Nazi. In 1938 he ran to Geneva. Since 1938 work for Swiss 
newspapers «Anzeiger aus dem Bezirk Affoltem» and «Der ToBthalter». Was died 
on 21.12.1954 in Coliikon, Switzerland. The main part of their archive was located 
in Massachusetts, USA-2, In the Book “the Doctrine about compromises and bad 
means I. ‘H’in brought a attention to the question on the internal compromise of each 
person	concerning	the	“I”.	He	tries	to	find	alternative	of	a	position	“Nonresistance	to	a	
harm	violence”	(L.N.	Tolstoy),	and	“the	purpose	justifies	any	means”	(the	positions	of	
extreme “machiavellist”). In the product it divides compromises into 3 types. Whether 
as it tries can understand in general there can be on the compromise with itself truly 
believing or simply fair person. H’in investigates so-called “the compromise active, 
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on conscience”, it considers this compromise as unique accessible for the person 
and his internal “I”. 

H’in has considered two methods for understanding of “dimension” problems of a 
human life. He named these methods: a West-Christian method - based” rational law 
experience” and an East-Christian method based “conscience, alive experience”.

Valery Goryunov (Russia)  
“The Nature of Culture and its Potential as a Philosophical 
Source: the Emergence of Philosophy from Culture”

Culture is a number of rules in the material human being, as well as ethical, aes-
thetical and lawful norms of social life, which provide for the community’s survival in 
its natural and social environment. It presets an integral model of society that pro-
poses and substantiates the community’s exclusive right to exist, culture performs 
ideological function, The inner integrity of the community is supported by ideology, 
the entire spiritual life is ideology, i.e. a means of struggle for the leadership in the 
system of relations with other communities. Ideology is objectively aimed not at truth, 
not at fairness, but at getting the result - at gaming victory, ideology can acquire dif-
ferent forms: genuine religion, true fairness, correct social system, great national 
idea. Universal expression of faith, unlimited in its variety either by religious or by 
secular demands, is a belief in the meaning of human life. It supports the intensity 
of	man’s	activity	and	justifies	the	expenses	of	the	hard-edged	struggle	for	survival.	
The loss of faith means rejection of struggle. The diversity of religious and secular 
forms	of	faith	reflects	the	diversity	of	the	forms	of	existence	and	of	the	struggle	for	
it.	Religious	faith	is	a	sacrifice	uniting	people	together,	in	which	they	are	divided	into	
those	who	sacrifice	others	and	into	those	who	sacrifice	themselves.

The problem of social understanding is an expression of the problem of com-
patibility. Objectively, people are incompatible in the fundamental social division on 
means	and	goal,	in	the	rejection	of	those	who	didn’t	find	their	place	in	social	space	
which doesn’t allow to combine and to accommodate everyone, and thus it doesn’t 
allow to understand each other, to reach universal mutual understanding. Only the 
language of violence stays absolutely clear and convincing.

The contents of cultural communication changes in history. There takes place 
a transition from simple mythological biographies of ancient times to the moralizing 
meaningful interpretation of man within the limits of medieval Biblical norms, then there 
comes the stage of making human life heroic and romantic in Modem time, which is 
replaced by the period of dethronement and denunciation of man, of demonstrating 
his vicious nature, of the search of methods of reaching the social harmony. The 20th 
century came to its end with the feeling of confusion and fear of man for himself, with 
the recognition of man’s inability to harmonize his own life and to understand his own 
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self; the man now doesn’t deserve either admiration, or worship, or curse, he, rather, 
deserves pity and sympathy. There is nothing new that people can tell each other or 
themselves. There is a hunt for extraordinary situations in art and mass media that 
can attract attention for some time. The stories on detective, thrilling, technical and 
social fantastic, prophetic, psycho-anormal subjects compete with the description of 
something which has not been invented yet. The objective social reality stays unex-
plained and is replaced - to a greater degree - by the virtual one.

The man - in his essence - is limited, everything about him has been said already, 
there won’t be anything new. The contents of communication is clearly exhausted. 
The	only	consolation	is	the	fact	that	it	always	looked	like	this,	the	situation	of	finality,	
of hopelessness has been accompanying mankind throughout the entire history. But 
the human mind always found the way out and the new perspective of life.

Silja Graupe (Germany)  
“Knowing Thyself” by Meeting the other: a Dialogue on 
Economic Globalization In-Between the Cultures”

As part of our project to rethink philosophy today, my presentation suggests that we 
will have to critically and creatively come to terms with two diverse trends of globaliza-
tion:	first,	with	the	universalism	commonly	associated	with	the	spread	of	free	market	
capitalism and, second, with the relativism associated with the diversity of cultures. 
More concretely, I argue that we will have to radically rethink both trends so as to un-
derstand them not as mutually opposing principles any longer but, rather, as mutually 
enhancing processes. To my understanding from in-between the cultures a new ‘middle 
way’ slowly begins to emerge, which overcomes both universalism and relativism by 
transforming them both. In my presentation, I attempt to sketch out the broad lines 
along which such transformation can possibly occur. Speaking from my experience 
of living in-between not only the disciplines (namely philosophy and economics) but 
also the cultures (namely the German and the Japanese), I argue that open-mindedly 
meeting the “other” can lead to an essential conversion of our very own existence, so 
as to know ourselves as economic agents better: by fundamentally questioning our 
most basic premises in the light of the surprising otherness of another culture, we can 
gradually move beyond both our objective grasp of the workings of free market com-
petition and the subjective grasp of ourselves as individualized economic agents so as 
to become aware of the most basic meanings and values tacitly underlying our very 
own existence. Such “subjective turn” allows us not only to critically come to terms with 
our own, hidden cultural roots but also to open up a new lucid space, in which we can 
commonly shape and create with other cultures those basic meanings and values we 
all wish to share while, at the same time, welcoming the unique creativity arising out 
of the continual experience of surprising otherness.
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Rolando M. Gripatdo (Philippines)  
“Philosophy and Culture: the Philippine Experience”

There	are	many	ways	of	defining	 “philosophy”	and	 “culture,”	but	whatever	are	
their	legitimate	definitions,	it	appears	that	philosophy	does	not	exist	in	a	vacuum:	its	
ground is culture. Philosophy and culture are intertwined—in fact, so intertwined that 
embedded in any culture is a philosophical worldview while any philosophical perspec-
tive is culture-based. Philosophical questions may be universal, but the answers to 
these questions, although sometimes purportedly universal, are always culture-based. 
These answers appear universal only insofar as the culture in which the philosophical 
perspective seems to apply happens to have the same or similar experiences as the 
other culture.

In the Philippine setting, philosophy emerges (1) as a reaction to historical experi-
ence, (2) as an attempt to understand and analyze the culture that developed during 
that	experience,	and	(3)	as	an	influence	to	the	culture	in	progressive	evolution.

The Philippines was colonized by Spain for over three centuries, by the United States 
for half a century and by Japan for almost half a decade. The colonial experiences of the 
Filipinos from these countries have— depending on one’s point of view-”damaged” the 
original ethnic culture or “enriched” that culture. But whether damaged or enriched, the 
cultural traits of the Filipinos persisted and adjusted in ways “good” or “bad” to the colonial 
situation. Among the three colonial experiences, the Spanish colonial experience, in so far 
as	influencing	the	culture	is	concerned,	is	the	most	negative	because	the	ethnic	culture	was	
stunted. Catholicism was introduced as a tool to subdue the natives and, as the left would 
put it, as “the opium of the masses.” The Filipino natives became docile, lazy, religiously 
fanatic, debased, and downtrodden. The feeling of inferiority developed in them, which is 
summed up by the phrase “colonial mentality.” The Filipino intelligentsia, who themselves 
experienced the same abuses and sufferings, tried to remedy the colonial situation by 
fighting	for	reforms	in	Spain	to	no	avail.	The	result	of	this	failure	was	the	eruption	of	the	
Philippine Revolution of 1896.

Since philosophy does not exist in a cultural vacuum, historians of Filipino philoso-
phy ask the question:

“What	were	the	philosophical	ideas	that	influenced	the	intelligentsia	and	the	masses	
to wage a bloody revolution against Spain?” The answer was the Enlightenment ideas 
of 18th-century Europe, which travelled from central Europe to Spain and eventually 
to the Philippines toward the end of the 19th century. These ideas were: “reliance on 
reason or intelligence,” “education to enlighten the people,” “progress,” “social contract,” 
“deism,” “liberty, equality, fraternity,” and suchlike.

During the American colonial period, after the Philippine-American War, the unat-
tained reforms sought by the Filipino intelligentsia in Spain were granted: freedom of 
speech and assembly, freedom of the press, freedom of religion, democratization of 
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education, development of commerce and industry, human rights and representation 
to the United States Congress. The Filipino leaders peacefully fought in Congress, 
exercising “political pragmatism,” for the grant of Philippine independence, which they 
obtained	through	the	Tidings-McDuffie	Act.	The	Ad	authorized	the	creation	of	the	Phil-
ippine Commonwealth and the promise of independence after ten years. In preparing 
for independence, the main philosophical issue Filipino leaders tried to address was 
on the nature of the republic to be created after independence that could ensure social 
justice, liberal education, equality before the law, equal opportunity to scarce economic 
resources and livelihood, human and women’s rights, and the like. This vision was 
derailed during the Japanese Occupation. The Filipino people suffered degradation and 
food shortage, disregard of human rights, rejection of various freedoms and control of 
the educational system. How to save the humanity and to ensure the survival of the 
Filipino people were the main philosophical concerns of Filipino leaders of the time. 
After independence, some thinkers - especially the left and left-leaning-thought that 
pre-independence colonial experience was a captive consciousness that required a 
counter-consciousness, viz.. a nationalist consciousness.

In the succeeding half-a-century that followed, some Filipino thinkers began to 
think in terms of a present-future orientation and virtually cut the umbilical cord, so to 
speak, of the past. What is important is the future: to carve a niche projectively-to build 
“streams in the design.” During this period, another group of Filipino thinkers analyzed 
the Filipino cultural traits, the different languages of the people, the folksongs, folktales, 
folk wisdom, and so on, in order to extract, as it were, the ethno philosophical underpin-
nings of the experiences that gave rise to them. The philosophical concerns here are 
to understand the culture and, by critiquing it, to improve aspects of it. A third group 
of Filipino thinkers decided to make comparative studies on Western, Oriental, and 
Filipino philosophical ideas, or simply make hermeneutical studies of them. The three 
groups are not mutually exclusive. Some members of one group are also members of 
the other groups.

In conclusion, Filipino philosophy in all its forms-historical, ethno philosophical, 
and comparative, arises from the cultural experience of the people. This is so 
because philosophy is culture-based.
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Viorel Guliciuc and Emilia Guliciuc (Romania)  
“The Mediated Human Being in the Digital Era”

We seem to be, once again, in a great discoveries era. Only this time we are ex-
ploring the horizons of the Tool and of the Artifact. In the Digital Era, the Internet has 
a presence, an importance and characteristics that could suggest to the common user 
(cybercitizen) it is the Tool itself, or at least one of its preferred manifestations. As if 
we are living in the Tool Turn Era itself.

The virtual worlds are invading our real worlds, generating a more and more 
schizophrenic human societies. Such a phenomenon is a real paradox, if we are ac-
cepting that the purpose of the Digital Tool is not only to link but also to expand the 
boundaries of our communities.

Somehow, the Digital Era is provoking us to analyze if and how the Tool is becoming 
the privileged Medium for human everyday interactions. Let us observe and agree that 
the very appurtenance to an “e-community” (being on Mess, Skype; having a blog, an 
e-group; reading e-papers, e-journals and so on has become more and more similar 
to the (effective) normal social existence (activity, life) itself.

The Internet seems that special tool becoming the mediator of more and more of 
our personal, professional or social interactions. Our professional development, our 
skills, our gender identity, our equality and access, our responsibility, our learning en-
vironment and habits, our physical and mental health etc. everything, even our virtue, 
seems	to	be	influenced	by	or	dependent	of	this	digital	tool.

The Internet characteristic of being a true social mediator is nowadays so obvi-
ous that it has become almost a trivial research topic, even not all of the possible 
explorations	has	been	classified. For many human societies and many human beings, 
especially those from the poor countries the very existence and use of the Internet 
remains a pure virtually, without any link with the effective everyday survival challenges 
of the real life. The digital divide seems to send human being towards two more and 
more different modes of insertion into reality.
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However,	for	the	Western	and/or	Developed	World,	the	digital	tool	has	become	a	
“moral mediator” (L. Magnani): as a cognitive and moral mediator, it can provide sto-
ries, texts, images, combined with sounds, so that the information fosters not only a 
cognitive, but also an emotional and moral understanding. In this sense, the Internet 
represents a kind of redistribution of the moral effort through managing objects and 
information 10 overcome the poverty and the unsatisfactory character of the options 
available. (L. Magnani and E.Bardone),

The internet could be also considered as an artistic mediator because it is reshap-
ing and	filtering	(controlling)	the	relations	between	the	artwork	creation,	the	artwork	
display, the artwork contemplation and the artworks onlooker, challenging our artistic 
sensibility (ViGuera).

Even more, it is may be the perfect time to consider the Internet, as if it has become 
a	real	“values	mediator”	and/or	a	“creativity	mediator”.

He Xirong (China)  
“Going Deep Into Cultural Ground to Seek for a New Way:  
in Comparative Study of Chinese and Western Philosophy”

With a history of as long as a century the comparative study of Chinese and western 
philosophies is now running into an embarrassment that there exists incomparability 
between them. Vis-à-vis such a situation, we should not constrain ourselves to dis-
cussion on the issue of so-called ‘’legality of Chinese philosophy,” rather, we should 
rethink the modality and contents of it and launch a new round of comparative study 
of Chinese and western philosophies. Instead of relying on the philosophical text to 
conduct examination and study, the new round of comparative study should go deep 
into	the	different	ways	in	which	people	engage	themselves	in	philosophy	and	to	find	
how their types of philosophy were shaped from their cultural background. In this paper, 
I	will	firstly	discuss	the	incomparability	of	text	in	comparison	of the homogeneousness 
and the heterogeneousness of two philosophies. This incomparability was due to some 
reasons	such	as	difficulties	of	translation,	this	is	the	problem	of	“Incommensurability”	
called by Kuhn and the problems of different historical and cultural background etc. 
Then, I will address how to change the incomparability into the comparability. It is to 
go deep enough into different cultures and seek for different philosophical method and 
compare them as well. Finally, I will explain that this new way of comparison will not 
only reveal the special modality and features of Chinese philosophy but also provide an 
explanation to the common ground on which both Chinese and western philosophies 
are based, and look forward to a renovation in philosophical ideas, so as to pave the 
way for the comparative study of Chinese and western philosophies and even for the 
future development of Chinese philosophy as well.
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Hoang Thi Tho (Vietnam) “Philosophy and Culture: Confucianism 
in Vietnam and the Development of the Concept of Nation”

Confucianism was one of those foreign systems of thought imported early into 
Vietnam, right at the beginning of Vietnam’s written history. It means Confucianism 
was introduced into Vietnam together with Sino-character system which took part in 
the	establishment	the	first	foundation	of	Vietnamese	culture	and	civilization.

In	 its	first	 introduce	 into	Vietnam,	because	of	 following	 the	Chinese	 invaders’	
heels. Confucianism was refused and protested against by the Vietnamese for the 
sake of the national independence and cultural identity. Actually, Confucianism was 
a systematical socio-political doctrine, which was founded in China in the 6th century 
BC. by Confucius, and had been trained through long history by various Chinese 
dynasties before introduced into Vietnam.

In Vietnam, initially, the historical development of the concept of “nation” was 
started with the struggle against Chinese invader to defend the nation (about 10 
centuries). After the Sine-domination period, Confucianism was adopted and applied 
effectively, and then it was treated as a fundamental basic of socio political knowledge 
to build, manage and rule the state and the country sustainably. The concept of nation 
was also contributed by Confucius doctrine and became one part of the Vietnamese 
ideology, but in its turn, to struggle against the Sino-assimilation in Vietnam, until 
the 20th century.

From acquaintance to acceptation and application of Confucianism, in each period 
it	was	accepted,	applied	in	certain	ways,	but	finally	through	the	tests	of	reality	they	
together contributed to build a full concept of nation of Vietnam.

In the context of globalization, the concept of nation is also facing modern chal-
lenges from aspects of culture, religion, politics, etc., then it will be enriched and 
developed	continuously,	but	always	for	the	common	aim	of	the	nation,	finally.

This paper will try to concentrate on the following points:
Confucianism and Vietnam culture and written history.
Ambivalent attitude, both protesting and accepting Confucianism of the Vietnamese
Some Confucius terms and concepts of nation which were introduced by Con-

fucianism
Some comments on Confucius thought of nation from aspect of globalization.

Cristal Hiiang (Taiwan)  
“The Employment of ‘our Culture’ as a Way of Emerging 
Philosophies”

I will use Paul Ricoeur’s Time and Narrative as the method of narrative and 
employment. In contemporary time, different philosophies are also the employment 
of our culture-in-the-world. Narrative theory can help people to re-interpret present 
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time	first	and	then	to	use	the	current	presentation	to	re-establish	the	common	base	
between different cultures. The employment may bring to the level of interpreting 
past differences toward the dimension of our future. The narrative in present time 
order in Paul Ricoeur can show to the world how to use Hermeneutics to emerge 
differences to be new “past”. The renewal past in different cultures will be interpreted 
to be: our plots in the future. And each different plot contexts the future from present 
interpretation- by the new employment of our plots.

Sayyed Hassan Hussaini (Akhlaq, Iran)  
“The Enlightenment Philosophy and Islamic Peripatetic 
Philosophy”

The enlightenment philosophy is the main and direct source of Modernity. The 
overall objective of this paper is to present the Islamic peripatetic Philosophy vision 
about the rationality of enlightenment. Peripatetic Islamic philosophy frequently knows 
with AI-Farabi, Avicenna and Averroes. But it dose not continue after Ghazali’s attack 
to philosophy (al-Ghazali, Abu Hamid (1058-1111)) and growth of mysticism in Islamic 
world. There napped two paradoxical subjects; the emphasizing of Islam (The religion 
of Muslim world) on rationality and the avoiding of rationality by Islamic world!

This paper tries to show this matter by valid references from Muslim peripatetic phi-
losophers and enlightenment philosophy according to Ernest Cassirer view point.

Aims:
1. The introduction of peripatetic Islamic philosophy and his useful thinking for our 

era.
2. The comparison of the rationality between two philosophical approaches; Islamic 

peripatetic and enlightenment.
3. The criticism of Islamic world on basis of peripatetic philosophy and modem 

world by enlightenment Philosophy 
4. The emphasizing on rationality as the best ground for the dialogue between 

cultures and resolving some our world problems.
Keywords: Rationality, Modernity, Enlightenment, peripatetic Islamic philosophy, 

Islamic world, Criticism.

Md. Sirajul Islam (India)  
“Indian Culture and it’s Global outlook: a Philosophical Analysis”

Culture is a vital part of the particular nation. A country is to be considered as 
rich and developed if its culture is rich and developed. Culture is to be conceived in 
diversified	forms,	such	as	colloquial	meaning	of	culture	that	basically	refers	to	the	
realm of intellectual production at a large and the sociological meaning of culture 
where intellectual, material and institutional realms are characterized. Therefore, a 
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very careful philosophical analysis of the notion of culture is a pre-requisite for any 
discourse of cultural analysis. Therefore, the term culture possess broader outlook 
which encompasses all intellectual, material, spiritual, social accomplishments of hu-
man being , hence , a careful description of customs, folklore, religious rites, cooking, 
dress, etiquette, social and family ceremonies, industrial and technological progress, 
art, music so on are to be considered as an inevitable elements of culture. It is a 
most valuable, potent and dynamic variable of the society. This variegated feature of 
culture needs philosophical analysis and value judgment for its progress.

Now, in the age of globalization, due to the tremendous pressure of big cultures, 
many small cultures have lost their identities. Hence, the preservation of cultural 
identity	of	diversified	small	cultures	is	a	very	difficult	task.	I	strongly	believe	that	in	
this regard Philosophers can explore some way out and they can show some new 
techniques to make poise between individuality and universality of culture. Histori-
cally it is evident that from the last phase of the 2nd millennium we have seen that 
various cultures are vanquished from the society which is the irreparable loss of our 
ultra-modem	or	scientific	world.	We	are	unable	to	fill	those	gaps.	Therefore,	we	will	
have to show respect and judge the value, importance and the requisite of each and 
every culture. There are many customs in the tribal cultures which they thought im-
mutable and inevitable part of their culture but barbaric and inhumane in nature that 
violating the basic human rights. It needs eradication but the issue is very delicate 
and sensitive therefore, very careful renovation is needed for this issue of culture. 
Each	and	every	culture	of	the	society	has	specific	and	distinctive	value	if	viewed	as	
constructive and dispassionate way. It is the challenging task of the philosophy to pay 
respect towards all cultures of the world so that we can construct new global culture 
where	everybody	has	equal	sharing	and	that	will	be	much	more	efficacious	for	the	
global society. But it is not an easy task, which needs mutual toleration; some sort 
of	sacrifice	and	respect	to	one	another	culture.

Now philosophy stresses upon cultural progress that are keenly related to the 
needs of the society, because, it directly affect the thinking of the individual and 
society as well. My paper is an endeavor to explore some clue to solve the latest 
crucial problems of the world, where, I think, philosophers have greater responsibility 
to tackle this issue reasonably and systematically. Philosophy, however, discredited 
as an abstract speculation, actually is an analysis for correct understanding and ra-
tionalistic /critical decision/or the solution of world problems. Now, it is not mere love 
for knowledge, rather it takes care for eradication or solution of global problems.

From the early eighties Cultural Development become a central position in world 
philosophy. U.N. Proclamation of World Decade of Cultural Development was mainly 
confined	to	International Economic Thinking that has not been successful, because, 
there development had reduced to economical development only. From the long 
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term effect it is almost clear to us that development can not be purely reduced to 
economic aspect-where culture has pivotal role. Any development or progress if is will 
not cover the wide aspect of the society it obviously be failed. Development must be 
ineffective unless it enables individuals and mass peoples to live off a better life and 
that requires perfect harmony with their moral, spiritual, rational, social and cultural 
aspirations. Therefore, world progress now being apprehended mainly as a cultural 
cohesion where economic up gradation as we’ll as fulfillment of human desires is 
integrated in a single knot. From the middle of the second millennium the principal 
objective	of	the	European	countries	was	mainly	confined	to	the	progress	of	the	in-
dustrialization and maximization of per-capita income which entails severe global 
and environmental problems that become a real threat to human as well as world 
existence. As a result, competitions, depression, social unrest between one people 
to another or one group to another group is increasing that basically slackening our 
cultural bond. This slackening indulged international terrorism, social intolerance, 
communal violence and economic upheavals etc. that are the crucial problems of 
the present world. It is not an easy task to tackle all these in this third millennium. 
Thus, the demand for the cultural progress and cultural co-ordination between one 
another is highly essential to minimize or eradicate these present crucial problems 
of the world and that basically is an honor and synthesis of different cultures.

What is culture?
Before penetrating in the discussion on Indian Culture and its global outlook 

it	is	necessary	to	define	culture.	Generally,	the	term	culture is a generic term that 
encompasses	all	kind	accomplishments	of	the	society/	nation	/	world	and	through	
it the progress or development of them can be measured. Culture seems to be 
the	 heart	 of	 the	 society/	 nation	 where	 individual	 capabilities,	 talents	 and	 social	
potentialities are cultivated and exhorted in a systematic manner. The term cultura 
animi	penetrated	in	the	Western	thinking	since	the	beginning	of	our	scientific	era.4 
Edward B. Taylor says culture is a complex whole, which includes knowledge, belief, 
arts, morality, laws, customs any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as 
a member of society? AI L. Kroeber opines culture is that which human species has 
and other social species lack . “As its lowest level an intuitive awareness of individual 
identities that needs personal commitment to their pursuit and actualization. At the 
highest level the consciousness of value implied in it in addition to their mutual 
cohesion. It is obvious that human accomplishments are varying from one culture 
to another culture; however, they helped enormously to dye human civilization 
that unhesitatingly accepts change and mutation in social milieu. In viewing the 
multifaceted dimensions of culture, it seems to me that culture is basically a 
conceptual and imaginative artifact of the individual and society that determine the 
evolution of human living and their ways of expressions. In fact, cultural relativism, 
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pluralism and universalism are also appeared in this modern society where it is 
almost clear to us that each and every culture is an autonomous whole and a 
hierarchical structure of values that are deeply rooted in it that beyond criticism. 
Culture as a cream of the particular society that may claim universalism to address 
to all human beings. Philosophers have greater role to penetrate in the abysses of 
the fact. In philosopher’s viewpoint Culture is not an individual property, hence it 
is not a subjective entity rather it is a collective enterprise where all people of the 
lobe	have	equal	sharing	to	utilize	its	benefits.	Some	bodies	in	maintaining	secular	
attitude are fascinated to devoid moral values from culture and based merely on 
intellectual caliber but moral values are essential to apprehend the real perspective 
of culture by which we can judge the invaluable accomplishments of the peoples.

Sometimes the term civilization is also considered as the synonymous of culture 
but it is not true. There is no doubt that civilization is an inevitable part of culture 
and	they	have	keen	affinities	to	each	other,	however,	both	bear	sharp	distinctions.	
Civilization is basically entangled with industrial and technological artifacts and their 
progress but culture have much broader outlook that encompasses all types of 
progress/developments	of	the	individual	as	well	as	the	Nation.	Therefore,	to	make	
difference	between	culture	and	civilization	we	will	have	to	fulfill	some	conditions,	
like people may live in a certain geographical boundary, have a minimum requisite 
for Nationhood and that Nation must have an accepting political order for framing a 
State, where language, religion, art, ethnicity, racial history, sublime imagination etc. 
are to be considered as an inevitable conditions of culture.

Indian culture
Indian	 culture	 is	 an	 instance	 of	 unity,	 integrity	 and	 configuration	 where	

geographical and economic unity exists 10 such an extent, that naturally exhibit 
its cultural coalescence. In spite of its multifarious differences, there is the basic 
unity in thinking, feeling, living which waxes and wanes with the changing political 
constellation but never ceases. A.I.. Basham maintains “no land on earth has such 
a long cultural continuity as India” He also produced some ground for supporting 
his opinion that “India has carried their commerce and culture beyond their 
frontiers.. Her unique civilization has often been over rated. “It is vivid that in several 
occasions the disintegration forces in external and internal levels threatened to 
shatter its unity but India’s spirit of oneness never been broken. Al present in the 
changing patent of thought India is still maintaining its harmonious and tolerable 
attitudes that undoubtedly an astonishing example towards the people of the globe. 
Sometimes Terrorism, regional dividing forces, separatism, religious violence, 
communal	 conflict,	 regional	 ethnicity	 &	 language	 etc.	 are	 stumbled	 down	 its	
integrated	appeal	but	India	handled	over	all	these	in	very	scientific	and	methodical	
ways. If we will look in the inner aspects of all these problems then it will obvious 
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that all these are extraneous elements that unfortunately associated in its society 
and that quietly antagonistic to Indian mind. In spite of all these India represents 
a	fascinating	coalescence	of	cultures,	embodied	in	distinct	unified	civilizations.	It	
can	be	considered	as	 the	greatest	confluences	of	cultural	strands,	a	 laboratory	
of racial mixing, cross fertilization of religious, linguistic and cultural bonds, its 
cultural diversities emerged as a most tenacious plural society that seldom found 
in the annals of mankind. In terms of cultural depth and integrity it becomes an 
intertwining thread of inter cultural synthesis, in which the values of man, plural 
thoughts, social ethics preserved as a composite culture in a systematic whole, 
though Indian constitution is the safe guard of justice and equality of all sections 
of its people however, class between lower strata families, lower caste groups, 
minority and majority tussle are emerged as an unpalatable truth of India. But 
Indian Government (UPA) has taken strong measures to preserve its integrated 
outlook strictly. In maintaining equality and justice among all section of peoples 
Indian political leaders have given special attention to uplift its down trodden and 
backward peoples. In eliminating minority-majority gap the present government 
has formed various committees for their economic, political, educational and health 
progress which are the most praiseworthy initiatives and measures of our present 
Government. In economic aspect it has given special attention upon the basic needs 
of all peoples, like food, clothing, accommodation and fuel that help enormously to 
upgrade the life of it’s down trodden peoples that something different from previous 
Government. Here the opinion of Amartya Sen is very worthwhile as he stated 
“Our	identities	cannot	be	defined	independently	of	our	traditions	and	past..... Our 
reading of the past and understanding of the present are independent,” 5 The cultural 
attainment of India can be roughly viewed in the context of language, literature, 
religion, spirituality, arts, dance, drama, philosophy economics and politics. There 
is no doubt that India is a culturally rich country but poor in economy. From our past 
record it is clear that before the beginning of Christian era, the culture of India had 
begun to spread systematically across the country. Her religions and philosophies 
penetrated in the minds of the people of Thailand, Malaysia, Afghanistan, Persia, 
Cambodia, Vietnam, Srilanka, China, and Japan and also various other parts of 
the globe that made deep impact in the culture and civilization of several other 
countries of the world. 1

If we discuss the philosophical outlook of India then it is quite evident that Indian 
philosophy is deeply entangled with her culture. Her Philosophy, Metaphysics and 
Religious thoughts have a symbiotic relationship with one another. Her ancient 
sages and sheers have provided information through shruti (Knowledge preserved 
and spread through oral system) and smrili (remembrance). 7 Thereafter. Buddhist 
and Janis philosophy also developed as a separate branch of Indian philosophical 
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traditions. Their conception of non-violence (ahimsa) is undoubtedly a global in nature 
and	still	a	firm	philosophical	foundation	of	contemporary	philosophy	and	culture.	
1 The emergence of six philosophical systems, like, Nyaya, Vaiseshik, Samkhya, 
Yoga,	Mimamsa	and	Vedanta	are	conceived	as	a	justified	philosophical	system	
which are strongly argumentative and logical. Here different philosophical traditions 
and schools are differed considerably from one another in social, economical and 
political outlook but all they have shared some common philosophical pursuits and 
recognized as indigenous Indian culture. Therefore, Indian philosophical acumen 
is basically rationalistic as well as humanistic too which is highly conscious for 
assimilation not for expulsion, integrity not disharmony, unity not separation. 
Philosophically, Indian culture means the rejection of mono-cultural regimentation 
or domination rather it reaffirms	the	value	of	pluralism	and	syncretistic	thoughts,	as	
a	sound	cultural	effloresces.	From	the	Vedic	age	certain	glimpses	are	embodied	
with its idea- like, divine inspirations that helped a lot to discharge its tolerable and 
non-violent appeal towards all where it showed respect to all biotic and a biotic 
species as well as material objects. Indian culture appreciates both homogeneous 
and heterogeneous creativities as a vast museum of technology. Here Hinduism, 
Christianity, Islam Zoroastrianism are not only different religions but are inevitable 
part of her culture, its intention is larger acceptability where tribal, rich, poor, elite, 
folk, religious, social, cultural traditions are equally important and valuable to 
enlarge its beauty. In its cultural fold Baghdad, Rome, Jerusalem, Afghan, Persian, 
Arabian, European are intermixed from time immemorial without any antagonism 
that	ultimately	have	made	a	single	flower	vase	and	discharging	their	significant	
fragrance	 without	 any	 reluctance.	 Here	 the	 term	 Hindustani	 culture	 reflected	
the attitude of National culture where Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, Jains, tribal 
peoples all have equal sharing. “”’ Hence, Jawaharlal Nehru in his Discovery 
of India provides suitable information concerning Indian cultural integration as 
everywhere	I	found	a	cultural	background	which	has	exerted	a	powerful	influence	
on their lives. This background was a mixture of popular philosophy, tradition, 
history, myth and legend and it was not possible to draw a line between any of 
these. 24 At present there are tremendous crisis in preservation or restoration of 
cultural identities in the entire world. As a result the promotion of cohesive mutual 
unity is globally stumbled down. Indian cultural philosophy is undoubtedly the most 
significant	example	to	enrich	global	cultural	synthesis	as	well	as	a	worthy	initiative	
in preservation of global humanism. Now it has changed its shape slightly and not 
only	confined	its	outlook	on	spirituality	and	mere	abstract	thoughts	hut	in	this	new	
millennium it’s philosophy laid emphasis on social uplift as well The eradication of 
social problems. It’s technological devices, industrial up gradation, space research 
development are going on process and as a Third World developing country its 
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growing rate not only in philosophy but also in all aspects are gradually in high 
level. In seeing India’s cultural coalescence and unity in diversity the formation of 
global unity sprouted in my mind, the reason is that if the composite culture and 
harmonious nature is possible in India despite her varieties then why the idea of 
global culture and one humanity will not possible? India has shown the way how 
unity may he established in plurality. This idea is deeply rooted in Indian culture 
because her sages and saints have viewed the entire world as one family and 
proclaimed (Vasudhaivu Kuiumvakam).

Possibility of one Global Culture:
It is obvious that cultural policies of the different Nations are delineated in 

the various ways , but there are some basic questions concerning the principal 
objectives of all cultural policies that are very common to all. 25

From this above discussion it is very legitimate question to the mind of alt, 
is it possible to construct one international culture? The answer is very positive. 
Yes we can construct one international culture like the preparation of garland 
where	 various	 beautiful	 flowers	 have	 discharge	 their	 beauty	 in	 an	 integrated	
whole.	Without	any	attack	and	harm	in	a	particular	garland	the	specific	flowers	
can	 discharge	 their	 beauty,	 fragrance.	 In	 transcending	 their	 ego	 all	 flowers	 of	
the	same	garland	are	sacrificed	here	for	the	benefit	of	others.	Similarly	we	can	
construct	an	international	culture	in	accepting	the	beneficial	aspects	of	numerous	
cultures;	it	needs	egalitarian	altitude,	honest	endeavor	and	sacrificial	humanism.	
All force, compulsion and pressure are to be eliminated from its fold. Hence, in 
constructing	one	international	culture	we	will	have	to	take	care	for	their	specific	
identity. In preserving their own identity we can construct new culture that must 
bear some common characteristics. Each and every culture possesses some 
specific	rare	values	that	are	to	be	considered	as	the	hidden	treasure	of	our	world.	
We, as dispassionate thinkers of philosophy have some honest responsibility as 
well as duty to preserve them. Thus, cultural identity is one of the major demands 
of the developing countries, which needs philosophical and reciprocal interaction 
and initiatives.

Cultural appreciations and assimilations are not a new incident in the annals of 
mankind. In the past, we have seen many races, groups, communities, nations and 
continents	have	exchanged	and	appreciated	reasonable	and	significant	portion	of	
cultural habits or customs or principles of one another. Those effects are perceived 
in	 education,	 scientific	 techniques,	 arts,	 music,	 architecture,	 politics	 and	 social	
habits of the people. Hence, the construction of one international culture is not an 
impossible task.

It does not mean we arc quietly annihilating the terms Asian culture. American 
culture,	 European	 culture	 etc.	 It	 is	 significant	 to	 note	 that	 one	 culture	 can	 not	
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bear one identity only rather it bears numerous identities as human being. A male 
human being may posses numerous identities as he become a teacher in the 
educational	institution,	a	guardian	in	the	family,	a	dignified	politician,	a	good	player,	
a poet. a musician, a doctor, a social worker above all a noble religious personality 
and so on. There is no scope of class or tussle between one identity to another 
identity,	if	it	is	possible	to	one	human	being	why	it	will	not	be	efficacious	to	all?	It	
is undoubtedly a serious philosophical question in the present world.

This cultural status is of special relevance today with in a world that has 
changed substantially in the new millennium where economy seems as the 
major factor but it is not the sole element of culture and progress. Undoubtedly, 
economy	has	a	very	 important	role	 to	develop	a	Nation/	Country	but	 it	 is	not	a	
sole element. Culture encompasses economy as well as many other elements 
in its fold where market economy, trade are to be considered as major factors. 
Culture basically a creative accomplishment and expression of an individual or a 
community or a country that exhibits a strong sense of human existence where 
reflective,	imaginative	and	philosophical	poise	are	integrated	in	a	single	knot.

From this above discussion it is almost apparent to us that in the clinging 
scenario of the present world Indian global, humanistic and fraternal attitude of 
cultural assimilation and unity is invaluable evidence towards all as it maintains 
how divergent communities and culture may live together without hampering other 
identities. Here our success lies for global humanity.
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B.M. Jain (India)  
“Cultural Conflicts: a Critique from Anekant Perspective”

Do	cultural	conflicts	really	exist?	If	so,	why?	Does	Anekant	offer	a	palpable	ex-
planation	as	well	as	plausible	and	pragmatic	solution	to	manage	cultural	conflicts?	
All	 these	 questions	 remain	 open	 for	 a	 scientific	 and	 rational	 debate	 to	 find	 out	
consensus -based answers in search of a durable peaceful world order. Above all, 
cultural philosophers, political thinkers and scientists are seized with a gargantuan 
challenge	to	make	the	world	order	 free	 from	cultural	conflicts.	Perhaps,	 the	most	
intimidating threat to realize a grandiose peace project stems fundamentally from 
the in-built prejudices, rigid doctrinaire and stereotyped approaches of religious and 
political leaders who are not prepared to alter their age-old belief-systems, images 
and perceptions of cultural constructs.

In	this	paper,	I	have	attempted	to	offer	a	critique	of	cultural	conflicts	from	the	Ane-
kant perspective. I do not claim that it is the only perspective or approach capable 
of	offering	a	lasting	solution	to	religio-cultural	clashes	and	conflicts.	My	methodol-
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ogy consists of two critical components. First, to diagnose sources and essentials 
of	cultural	conflicts in the context of the current international order. Second, to work 
out a concrete process of translating the conception of shared cultures into reality 
by plugging loopholes in cultural space both in historical and contemporary perspec-
tives.	This	needs	a	further	investigation	into	defining	a	“community	of	values”	from	
the Anekant perspective.

The hypothesis of my paper is that standardization of culture is a potent danger 
to	the	survival	of	identity	and	diversity	of	cultures.	This	partly	reflects	from	European	
community’s recent efforts toward creating an exclusive “European social model” 
with an ultimate aim to establish an integrated European architecture (Dahrendorf in 
Rongowski	and	Turner,	ed.,	2006:194-195).	At	the	same	time,	it	is	not	difficult	to	agree	
with	Roman	Herzog	(1999:13-23)	that	cultural	conflicts	can	be	prevented	through	
Intercultural interaction and dialogue even in the face of attempts at imposing the 
region-	specific	social	and	cultural	models.	Given	this,	the	paper	will	examine	how	
the Anekant philosophy of shared values and shared cultures within the framework 
of “humanistic understanding” can be realized by propelling as well as asserting the 
renewed faith in human solidarity , essential for the co-existence of world cultures 
and civilizations.

Rustem Kadyrzhanov (Kazakhstan)  
“Globalization and the Transformation  
of the Kazakh National Identity”

Historical, cultural, political, and ethno-demographic peculiarities of the develop-
ment of Kazakhstan in the XX century have led to the spread of two forms of national 
identity.	The	first	of	them,	civic	national	identity	is	based	on	the	political	and	territorial	
principles of the national consolidation. The second, ethno cultural identity is based 
on the principle of the common descent of the Kazakhs. Both forms have been 
shaped before the globalization, but during the globalization they received new forms 
of their manifestation that resulted from the transformation of the national identity of 
Kazakhstan	under	the	influence	of	the	globalization.

The contradiction and confrontation of the concepts of national identity in Kazakh-
stan are based on the different interpretations of the territorial principle within these 
concepts. The territorial principle is interpreted in the civic concept as a common 
economic, cultural, residential space of all Kazakhstan’s ethnic groups. At the same 
time this principle is recognized by the ethnic Kazakhs as a legitimate basis of the 
slate-forming nationality, i.e. Kazakhstan as the state of the ethnic Kazakhs. Global-
ization weakens and undermines the foundations of both forms of national identity.

Regionalization is one of the main trends of globalization. Regionalization means 
the growth of the role of cultural and geopolitical regions of the modern world. The 
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conflict	of	identities	in	the	modern	world	is	determined	by	the	confrontation	of	the	
identities in the triangle “national identity — regional identity - global identity”. In the 
case	of	Kazakhstan	this	triangle	specifies	in	the	triangle	‘’Kazakh	national	identity	-	
post-soviet identity-global identity”.

For Kazakhstan as a post-colonial state this :scheme makes actual the meth-
odological approach of post-colonialism. Through this approach, the relationship 
“Kazakh national identity - post-soviet identity” is interpreted as the relationship 
“Kazakh post-colonial identity - Russian imperial identity”. Structurally, this reminds 
of the national consciousness of the Soviet times Kazakhs. One can conclude from 
this that the Kazakh national identity is still Soviet in its many elements. In its content 
it	is	a	postcolonial	national	identity	characterized	by	a	strong	influence	of	the	colonial	
past. The postcolonial national identity of Kazakhstan is also characterized by the 
ethnic divisions, between the Kazakhs and the Russians and other ethnic minorities 
of Kazakhstan. These divisions have been shaped in the Soviet period.

Relating to the opposition “Kazakh national identity - global identity” it is useful to 
note	the	influence	of	the	hybridization	of	the	cultures	on	the	local	Culture	in	Kazakh-
stan, This interaction between local culture and global culture takes the form of the 
globalization of cultures and consequently, globalization of identities. This process is 
not	a	peaceful,	friendly	one,	but	it	is	accompanied	with	conflicts	and	confrontations.

Anatoli V. Karas (Ukraine)  
“Freedom of Choice and Cultural Membership of Person  
in Discursive-Ethical Dimensions”

Widespread critical attitude toward the concept of cultural membership was folder 
mainly under the act of old paradigms, competitive between itself, of explanation that 
a human nature and its interconnection with the society are conditioned by cultural, 
social and national maintenance.

From one side, the question is about the paradigm of determination of individuals 
as a priori free of any cultural dedication, creators of own ways of life. Here human 
nature is actually associated with its capacity for free choice that, as considered, 
conflicts	with	the	requirements	of	being	cultural,	national	and	ethical	rooted.

From other side, there is a paradigm in accordance with which individuals are 
considered creations of that culture and values to which they belong and which they 
are engrained in. Approach, that marks cultural membership of person as its natural 
position, was and is peculiar for opinion in accordance with the phenomenon of free-
dom adopts positively, keeping the different social and cultural value after him.

Additional arguments for objection of positive value of cultural membership in 
the aspect of free development of individual take place from Marxist metaphysics. It 
is needed to mark in this relation, that human freedom as a concept of communist’s 
thinking was considered and created exceptionally as international, not national, and 
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was called to stimulate the assimilatory process of voluntarily and forced deprivation 
of people cultural identity and also administrative removal of free market.

In our view, acceptance of the principles that social connections between persons 
are	well-founded	on	a	mutual	benefit,	does	not	lead	to	that	the	only	self-interested	
benefit	determines	nature	and	behavior	of	human.	To	adopt	such	position	means	
to acknowledge natural only self-willed behavior. However, a person, that would be 
independent	of	value	influencing,	does	not	exist.

It is	known	that	mind	and	consciousness	are	the	most	significant	factors	of	cul-
ture development and this is innate capacity of person for communication and un-
derstanding. It costs to remember the opinion of T. Hobbes, that when an individual 
that is free by a nature talks according to the voice of mind he or she talks about the 
benefit	of	peace	for	all	people.

Understanding as a human act is wider on the volume of signs than rational mind; 
it needs the certain context of person’s taking root and depends on that discourse, 
in what cultural membership is adopted or is not accepted.

The contextually of discourse, taken in its semantic and semiotics measuring, 
appears in social and cultural reality as some values. There are signs and symbols 
of discourse that take place not from a so called pure social sphere of people’s life, 
but, vice versa, they talk to sociality by the meanings of the cultural membership 
which is needed for the person’s self and mutual understanding. Human acceptance 
of common values and virtues as soon as they are gifts of life and freedom are also 
unavoidable conditions for the person’s free choice.

Human understanding as the phenomenon of the cultural membership is a base 
for awareness in the decision making of free choice. The cultural membership is the 
ethical element of the self-awareness on which the mode of free choice possibility 
comes into being. In such “cultural value.” people’s life is considered in its different 
ethical meanings that are conditioned by freedom in its discursive and intellectual 
dimensions.

Workineh Kelbessa (Ethiopia)  
“Ethical Considerations and the HIV/AIDS Epidemic in Africa”

Abstract:	This	paper	explores	ethical	problems	related	to	the	HIV/AIDS	epidemic	
in Africa. It argues that blanket application of modern ethical principles in the profession 
of	medical	ethics	has	eroded	African	values	and	aggravated	the	spread	of	HIV/AIDS.	
The unjust policies and activities of global powers have increased Africa’s vulnerability 
to	HIV/AIDS.	Many	people	in	Africa	have	not	yet	benefited	from	amiretrovirals	and	
other treatments because of lack of resources. The current global world order has 
not favored Africa. This paper suggests that multinational pharmaceutical companies 
should incorporate ethical criteria into the mechanics of pricing and calculations of 
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profitability,	to	make	therapies	more	widely	available	where	need	is	greatest.	Phar-
maceutical companies have moral responsibility to make drugs freely available on the 
basis of need rather than ability to afford them. Human well-being in the world requires 
the attention of all powerful and poor nations as well as corporations, this paper further 
argues that although in some instances routine and compulsory HIV testing can have 
positive	consequences,	voluntary	HIV	testing	seems	to	be	more	successful	and	justifi-
able than mandatory testing in the current situation of Africa. It stresses that people 
should be encouraged to voluntarily test for HIV, because knowledge about one’s HIV 
status severely affects one’s quality and direction of life. HIV should be treated the 
same as other conditions of a similar severity. The paper further suggests that medical 
principles should not be taken as absolute. The rights of individuals and the pursuit of 
the common good should be balanced so as to develop culturally appropriate medi-
cal care. Finally the paper suggests that African and other scholars have to study the 
ethical	challenges	of	HIV/AIDS	and	play	their	role	in	addressing	these	challenges.

Keywords;	African	worldview,	biomedical	principles,	ethics.	HIV/AIDS.	Pharma-
ceutical companies.

Bongasu Tania Kishani (Cameroon)  
“The Interface of Being: Language in Philosophy”

Being and Language have a strikingly reciprocal rather than a close or distant 
relationship,	especially,	when	we	define	and	view	them	with,	and	within,	their	broad-
est or strictest philosophical terms. Being depends on Language for its appellation 
just as Language depends on Being in terms of its content. Both lack the liberty to 
escape from themselves to either peep their existence or to oralize (i.e. to speak 
about or listen to) themselves from a neutrally independent position or lime. Neither 
Being not Language ever gives birth to a vacuum. Everywhere, but nowhere fully, 
neither Being nor Language solely limits itself in space and in time. In absence or 
in presence. Being continues to be, just as Language continues to speak. Neither 
Being nor Language can ‘exhaustively eat its cake and not have	within	its	influential	
spheres of articulation and silence!

Being therefore is ineffably and inevitably Language! To be as something that 
can be expressively perceived, is to speak or listen. For, it requires an experiencing 
mind. a self-conscious someone, means eloquence, to do so. Being-Language as 
someone that speaks or listens, necessarily connotes something within which there 
the indivisible experience of its very self. Being -Language subsists in itself as ‘the 
permanently and dynamically unique Self. As such, it concerns the Being of every 
being, including the being of Language itself that speaks about or listens to every 
language, including the language of its own Being. Being - Language, is therefore 
the same existential -linguistic Dasein
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Anatoliy G. Kossichenko (Kazakhstan)  
“Religious Essence of the Spiritual”

The	concept	of	the	spiritual	at	the	present	time	is	extremely	indefinite,	blurred.	
Such situation is attributed to several circumstances.

Firstly, our time in general has raised instability, uncertainty, ambiguity to the rank 
of the truth, has made them the norm of existence. It has become the consequence of 
loss of raison d’etre both by the human being and by the society. The purity and lucidity 
of understanding of the import of not only the human life (which can be interpreted as 
conceiving of a new and even absolutely new, not correlated with the former one raison 
d’etre, uprising in principally new conditions of human existence), but also of every single 
fragment of reality have disappeared; the reality itself became diffuse, many-faceted, 
conditioned (which again can be understood as multidimensionality of real existence, 
as	its	irreducibility	to	flat	uniformity,	as	wide	view	of	the	world,	as	pluralism,	etc.	The	
ideas of multidimensionality of spaces of imports (whatsoever imports) have won wide 
popularity,	imports	have	become	similar	to	technology	-	one	can	build	any	configura-
tions from them. All this leads to refusal from the import, but not to its expansion.

Secondly, the contemporary culture has lost the succession with the previous one, 
liberating	itself	hence	from	the	obligation	to	be	exact	and	in	the	concepts	reflecting	
the	previous	culture.	After	the	onslaught	of	the	post-modern,	the	loss	of	definiteness	
has become the signs of the new culture. Words are used arbitrarily, without the 
elementary connection with their previous content. One says about the ‘philosophy’ 
of business (probably, meaning its basic principles), about ‘philosophy’ of furniture, 
etc. The word ‘spirituality’ is used with the same easiness. ‘High spirituality’ of the 
latest	 insignificant	exhibition	of	abstract	painting	has	become	a	commonplace	of	
art critics. One should note the general tendency to depreciation, profanation of 
especially	significant,	‘high’	concepts	of	previous	culture.	The	higher	meaning	had	
the	word	before,	the	more	insignificant	is	its	meaning	today.	Audacities	of	such	sort	
are	clearly	fixed in the youth and professional slang; the common conscience to the 
utmost	simplified	its	conceptual	structure,	having	reduced	it	to	verbs	and	desires;	
scientific	irresponsibility	prevailing	in	the	contemporary	scientific	environment	leads	
to the loss of the accuracy of the conceptual structure of the science, especially of 
the	sciences	of	the	social-humanitarian	profile.

Thirdly, virtually every sphere off activity of the contemporary person bears its own 
content of the same concepts, which permits again to use concepts arbitrarily.

The	forth,	justified	symbolism	of	the	language	in	our	epoch	of	import	breakup	-	
which is inevitable in the last time - has been transformed into destructing the import 
of the concepts metaphors style.

And	finally,	the	fifth,	because	of	roller-like	growth	of	secularism	with	seemingly	
growing religiosity, the person has virtually completely lost the sense of responsibility 
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for the work and for its import. Such maxims as “In the beginning was the Word, and 
the Word was with God, and the Word was God” or “It is not open to us as our word 
will act, but what is given to us, is compassion and grace of God” have transformed 
into	difficult to understand, abstract word combinations. Responsibility for the word, 
creative	significance	of	the	word	-	are	absent	in	the	conscience	of	the	absolute	major-
ity of our contemporaries.

Is there any use then to be surprised that in all the above circumstances the 
contemporary person easily and arbitrarily uses the most different words? The word 
‘spirituality’ is used now in place and out of place. Meanwhile, the word ‘spirituality’ 
comes from the word ‘spirit’, and spirit is what God breathed into Adam at his creation. 
And now the terms ‘spirit’, “the spiritual’ - divine inspiration - are used out of turn; for 
example, people speak about the spiritual, and more than that - about highly spiritual 
significance	of	a	new	insignificant	method	in	pedagogic;	the	word	is	used	relative	to	
films,	stilted	images	of	poetry	and	prose,	ugly,	deprived	of	any	imagery	‘painting’	-	at	
that, the more such subject is out of spirit, the easier it is called the spiritual, spirituality. 
Such is our poor-spirit time and such are we - contemporary people.

Why we insist that the word ‘the spiritual’ must not be used arbitrarily relative to 
different situations, events, and subjects? Incorrect use of different words is bad and 
reprehensible, since it disorients a huge number of groundlings, who today, alas, con-
stitute the majority. It is bad since with such use of words the instinct of truth is distorted 
in the human being (every person feels truth), the truth is substituted with lie and all 
know who the father of lie is. But if it is bad in respect of many other words, it is much 
worse and more dangerous when such substitution is made in respect of the concept 
‘the spiritual’. We unconsciously distort not simply the word ‘spirit’, but the content of 
this word. We reduce, we devaluate, we refuse not the word, but the spirit itself.

It is not so tragic if we do it because of our ignorance, but more often it is made as 
protest. Earthliness of our life consists in loss of spiritual tact, which would have not 
permitted before to be so negligent to the use of the term ‘the spiritual’. Deprived of the 
spirituality person protests against the adequate use of the term ‘the spiritual’, since 
looking narrowly into the word ‘spiritual’ is able itself to spiritualize the person.

One can object that one should not be so supersensitive to the described situation: 
there is no any malice, but there is simplicity, easiness of use of words, it is well that 
we only mix words, but not to say obscenities. But just try to take from such ‘easy-
minded’ person his money - he will immediately protest. What is this discriminating 
‘easy-mindedness’? This seeming easy-mindedness hides clear and deeply reasoned 
system	of	values,	where	money	is	something	holy,	and	the	holy	is	a	trifle,	foolishness,	
so the spirit can be humiliated by its out of place mentioning.

Spirit is so highly appreciated in religious systems, that, for example, the Gospel 
says: “Every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against the 
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Spirit will not be forgiven men”. And distorted use of the word ‘spirit’ is blasphemy. So, 
all this easiness in use of the word ‘spiritual’ is not easiness at all, but the strategy of 
destruction of the principles of faith. Only in the religious sphere, the use of the word 
‘spiritual’ is appropriate, since religion is in essence the sphere of the spiritual. And 
when we today, being almost without exception illiterate religiously, try to defend the 
right to use this term relative to, for instance, art works, than at best we demonstrate 
this	illiteracy,	at	worst,	we	protest	against	faith,	fight	with	it.

The adequate sphere of the spiritual is religion - where all spiritual problematic 
comes from and where answers to all sincere spiritual questions are. The only form of 
creative	work	of	the	person	the	use	of	the	word	‘spiritual’	is	justified	for	its	development	
of the person in sprit, his spiritual development. The parameters and requirements of 
such development are well known from religious commandments. Here is the genuine 
sphere of the spiritual.

Philosophers of the twentieth century worked a lot for creation of the incorrect image 
of the spiritual. Even such prominent thinker as N.Berdyayev, wrote that the person is 
co-creator to God, which is the purpose of the person, which is the essence of his spiri-
tual development. It follows from here that the person in his creative work bears spiritual 
potential, which is embodied in arts and similar spheres. And therefore, it is appropriate 
to use the term ‘spiritual’ towards subjects of human activity. The closer such activity to 
‘spiritual	creative	work’,	the	more	justified	is	the	use	of	the	term	‘the	spiritual’.

It is an absolute lie. It was already Gnostics who faced unsolvable problems that 
arise at attempts to substantiate the ontology of the world through ‘condescension of 
spirit’ and its ‘dying in the substance’. The Scripture compares the spirit with the wind 
that ‘blows where it wishes’, and no ‘material prison’ can catch Him and capture, in all 
this Gnostic and neo-Gnostic equilibristic, attempts to substantiate the Spirit outside 
His connection with its source - God. To say strictly, it is open atheism, and it must be 
called so. Atheism has the right, moreover, to deny ontological origin of the spirit, and 
one needs to recognize that it is consistent when it dithers the concept of the spiritual 
and insists on wide use of the term ‘the spiritual”.

But	such	is	atheism.	All	other	systems	of	outlook,	first	of	all	religious	ones.	cannot	
so arbitrarily interpret the concept of ‘the spiritual’. The religious essence of the spiritual 
shows through the content of the spiritual and is evident in every manifestation of the 
spiritual. One needs to try very mush not to see it.

However, denial of self-evident is the characteristic trait of our time, giving pref-
erence to the absurd being, when nobody cares about the inanity of life, but all care 
about ‘quality of life’ - as a set of qualities similar to the consumer basket. With oblivion 
of the spiritual the spiritual will not suffer, but the person will suffer and suffers now; 
but without the knowledge of the spiritual thinks that he suffers from lack of everything 
except spirit, through all his sufferings come from lack of the spiritual. Let us hope that 
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the contemporary person will break through to the spiritual being, if for no other reason 
than he just does not have any other way out.

“The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear the sound of it, but cannot tell where it 
comes from and where it goes. So is everyone who is born of the Spirit”, (John, 3:8)

Maija Kule (Latvia)  
“Three Life-forms as a Basis of Different Philosophical Thinking”

We can examine three life forms typical of contemporary Europe: upward, for-
ward, on the surface. They can be described making use of phenomenological and 
hermeneutical description of the life-world which encompasses the changes of value 
systems, cultural transformations, types of man’s behavior etc. Life Forms display dif-
fering attitude towards space, time, rhythm, hierarchy of values, universalism, essence, 
mind, body, causal relationships and chance, language. Rather different contemporary 
philosophical trends emerge from these life forms and try to interpret them.

Tatiana Leshkevich (Russia)  
“About the New orientations of the Philosophy in Global Era”

The fact is that philosophy has undergone dramatic changes under the	influence	
of	both	scientific	and	spiritual	life	development,	as	well	as	the	dynamics	of	society	and	
types of civilizations. We live in the global era. The present article is devoted to analyz-
ing	new	orientations	and	strategies	of	philosophy	in	the	global	era.	Scientists	define	the	
present state of the universe as non-equilibrium and unstable. The modern epoch has 
no equals in the speed and dynamism of transformations. The fundamental openness 
of the future, numerous options of the course of events require new philosophical ap-
proaches and give a new impulse to rethink philosophy itself. The global era has given 
birth to a new system of values and extraordinary principles of post-modern picturing 
the world. One of them is the following; the system “forgets” its previous states, loses 
its systemic memory and operates in a spontaneous and unpredictable way. Another 
one	is	connected	with	understanding	how	significant	the	energy	of	aim	and	intention	is	
because they are very important mechanisms of human activity. Philosophy broadens 
the limits of traditional rationalism and penetrates into the depths of human mind. Often 
it may involve such concepts as soul, virtue, empathy, “knowledge of the heart” and 
some other non-rational notions.

Modern thinkers would like to understand the real tendency and strategy of the 
development of a new paradigm with all its complexity and dynamics. It should be noted 
that philosophy in global era distinguishes two fundamental tendencies: the so called 
anthropocentrism	and	desanthropocentrism.	According	to	the	first	tendency

anthropocentrism - a man as a rational being is placed in the centre of the universe, 
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as a guide for future human activity and can predict the future of mankind. According to 
the second one ~ desanthropocentrism - a man is one of energy forces among others. 
The second orientation is used to describe behavior of systems of all types.

The main theme of the present conference is “Philosophy Emerging from Culture”. 
But according to the traditional point of view the most ancient form of the world outlook 
which preceded philosophy in history was religion with revelation as its central idea. The 
rise	of	philosophy	coincides	with	the	beginnings	of	scientific	knowledge,	with	the	need	
for	theoretical	inquiry.	Classical	scientific	knowledge	is	based	on	strict	invariable	and	
unchanging principles. The distinct group of problems is: how do mental phenomena 
relate to physical phenomena.

Philosophers and thinkers on global era dispute about modern development as 
“the processes of spontaneous structure genesis”. Now the main aim is to show that 
we	have	to	use	the	creative	potential	of	human	reflection	as	an	open	non-equilibrium	
information system. Important is not only reason but also aims, values, virtues, human 
potential on the whole: of mind, wisdom, spirit, ethics and so on.

The problem of values includes the intense expression of modern culture. The word 
“value” indicates that it is an individual who must make choices and take decisions. A 
person becomes the measure of values.

We understand values as the quality of relations between a human being and the 
objective reality. They contain the most important semantic determinations, precepts, 
existential orientations and are accompanied by emotional and intellectual experiences. 
The intersubjective system of values is one of indispensable conditions for the dialogue 
between different cultures and civilizations.

Li Jianqim (China)  
“Dialogue and Communication-the Reality  
and the Future of Cultural Conflict”

As a trend of cultural development, the most fundamental characteristic of glo-
balization	is	the	conflict	among	all	kinds	of	cultural	types	across	the	world.	These	
cultural	conflicts	faring new challenges to cultural development. This paper probes 
the	new	connotation	of	cultural	conflict,	namely,	the	conflicts	focus	on	the	debates	
on better or worse among different cultures. Different views on value and views on 
world, environment problems, differences in political cultural thoughts, the explana-
tion of media on different cultural backgrounds, etc. Today’s development of culture 
is facing a problem of how to construct the philosophy foundation of cultural dialogue 
and communication. Freeing from such a crisis	 needs	philosophical	 reflection	of	
cultural dialogue and inquiry into the interchangeability and barriers among different 
cultural types.
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Lin Ya-ping (Taiwan) “Feelings and Virtues”
It is commonly held that Kant’s duty-centered ethics contrasts duty with feelings 

such as love, sympathy and so on. An action has moral worth only if it is performed 
not out of natural inclinations or feelings but the agent’s sense of duty. The main 
reasons	are	that,	first,	feelings	are	transient,	capricious	and	contingent,	they	cannot	
yield the objective and universal principles on which morality is grounded and hence 
are unreliable moral motives. Second, since feelings are merely undergoing which 
are not under control of will, they cannot be commanded as our duty. The point of 
departure of this essay is the relation between feelings and morality. I will begin with 
discussing the passages on inclinations and moral worth and the division between 
pathological and practical love in Grundlegung der Metaphysik der Sitfen and Kritsk 
der praktischen Vernvnft. In section 2, I will turn to his later works such as Religion-
schrift and Metaphysik der Sitten on moral feelings and the duties to others and argue 
that Kant admits the importance of inclinations and feelings as being the subjective 
conditions of receptiveness to the concept of duty and claims that we have duty to 
cultivate our feelings and inclinations. Finally, in section 3. I will go beyond Kant’s 
position and contend that the feelings of sympathy and love have not only derivative 
value	in	the	sense	of	facilitating	our	fulfillment	of	duty,	but	intrinsic	value	in	that	they	
can enhance our moral sensitivity to the salient features of moral situations. Feelings 
are	spontaneous	responses	to	our	inner	and	outer	conditions,	and	refined	moral	feel-
ings enable us to more appropriately attend and respond to the suffering of others.

Liu Lihua (China) “The Incomparable and Valuable Heritage”
Western philosophy and Chinese philosophy are of knowledge seeking Tao in 

a rational way while each has its characteristics of rational style. Tao is law or the 
essential, necessary and stable relation of existence or being. The fundamental 
questions of human existence can be induced the introversive relation of a person or 
humankind with self, the extroversive relation of a person or humankind with natural 
and social environments and the relation of between humans and among humankind. 
Philosophy deals with the three kinds of relations from the viewpoints (paradigm) of 
ontology, epistemology and axiology. Both traditional Chinese philosophy and pre-
present Western philosophy included very plentiful contents of using the paradigm 
to think and resolve the three kinds of relations and have their specials in style or 
expression form and formed their respective but mutually complementary theory 
emphasis and approaches and left us incomparable and valuable heritage to build 
a new human harmony philosophy in this global times.
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Vladimir Lobovikov (Russian)  
“Uniting Parmenides’ and Heraclitus’ Philosophies by Means 
of Abstract Form Research in Values. (A Logically Consistent 
Synthesis Emerging from Culture Algebra)”

Below I use algebra of culture (algebra of values) for rethinking the relationship 
between philosophies of Parmenides and Heraclitus. I assume that, in its essence, 
philosophy is an abstract form research in values. Then I deduce logical conse-
quences from this assumption. The system of abstract value forms is represented 
as two-valued culture algebra.

Below symbols x, y stand for evaluative variables taking their values from the 
set {g (good), b (bad)}. The following glossary introduces evaluative functions deter-
mined by two variables. These functions take their values from the set {g (good), b 
(bad)} as well.

Glossary 1: The symbol Byx stands for “being of-x and being of-y. Nyx stands 
for “non-being of x and non-being of y. Fyx - “.y’s causing non-being ofy. Myx - “x’s 
(causing) change (movement) of y”. Cyx — “x’s (creating) contradiction in (among) 
y”. Oyx - “x’s creating opposition in (among) y. Dyx - “jc’s producing difference in 
(among) y”. Uyx-”x’s producing separation in (among) y”. Vyx-Vs dividing (division 
of)’. Zyx x’s	causing	discreteness	of/’.	Syx - “x’s making a set ofy”. Wyx - “x’s struggle, 
war with (against) y”. Uyx - x’s unity (uniting) in relation to (against) y. These functions 
are	defined	by	the	following	table.

Evaluation table uniting Parmenides’ and Heraclitus’ philosophies 

y x Byx Nyx Fyx Myx Cyx Oyx Dyx Uyx Vyx Zyx Syx Wyx Uyx

g g g b b b b b b b b b b b b

g b b b b b b b b b b b b b b

b g b g g g g g g g g g g g g

b b b g b b b b b b b b b b b

Glossary 2 introduces symbols standing for unary operations of culture alge-
bra. The symbol B’x stands for “being (existence) of x”. n’ x stands for “non-being 
(non-existence) of x”. FHx — “x’s causing non-being”. FPy — “causing non-being ofy, 
mHx - “x’s (causing) change (movement)”, MPy - “change (movement) ofy. CHx -”x’s 
(creating) contradiction”, CPy - “contradiction in (among) y”. SH x - “x’s making set”. 
SPy - “set of y”. WHx –“x’s struggle, war”. WPy- “struggle, war with (against) y”.

The following tables are mathematical simulations the two philosophies under 
discussion.
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Parmenides’ philosophy table 

y B’y N’y FPy MPy CPy SPy

g g b b b b b

b b g g g g g

Heraclitus’ philosophy table 
x B’x N’x FHx MHx CHx SHx

g g b b b b b

b b g g g g g

If the symbol «=+=» stands for the formal-axioiogical equivalence relation among 
evaluation	functions,	then	the	above	unary	operations	may	be	defined	as	particu-
lar cases of the corresponding binary ones. B’x=+=Bxx. N’x=+=Nxx. FPy=+=Fyg. 
FHx =+=Fbx. MPy=+=Myg. MHx=+=Mbx. CPy=+=Cyg. CHx=+=Cbx. SPy=+=Syg. 
SHx=+=Sbx.

The conjunction of these equations and of the above tabular simulations of the 
two philosophies is logically consistent (synthesis of the two).

Pablo Lopez Lopez (Spain)  
“Philosophy of Languages and Languages as Framework  
of Cultures and of Philosophies”

There is a gap between the most abstract approach of Philosophy of language and 
the empirical information of language sciences. An intermediate level of abstraction 
and a bridge between Philosophy of language and language sciences is precisely 
Philosophy of languages.

How can we come forward in philosophizing on language, if we are not able to 
philosophize on particular languages?. Language is nothing but the interrelated sum 
of languages.

Philosophy of languages set out from the fact that every language has a philosophi-
cal identity. Therefore, we should be much more conscious of the great relevance of 
every particular language for philosophical speech. A language is not a neutral tool 
for deep thinking.

The core of a language is its philosophy, a philosophical perspective. Thus, a 
language has to give an implicit general orientation to whatever speech that is per-
formed or written with its syntactic rules and concepts. A language is the framework, 
the atmosphere, the environment of every culture and every deep thinking (Philosophy 
or Theology), It is the deepest root of every deep thought. All of that can be analyzed 
in basic concepts like “to be” or “essence”.
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Chintamani Malviya (India)  
“Value, Culture and Social Development”

In this changing world everything is changeable. Value Change, as well as So-
ciety Change. Because men change. Man is the creator of values. His values are 
not given by anyone. They are created by man himself. The problem are to what is 
a value and what is not a value is a problem essentially in the human world.

Actually what man prefers is a value and what man does not prefer is not a value. 
It is not the case that man prefers something because it is a value the case rather 
is that because man prefers something, it becomes a value. Value change because 
men change, their outlooks change.

Those who believe that the perfect and unchanging God is the source of mans 
values can not explain as to why do from time to time some of the existing values go 
down and new values come up. Allegiance to the king was once a value; but being 
a democrat is a value now.

The real meaning of the phenomenon of change of values is that men have 
changed, their outlook has changed, their situation has changed and hence, their 
needs	and	ideals	have	changed.	All	changes	foster	in	man	first	and	then	effect	the	
society.	Its	may	be	scientific	research	like	car,	mobile	phone,	television	etc,	or	its	may	
be philosophical thinking as Communism, Capitalism, Secularism, etc.

When it is said that man is the Greater of values, the reference is to the individual 
man and not to the group. Although individual behaves differently when he is alone 
and when he is in a group, individual alone is the moral agent and not the group.

Human brain creates new ideals and new ideas. Groups do not have brain, hence 
they can not create ideas. But group or society also has an important role here. New 
preferences are mooted by some genius. Seer or prophet, But these preferences will 
be called values only when the society accepts them. The new outlook must appeal 
to the minds and heart of the majority of people. For its origin, value depends upon 
some individual. But for its continuous, value depends upon the people who accept 
that value.

Value	 is	differ	 from	 likes/dislikes,	 fashions	 fads	and	erases,	dress-styles,	hair	
styles, food habits, these are also accepted by a larger number of people, but unlike 
the values they are short lived , lighter and do not touch the core of our life. Values 
are preferences which are not only accepted by the majority of people and which are 
not only long lasting but they also touch the very core of our life. Values depict the 
ideal conditions of society which it wants to be achieved by it members.

Values create social institutions so that through them it becomes possible to 
realize the values. As the values changes the social institution change, in fact when 
values change the whole society changes this is how culture differ from each other. 
Thus value, man, society and change are a compound phenomenon.
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Godabarisha Mishra (India) 
“Calling of the Trans-religious Philosophy  of Liberation: 
Expanding the Horizons of Peace and Globalization”

In spite of the steady emergence of globalization world wide, and with the progres-
sive modernization, there is a seeming multiplication of human predicaments since the 
common man subjected to all these have not become free in the sense of salvaging 
himself from external temptations and insulating from the inner misgivings. Rather 
at this particular point of time, he has been enslaved by the forces which were not 
present in a pre-modem socio-political ambience leading to the discovery of a peculiar 
emptiness in the core of his life and living. This peculiar and problematic assemblage 
of peculiarities in the modern context deserves scrutiny and we need to think if there 
is any alternative way of looking at the problem by invoking certain philosophical 
resources from the past. The following proceeds into the examination and analysis 
of the concept of liberation in Buddhism and Vedanta and show if they have some 
nuances to offer to a peaceful world order and meaningful globalization.

Yasien Mohamed (South Africa) “Greek Philosophy  
in the Islamic Cultural Context with Reference to Justice”

This paper will begin with an exposition of Greek philosophy with special refer-
ence to the Platonic and Aristotelian concepts of justice. It will then attempt to dem-
onstrate how these Greek concepts have been received within the Arabic-Islamic 
cultural context, examining the view of al-Raghib al-lsfahani (d. 1060). It should be 
noted that when we speak of ‘Greek’ we are referring to Greek concepts in Arabic 
translation, especially Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics. Also, although Isfahani was 
Persian, he wrote his ethical treatise in Arabic, the main medium of cultural expres-
sion in the 11th century.

For Aristotle, justice means ‘equality’ and it is the justice of the law, a human law. Is-
fahani adopted his concept of justice as equality, but replaced the concept of human law 
with the divine law (al-shar ‘iah). Another difference is that Isfahani did not separate the 
notion of social justice from the individual soul of the soul. Legal justice itself, was not a 
secular concept, but a religious idea, embedded in the Quran, where God commanded 
men to exercise justice. It is therefore an expression of one’s inner being and has a wider 
and deeper meaning then the mere conformity to a humanly worked out law.

Another concept of Isfahani, not found in Aristotle, is that of benevolence, which 
is the free voluntary expression of the soul. This is a virtue of excess, and so, can-
not be justice, which is a virtue of equality. Thus, embraced the Aristotelian notion 
of justice and integrated it within the framework of Platonic psychology, and then he 
Islamized it and placed it within in an Islamic cultural context. For him, justice and 
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benevolence are two sides of the same coin, and so should work together. The one 
should moderate the other. Without benevolence, justice could lead to revenge and 
violence. Thus, Isfahani is a good model of how foreign knowledge could be integrated 
into a cultural context, and his theory of justice is still relevant for us today in a world 
that is torn apart by violence and revenge.

E. Moutsopoulos (Greece)  
“The Crisis o Values in the Contemporary World”

1. The cultural crisis in Europe
It has been repeatedly asserted that Europe is nowadays experiencing a cultural 

crisis.	Such	a	cultural	crisis	itself	may	be	defined	as	the	result	of	a	shift	from	traditional	
world humanist values towards a new category of values related to the technological 
revolution	(time,	efficiency	and	so	on).	Actually,	these	values	are	nothing	very	new:	
the value of effectiveness in time. For instance, known as kairos in classical antiq-
uity, has merely been given a new twist. For some players in particular, new values 
affecting cultural development are seen as emerging from the shift from an old to a 
new socialist economic order.

The	crisis	may	also	be	defined	as	a	shift	in	the	search	for	models. Such models 
are principally rationalizations of values; are sources of derived values. There has 
been a tendency to identify models, paradigms and theoretical systematic and syn-
thetic forms with concrete instances corresponding more or less to concrete aims in 
lace of actual concrete needs. These models are manifestly suited to the dynamism 
and mental activity characteristic of modem business. Progress has even been 
described as equivalent to adventure. The traditional European model is however 
being challenged both by a European model, and by models from outside Europe, 
for example from Japan and America. Geopolitics enters into what had been cul-
tural considerations of a purely Eurocentric kind. Traditional unicentric models have 
moreover to be replaced by polycentric models and this entails a restructuring of the 
concepts which we have been used to. The new functional relations can be thought 
of in terms of opposition and complementarity between general models from Europe 
or	elsewhere,	and	specific	European	models	based	on	various	criteria	such	as	geo-
political (e.g. East-West; North-South) or purely socio-cultural features. This also has 
to do with the problems of the younger generation. We had to look for greater justice, 
while still maintaining complete personal freedom and respect for the human being. 
This raises two further issues: the ritual exclusion of women from almost every active 
public cultural role; and the marginalization of certain groups, whose presence has 
proved to be an important cultural asset.

To return to the idea of polycentricity; Europe can undoubtedly draw further inspi-
ration for its future by looking closely at those of its constituent elements that are due 
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to	influences	from	outside	Europe,	in	the	recent	or	remote	past.	Among	these	will	be	
some that can help Europe decentralize and assimilate, so as to re-evaluate those 
of its cultural products for exposure outside Europe that are destined to impinge on, 
enrich, and renew non-European traditions. This counterpoint of European and non-
European culture also has something to teach us about the interchange of cultural 
values within Europe itself. As has been emphasized, the main task from now on is 
not just to look for values, but to look for them in their deepest and broadest sense. 
We need not just answers to our problems, but permanent solutions.

The crisis in world culture is mainly due to the shift from a prehistoric to an histori-
cal period, which means that it has acquired such awareness. That cultural integra-
tion is a necessity. This integration will be complete only when part of a dialectical 
process emerging from the opposition between diversity and unity of cultural values 
within the present model of the organization and formation of Europe, as an entity 
and as a value in the round.

2. Towards a dialogue between cultures
One cannot speak of civilization without distinguishing it from culture. The two 

notions	are	complementary,	defining	the	various	aspects	of	social	and	personal	life.	
«Civilization» is the term found mostly in authors writing in the French tradition, and 
«culture» is the term found mostly in authors writing in the German tradition. This is 
not to say that the lines of demarcation between the two terms are crystal clear or 
easily conceptualized. Generally speaking, civilization is the sum of behaviors and 
acts relating to the material outcome of social activity, whereas culture is the need to 
create the moral and intellectual goods of which the life of the spirit consists.

Originally, culture meant a methodical tillage of the soil, to obtain better crops 
than there would be if things were left to Mother Nature, hence, an opposition be-
tween «nature» and «culture». In our own day, culture means the tillage of human 
intellectual and moral potential so as to obtain better intellectual and spiritual creation 
(in religion, art and philosophy) whereas civilization implies the production of better 
material goods. Technology, the means to continuously improve the quality of products 
(«civilization»),	may	also	exert	a	certain	influence	on	cultural	creation.

Cultural creation helps a society to tighten up its structure and strengthen the 
links between its members. It is relevant that in ancient Rome the word religion origi-
nally meant the cultural bond between the members of a given society. The essence 
of this bond was shared reference to supernatural forces and at the same time, a 
common language and iconography in the art of a particular religious cull. These 
shared elements helped (and still help) to create and maintain the bonds between 
the members of society.

There has never been any society that did not have its religion, and consequently 
its art. Even in the early years of atheist Soviet society with its Marxist inspiration, a 
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cult of personality arose to take the place of the cull of a divine being. It is true that 
art	finally	cut	loose	from	its	origins	in	magic	and	religion.	Even	today,	however,	it	still	
retains a magical and quasi religious atmosphere that it communicates to the beholder. 
All rhythm, for instance, imposes, its own order upon The apparent everyday disorder 
of social life and behavior. It is axiomatic for ethnologists such as Frazer, Eevy-Bruhi 
and Levi-Strauss that cultural creation is essential to social life.

The tendency of what we call «globalization» is to impose one sole model of 
civilization on the world, thus reducing human to a single dimension. Multiplicity of 
cultures, by contrast, ensures human multidimensionality, in other words the great 
spiritual wealth that human beings accumulate. This is why dialogue between cul-
tures is more than ever necessary. It helps to ensure the growth of a society’s cultural 
wealth by infusing it with new elements. These in turn strengthen it and make it more 
able to tolerate, understand, and engage with foreign cultures and this acts to unite 
humankind without the risk of impoverishing the human spirit.

Patricia Nguyen (Taiwan)  
“Philosophy Emerging from Culture » in a Blondelian Perspective 
— the “option” Implied in the Emergence of Philosophy from 
Culture”

In a perspective inspired from French philosopher Maurice Blondel (1861-1949), 
what can be seen in the process of philosophy emerging from culture (that is all the 
human	achievements	in	the	fields	of	science,	technology	,	arts	and	humanities...)	
is also the emergence of the spiritual dimension of human life from human thought, 
which itself has evolved from the “cosmic thought” and is secretly accompanied by 
a “spirit” which does not derive from human thought but transcends it.

This spiritual dimension appears in the form an “option” which requires to be taken: 
either	man	acknowledges	and	ratifies	this	“spirit”	and	cooperates	with	it	in	order	to	
progress	towards	its	full	achievement;	or	it	closes	up	itself	in	a	“self-sufficiency”	which	
will entail the failure, not only of philosophy, but of culture. Thus, the “option” brought 
to humankind through the development of philosophical thought is crucial, because 
it is a matter of life and death and choosing life means choosing spiritual life.

The task of philosophy is to help man become more aware of the intelligibility 
and value of making human thought “cooperate” with that spirit which is at work in 
its inmost part and at the same time is more than human — divine. In this way, phi-
losophy	“emerges	from”	culture,	but	it	has	also	to	“transcend”	culture,	in	order	to	fulfill	
its duty. But “transcending” culture does not mean cutting itself off from culture and 
proudly	reflecting	on	it	in	a	theoretical	way;	on	the	contrary,	it	requires	humility	and	
a strong will to “immerse” itself into culture in order to gradually get it transformed. 
Culture has to be reborn into spirit, in order to live.
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Sergey Nizhnikov (Russia)  
“The Unity of the Spiritual Cognition in Different Cultures  
of Humankind”

To	define	the	concept	of	spiritual,	it	 is	necessary	to	use	the	holistic	approach,	
which includes both all spheres of its realization and the analysis of its genesis of 
various cultures of East and West. Such complete approach is extremely combined 
and complicated but is utterly necessary, as only it allows us to isolate some invariant 
or intrinsic understanding of the spiritual as universal.

Spiritual is the supreme product of the life as it is which comes to the self-
consciousness and conscious increase in the person. Searching of meaning of the 
life results in necessity of self-knowledge, essence of being. The spiritual cognition 
is vertical way whereas all other kinds of knowledge are distributed in a horizontal 
plane. This vertical, or the intrinsic cognition of meaning of the life is nothing else but 
self-cognition, as a result of which the essence of a person is developed and cre-
ated, showing spiritual archetype of humankind (Truth -Virtue - Beauty) on the basis 
of different cultures symbols (Tao - Brahman-Atman – Logos).

Genesis of concept of spiritual is simultaneously formation of a person as spiritual 
essence	and	reflection	of	this	process	in	philosophical	concepts,	religious	symbols	
and works of art. They are important because play a creative, resourceful and original 
role in spiritual knowledge: basing on these spiritual instruments, a person with the 
greater depth is capable to comprehend his position in the world to think about the 
sense of his own life. Genesis of concept of spiritual accomplishes both in a history 
and	in	each	separate	person,	but	is	already	existential.	In	the	first,	same	as	in	the	
second case it is developed a spiritual archetype of humankind through disclosing 
of essence of a person. In a history of spiritual culture were organized two regular 
methods of knowledge, which are realized in logos or theos. The analysis of genesis 
of concept spiritual is expedient for carrying out by research of depth of speculation 
(mind-view) which goes from myth to logos, from apeiron to nous, from immanent to 
transcendent and vice versa in different cultures of humankind.

Spiritual traditions of the West and the East, though differs in methods of spiritual 
cognition of the truth, .are united by the results. This unity is embodied in spiritual ar-
chetype of the mankind in the essence of a man that are united, but can be disclosed 
with a help of different methods. The person who has already deeply existentially 
peered	into	himself	carries	inside	himself	universal	knowledge	and	reflection	of	his	
essence makes clear the codes of various cultures.

The essence of a man is disclosing itself through philosophizing - by method of 
thought that researches the truth; through faith in religion that expresses virtue; through 
activity in sphere of art that creates beauty. This representation is formal because all 
these spheres are closely interconnected and archetype exists as a whole unity. But 
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each sphere represents its spiritual manifestation as	a	whole	but	using	it	specific	way	
and method. Such comprehension of spiritual archetype of the mankind introduces cer-
tain	clarity	that	eliminates	the	contradictions,	for	all	the	cultures	of	the	mankind	reflect	
the united archetype, concealed by cloth of different symbols. In archetype everything 
is prescribed in unity that from the very beginning, meaning not time but substance, to 
which aims the spiritual cognition, trying to acquire its whole appearance.

In awareness of the spiritual unity, universal foundation of faith is the salvation 
of humanity.

Alois Agus Nugroho (Indonesia)  
“Poststructing the Wall of Deconstructionism;  
Philosophy Expanded to Global Horizons”

For approximately four decades, postmodernism has evoked a lot of controversies 
not only among philosophers but also among empirical scientists as well. The debate 
over Huntington’s Clash of Civilizations provides a case in point. To be sure, there are 
many denominations of postmodernism. Charles Jencks, for instance, distinguishes 
“post-modern poststructuralists” from “post-modem cosmologist”, the former being “de-
constructionist” in character, while the latter looking for a comprehensive map of reality. 
Stephen Toulmin. in his Return to Cosmology, points out that Process Philosophy is 
an example of such a postmodern- holistic paradigm in the case of which- Ken Wilber 
remarks that “postmodernism is so yesterday” will be contradictory with his own effort to 
construct “an integral vision for business, politics, science and spirituality”.

Even “post-modern poststructionist” or “post-modern deconstructionist” deserves 
a fair consideration, too. Michael Drotet claims that the deconstructionist brand of 
postmodernism brings along the theme of liberation against the hegemony of “grand 
narratives” as well as emancipator program of “local narratives”. With the inspiration 
of deconstructionist brand of postmodernism, we can draw some new cognitive map 
as well as practical programs. What a community previously perceive as ‘’natural” 
or “normal” is in fact effected by some dominant “metanarrative” being “habituated” 
through many kinds of “power”. Ethical perception concerning gender relationship 
Ss but one case in point of such power exertion,

Be inspiring as it may, the deconstructionist brand of postmodernism has to cope 
with	two	interrelated	problems,	namely,	the	problem	of	reflective	subject	and	the	prob-
lem of intercultural communication. First of all, if it is the case that the contestation is 
between local narratives (dominant narrative is but one of those local narratives), what 
role an individual should and can play. If it is the case that individual is nothing but an 
exemplification	of	particular	narrative	or	-	better	-	an	arena	of	contestation	between	
narratives, we can wonder whether and how the individual is able to emancipate 
from	any	of	the	narratives.	Without	any	recognition	of	genuinely	reflective	power	in	
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the part of subject, this particular brand of postmodernism is in danger of subscribing 
to “local totalitarianism”, where individuals are regarded merely as reproduction or 
articulation of local narratives,

The problem of intercultural communication particularly appears with the thesis 
of incommensurability. To a certain extent, it is simply understandable that evaluating 
cultures, which means determining whether a culture is “higher” than other cultures, 
assumes a scale of cultures which is universally applicable. Having learned from 
postmodern poststructuralist, we know that the distinction between “high-culture” and 
“popular culture” containing hegemony or domination. Yet, it is against our daily experi-
ence if the incommensurability among cultures prevents us from intercultural dialogue 
and intercultural understanding. The fact that we can distinguish a good translation 
from a bad one as well as the fact that we can distinguish a “well-adapted” foreigner 
from “mal adjusted” ones, falsify such an interpretation of incommensurability thesis.

The problem of intercultural understanding is interrelated with the problem of 
reflective	subject.	Even	Rorty	relies	on	the	role	of	“strong	poet”	in	intercultural	dia-
logues, by virtue of whom the liberal norm of non cruelty” can be recognized glob-
ally, the capability to make a distance with one’s own community is also stressed by 
Whitehead, when he talks about “solitary men”, whose adventure of ideas leads an 
originally tribal religion into the status of “world consciousness”. If there are genu-
inely	reflective	subjects,	then	intercultural	dialogues	can	genuinely	take	place,	the	
consequent of which is a fusion of horizons - as Gadamer claims. Ethically speaking, 
as Singer maintains, this will widen the concept of “moral recipient” from one’s own 
immediate community to global humanity.

This paper will underscore the paramount importance of philosophers’ being 
aware of local contents within philosophical thoughts. Yet, philosophers should play 
the	role	of	Rorty’s	“strong	poets”	or	Whitehead’s	‘’adventurers	of	ideas”,	by	reflecting	
on their own local wisdom and getting into dialogues with different wisdoms of oilier 
localities. In such a way the horizon of philosophy might be able to expand to a global 
one. In such a way, philosophy is indeed “a love for wisdom”.
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Serik Nurmuratov (Kazakhstan)  
“Basic Values of the Kazakh Philosophy”

In the context of the modern problems of the humanitarian sphere many cultures 
started to show more active interest to their ethnic past, to those historic sources, 
which belong to the traditional forms of morality. In the large the addressing to the 
ethnic experience, to the traditional spiritual values of nation has always been one 
of the necessary conditions of the intellectual, constructive successes of the growing 
new generation. Like all the cultural - historical paradigms the Kazakh philosophic 
thought has passed the complicated way of establishment from the ancient primordial 
forms of thinking to the quite mature modern philosophic conceptions. Centuries -old 
history and actualization of the basic moral values in the historic process were the 
bases for establishment of such fundamental ethical notions in the ethnic worldview 
as good and evil, love and haired, nobleness and meanness etc.

Moral - ethical orientation of the worldview universal phenomenon of the ancient 
Turks and The Kazakh society of the Middle Ages is unquestionable. The medieval Turkic 
thinker AI-Farabi in his philosophic system profoundly worked out such ethical categories 
as	happiness,	humanism,	moral	purification,	spiritual	perfection	etc.	These	notions	obtain	
their diverse philosophic interpretation on the next stages of the philosophic thought de-
velopment on the Kazakh land in the Yussuf Balasaguni’s, Mahmoud Kashgari’s, Ahmed 
Yugneki’s, Hoja Ahmed Yassui’s doctrines, Kazakh biis’, rhetors’, akyns’, zhyraus’ teach-
ings as well, till Abay Kunanbayev’s and Shakarim Kudayberdiycv’s doctrines.

Philosophy has its own place in the spiritual culture of any people being the quin-
tessence of its holistic worldview. It is necessary to mention that during centuries the 
Sufism	and	its	religious	system	of	values	made	a	noticeable	sway	on	the	national	
philosophy.	Because	the	Suit	thinkers	tried	to	find	the	latent	of	a	man’s	purport	of	life.	
Defining	a	man	as	the	most	universal	being,	the	Sufis	pay	their	main	attention	to	the	
self- analysis, self-observation, intuitive comprehension of the truth,

The great thinkers of the Kazakh steppe Abay and Shakarim tried to solve the 
problems of the moral perfection of a man by the humanization of the social - ethnical 
space, in the Kazakh thinkers’ of the XX century opinion a man is not be born mor-
ally deprived naturally, but his negative qualities are formed in social space. That is 
why Abay puts forward as a chief concept of his doctrine the ethical principle “Adam 
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boll!” (Be a human!), and for Shakarim the conscience is the main ethical category 
in his conception of a man’s spiritual perfection. Conscience as an important notion 
in his worldview is the main regulator of the interpersonal relations.

Abdumalik Nysanbaev (Kazakhstan)  
“Civilization, Traditions and Mentality of the Kazakhs”

Social scientists in majority recognize higher fruitfulness of civilization paradigms 
in comparison with formational which dominated in the Soviet social and humanitar-
ian science. The analysis of civilization bases and preconditions of the traditional 
Kazakh society allows to understand profoundly the essence of events occurring 
today and processes connected to systemized social modernization in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan. The East -West dichotomy is conventional in science allowing to 
define	 two	super	civilizations.	The	civilization	developed	 in	Steppe	has	absorbed	
the attributes both of the East and the West. The freedom-loving nomads’ way of life 
strongly	influenced	on	institutional	structure	of	the	political	system	of	the	traditional	
Kazakh society.

The compromise mentality is one of the basic categories in the Kazakhs mental-
ity	and	 interesting	political	 tradition	from	scientific	point	of	view.	Special	 influence	
rendered “Tengriyanism”. as the religious concept which is not admitting realizations 
of mutual exterminate mechanism. “Tengriyanism” preached harmony and called for 
interaction, interaction of the resisting parties (the establishment of harmony of the 
person and nature interrelation was usually meant). Nomads transferred this instal-
lation on social relations system. The principle of compromise blocks sharp political 
maneuvers and forces participants of political process to obedience, reconciliation.

Human rights were regulated in laws of Tauke-khan — “Zhety zhargy’’ Presence 
of the given code of laws speaks about high level of the sense of justice in Kazakh 
society.	According	to	modern	terminology,	there	was	a	reflection	to	the	right	of	life,	
marriage, land, property, that is basically personal (civil) and economic rights. The 
important parameter of presence of the political rights in Kazakh society is the in-
stitute of khans electivity, legal procedure of legitimating “Tore-chingyz” authorities, 
already recognized by public opinion as leaders. The khans authority was not brought 
down and had an elective character. It is known, that only most worthy candidates 
were	proclaimed	khan.	Mechanism	of	arising	conflicts	solving	concerning	violation	
of the individual and collective rights was the institute of biis, carrying out functions 
of judicial and administrative authority. Sultan Barak who killed Abulkhair-khan, was 
judged by biis and this is the bright evidence of power and maturity of the sense of 
justice in Kazakh steppe.

All	above-stated	testifies	the	high	adaptable	abilities	of	political	systems	of	traditional	
nomadic societies in the Central Asia to provide stable and steady functioning of the sys-
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tem.	Specificity	of	authority	in	Kazakh	society	concluded	the	idea	that	authority	officials	
were not so much appointed and elected, i.e. the title of the governor, as such was the 
deserved honorary title. Ritual of elected khan raise on white carpet, or transfer to biis 
the unlimited license for judicial - administrative, military-political and diplomatic activity 
only	if	there	is	a	national	recognition	just	testifies	the	existence	of	such	form	authority	
legitimacy as an «act of a recognition » of political will of the applicant.

J. obi oguejiofor (Nigeria)  
“The Cultural origin of Contemporary African Philosophy”

In his critique of ethnophilosophy especially as manifested in the works of Placide 
Tempels, Alexis Kagame and J. S. Mbiti, Theophilas Okere insisted that philosophy 
as distinct from other genres like literature, folklore, proverbs, etc, must arise from 
the hermeneutics of the culture of a people; and thus African philosophy must be 
the hermeneutics of African culture. He buttressed this position by making appeal to 
“Western philosophy and by examining the works of such hermeneutic thinkers like 
H.G. Gadamer, Paul Ricoeur, Martin Heidegger, etc. His essay created the herme-
neutical movement in contemporary African philosophy, later to be championed by 
Tshiamatange Ntumba, Okolo Nkonda and Tsenay Serequcberhan. This paper argues 
that the supposition that there was up till then no hermeneutics in the works of ethno 
philosophers is wrong, it seeks to interpret the whole spectrum of contemporary Afri-
can philosophy as the outcome of different hermeneutic processes of African culture 
sediment in the operative situation of life in Africa.

Culture is here understood in a very broad sense as the way of life of a people. 
Culture is in fact more like a process and thus is never static. Culture may have its 
fossils or its deposits, but an active culture is a present reality, adjusting and chang-
ing in accordance with the many factors that impact on it. Thus the real culture of a 
people is their present way of life, embracing all of its diverse aspects, their religion, 
language, economic, social and political life and institutions, etc. Every culture has 
its kernel and its gab, the former representing the more permanent aspects, while the 
later	the	more	superficial	contingent	aspects	of	a	specific	culture.	The	paper	works	with	
Kwasi Wiredu’s idea of the paradox of culture change, where change in the contingent 
aspects of culture constitutes substantial change of the culture concerned. It uses this 
paradox as a tool for the understanding of the culture shock experienced by Africa 
through historical events like slavery and later colonial subjugation. It is within and 
in reaction to the historical culture chock that all the main currents of contemporary 
African philosophy arose. Among the major currents are Ethno philosophy; Profes-
sional Philosophy; Sage Philosophy; Nationalist Ideological School; and the Historical 
School. They all arose as an attempt to address the issue of African identity under 
the background of the questions raised by the historical denigration of the African, 
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in a way, they are as F. Eboussi Boulaga says, an attempt to restore the contested 
humanity of the African.

This fact that lies at the origin of African philosophy is one that has largely been 
neglected in contemporary African philosophy. Thus the debate about the nature of 
African philosophy in the 1970s hardly alluded to the common origin of the differ-
ent currents in the actual condition of African life and from the battering of cultural 
confidence	created	by	some	kind	of	paradigm	shift	 that	different	African	cultures	
experienced with colonialism. An interpretation of contemporary African philosophy 
as arising from the subsequent way of life and shared problems and conceptions 
arising from these will serve as a point of convergence for the different manifestations 
of contemporary African philosophy. That all the currents of African philosophy are 
engaged in the process of interpreting in different and sometimes competing ways 
the African historic-cultural legacy shows that they are really involved in the process 
of hermeneutics; of interpretation of the context of the life of their subjects and their 
involvement in that context.

ouyang Kang (China)  
“The Fate and the Characteristics of Modernization in China - 
The Value Conflict and the Value Choice in Chinese 
Modernization in Global Age”

Since the beginning of 20’s century, China started its own way to probe mod-
ernization in the country. However, disturbed by many internal and external events, 
Chinese people could not focus on modernization until 1978. Since the start of the 
open door policy and the social reform in 1978, China went into the rapid practical 
process of the modernization and got great achievements. The socialist modernization 
with Chinese characteristics and the social reform is actually a kind of value revolu-
tion	and	value	reconstruction.	The	value	conflict	in	China	became	obvious,	strong,	
complex and sharp since then. The theoretical study to value and value judgment 
became a hot topic and research area in China.

This paper focus on the following problem:
1.	The	fate	of	modernization	in	China	in	20’s	century:	We	can	briefly	divide	the	

cognitive and practice process of Chinese people to modernization into 6 stages: 
being in dread of modernization from 1840-1911; expecting the modernization from 
1911-1927; disengaged in modernization during 1927-1949; misunderstanding to 
modernization from 1949-1978; creating the modernization in China since 1978,

2.	the	value	conflicts	in	China	today	came	from	following	contradictions:	the	tra-
ditional values and the modern values; the Chinese values and the Western values; 
the individual values and social values; the economic values and the moral values; 
the	values	of	social	equality	and	the	efficiency	value	of	economic	development;	the	
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universal values and the particular values; the value differences between the differ-
ent	districts,	different	social	levels,	different	benefit	groups	and	different	aspects	of	
social development, etc.

3. the characteristics of modernization in China: learning from the western 
modernization; taking the background of economic globalization; combining with 
Chinese socialism; performed by Chinese market economy; leading by the Chinese 
Communist Party; basing on the Chinese historical culture; applying new science 
and technology, and so on.

4.	the	strategy	to	deal	with	the	problem	of	value	conflict	rationally:	first	we	should	
have right value concepts and the rational value standards; second we need to resolve 
the	value	conflict	in	the	development	of	value	creation	but	not	to	stop	the	construc-
tive process; third, we should set up the rational social contribution and distribution 
system to deal with the social poverty; fourth, we should pay special attentions to 
keep the balance among the complex value elements and the needs requirement 
come from different need aspects.

Janis (John) ozolins (Australia)  
“Culture and Global Versus Local Philosophy”

There is some argument, most notably from the proponents for a global ethics, 
such as Hans Kung, who argue for the acceptance of a certain minimum of common 
values, standards and basic attitudes. Kung proposes that global ethics requires a 
minimal basic consensus relating to binding values, irrevocable standards and moral 
attitudes,	which	can	be	affirmed	by	all	religions	and	cultures	despite	their	undeniable	
differences. There is much merit in such a position, but the sticking point is that it 
is always possible to ask the question of whose basic minimum of common values, 
standards and attitudes we are being asked to adopt. Those in the West will un-
doubtedly assume that it is their conception of such commonalities that ought to be 
adopted as a matter of course. Inherent in this assumption is the view that Western 
culture is superior to other cultures, and in some instances, even more strongly, it is 
held that within Western culture it is American culture and its values which are the 
most superior of all. That this is so, is not all obvious of other cultures.

In what follows, I intend to explore the tension between a conceptualization of 
philosophy as a global enterprise, perhaps seen largely as Anglo-American philosophy 
or European philosophy and the conceptualization of philosophy within a particular 
culture which sees the tasks of philosophy and philosophy itself in a different way. 
Distinctions between what is to be considered philosophy and what is not will exist, it 
is argued, between the global conception and the local conception. The differences 
between analytic philosophy, generally understood as Anglo-American philosophy 
and continental philosophy, generally understood as European philosophy, have been 
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marked and much has been written about their differences. To some extend, these 
differences can be understood in experiential and cultural terms. It is not the differ-
ences between these broadly construed philosophical traditions that are of interest 
here, but how philosophy as practiced in a particular practiced in another country. 
Distinctive features emerge in different places and these contribute, through providing 
a different philosophical perspective, to our understanding of the world. Philosophy, 
therefore, should not strive for a uniform approach to philosophical thinking, but to a 
broadening of perspectives, so that the individual contributions by diverse cultures to 
philosophical thought are preserved.

olga Pazukhina (Russia)  
“Culture as the only Source of Philosophy”

The mode of man’s interaction with nature, i.e. the mode of his survival and 
existence, is his interaction with other people that makes the society. The mode of 
society’s implementation is culture. Culture can be understood as non-natural order 
in human interaction. It is a system of values, which manifests itself in spiritual and 
material phenomena and organizes people’s relations in their collective activities. 
Thus, culture is the parameter which distinguishes society from nature. The cultures 
of different peoples are different but in any case the system of non-natural values 
draws a distinction between the animal and the human world.

Within the society the opposition of culture and “pure or simple life’” is, strictly 
speaking,	incorrect,	since	human	life	as	a	social	phenomenon	is	cultural	by	definition.	
Even if we understand man’s life as a satisfaction of his biological needs, this, too, is 
a cultural act - by the mode of its implementation and by its contents. Eating, drinking, 
temperature	comfort	and	so	on	acquire	significant	cultural	dimension,	without	which	a	
man can reject the most biologically vital things.

In the process of society’s development there grows the necessity to support and sub-
stantiate culture as a condition to preserve the society, i.e. as a condition of man’s survival. 
This support is carried out in different forms of culture - moral, art, science, philosophy... - 
each of which in its own way supports and develops the system of values, society’s integrity 
in its opposition to nature. Philosophy is a superior form of couture’s understanding of its 
own	self.	In	philosophy	the	values	of	culture	are	reflected,	criticized,	declared	as	they	are	
in a rationally pure, not indirect, form. It is philosophy that theorizes on man in respect of 
his distinctive (present or due) values and thus philosophy represents a value conscience. 
Thus, the immediate basis of philosophy is culture but not “life as it is”.

Traditional society - due to the conservatism of human activity in many genera-
tions - states rather than rationally evaluates the present system of values and doesn’t 
work out the alternatives to the existing order of things. It is only with the appearance 
of industrial society- with people’s intense activity, mobility, enterprise and distancing 
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from family and social stratum traditions - that there appears a need of detecting what 
should keep the social organism together. The philosophy of Modem time, which de-
clared the activity, mobility and creative quality as “naturally inborn features” and the 
society was treated as an equal for everyone condition of these qualities’ development, 
became	a	realization	of	this	need.	In	this	respect	culture	was	unified	for	everyone;	its	
main value was the cultivation of man’s creative nature, its treatments differed only 
by accents.

In the postindustrial global world the mobility and activity of the uprooted man, the 
forms of his interaction with other people, social groups, institutions and the society 
as a whole get more complicated in terms of quality and quantity. In such diverse en-
vironment there appears many cultural alternatives and the problem of social integrity 
acquires special acuteness. The preservation of one’s cultural environment, even of 
physical	existence,	of	the	system	as	a	whole	becomes	problematic.	All	of	the	confines	
are degraded. In these conditions numerous subcultures are worked out, the developed 
system of communications involves into the orbit of life many earlier unknown values, 
they often contradict each other. Governmental and non-governmental institutions 
enhance their manipulations. “Simple life” is disappearing more and more, it is being 
splashed out from the human space. Only the values of different cultural systems are 
left - numerous myths including.

Present	day	philosophy	can	and	should	reflect	this	diversity	of	cultural	aims,	build	
ideal models of their interaction	-	without	the	hope	of	finding	“the	only	true”	one,	and	it	
certainly can’t grope for “life as it is”.

Saroani Chaitany Pragya (India)  
“Anekanta: Philosophy of Co-existence Emerging from Jain 
Culture Acharya Mahaprajna”

The philosophy of Anekanta propounded by Lord Mahavira 2500 year back is 
now recognized as the philosophy of Co-existence. It begins with the observation that 
the truth is multifaceted and having inbuilt opposite attributes. It also regards that the 
way of expressing the truth is not one. There are as many philosophies as the ways 
of expressions of the truth. This is why all the philosophical traditions of mankind, 
which express different perceptions and conceptions of, are different responses to 
the ultimate truth. These experiences of the Ultimate and the responses made, take 
place within different substantial-modal, historico-geographical, socio-cultural, and 
politico-economic contexts of the peoples of earth. Each of these traditions provides 
answers to the - realty of life and the world- These answers, developed through a history 
of hundreds of years, seem to generally satisfy their adherents. And so, within each 
tradition a transformation of human existence and continuous search of the truth are 
taking place with its limited yet Superlative, holistic and comprehensive approach.
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It is quite obvious that in terms of philosophical insight, intellectual power, cultural 
richness and social solidarity, none of she people of one culture considers his respec-
tive tradition to be in any way inferior to any other cultures. Thus, each philosophical 
or	religious	tradition	is	to	be	regarded	as	an	alternative	way	of	finding	truth	following	
which	one	can	find	salvation,	liberation,	enlightenment	of	fulfillment,	whatever	be	the	
goal of the philosophy or religion. And yet, the people of different ideologies and faiths 
live together in society sharing with one another the struggles and sufferings of hu-
man existence as well as its joys and deeper quests for the truth. So they constantly 
interact	with,	and	mutually	influence	one	another.

Co-existence and co-operation are the basic necessities of life and the smooth 
functioning of society and world at large. The urgent demands of promoting eco-
human justice, liberation, peace, growth and due respect for the spiritual integrity, 
enriching treasures and dynamic potential which people of different cultures possess, 
challenge people to enter into co-existential relationships with one another. In the 
context of co-existence they wily encounter mutual understanding, learning, mutual 
respect,	non-interference	and	empowering	edification.	They	would	also	find	greater	
strength in maintaining their distinctive resources as they work for individual and 
societal holistic transformation.

Gail M Presbey (US)  
“Wise Elders in Africa and the Tradition-Innovation Tensions 
within Philosophy and Culture”

This paper begins with a survey of authors, both African and European, who over 
the last two centuries have said that they have as their goal the process of sorting, 
saving, and throwing out African beliefs and practices, whether as part of a miss 
ionizing, modernizing, rationalizing, or valorizing project. The paper discusses the 
feasibility and desirability of such projects, along with possible pitfalls and errors. The 
paper gives special attention to Prof. H. Odera Oruka of Kenya’s “Sage philosophy 
project” as an example of a project that hoped to carefully balance the need to discard 
old practices that were unhelpful while preserving valuable aspects of traditions.

Secondly, it will be shown how Oruka conceived the project as an attempt to 
find	rural	Kenyan	sages	who	were	 the	counterparts	of	professional	philosophers,	
engaged in a project of demythologizing, secularization and criticizing dogmatism. In 
this way we see the emphasis is on sages as moral innovators and not the carriers 
of an unchanging tradition.

Thirdly, we’ll look at several examples of African elders interviewed who voice 
strong opinions on the topic of saving or discarding traditions, with attempts to un-
derstand the values at stake in such decisions and practices.
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Mallika Rajaratnam (Sri Lanka)  
“Self - understanding and the Subjective Universality  
in the Eastern and Western Philosophical Traditions”

Self-understanding as subjective universality is a unique message from Eastern 
and Western Philosophical traditions, forms the cultural and ethical root for common 
humanity. Philosophy originates from this universal experience of self understanding 
of reason which has been forgotten in the modem development of philosophical his-
tory. This paper intends to analyze roots of subjective universality in the eastern and 
western Philosophical culture, with special reference to the Upanishads, Buddhism, 
Socrates, Plato and Kant. The most important task of Philosophy is to explore the 
self understanding of reason and to explore experience of common humanity which 
will solve our major problems of our contemporary world.

Self understanding as highest experiential and existential understanding gives 
the bases for interpersonal, inter-subjective and transpersonal nature of our being. 
Self	understanding	as	an	integral	knowing	by	being	gives	the	first	hand	experiential	
understanding of value oriented issues. The core message of the Upanishads and 
Buddhist Philosophy explores this unique cultural expression of the East. One who 
sees himself in everything and everything in himself sees the truth says the Isha-
vashya Upanishad. According to Buddhism the self-understanding is the highest form 
of reason. Socratic Know thyself is explored by Plato and Immanuel Kant as self 
understanding of reason and integral critical and creative methodology of philosophy. 
The contemporary continental philosophy and its major expressions refocus of these 
issues in their philosophical traditions such as Phenomenology, Existentialism and 
Hermeneutics.

Search for new methodology for Philosophy and Social Sciences, is very important 
task to have the practical understanding of the current issues and the enrichment of 
the political and social values in the contemporary world. Subjective universal under-
standing is the true objectivity in Philosophy and Social Sciences and it explores the 
meaning of common humanity. The deeper understanding of our own being which 
transcends all the polemic expressions and it connects oneself with all beings. This 
self-understanding of reason gives the neutral and tranquil understanding and ex-
plores non conceptual epistemology of dialectical hermeneutic expression of reality 
in	the	cultural,	social	and	political	fields.

Abdul Rashid (Pakistan)  
“The Emergence of Philosophy of Tolerance from Culture  
of Dialogue; Religious Perspective”

Religions are great forces for peace and tolerance and maintenance of law and 
order in the society. Fear of God is a great preventive of crime and sin and evil even 
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if a country’s legal system may not have a means to punish. The God-fearing person 
will try to avoid all categories of public and private wrong-doings even if he sees oth-
ers	doing	so.	There	are	several	benefits	in	fostering	a	greater	understanding	of	the	
members of the religions on the individual and social level.

The Philosophy of tolerance demands that every human being accepts other 
human beings as equal to himself and recognizes their rights and his own duties. In 
such a society where rights and duties of the individual are given importance, and 
guaranteed by the state machinery, an atmosphere of tolerance will prevail and the 
common people will work in unity and harmony to groom common good. Socio-eco-
nomic crimes such as favoritism, nepotism, provincialism, sectarianism, tax evasion, 
will	then	disappear.	It	will	be	possible	for	the	common	man	to	take	government	officials	
to court and demand their rights. In the early days of Islam, many of the common 
people could institute cases against the Caliphs and the Caliphs would personally 
appear in court and answer the charges as accused. There will be no protection of 
the rulers from prosecution in the court by the law.

In this philosophical approach the goal of culture will be the greatest welfare of 
the people, the educated masses will work towards this goal and not fall victim to 
internal disputes and divisions - all of which will slow down progress towards the 
common	goal.	Government	and	people	will	work	in	tandem	for	national	benefit.	There	
will	be	no	room	for	and-	people	agitators,	selfish	politicians	and	dishonest	govern-
ment	officials.

Religions are the greatest impetus for the growth of culture and civilization. Cul-
ture is that fabric which knits together the diverse threads constituting society. It also 
binds together different sections of society in a harmonious goal.

Religions	(Jewish,	Christianity,	Islam	&	many	others)	believe	that	the	entire	hu-
man race has been created by Allah alone and that this world in which we live is also 
created by Allah as the dwelling place for mankind. The human race is regarded as 
an indivisible unity and all man-made distinctions and differences are unacceptable 
to it. The goal of mankind is one and the goal of the Religions is to work for providing 
mankind with potential development and self-realization.

With reference to above abstract the following points to be discussed:
1. Philosophy and Religions philosophy
2. Culture with reference to Religions
3. How philosophy emerges from culture
4. Philosophy of tolerance and mutual corporation
5. Philosophy of tolerance and development of culture
6. Role of culture in promoting human unity
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Ana Carolina Regner (Brazil)  
“Science Versus Rhetoric: Emerging And Departing From 
Modernity”

:Modernity is involved in a number of epistemological distinctions which are still the 
subject	of	debate,	such	as	“subjective	/	objective”	and	“verisimilar	/	true”’.	There	is	also	an	
older	distinction	related	to	the	definition	of	science,	that	between	“science”	and	“rhetoric”.	
In Plato’s Teetetos and Gorgias, rhetoric is conceived as the art of eloquence and persua-
sion and is based on the speaker’s subjective intention of manipulating the dispositions 
and decisions of the listener through language. Science, on the other hand, is based on 
the objectivity of knowledge of what is,	on	truth	and	virtue,	in	defining	both,	science	and	
rhetoric, Aristotle maintained some of the Platonic distinctions. He distinguished between 
science and opinion, and between science and rhetoric, but he also made important 
changes in his approach to the latter. In many of his texts there is an interweaving of sci-
ence and rhetoric in such a way that rhetorical tropes and arguments exhibit cognitive 
value.	For	Aristotle	rationality	is	not	restricted	to	scientific	syllogisms,	bill	is	expanded	by	
means of dialectical and rhetorical arguments.

After Aristotle, the classical studies of Rhetoric of Rhetorical ad Herennium (86 
b.C),	Cicero,	and	Quintilian	lost	Aristotle’s	flexibility	and	reduced	Rhetoric	to	the	study	
of	merely	decorative	“figures	of	speech”,	as	distinct	from	“figures	of	thought”.	The	gap	
between “science” and “rhetoric” became increasingly wide. Science was considered 
to be “logical”, “objective”, and “rational”, whereas rhetoric was considered “emotional”, 
“subjective”, and “irrational” and was restricted to a decorative function to be avoided in 
the	“precise”	language	of	science.	During	the	Renaissance	and	the	scientific	revolution	
of the 16”’ to 18”’ centuries, distinction was taken to extremes. Pedro Ramus (1515-
1572) divided the traditional parts of Rhetoric into two groups: Invention, Disposition and 
Memory (under the heading of “Dialectics’ [Logic]) and Elocution and Narration (under 
the	heading	of	“Rhetoric”),	According	to	the	new	scientific	categories	(though	not	 in	
strict accordance with the approaches of its great proponents), language would carry 
the	meaning	of	words	simply,	naturally	and	more	efficiently,	without	resorting	to	meta-
phor. The search for clarity and distinctiveness would become as close as possible to 
mathematical simplicity, in addition, metaphor and poetry would become more “logical” 
and metaphors would be treated as arguments to be submitted to the laws of logic.

However, on comparing the approaches traditionally called “rhetorical” by Aristotle 
with those of an exemplary case of argumentative science - the “one long argument” of 
Charles Darwin’s Origin of the Species -this distinction breaks down. Darwin’s approaches 
are in line with Aristotle’s recommendations for good rhetorical arguments, on the one 
side, and, on the other, with the contemporary concept of science as conjectural and 
fallible knowledge rather than knowledge based on necessary truths. In criticizing the 
Modem debate on the subject, we restore an important part of the Aristotelian meaning 
to Rhetoric, and are in accordance with recent analyses of Science.
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Debika Saha (India)  
“Cultural Diversities - Towards a New Conception of Identity  
and Freedom in a Pluralistic Society”

In this present age of pluralism and dialogue, it is necessary to realize that no single 
culture or religious tradition can fully represent the universal area of human experience. 
This 21st century has witnessed an explosion of information and knowledge. Not only there 
is knowledge explosion, the concept of diversity has also undergone a sea change.

Diversities are no longer considered as hindrances of social order and unity. 
Diversities are at present considered intrinsic to human existence and culture. In 
this context, it is necessary to develop a new conception of identity and freedom, 
in the multi-cultural context this would imply an abandonment of absolutism to the 
much-desired intercultural approach of identity. And this will help to bridge the in-
commensurability of various cultural diversities and discern some common ground 
by embracing a shared concern and commitment towards human race. The present 
paper tries to explore the above issues.

Vincent Shen (Taiwan/Canada)  
“Globalization and Dialogue of Civilizations -Rethinking 
Confucian Philosophy”

Today, all countries in the world are involved in the process of globalization, basi-
cally understood as a process of deterritorialization or border-crossing. We see the 
extension of market economy into a global market, the global politics beyond the limit 
of nation-state and modern concept of sovereignty and the global culture in contrast 
with and in dialectic against the self-awakening local cultures. I would therefore de-
fine	globalization	as	“An	historical	process	of	deterritorialization	or	border-crossing,	
by which human desire, human universality and ontological interconnectedness are 
to be realized on the planet as a whole, and to be concretized now as global free 
market, trans-national political order and cultural globalism.”

This is a moment of human history that people in the world feel so close to each 
other	on	the	one	hand	and	so	vulnerable	and	susceptible	of	conflicts	of	any	kind	on	
the other. Now it is the critical historical moment of opening toward other instead of 
keeping	within	self-enclosure.	In	responding	to	today’s	urgent	situation	full	of	conflicts	
created by self-enclosure of different parts such as different disciplines, cultures, 
political and religious groups, language communities, and different geographical 
areas and worlds of civilizations, etc., we humans should be more concerned with 
one another and the possibility of mutual enrichment.

Dialogue among civilizations should be conceived as based on a mutual act of 
strangification	or	mutual	wait	up.	In	the	dialogue	between	Civilization	A	and	Civiliza-
tion	B,	on	the	level	of	linguistic	strangification,	CA	should	translate	his	propositions	
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or	ideas/values/belief	system	in	to	the	language	of	CB	or	a	language	understandable	
to	CR.	in	the	meanwhile,	CB	should	translate	his	propositions	or	ideas/values/belief	
system in the language of CA or understandable to CA.

On	 the	 level	 of	 pragmatic	 strangification,	CA	 should	 draw	his	 proposition(s),	
supposed	truth(s)/cultural	expression/value/religious	belief	out	from	his	own	social-	
organizational contexts and put it into the social, organizational context of CB. In the 
meanwhile, CB	should	draw	his	proposition(s),	supposed	truth(s)/cultural	expression/
value/religious	belief	out	from	his	own	social,	organizational	context	and	put	it	into	
the social, organizational context of CA.

On	the	level	of	ontological	strangification,	CA	should	makes	effort	to	enter	into	CB’s	
micro-world, cultural world or religious world through the detour of his experience with 
reality itself, such as a person, a social group, nature, or ultimate reality. In the meanwhile, 
CB should also make effort to enter into CA’s micro-world, cultural world or religious world 
through	the	detour	of	his/her	experience	with	Reality	Itself/Ultimate	Reality.

Most	basic	of	all	these	three	is	linguistic	strangification,	by	which	one	translates	
idea/value/expression	from	one	cultural/religious	world	into	language	of	understand-
able	to	other	cultural/religious	world.	Even	if	in	the	process	of	translation,	we	loose	
by necessity some meaningful content, especially in the case of poetic, aesthetic 
and religious expressions, this should not be an excuse for not doing any effort of 
strangification.	We	should	not	argue	from	the	fact	of	loosing	meaning	in	translation	
for a radical in translatability of different language games. We could say that there 
must be a minimum of translatability among different language games, so as to al-
low	the	act	of	strangification.	The	act	of	strangification	presupposes	also	the	will	to	
strangify	and	the	effort	of	strangification.	Strangification	is	the	minimum	requirement	
in inter-cultural, inter-civilizational and inter-regional interactions.

It is in this context of globalization and dialogical interactions among civilizations 
that I’ll discuss the challenge and possibilities for philosophy. Instead of discussing 
philosophy in general, I’ll illustrate my ideas by focusing on one of my own tradition 
that is Confucian Philosophy.

The process of globalization, developed by communication technology and imple-
mented on economic, political and cultural levels, brings humankind into more and more 
systematic	networks.	This	situation	of	living	in	networks	existentially	exemplifies	the	ontol-
ogy	of	dynamic	relationship	that	we	find	since	long	affirmed	by	Confucianism.	The	Confu-
cian concept of ren denotes somehow the internal relationships between human being 
and all things existing in the universe (Heaven and Earth). In reason of ren, human beings 
can be affected by and respond to one another and by the act of shu, they can enlarge 
their existence to larger realms of existence from oneself to the other, to family, to social 
community, to the state, to all under heaven, now interpreted by the term globalization.

Basically, Confucianism will be able to contribute to this process of globalization 
by its way of life as a process of ethical extension, especially by Confucian virtues 
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and values such as humanness, righteousness, wisdom, sincerity, faithfulness...etc. 
In the networks developed by globalization, human beings, if they want to keep to the 
dignity of their life as human, should always deal with each other with sincerity and 
especially with the virtue of shu. Going outside of oneself and generosity to many 
others are supposed to be the most needed virtues in the process of globalization. In 
Confucianism, shu could be seen as such a basic virtue. I’ll examine the dynamism 
and limit involved in the Confucian virtue of shu and its implication as to an ethics 
of generosity.

olga Shipunova and Alia Salonova (Russia)  
“The Problem of the Sacral Semantics”

The semantic analysis of the sacral develops in two not intersected directions ontologi-
cal and phenomenological. According the ontological view the sacral semantics problem 
is determined by revealing of the cultural contents of absolute, which is hidden under the 
concepts of «limiting reality», «transcendence», «God». The founding indication of sacral-
ity lies outside the culture. Semantics only relates to the explanation of “outside of time” 
signs. It is complicated by the varieties of cultures symbolical languages. Searching of the 
uniform sacral semantic universal set is represented as an insoluble problem.

In phenomenological tradition the sacral is represented by archetypes of personal 
experience. The completeness of experience and sense of own life transcendence appear 
to	be	bound	to	detection	of	signs,	which	have	sacral	significance.	The	person	finds	an	
absolute basis point, which removes feeling of uncertainty and gives sense of harmony. It 
is possible due to availability of cultural senses and subjective ability of their recognition. 
Studying these factors, which form a special social-phenomenological base of subjectivity 
archaeologies, opens same new perspectives for cultural semantics of the sacral.

Pulat Shozimov (Tajikistan)  
“New Reading of Classical Texts on Islamic Philosophy in 
the Context Building of Civil Society in Modern Central Asia: 
Methodological Aspect”

Many problems that are connected with building of civil society in modern Central Asia 
have conceptual character. Especially this tendency we can observe in Tajikistan and 
Uzbekistan	where	Islamic	religious	traditions	have	more	strong	influence	on	the	society.

From my point of view one of the reason of that it’s related with the role that ra-
tionality and reason play in the State among Muslim community. The matter is that 
space of civil society bases on such categories as:

rational choice, instrumentalism, autonomy and human rights. If you don’t accept 
these conditions you automatically reduce the civil society to the community or the 
state. This tendency had happened in many countries of Central Asia where there are 
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the state institutions but they don’t work there are laws but often they are not bases 
for	social	behavior	(as	citizens)	both	to	official	and	ordinal	people	in	Central	Asia.

It leads us to the question: to what extend the western understanding of civil 
society has universal character? Could we use this understanding of the civil soci-
ety for the state with Muslim majority that is based more on the following duty and 
obligations then human rights?

In many cases it is connected with conceptual differences between the Muslim 
community and the West not just in religious aspect but philosophical. However this 
difference is not	absolute	but	it	depends	from	specific	social,	religious	and	philosophi-
cal contexts.

I argue that this difference could be overcome by means new reading of classical 
philosophical tradition of Muslim culture from 9 to 12 centuries. For that it’s important 
to restore the role of reason among Muslim population that unfortunately was reduced 
to religious dimension in the concept al-Gazzali.

The concept of civil society is based on the rational criteria and reason that are 
related with rights when faith is based more on the concept of community that is 
connected with duty and obligations.

In order to come over conceptual difference between duty and rights in the space of 
the social responsibility it’s important to accept not just criteria of faith but reason too.

We can solve this problem if we use different methodological approaches for ap-
propriate contexts: primordialism - for understanding of the nature of community that 
based of faith, duty and obligations; constructivism - for understanding of the nature 
of the state and its institutions including the State’s laws and social responsibility, and 
at last, rational choice (or instrumentalism) that is basic for civil society.

New reading of rational school of thought in Muslim culture 9-11 centuries allow us to 
change view on the rationality among Muslim population that creates bases for adaptation 
of Muslims to the civil society. All methodological approaches are connected to universal 
structure of human consciousness that’s why these approaches are universal both for 
the Western and Muslim societies. In that context rereading classical philosophical intel-
lectuals, in particular, of al-Farabi shows us the same way of the overcoming of the gap 
between faith and reason, between community, state and civil society.

[Key words: primordialism, rational choice, instrumentalism, constructivism, duty, 
right, responsibility, faith, reason]

L. P. Singh (India) “Philosophy, Culture and the Future Society”
In quest of identity and destiny, man discovers philosophy and religion. Philosophy 

provided sotoriological foundation and religion gave sacramental basis for human 
existence.	Culture	is	off-spring	of	philosophy	and	religion.	It	is	refinement	an	enrich-
ment of expressions of human longings and aspirations.
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In India, in search of identity and destiny, man attained nirvana. Man realizes that he 
is neither body nor mind. He is a pure consciousness. He is in a state of hibernation. He 
has	erroneously	identified	himself	with	non-self.	This	is	a	state	of	bondage.	According	to	
Indian philosophical tradition to know is to be. Saints and seers started philosophizing 
their transcendental experience. Hindu scriptures are the testimony of this truth. Seers 
have stated that safari is in expressible. It is beyond the reach of mind and sense. In 
the West, philosophy couldn’t go beyond region. It culminated in the Hagelian dictum 
“Real is rational and rational is real”. However, philosopher like Ludwig Wittgenstein 
could realize the limit of language and limit of thought and said, “Where of we sayeth 
there of we must consign to silence”. Different schools of philosophy at different period 
of history have always been the quest for truth and meaning of human existence.

The developments of science and technology in present world have changed the 
philosophical perspectives. We are living in the world which has been greatly trans-
formed	by	the	scientific	knowledge.	With	genetic	manipulation	life	span	of	man	would	
be of 200 years within 50 years or so. Some of the deadly disease would become the 
part	of	history.	However,	if	scientific	knowledge	is	not	used	for	welfare	and	blessedness 
of mankind, there would be inglorious end of this glorious civilization. At this critical 
juncture of history, philosophy and religion could important role in saving mankind 
from total annihilation. It would be possible with the happy blending of philosophy and 
religion,	science	and	spirituality,	East	and	West	&	the	Buddha	and	the	Christ.	The	
Buddha is a philosophy and Christ is religion. The Buddha is compassion and the 
Christ is love. To me this will be the philosophy of spiritual humanism. According to 
spiritual humanisms, man is a unit of value. In the process of realizing its own value, 
man attains enlightenment. This state of enlightenment or nirvanic truth has been 
given different names. Vedanta calls it ‘Brahman’, Kashmir Saivism ‘Pap-am Shiva’ 
{Purnahanta\ Buddhism ‘Sunyala’1 and Taoism ‘Supreme Nothingness’.

However,	with	all	the	wisdom	and	scientific	knowledge	mankind	is	facing	greatest	
problem of how to stop Dr. Jyackal from becoming Mr. Hyde?’ and to save mankind 
from the danger of extinction. This is possible only by applying and living upto the 
norms and ideals of spiritual humanism.

For the very survival of this glorious civilization, we have to spiritualize human 
society and provide ethical foundation for politics. Gandhi’s greatest contribution is 
his honest effort to spiritualize society and politics. His concept of purify of means and 
end provided an ethical anchor to sociopolitical system. The world is in threshold of 
new change and transformation. The Buddha and Christ hold the key for new spiritual 
renaissance. The Buddha’s compassion and Christ’s love would alone create a new 
hope and promise for the future society. Either we embrace the spiritual humanism 
coming out of the Buddha’s compassion and Christ’s love and live in peace and har-
mony for gel annihilated.
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Daniel Smith (Ethiopia) “Returning to our Roots vs. Liberal 
Critiques of Civilizational Identities: the Emergence of 
Philosophies of Liberation from Culture”

In this paper I will explore questions concerning the origins- locus, and alternative 
trajectories of subjectivity and what we might call, given the orientation of this confer-
ence, post-modern identities. In response to the cultural or civilizational determinism of 
Samuel Huntington’s Clash of Civilizations (1996), global scholars such as Amartya Sen 
in Identity and Violence (2006), have emphasized the multiple nature of contemporary 
identities and the role of individual choice in their cultivation and development. Kwame 
Appiah, in his book The Ethics of Identity (2005). heralds and argues in favor of the 
emergence of a cosmopolitan ethic rooted in the liberal tradition. While acknowledg-
ing various critiques of liberal ontology, he maintains that liberalism provides the best 
theoretical and practical orientation for valuing and nurturing an “ethics of identity” 
and “personal autonomy.” The choices of individuals play a determinant role in both 
Sen’s and Appiah’s accounts of identity whereas in Huntington the individual largely 
disappears	within	civilizalional	forces	destined	to	conflict.

In developing The Clash thesis, Huntington explicitly refers to Thomas Kuhn and 
how the ‘paradigms’ which inform his and other such analyses, “need not, in fact never 
[do] explain all the facts with which [such paradigms] can be confronted [Kuhn quoted 
in	Huntington	1996:30].”	And	following	a	brief	reflection	on	the	effectiveness	of	the	
‘Cold War’, but in reference to ‘paradigms’ in general he points out that, “in short we 
need	a	map	that	both	portrays	reality	and	simplifies	reality in a way that best serves 
our purposes [italics are mine, ibid: 31].”

Most of us, I believe, do not identify the Huntington’s ‘our’ insofar as it includes 
such historical developments as the imprisonment of Nelson Mandela as a ‘communist 
terrorist’ and countless tragic wars, coups, and assassinations all over the world.

We should remind ourselves that there are alternative paradigms for understand-
ing the second half of the twentieth century as can be heard in the voice of Martin 
Luther King the night before he was assassinated 40 years ago.

The masses of people are rising up and wherever they are assembled today, 
whether they are in Johannesburg. South Africa; Nairobi, Kenya; Accra, Ghana; New 
York City; Atlanta, Georgia; Jackson, Mississippi; or Memphis, Tennessee, the cry is 
always the same: ‘We want to be free!’

In brief, I would like to explore the degree to which liberal paradigms such as 
those of Sen and Appiah are effective responses to such powerful paradigms as the 
‘Cold War’ or ‘The Clash’ as articulated so well by President George W, Bush:

If the U.S. is not successful in Iraq . , . extremists could use it as a base from 
which to try to establish a radical empire from Spain to Indonesia (George W. Bush, 
White	House	Press	Conference,	25/10/06).
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In a critical appropriation of the works of such authors as Amiicar Cabrai and his 
“return to the source,” Kwame Gyekye and his defense of the “ontological primacy” 
of community, Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s Moving the Center (1993), and others I will sug-
gest that the kind of global social movements necessary to re-orient globalization 
today can only emerge if attention is given to the communal roots of our individual 
identities.

Herminic Soemitro (Indonesia)  
“Is Javanese Philosophy Philosophy?”

Javanese is a word in refer to an ethnic group in Indonesia. Indonesian archipelago 
could be seen as if separated island to island by the sea, but actually the islands are 
connected each other. This geographical condition generates variety in Indonesian 
culture. There are various of ethnic groups with their own local languages. Although 
Javanese people are majority in the number of population and they are spreading 
through out Indonesian archipelago because of their professions, the national lan-
guage of Indonesian is not Javanese - but bahasa Indonesia. This phenomenon has 
some	beneficiaries.	 Firstly,	 bahasa	 Indonesia	 facilitates	 communication	amongst	
ethnic groups. Secondly, bahasa Melayu as the origin of bahasa Indonesia had been 
very popular {lingua-franka) amongst merchants (members of various ethnic groups) 
before the Dutch colonialisation. When bahasa Meiayu was developed into bahasa 
Indonesia, other ethnic groups did not envy Javanese. Thirdly, it is by fortune that 
national communication do not need some adaptation because bahasa Melayu put 
some respect to equality and this value is needed in developing bahasa Indonesia. 
On the contrary, Javanese social strata and its hierarchical order is inherent in the 
Javanese	language.	However,	Javanese	culture	has	a	very	strong	influence in de-
veloping Indonesian-national culture. When Indonesian culture is still in progress and 
developing, it is relevant to study Javanese culture in order to understand develop-
ing Indonesian culture. Culture is a system of values, to study Javanese means to 
understand its system of values. According to Kuntjaraningrat, the central-core of 
the system of values is philosophy. In this paper, I pick up Wayang performing art to 
study Javanese culture.

Wayang performing art has been very popular among Javanese people since 
the era of Dynamism and Animism, Hindu’s tradition and Buddhism up to now. In the 
influence	of	Hindu’s	tradition,	Wayang	performing	art	-	or	we	just	call	it	Wayang-	was	
developed well and started its variety. Moreover, when Islam was introduced to Ja-
vanese people, the new religion had been successfully socialized in the performing 
art. Several stories were created and intended to lead to spiritual thinking.

Javanese philosophy could be hidden in many aspects of Wayang performing art; 
in the lay out of the stage, the stage itself, in Gamelan or Javanese orchestra, in ritual 
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ceremony, in the story and in the characterization of the puppets. Since Wayang is 
performed before the public and it is very popular among Javanese people. Wayang 
is an effective media to educate people whilst it is entertaining. However, Wayang 
could be explicitly understood by some groups in Javanese community. This is made 
possible because of the cultural and historical context. In parallel with Javanese 
language, there are many folds of Javanese society. To some groups of the commu-
nity, Wayang is an interest of them to explore Javanese philosophy. Yet, Javanese 
philosophy bumps into several problems, namely; the challenge to universality or 
to abide a unique identity, the tendency to analytical or to synthetical method, the 
tendency for inward or for outward looking. When professional philosophers demand 
some criteria to draw a sharp demarcation-line between academic philosophy and 
hidden philosophy in Javanese culture, there would be some interesting critique to 
Cartesian rationality. Inventing such problems in concern to Javanese philosophy. 
Philosophy department at the University of Indonesia encourages a study on Ethno- 
philosophy.

S.M. Sokolov (Russia) “The Baikal Region: Dialogue of Cultures”
In the end of XX century globalization is much spoken about, and different inter-

pretations and different estimations of this process were given. In this connection, 
in Russia the problem of own model of modernization of all parts of its life became 
significant,	based	on	features	of	 its	history,	 the	 level	of	economical	development,	
general culture, religion, mentality of the people. Russia is a unique sociocultural 
space which has been developed throughout centuries. The special place among 
89 regions of Russia occupies the Baikal region. The Baikal region became an ap-
preciable place of crossing of cultures of the East and the West. In the beginning of 
XX century Spengler wrote, that the next world civilization is Siberian. 

This region is multiethnic, multiconfessional. Representatives of different nations 
of Russia live here, traditional cultures have been remained and developed. Chris-
tianity and Buddhism co-exist peacefully throughout many centuries. In the end of 
the XX century shamanism (paganism) started to revive.

The Buryat culture as eastern culture, developed in the context of complete out-
look	to	which	the	unification	of	Spirit	and	Nature,	a	Person	and	Space	is	essential.	
The	Buryat	culture	being	under	the	influence	of	the	western	culture	in	the	XX	century	
is an example of the dialogue of the East and the West.

In XXI century it is possible to speak about globalization as an idea of global use 
by all mankind of what is created locally, about a global civilization in which multi-
culturalism dominates, in which all traditional cultures prosper.
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Bur-ban Ssebayigga (Uganda)  
“Afro-Islamic Polemic Against Modernity”

Modernity is associated with currency and relevance. Modernists urge people 
to focus on future in the Darwin evolutionary spirit. They look at the past as archaic, 
primitive, hopeless and out of mode.

In the West a prospective compliment of ‘Happy New Year’ is more impressive 
than the Islamic traditional retrospective compliment “Kullu am wantum Bikhair” (may 
you have many years of happiness) or “may you live longer”. The African complement 
is similar to that of the Muslims. The Baganda tribe in Uganda uses a congratulatory 
phrase of “Kuiika Omwaka” which means congratulation on the successful comple-
tion of the year.

The golden era of Islam stretches from 7th century since that time the Muslim 
community has been perceived to be on decline. Various reformists have called for 
a return to the life style of the ancestors (saiaf).

African thought is not different from this perception of life. What is valuable in 
African culture is not what is yet to come but what has already passed. Grandsons 
are not expected to live a better life than their grandfathers. This is the theme of the 
grand African novelist Chinua Achebe in his well known work entitled “Things Fall 
Apart”.

The key modem concept of “development” and “progress” are unfortunately absent 
from Afro-Islamic culture, if development and progress mean motion to a changed 
situation, then Muslims and Africans may not have much ambition for such motion. 
Their great appetite lies in the glorious past.

Modernity disagrees with oilier cultures on whether human enterprise should focus 
on material or spiritual development. Modem education with its emphasis on material 
development does not appeal to Muslims and Africans. The Ouaran depicts life as 
a worthless enterprise compared to spiritual life. Because it ignores the importance 
of spirituality.

Science and technology do emphasize causality something that Asharite Muslim 
theology deny and replaces it with Atomism and occasionalism. What disguises itself 
as a cause is an occasion for divine intervention. On the other hand, Africans believe 
in casualty, but this casualty is not material but spiritual.

Modernity’s central tenet is hedonistic i.e. maximization of pleasure and elimi-
nation of pain. It may seem impressive though some people from different cultures 
disagree with it. To Chinese it may be under certain circumstances better to endure 
pain than to enjoy pleasure. It would seem that pleasure and pain are not opposites 
but are on the same continuum.

Modernity seems to emphasize the end result of any given activity rather than 
the process. We tend to celebrate the achievement of modem technology in as far 
they	contribute	to	making	life	easier.	However,	an	African	may	disagree;	he	finds	the	
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process at times more fascinating than the end result. When he goes out to hunt, 
the motive may not necessarily be to get food but to reveal his manly attributes. In 
Benin people have a negative attitude towards modern technology because it is “a 
game of the lazy”.

William Sweet (Canada) “What Remains of Modernity?  
Some Remarks on Philosophy and Culture in the Transition  
to a Global Era”

A view of philosophy attributed to many of the major thinkers of the modern 
period, such as Descartes, Hobbes, and Kant, is that philosophy is independent of 
particular cultural or historical or contingent concerns; that it seeks to provide argu-
ments that all rational beings, independent of their culture or tradition, can recognize 
as sound; and that its objective is to arrive at certain universal and absolute truths. 
On this view, then, while philosophy may emerge from a culture, it seeks to leave 
cultural	specificity	behind,	and	to	separate	itself	from	the	particularities	of	these	cul-
tures. This view of philosophy has been challenged extensively since the early 19th 

century and the development of hermeneutics - and it has come increasingly under 
fire	during	the	late	20th century, largely as a result of the recognition of the diversity 
in ethical practice and ways of knowing found throughout the world. How conclusive 
are these challenges to modernity and to ‘modern’ approaches to philosophy? Is 
there anything characteristic of modernity in philosophy that can remain after this 
contemporary critique? What conclusions can we draw from this critique concerning 
the relation of philosophy to culture?

In this paper, I wish to focus principally on issues related to this latter question, 
namely. What does it mean to say that philosophy emerges from culture and what 
reasons might one have for saying this? To respond to this, I begin by outlining what 
is generally considered as the contrary view - the one that is putatively character-
istic of ‘modernity’ —and show in what way philosophy’s relation to culture could 
be said to be a merely historical issue and that says nothing about the philosophi-
cal enterprise itself. I give a brief illustration of this view drawn from ethical theory. 
Next, I outline a critique of this view, together with a constructive alternative, taken 
from the perspective of ‘postmodern’ thought, showing how one might conclude that 
philosophy emerges from culture. Again, I illustrate this by an example from ethical 
theory. Finally, 1 note some criticisms of this postmodern approach and offer another 
constructive alternative to both the modern and the postmodern views which allows 
as	to	say	that	philosophy	emerges	from	culture	and	nevertheless	reflects	many	of	
the	characteristics	of	modernity	-a	view	which	has	an	affinity	with	‘idealism.’
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Corazon T. Toralba (Philippines) “The Person at the Center”
Modern philosophy represented a shift in doing philosophy. Whereas, ancient and 

medieval philosophy were concerned with the unifying principle, modern philosophy 
is interested with the thinker himself; instead of asking what it is it that the knower 
knows the main question posed is how does man know. The shift from the external 
to the internal forum led to the advancement of the sciences that dealt with man; 
hence, from cosmology to psychology. Physical science freed from the abstraction of 
philosophy and armed with the exactness of mathematics provided science a tool for 
accurate rendering of the physical world. The euphoric success of physical science 
led to the questioning of what method suits philosophical thinking.

Despite	man’s	obsession	with	scientific	success,	man	was	hounded	by	that	quest	
for	Site’s	meaning	as	he	reflects	on	world	events.	The	atrocities	committed	in	the	
Second World War led thinkers to ponder on what man is and who he is. The outrage 
against the abuses that took place then and continues to take place in contemporary 
times posit the question of what is it that makes all human beings equal. While thinkers 
do	not	accept	a	universal	human	nature	yet	they	reflected	on	man’s	lived	experience	
and posed questions such as what is it that makes man transcend the physical world, 
what makes him unique, what is his destiny, why should every man deserve respect. 
Through phenomenological method, man’s search for meaning led to personalism 
as	a	school	of	thought.	Despite	thinkers,	who	were	classified	as	forming	part	of	this	
school’s	avowal	that	the	Trend	eludes	definition	or	that	they	deny	being	part	of	the,	
those who study history of ideas claim that there are distinguishing features in the 
thinker’s philosophy that will make him a part of this school.

Personalism’s main thrust is to place the person at the center of their philosophical 
discourse. Having learned from world history’s events that the person could easily 
be reduced to a mere entity robed of his personal dignity, persona lists championed 
the person’s uniqueness and traced the source of such dignity. Among these thinkers 
are those who defended the source of personal dignity in man being free. However, 
they understood freedom not as license but as a capacity to direct oneself to an end 
proper of a person. Freedom for them is linked to the truth about the human condition. 
One of these thinkers is Karo F Wojtyla who sought to restore man’s dignity through 
love. Expounding on the notion of love proper of and for a person, he attempted to 
“rescue”	the	person	from	the	objectification	-through	utilitarian	and	totalitarian	schools	
of thought- of seeing persons as means rather an end of one’s striving. Through the 
experience	of	love	the	person	not	only	affirms	his	personhood	but	also	the	personhood	
of the other-The person is not only an object of love but is also someone who could 
love	in	return	and	in	the	act	of	loving	affirms	his	subjectivity.	Thus	persons	who	love	
persons,	as	persons,	affirm	the	other	as	equal,	not someone inferior that could be 
manipulated at with; another person that is deserving of respect and appreciation.
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Sriwarakuel Warayuth (Thailand) “Holistic Postmodernism:  
A New Paradigm for the Integration of the one and the Many”

In current intellectual discourse certain “postmodern” models may have emerged 
because of a dissatisfaction of contemporary society with what might be called “Cur-
rent Jerusalem.” However, different people have understood the word “postmodern” 
differently. In this paper I would like to present three different models of postmodernism 
which	have	been	adopted	by	various	important	thinkers.	The	first	model	suggests	that	
we	should	be	back	to	find	happiness	in	a	romantic	return	to	the	“Old	Jerusalem”	if	the	
present situation is unsatisfactory while the second model proposes to step ahead 
to	find	happiness	in	a	Utopian	“New	Jerusalem.”	I	will	argue	that	both	models	are	
not suitable for the integration because they are based on a rigid “either...or” logic. I 
would like to propose a third model which evaluates and synthesizes “the past”, “the 
present”, and “the future” as more appropriate because it is based on the “both...
and” logic, in the third model I will try to solve the problem of the one and the many 
through the integration of process thought, hermeneutics and the Buddhist logic of 
detachment.

Andrew Woznicki (US)  
“Theanthropy and Culture According to Karol Wojtyla”

In explanation of the concept of theanthropy, the author proposes to conceive both 
nature and culture in terms of virtuality. However, they should not be understood as 
simple	logical	possibilities	and/or	simple	potentialities—as	it	is	often	argued	by	those	
who	are	following	modern	scientific	thinking	and	mathematical	deliberation.	On	the	
other hand, according to the author, the concept of virtuality should be explained as 
being in the state of active potentiality, which is very close to its actualization, as hav-
ing	both	efficacious	and	causative	ontic	character,	that	is	a	real	force	with	an	ability	of	
something to unfold from its state of a real potentiality to the state of its actualization—
just like the effect in this view which is found in a particular cause. In this paper, the 
author will concentrate on the virtual power which can be found in cultural phenomena. 
However, in the view of the fact that all virtual existences of truth are according to St, 
Thomas Aquinas, found in God’s Mind absolutely, no created mind of man can attain 
to	any	absolute	certainty,	but	having	some	specific	analogical	nature.	

Yang Chih-sheng (Taiwan)  
“Hegel’s Critique on Chinese Philosophy”

It is said that people live in the Far-Eastern are most concerned about face-saving. 
They would like to acquire the reputation at all costs. In China there published a book 
Deguo Zhexuejia Lun Zhonggou (German Philosophers on China). In the book we 
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find	that	there	are	only	two	German	philosophers	-	Leibniz	and	Wolff.	One	of	the	
reasons	they	are	selected,	I	think,	is	that	they	have	so	much	admired,	or	even	flat-
tered Chinese culture. Another German philosopher, Hegel, has some comments on 
Chinese philosophy, too. In fact. He addressed himself to Oriental Philosophy in his 
Lectures on the History of Philosophy. But most Chinese philosophers, especially 
those who study the classical Chinese philosophies, don’t talk about him because he 
underestimates so much Chinese philosophy. For them, Hegel’s knowledge about 
Chinese	philosophy	is	superficial,	thought	they	never	say	so	about	Leibniz.	I	think	
that	Hegel’s	critique	might	benefit	us	for	he	affords	some	new	insights	on	Oriental	
philosophy and Chinese philosophy, if we study it as carefully as we study what 
Leibniz and Wolff say. We won’t make any improvement when we listen only to what 
pleases us and ignore what jars on the ears, like the ancient Athenians who hated 
Socrates so much that they sentenced him to death. In my paper 1 would like to 
talk about Hegel’s Critique and try to give my own critique on his critique, for 1 think 
that he has really some misunderstandings on Oriental philosophies, especially on 
Chinese philosophies. There are six sections in my paper:

1. Hegel’s point of view on the emergence of philosophy from culture.
2. Hegel on the commencement of the history of philosophy
3. Hegel on Oriental philosophy and Chinese philosophy
4. Hegel on Confucian doctrine
5. Hegel on the Chinese thought of categories
6. Hegel on Taoism

Yu Cheng-Ling (Taiwan) “Ethics for Today: the Confucian 
Concept of Qing and Today’s Society”

One of the main challenges facing today’s philosophers is to devise an ethical 
system that is applicable to today’s society. Today’s society, compared to that of me 
last century, is more pluralistic and more diverse. We live in an age of “globalization.” 
The advancement in technology (transportation, internet, etc.) and the cooperation of 
various sorts between different countries have made it increasingly easier for people 
to travel around the world, immigrate to various places, and be “connected” to the 
other	parts	of	the	world.	The	result	is	that	different	cultures	have	cross-influenced	
each other and the society we live in is no longer a “single cultural society” but a 
“pluralistic cultural society.’’ A problem that comes along with this trend is that as 
people from different cultural backgrounds have different mentality and deal things 
differently,	misunderstanding	and	conflicts—from	regional	and	local	conflicts	to	large	
scale warfare—inevitably arise between different cultural groups. Thus a challenge 
for philosophers of our age is to devise an ethical system capable of dealing with 
the present day condition.
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In this article I shall propose that the Confucian concept of Qing may be an in-
dispensable factor in constructing such an ethical system. In our age, the society 
we live in is characterized by diversity and plurality, thus any ethical system that dis-
regard this fact is bound for failure. In this article, I shall propose that the Confucian 
concept of Qing might be an element that, when incorporated into an ethical system 
applied to a given society, enables the various cultures to co-exist and encourages 
cross-cultural dialogues.

Yu Xuanmeng (China) “The Difference from the Very Beginning”
More and more scholars, though not all the scholars, now recognize Chinese 

philosophy as a philosophy different from that of the western philosophy. The merg-
ing of the two philosophies in the near future could be seen in the process of world 
people’s	working	together	for	a	better	life.	As	the	first	step,	we	need	to	work	out	the	
distinctions of the two philosophies, their respective features, functions, the differ-
ent ways of doing philosophy, etc and then, the possibility of the merging of the two. 
This	paper	is	trying	to	illustrate	briefly	how	the	two	philosophies	start	to	the	different	
directions from the very beginning.

As philosophy concerns the most profound questions, two types of such ques-
tions put forward in front of us, one is, what it really is and the other, how that is. The 
western	philosophy	since	Plato	goes	in	the	first	question,	while	Chinese	philosophy	
the second. Both seek the one from many which is necessary for human being’s un-
derstanding, the westerners reach the realm of reality, while Chinese the source of 
every things. The difference from the very beginning determines the different themes 
and different ways doing philosophies. From the most profound question, western 
philosophy the depth of the world, while Chinese philosophy the broad of the world 
including human being itself- The necessity of the merging of two philosophies lies 
in that a perspective both of depth and broad is needed today.

Yuann, Jeu-Jenq (Taiwan) “A Realistic Interpretation of Culture”
This paper intends to argue that the idea of culture can be interpreted realistically 

so that it stands for the reality it entails. This argument proceeds by demonstrating that 
culture is better to be considered by taking into account its anthropological or historical 
contexts. With this argument, it is nonetheless fully aware that it differs from some of 
the traditional considerations which are characterized mainly by analyzing the idea of 
culture from epistemological or theoretical contexts. What we mean by ‘epistemology’ 
or ‘theory’ has a great deal to do with the claim of knowledge developed in philosophy 
of science in general and in the so-called ‘post-positivistic philosophy of science’ in 
particular. We intend to make use of ideas developed in the anti-positivistic philosophy 
and	transform	them	to	fit	the	inquiry	of	culture.	With	this	transformation,	we	will	portray	
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an image of culture which maintains its characteristics on the one hand as a form of 
closed intelligibility and on the other hand as a matter of dynamic change. What we have 
in mind concerning ‘the close intelligibility’ refers to the idea that culture is considered 
a closed totality which contains in itself the principles from which different modes of its 
manifestation occur. And with regard to ‘the dynamic change’, it refers to the fact that all 
cultural	manifestations	are	exposed	to	the	outsiders	who	can	either	confirm	or	disconfirm	
them on the basis of their own principles which, while forming the closed intelligibility, 
are equipped with the possibilities of exchanging ideas through communication. The 
paper	will	be	divided	into	five	parts;	1-	An	exposition	of	the	post-positivistic	philosophy	
of science mainly represented by that of P. Feyerabend. 2. An exploration of theoretical 
realism arising as a consequence of the previous section. 3. An analogical explication 
between theory and culture. 4. An analysis of the idea of incommensurability among 
cultures. 5. An empirical demonstration of the realistic effect of culture (by taking the 
Confucian culture as an example). Finally, a conclusion will end this paper by stress-
ing that the epistemic effort of human kind fully manifests its eagerness of expanding 
the extent of knowledge by the application of all means in which remote ideas such as 
imaginations, myths, divinities, super-natural phenomena are by no means excluded.

Sesegma Zhimbeeva (Russia) “Understanding of Nature:  
the Corporative Approach “Ethics of Surrounding Environment”

The Comparative approach helps to highlight world outlook bases of the western 
culture. Modem researches have shown to the western mind, that the conscious-
ness nature is not in a head of the person and in boundless space. Physicists have 
generalized last opening in natural sciences: synchronism of ancient knowledge with 
modern researches, thus, the Western world faces knowledge of “ancient” cultures, 
rediscovering indissoluble unity of the person and the nature, the world interfacing in 
space. In this context cardinal revision of the formula «the live and lifeless nature», 
till now broadcast in science and education is necessary.

Explanation of the reason of ecological crisis - a key to development of a valu-
able paradigm new to the western mentality. The western variant of development has 
led to accident of self-destruction of the person or its exit on autotrophic stay out of 
the Earth. The dream cosmists (Tsiolkovsky, Vernadsky, Teilhard de Chardin, etc.) 
is half carried out, say, in connection with an exit racketeers in space. In traditional 
culture this exit was always;

«Dao», the Buddhism, shamanism.
In traditional culture the relation to an inhabitancy was regulated always by the 

developed system of a taboo and die restrictions producing internal interfacing space 
unities. Time puts a problem of judgment of ibis unity for an exit from environmental 
problems.
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PHENoMENoLoGY AND METAPHYSICS
MAMUKA DoLIDZE 
Institute of Philosophy, Tbilisi, Georgia

Phenomenology and metaphysics - both seem to be mutually exclusive concepts. 
The	first	refers	to	the	phenomena	-	things,	events,	ideas,	desires,	emotions,	imaginary	
contents, works of art, poetry, literature - in short, all the contents of our internal and 
external life, all the forms of being, which are open toward the other forms of being and 
first	of	all,	which	are	given	to	our	consciousness.

Metaphysics appeals to the so called the “Thing in Itself” - the transcendent object, 
which has never been given to the consciousness. It is closed in itself and presents 
unknown object.

This traditional distinction between phenomenology and metaphysics seems not 
to comply with the modern philosophical thinking. The diversity of modern philosophy 
abounds with innumerable attempts to break the borders between these two main 
branches of philosophy.

The unknown concept of the “Thing in Itself” has no resistance against the critical 
philosophical peruse. Who can characterize the metaphysical object as an unknown 
thing if it is absolutely unknown.? Since the very process of characterization has already 
brought to light the transcendent kingdom of an absolute darkness. Nevertheless, 
philosophers introduced this concept and moreover: they harbingered in handling this 
concept to resolve philosophical-cognitive problems. 

One of the ways to explain this paradox is the following: while speaking about the 
metaphysical	“Thing	in	Itself”,	the	philosophers	do	not	imply	specifically	the	unknown	
and transcendent object. They have in mind the meaning of this object, which, as a 
significant	content,	is	open	to	the	consciousness.	Thus,	the	meaning	and	the	existence	
of	the	“Thing	in	Itself”	differ	from	each	other	in	principle;	the	first	is	open,	whereas	the	
second is closed to the consciousness. Hence, the meaning of the metaphysical object 
cannot	reflect	the	existence	of	the	same	one.	So,	this	way	of	explanation	comes	to	the	
split between the meaning and existence of metaphysical object.

Our	judgment	seems	to	be	scurrilous	and	maybe	superficial	point	of	view	on	the	
problem of metaphysics, mentioned above. More thorough and profound investiga-
tion	leads	us	not	only	to	the	depth	of	more	refine	distinction,	coming	eventually	to	the	
integrity of meaning and being, but to the alteration of the style of thinking and to the 
break of the stereotypical forms of judgment, we have been accustomed to. 
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The	first	obstacle	we	encounter	here	concerns	the	problem	of	being	of	the	“Thing	
in Itself”. How one could speak about the being of object if it was absolutely unknown? 
One could never assert whereas this object existed or not. One must take into account 
the “Thing in Itself” out of claim of being or not-being. Thus, one must take this object in 
brackets and that is the very phenomenological description of the metaphysical object.

Such weird and, moreover, self-contradictory issue of our metaphysical inquiry, (since 
we have encountered the incredible result for philosophical logics - the result of integrity 
of the metaphysics and phenomenology) is not certainly the synthesis of incongruous 
conceptions if we share the position of Edgar Allan Poe about the poetic principle. 

The great romantic writer came to the exactly phenomenological point of view of 
the poetic principle; a writer would be worth naming a certain poet if he had not been 
involved in an immediate experience of beauty and romantic life. He must have kept 
the distance between his desires, feelings, emotions, poetic ideas, stream of an artistic 
thoughts, wills, etc. 

The distance shows that instead of a physical existence of beautiful things and 
psycho-emotional, romantic state of soul, a certain poet strives for the sublime, meta-
physical beauty. 

When an author or a reader of a poem bursts into tears it happens not because 
of the excessive emotions, but because of the sorrow that he is unable to attain the 
metaphysical beauty and cannot reach the sublime state of merging with the spiritual 
source of romantic feelings.

To put it differently, in the concepts of Bible, that is the sorrow for the Paradise, 
which is lost forever. Therefore, a poet’s emotion is not purely aesthetical; it deals with 
the ethical principle as well. Striving for the metaphysics does not lead him to a poem 
for the sake of poem and to the beauty for the sake of beauty but it deals with moral 
sense of sinfulness because of the Fall. Thus, the poetical strive for metaphysics does 
not attain the “Thing in Itself” (The beauty for the sake of beauty).

It turns into phenomenological way, which deals with the phenomenon of morality.
Unfolding this poetic principle in phenomenological manner, we can say that the 

poet undergoes not only the sorrow for unattainable beauty but he, at the same time 
strives for attaining this unattainable goal. He does not reject the beauty of physical 
things and internal reality of his psycho-emotional state. He uses these aesthetical points 
to construct the poem, but uses them conditionally, keeping the distance between his 
self and his emotions, since his intentionality has been directed to the metaphysical, 
unattainable beauty. 

Here he comes across with the problem again: the distance between him and 
his work of art (since it has presented an issue of his romantic experience) inevitably 
reveals that he certainly deals with the metaphysical world and that his poem plays a 
role of a mediator between him and eternity. 
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On the other hand, if he had not been involved in the stream of creative emotions 
and thoughts, the poem would have become the dry skeleton of symbols, metaphors 
and ideas calling for revealing the unknown, metaphysical sphere.

If, than, the structure of symbols and ideas was able to draw the curtain of the king-
dom of metaphysical things, the latter would lose their mystery and become the knowing 
things. Consequently, instead of the “Thing in Itself”, which is unknown in principle, we 
find	the	“Thing	for	the	Consciousness”	and	the	metaphysical	world	would	be	lost.

Therefore, the poet follows the vocation to keep the distance not only with the 
physical beauty, but also with the symbols leading him beyond physical reality to the 
kingdom of metaphysics. 

Such double distance toward the opposite worlds is possible only in contradictory 
state of motion. The poet must be involved in physical and psychological experience 
of beauty (to make the distance and keep the inaccessibility of metaphysics) and at 
the same time, he must not be involved in the same experience of a physical beauty 
(to keep the strife for an inaccessible world).

Scrutinizing this position of this twofold distance, it becomes obvious that the poet 
comes to the phenomenological attitude. Keeping and not keeping the distance toward 
his poetical self (which bears the experience of the real, sensible beauty) the poet 
uses the phenomenological method; he takes this experience in brackets, keeps it 
conditionally as a phenomenon but not as a real state of his soul. He turns his romantic 
experience into a metaphor of the metaphysical beauty and plays a role of a person, 
who seems to be involved in this experience.

Generalizing this poetical principle into the principle of creativity of art, we come 
to the conclusion.

It is an artistic reality of work of art, which makes the bridge between phenomenol-
ogy and metaphysics. 

The problem of relation of phenomenology and metaphysics is far to be exhausted 
either by the poetical principle, considered above or by the sphere of creativity of work 
of art in general.

We	encounter	here	with	a	very	difficult	crux	of	the	human	thinking,	which	always	
slips away from the logical judgment. 

As it was noted, the radical change of style of thinking seems to be unavoidable 
here. The crux of the matter is in fact that instead of constructing the process of 
thinking, we must deconstruct it. 

The certain creativity, the ontopoesis from nothing, excludes the project, an a 
priori idea, preoccupation and foreseeing of the result of creativity. The work of art 
essentially arises in the space of freedom in the internal womb of creative action, 
without been enforced from outside, despite all the projects and ideas as attempts 
to anticipate and determine it in advance. 

Problems  of Phenomenological  Philosophy
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However, this ideal work of art dwells on a half way between phenomenology 
and metaphysics. If we were astute to come over this bridge and continue our way 
toward an unattainable and unknown object, we would keep our loyalty toward the 
principle of deconstruction of thinking at all. That means to reject not only any kind of 
project which would be given in advance, but also to withstand to any kind of mental 
construction which arises on its own in the freedom of creative action. That is cer-
tainly impossible state of thinking, since we are in permanent striving for deconstruc-
tion of any construction arising in our mind despite the fact, that the very process 
of deconstruction needs some constructive basis of resistance against any basis of 
construction. Yes, that is unobtainable state of mind but we are urged to aspire this 
impossible state, to continue our way toward metaphysics.

There are two ways of helping us out from this state:
The	first	leads	to	intentionality	of	deconstructing	and	disintegrating	all	the	con-

structions and eventually all the logical structure of thinking. 
Such total deconstruction turns our language either into rambling of a madman, 

or into an utmost private, intimate and subjective speech, which would be deprived 
of communicative function and become absolutely incomprehensible. 

In his “myth of cave”, Plato pointed out this metaphysical language, which sounded 
as a rambling of a madman.

In respect of this way, it would be worth noting that we could not follow this path, 
leading to the ultimate form of subjectivity. Otherwise, we would be in danger to be 
unknown	and	this	paper	could	lose	its	scientific	value.

The	second	way	is	specifically	phenomenological.	
On the way of creative activity, we are not in charge of deconstruction of men-

tal contents arising in freedom of thinking. We can take them in brackets, or keep 
them conditionally, changing their meanings and abolishing their claims of being or 
not-being. That is the phenomenological way of deconstruction of the “giveness” of 
being to change it in the content of thinking: the way of shifting the sense from an 
existence to an essence. 

Revealing the essence through the “giveness” of being, we attached the metaphys-
ical sense to the phenomenon. The essence is worth considering to be an inexhaust-
ible source of revealing phenomena. Hence, the essence is not the phenomenon. It 
realizes itself through the phenomena but since this realization has been interminable, 
the essence does not completely disclose itself as a phenomenon. Inasmuch an es-
sence reveals itself as a phenomenon; it conceals itself as a metaphysical object. 
Here the way of self-revealing coincides with the way of self-concealing. On the one 
hand, we are unable to grasp the metaphysical object, since our consciousness has 
always dealt with the phenomena but on the other hand, we are responsible to take 
into account that the “openness” of phenomena derives from the metaphysical object, 
which is unobtainable and inexhaustible source of our thinking.
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The second, phenomenological way, leading to the metaphysical object, has 
something	in	common	with	the	first	way	leading	to	the	same	goal	through	the	ulti-
mate subjectivity of language. The thing is that although the metaphysical object is 
unknown,	it	influences	and	leaves	a	trail	on	our	phenomenological	world.	This	trail	
runs through the subjectivity of being.

Disintegration of logical structure of thinking and devaluation of communicative 
function of language both appear to be the tribute to keep the unknown status of 
metaphysical object.

Phenomenological shifting of sense of mental constructions, arising in creative 
freedom of thinking seems to be an attempt to grasp the trail of metaphysical object 
leaving it in our world of phenomena. 

What kind of trail we are speaking about?
This trail could not be the element of our cognition; otherwise, it would not correspond 

to the metaphysical object, which has never become the object of knowledge.
It	would	be	an	obscure	and	unconscious	trail	of	influence	of	unknown	“thing	in	

itself”,	which	has	always	strove	against	objectification	of	the	knowledge	and	through	
the contingency and freedom it breaks the order of objective world.

In word, that is the subjectivity of being, which manifests itself in two spheres; 
in the sphere of consciousness, through the elusive self of psycho-emotional phe-
nomena and in the sphere of external world, through the freedom and irreducible 
probability of natural events. 

Emergence of the quantum theory in atomic physics and disclosing the irreducible 
probability	and	indeterminism	of	quantum	events	clearly	confirmed	these	objective	
forms of subjectivity in the physical reality.

Quantum theory obviously shows that the matter as a phenomenon has an ability 
of self-interpretation and the essence should be considered beyond phenomena, as 
a metaphysical object. 

The	influence	of	this	metaphysical	essence	introduces	the	subjective	agent	versus	
to objectivity of knowledge, against necessity and determinism of reality.

Therefore, to take into account the essence of phenomenon, above all we need 
to	fix	this	subjective	agent,	which	deconstruct	the	regularity	of	objective	being.	,	

The special phenomenological method is used to accomplish this task - the 
method of bracketing the phenomenon that means to wrest it from the determinism 
of objective being.

Unfolding	this	position,	finally	we	could	come	to	the	point	that,	it	would	be	the	
influence	of	the	metaphysical	world	that	create	obstacles	to	insight	completely	the	
self of subject and to cognize the world in the absolute light of logical accuracy. 

Therefore, the elusiveness of the self and the error of human cognition, both 
have	positive	values,	since	they	have	indicated	the	influence	of	metaphysics	on	the	
phenomenological world. 

Problems  of Phenomenological  Philosophy
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* * * 
Looking back through our opus, the feeling of dissatisfaction accompanies us, 

since instead of deconstruction of the mental forms leading certainly to the unknown 
object we use ready-made phenomenological conception to bridge the gap over 
phenomenology and metaphysics. 

Therefore, the subtle way of creativity between certainty and uncertainty of think-
ing slipped away.

Therefore, this work could be considered as incomplete in principal. It would be 
open in perspective of further discussions to keep certain creativity leading to the 
mystery of the metaphysical world...
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SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

mamuka doliZe
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti

fenomenologia da metafizika

reziume

fenomenologia da metafizika yofierebis or gansxvavebul, erTmaneTis 

gamomricxav sferos Seexeba. Tuki fenomenologia aRwers fenomenis samyaros, 

romelic Riaa cnobierebis winaSe, metafizikis obieqtia “nivTi TavisTavad” _ 

is, rac ar Semodis cnobierebis velSi da verasodes iqceva codnis obieqtad.

avtoris mosazrebiT, es tradiciuli wyalgamyofi fenomenebis

samyarosa da metafizikur sferos Soris SeiZleba kidec dairRves fenome

no logiis Tanamedrove miRwevaTa Suqze. Tuki “nivTi TavisTavad” sruliad 

Seumecnebadia, rogorRa SeiZleba vTqvaT, rom is ar Semodis cnobierebis velSi da 

verasodes iqceva codnis obieqtad? amis Tqma ukve mis garkveul daxasiaTebas da 

maSasadame, garkveul gacnobierebas niSnavs. iqneb aseTi saubrisas mxedvelobaSi 

gvaqvs ara metafizikuri obieqti, aramed misi sazrisi, anu is kvali, rac misi 

zegavleniT aRibeWdeba cnobierebis ekranze? Mmagram aqedan gamomdinareobs, 

rom metafizikuri obieqti da misi sazrisi ori gansxvavebuli Sinaarsia. erTi 

ganekuTvneba aracnobieris sferos, meore ki cnobierebis vels. AaseTi gaxleCva 

rom ar moxdes, avtori gvTavazobs enis dekonstruqciis princips. ena rogorc az

rovnebis forma, miisrafvis garkveulobisken, sicxadisken. garkveuli Sinaarsis 

warmoCeniT ena Sordeba aracnobieris sferos da fiqsirdeba cnobierebis velSi. 

amdenad enobrivi konstruqcia kargavs metafizikuri obieqtis idumalebas.

imisTvis, rom gavideT cnobierebis gareT da gadavideT sazrisidan 

metafizikur obieqtze, saWiroa movaxdinoT enis dekonstruqcia, anu 

davarRvioT misi Sesabamisoba obieqtur realobasTan da aRmovaCinoT is 

stiqiuri elementi, romelic ar obieqtivirdeba da sagnobriv kristalizacias 

ar ganicdis. Ffaqtiurad es aris enis, rogorc subieqturi fenomenis Cveneba, 

rac mudmivad ewinaaRmdegeba codnis SinaarsTa obieqtivaciis princips. enis am 

subieqtur stiqiaSi isaxeba kavSiri fenomensa da interfenomens, cnobiersa da 

aracnobiers Soris rac fenomenologiuri samyaros Riaobas niSnavs metafizikis 

mimarT. 
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PHENoMENoLoGY IN EXISTENTIAL MANNER
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Though the world of phenomenology looks rather versatile, in order to examine 
its central point - the problem of essence and existence, one may discern more simi-
larities than differences. The phenomenological method generally focuses its vari-
ous experience on the contrast of the natural standpoint and the phenomenological 
stance.	The	first	accepts	the	reality	without	doubt,	without	examining	its	existential	
meaning. Even though we often come to suspect (and eventually to reject) this or 
that particular segment of experience of reality, we simply and unquestionably accept 
the world as a whole. But it would seem logical, that unless we accept the world as a 
whole, we cannot, in any meaningful way, doubt a part of it. Yet to doubt the world as 
a whole is precisely what the phenomenologist asks us to do. The attempt to doubt 
everything just is the position to make the move from the natural standpoint to the 
phenomenological stance.

So, as regards to the starting point of the phenomenological stance, the question 
is: what is the existence of real world, that has its being out there and naturally does 
not consist of an articulated judgment about its being? This brings us to distinguishing 
the criterion of general meaning of existence. 

The	first	sign	of	presence	of	a	thing	is	an	immediate	content	unveiled	through	the	
sensitive data. I am aware of a thing, I discover it immediately, intuitively, and I experi-
ence it. Through sight, touch, hearing etc., in the different ways of sensory perception, 
the corporeal thing is somehow spatially distributed for me simply there, in verbal or 
figurative	sense	“present”,	whether	or	not	I	pay	it	special	attention	by	busying	myself	
with it, considering, thinking, feeling, willing. 

Although	I	find	continually	present	and	standing	over	against	me	the	one	spatial-
temporal thing, the starting point of my perception embodies the element of thinking, 
since it implies the act of creation of corporeal meaning as an integral part of perception 
and the basis for synthesis of sensitive data. 

We emphasize this most important point once again in the sentences that follow: 
Even though the objective world of things always has its being out there, it dis-
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plays itself as a perceptible object and thus reveals its connection with subjective ego; 
resulting in the substantial nature of perception. Therefore the latter, even on its initial 
stage, cannot be considered as a pure sensible act. As regards to its indigenous bond 
with the outer world, it embodies the act of thinking - the act of consideration of internal 
and external. Accordingly, we primordially extend the sensitive data in space and time, 
implying their disposition in terms of “near” and “far”, “now” and “then”. 

Moreover, the sensory perception of a spatial-temporal object coexists with imagin-
ing its latent sides, to receive the full outlook upon the thing. Thus, instead of a simple 
act of primary apprehension, in fact we have a complex process of collaboration of 
various sides of consciousness, which a priori bases on the connection between the 
outer, objective world and a subjective ego; Otherwise the ground of collaboration of 
imagination and perception and the fact of extending the sensible data in space and 
time turns out to be unexplainable. 

Therefore, the thesis, that the sensitive data, as an integral part, and starting point 
of objective apprehension, certainly discloses the face of existence, since the primordial 
form of perception already implies the unity of subject and object, seems accessible. 

If speaking in a rigorous manner, our account of the above mentioned percep-
tion as an experience of reality shows that within the latter something occurs, which 
differs from pure sensibility and arranges the sensitive data in space and time. The 
property of external consideration, which is the inner, essential feature of conscious-
ness, permanently brings out the sensory perception from itself into a new domain. 
Strictly speaking, it seems unreasonable to suppose any corporeal thing beyond the 
consciousness: Here it deals only with subjective process of surmounting itself in the 
mode of openness, to form the psychological content of an object, regardless its ex-
ternal, existential ground. 

The	difficulty	of	the	creation	of	the	meaning	of	existence	is	that,	on	the	one	hand,	
it is the most general concept, that can never be embodied by its particular meaning 
and, on the other hand, it always claims to stay out of the psycho-subjective mental 
process aimed at the construction of an existing object. 

Such a situation is quite unique. Perception, as an integrity of sensible and mental 
acts, as if gets outside itself to an existential dimension; permanently considering its 
self-evidence content as something external from itself. Just because of this, subjec-
tive process embodies the meaning of existence and therefore, its very starting point 
is	considered	as	a	first	sign	of	outside	being	already.	Perception	can	be	referred	to	
as the transformation of the internal into the external, but despite this, logically, there 
is no reason to indicate an existential object beyond perception. Consciousness only 
deals	with	indicators	that	point	to	a	definite	internal-external	passage,	regardless	the	
object that exists out there. From this point of view, objective existence seems to be a 
horizon, as an unreachable goal of subjective aspiration, spread out endlessly. 

Problems  of Phenomenological  Philosophy
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Existential	significance	belongs	to	the	field	of	the	subject’s	creativity,	but	not	to	the	
sphere of objective world that has its being out there. 

As regards to the natural standpoint, it ignores the differences between the (exis-
tential) meaning and its (outside) object, and bases the perception on the ground of 
actual objectivity. 

The phenomenological stance requires keeping these differences and putting 
a merge between the meaning and its correlate - the being of object. Now, instead 
of maintaining the natural standpoint, we propose to alter it radically. The method of 
reduction (epoche) expels the existential claim from the judgment about the essence 
of being. The procedure of this sort is something quite unique: Whilst maintaining the 
substantial nature of perception, we do not abandon the thesis we have adopted - that 
consciousness has existential meaning: we make no change in our conviction and yet 
the	thesis	undergoes	modification	-	we	set	in	as	it	were	“out	of	action”,	we	“disconnect”	
it, “bracket it”. To put this differently, the thesis is considered out of its objective - exis-
tential claim, <in terms of being or not-being>. It still remains like being disconnected 
outside the connectional system. 

Thus, in order to disconnect the meaning of existence from the existence in itself, 
the phenomenological method requires exclusion from the judgment of the claim of 
being or not-being, i.e., taking its content in “brackets”. 

To speak more precisely, instead of exclusion, it is advisable to use the term 
«bracketing”, because of the following contradiction: although the object always sets  
itself out of the subject, there is a deep connection between subjective ego and the 
world  of objects, since the results of perception present themselves in existential 
face and thus the existence has its essential roots in the consciousness resulting in 
the substantial nature of perception. Therefore, instead of exclusion we have an act 
of “bracketing”. The term - “bracketing” suggests that because of the contradiction, we 
are	standing	on	a	half-way:	fixing	the	unity	of	subject	and	object	and	simultaneously	
the non-connection between consciousness and existence. As it will be shown below, 
goal of phenomenological reduction is the solution of the named contradiction. 

Permanently continuing the act of “bracketing” in various logical layers of the judg-
ment, the analysis grasps the deepest procedural level of the content, which is not a 
subject to the act of exclusion. This is the act of exclusion in itself, or the act of creation 
of existential meaning. 

Here the exclusion, as an act of phenomenological reduction, means disconnec-
tion	of	the	existence	from	its	meaning.	Since	the	first	is	something	indefinite	<due	to	
its universal, all-embracing volume>, the process of reduction denotes the detach-
ment	of	the	definite	meaning	from	its	indefinite	source,	i.e.	creation	of	the	meaning	
of existence. 

Thus, to repeat, according to phenomenology we should not confuse the essence 
and existence, concept and object, meaning and its correlate - an objective thing. Such 
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a demarcation results in the following judgment about the essence of reality: the pure 
content of consciousness is regarded without its connection to the outside world. 

But we have learnt to understand, that consciousness in itself has a being of its 
own, which can be revealed after phenomenological disconnection. We take all the 
data	of	psychological	reflection	as	real	world	events,	as	the	experiences	of	being	“in	
brackets”, but we fail to notice, that in order to completely abolish the concept of being 
the	same	operation	of	“bracketing”	needs	consciousness	in	itself,	as	a	field	of	its	own,	
subjective being. This brings us to exclude the existential claim of real world-objects 
and of the sphere of subject consciousness also, since the concept of being exists in 
both, external and internal areas. 

For this purpose let us consider the possibility of double “bracketing” of the pure 
phenomenon, since it pretends to be (or not to be) an actual content of consciousness. 
We must bracket the subjective phenomenon, as well as objective events, and give 
the	first	a	different	meaning:	it	is	not	an	actual	content,	which	has	a	definite	existential	
claim, but a dimly apprehended depth or fringe of indeterminate state of to be or not 
to be. At this point we take the phenomenon not in actual sense, but as something co-
incidental, which occurs according to the probability, in this or that cognitive condition. 
Thus, “bracketing” transfers the phenomenon into the status of possibility beyond its 
actual, subjective being. To put this in Husserl’s language - the second step of bracket-
ing opens the phenomenon to the horizon of possibilities. 

But	it	is	not	the	final	point	of	phenomenological	reduction.	Our	purpose	to	bracket	all	the	
layers of consciousness leads us to bracketing the sphere of possibilities as well. Therefore, 
neither can we establish the phenomenon in its accidental-probable status. 

What is the phenomenon?
The phenomenon has no claim to be an external object.
The phenomenon abolishes itself as an actual content of consciousness.
The	phenomenon	is	not	objectified	in	the	status	of	possibilities	
Gradually	continuing	such	methodological	rejection,	we	lose	every	definite	meaning	

of phenomenon and eventually approach the procedural ground of our analysis - the 
act of bracketing in itself. 

Now, if we set in brackets the very act of bracketing, we encounter the contradic-
tion: it seems paradoxical to abolish the act of abolishing the claim of being. Instead of 
abolishing, such double “bracketing” results in establishing the claim of existence. 

But the act of bracketing is essentially connected with the act of meaning- creation. 
The	first	differentiates	essence	and	existence,	detaches	 the	definite	meaning	 from	
indefinite	being	and	determines	or	creates	meaning.	.	

To sum up, it became obvious that phenomenological reduction completely bases 
itself on the existential claim of the meaning- creation process, which is not limited to 
the sphere of consciousness, but as an existential process, pervades the conscious-
ness in its integral entity. 

Problems  of Phenomenological  Philosophy
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But if phenomenological reduction, in the capacity of the meaning-creation process, 
possesses the existential status, consequently, its consisting parts also gain existential 
meaning. So the contents mentioned above - external object, internal phenomenon 
and its possibilities, because of establishing their procedural ground regain the claim 
of being, excluded by the method of “epoche” at the starting point of bracketing. 

One should necessarily be aware, that they regain existential claim not independently, 
but as the elements of the phenomenological creative process. Rather than functioning 
independently, they endow content with the meaning of existence and reciprocally gain 
existence in this process of endowment. Thus, for phenomenological reduction to get in 
the	status	of	existential	process,	definite-indefinite	links	should	necessarily	occur.	As	at	
the	starting	point	of	reduction,	when	the	indefinite	concept	of	being	caused	the	process	of	
reduction	-	to	set	in	brackets	the	definite	content	of	phenomenon.	

Repeating once more, by basing bracketing on the existential ground, we attach 
to a phenomenon existential meaning in the status of element of the act of reduction. 
The	phenomenon	gains	existential	meaning,	if	it	plays	the	part	of	indefinite	source	
of being for another phenomenon conjugated to it. 

From this phenomenological point of view, the ontological unity of some conjugate 
and unconnected couples becomes obvious. Namely, we have in mind the spiritual-
material schism and unity, expressed through the relation of consciousness and its 
object.	Here	we	encounter	the	definite-indefinite	link	of	conjugate	spheres.	Conscious-
ness	as	a	pure	spiritual	formation	plays	a	part	of	something	indefinite	in	relation	to	the	
objective world, and according to phenomenological analysis, attaches the meaning 
of existence to the object and vice versa. Pure consciousness receives its existential 
significance	through	the	objective	world,	since	the	first	has	a	substantial	nature	even	
on its initial stage. Therefore, pure consciousness is always the consciousness-of 
(some object) and presents itself as acts of intentionality towards the object. 

As another example we would like to present Kant’s problem of objectivity of 
knowledge. Despite the fact, that Kant demolished metaphysical tradition, identifying 
being with things-in-themselves, which is inaccessible for human mind, he considered 
the problem of objectivity of human cognition. 

The	difficulty	of	this	problem	is	the	following:	If	a	priori	concepts	and	forms	of	
perception (space and time) create the world-for-consciousness, the objectivity of 
human knowledge receives conditional nature and the attachment of existential 
meaning to the object of knowledge seems rather doubtful. 

On the basis of phenomenology, the solution of Kant’s problem becomes obvi-
ous: 

A	priori	concepts	and	spatial-temporal	forms	constitute	the	field	of	pure	conscious-
ness, which is conjugated with the fact-world and, according to our interpretation 
attaches existential meaning to its empirical content, providing the objective nature 
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of	knowledge.	On	the	other	hand,	external	world	plays	a	part	of	indefinite	existential	
source of pure consciousness, for its a priori forms and concepts have non-formal, 
substantial nature. 

Thus, the pure consciousness and empirical reality form couples of mutually-
exclusive,	definite-indefinite	conjugate	elements	and,	as	parts	of	existential	process	
of meaning creation, provide each other with existential sense. 

We can extend the illustration of our results on the schism also in atomic physics, 
by showing that conjugated (wave-particle) pictures of atomic reality are mutually 
founded in the physical (existential) sense. 

Finally, we come to the thesis, that on the level of intentional process of mean-
ing - creation, the merge between meaning and being cannot be maintained and 
phenomenology, thus, presents the science of beings. But we understand the latter 
not	 in	Kant’s	way	-	as	a	thing-in-itself,	but	as	a	self-flowing	intentional	process	of	
creation of the meanings of manifold existence. Therefore, the phenomenon, as a 
thing-for-consciousness, presents at the same time the thing-in-itself, since its mode 
of openness is rooted in the existential process mentioned above. 

We should necessarily be aware that the merge is destroyed not in the sense of 
natural	standpoint,	which	identifies	the	meaning	and	its	object,	but	according	to	the	
phenomenological stance - detaching the existential meaning from objective being. 
Just the very act of detaching as an act of creation has the existential status. Thus, 
the act of demarcating consciousness and objective being presents an existential 
process, which, due to its integrity, eliminates this merge and establishes being within 
and out of consciousness. 

On the transcendental level of meaning- formation process, the thing-for-con-
sciousness coincides with the thing-in-itself, for, due to subject-object integrity, they 
both	present	consciousness	in	itself	as	a	flow	of	intentional	acts.

Instead of Conclusion: 
Our work is dedicated to the problem of interpretation of transcendental phe-

nomenology in existential manner. For this reason it serves as a foundation for all 
the special sciences. But as it is known, phenomenology is the science of being in 
a radically different sense from that in which for centuries metaphysics had been 
regarded as the science of being. 

Beginning with Aristotle, philosophers had held that metaphysics is concerned 
with	an	ultimate	reality	that	exists	in	and	for	itself.	Kant	had	finally	demolished	the	
claims of this traditional metaphysics by showing that things-in-themselves (being-
in-itself) are forever inaccessible for human minds. 

For Husserl, the beauty of the phenomenological method was that it made pos-
sible a new science of being. It disclosed a realm of being that was ultimate not in the 
sense that it existed beyond experience, but in the sense that it presented itself with 
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absolute certainty within experience. To study being is not to turn to another reality 
(things in themselves.) It is to penetrate deeper and deeper into the same - the one 
and only - reality things-for-consciousness. 

By extending the above mentioned position, it gradually becomes evident, that 
phenomenological inquiry of consciousness discovers the consciousness (even on 
its initial stage of perception) embodying the meaning of existence. Keeping the 
principle merge between existential meaning and the external being, considering the 
latter in Kant’s way - as directly inaccessible to human minds, we grasp the being in 
a round-about way: permanently using the phenomenological reduction we unveil 
the true existential claim of meaning -creation process as a stream of self-formation, 
which penetrates into the both sides of being - subjective being (consciousness) and 
the objective world.

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

mamuka doliZe
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti 
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Eternal	and	purposive	striving	of	man	to	change	the	external	world	and	his/her	
own self is one of the basic and essential features of man. Such transforming and 
creative activities of men form a new reality, “the second nature” – culture.

Culture as a process of realization of spiritual values is a phenomenon which on 
the	one	hand	demonstrates	the	degree	of	“domination”	of	man	over	nature,	i.e.	reflects	
achievements of the humanity as to development of science and techniques and on 
the other hand at the same time highlights the degree of humanization of relations in 
society. In this sense culture is a process of satisfying man’s spiritual demands and 
active realization of spiritual values. In result of this process the creator of culture – 
man is formed and “humanized”.

In	other	words	culture	as	a	value	phenomenon	reflecting	man’s	eternal	striving	
to continuous mastering and transformation of the reality, as an arena for revealing 
essential powers of man, his active agency and abilities expresses the process of 
formation and self-establishment of the subject of culture – person.

Culture as a condition and means of socialization of a person and humanization 
of social relations implies by necessity active free and creative activity of a person. 
Freedom of a person in its turn implies activities which are based on cognition of the 
regularities of nature and society and are directed to satisfying demands and objec-
tives which correspond to the real essence of man since the directing power of the 
person’s social agency is social demands.

Any kind of human agency and its internal nature are linked to man’s value centre 
which in its turn is the basis of demands. It is true that characteristics of the internal 
nature	of	a	person,	of	his	agency	cannot	be	reduced	to	characterization	of	his/her	
demands but demands are essential to understanding of a person’s essence since, 
as an outstanding psychologist Sh. Chkhartishvili notes, for society a person is the 
work done and the things created by an individual. Everything that can be created 
and	done	by	an	individual	in	the	given	circumstances	employing	his/her	knowledge	
and	abilities	completely	depends	on	his/her	demands	and	will.	Demands	are	of	the	
utmost importance. Demands present the enormous force which makes separate 
individuals as well as social unions of individuals act.
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One of the main characteristic features of demands is the fact that they contain a 
tendency of agency directed to a certain sphere. Satisfying of every demand implies 
by necessity certain activity. But just as demands can conventionally be divided into 
“high” and “low” demands, activities too can be divided into “high” and “low” activities. 
As	Sh.	Chkhartishvili	writes	high	spiritual	demands	are	satisfied	through	agency.	But	
according	to	him	there	is	one	essential	specificity:	theoretical	or	aesthetic	demands	
are	satisfied	not	only	by	experience	received	by	man	in	search	of	truth	or	contempla-
tion	of	beauty	but	for	the	activity	which	is	given	in	scientific	research	and	in	aesthetic	
contemplation of works of art is necessary as well. Received theoretical or aesthetic 
contents	are	not	spent	like	food	by	an	organism	but	are	stored	in	a	person	as	his/her	
experience. But this rich experience cannot ensure satisfying of the same demands 
for the second time. In this case a new search of truth and fresh contemplation of 
beauty are necessary. In other case the fact of cultural progress of man would be 
psychologically impossible.

Just in order to satisfy demands men transform nature (and their own selves) and 
in contrast to animals create a thoroughly new reality – culture.

This fact is not accidental for man. Animal is biologically better adapted to the 
external reality than man. The means of existence of animal are given “ready-made”, 
man	cannot	exist	if	he/she	does	not	arrange	his	relations	with	the	external	reality	by	
means of creating a new reality. This means that man in contrast to animal cannot 
be only a consumer. He must produce in order to consume.

Therefore in order to exist man is to cognize the regularities of nature, master 
and	transform	nature.	To	do	it	he/she	must	create	such	a	phenomenon	which	being	
different	from	nature	will	enable	him/her	to	reach	his/her	desirable	objective.	Such	
a phenomenon is culture.

Though destination of culture is not limited by the fact that at the beginning it was 
one of the means of satisfying man’s vital demands. The contents of these demands 
are not unchangeable; in ancient Rome the plebs demanded not only bread but en-
tertainment as well. Since creating culture became a profession, it no more was just 
a means necessary to preserve man’s existence but became an arena where man’s 
essence could be revealed; for example, not only Greek art and science served the 
slave-owning state but Greek society in its turn was a means and arena for develop-
ment of Greek culture.

It means that culture not only expresses the degree of “domination” of man over 
nature but at the same time it responds to such an essential demand of man as 
creativity; culture is given as a means and arena for revealing man’s essential pow-
ers and his potentials. Such a component of culture as science the development of 
which determines the degree of man’s domination over nature does not serve to solve 
technical problems only. It is presented as an arena for revealing creative abilities of 
man. Creativity is as well essential for other components of spiritual culture.
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Creativity and correspondingly freedom are the main and essential features which 
differentiate human agency from strictly determined activity of animals.

The	process	of	creating	culture	by	humans	reflects	the	level	of	development	of	
creators of culture, the degree of their humanization and self-establishment. There-
fore the statement that every step forward on the road of culture is a step towards 
freedom is really just.

The basis of transformation of the reality by men is cognition of the regularities 
of the reality, understanding the essence of things and events of the reality.

Cognition is a complex and multi-aspect process. In order to grasp the truth man 
is to carry out multilateral activity of consciousness. Cognition implies by necessity 
active attitude of the subject to the object of cognition. Human creativity in the pro-
cess of cognition means “producing” new cultural values, new knowledge. Cognition 
is not only the source of forming new knowledge but it is a necessary component of 
forming man’s essential powers as well.

The	history	of	scientific	cognition	clearly	shows	that	enormous	creative	striving	
and imagination is necessary to grasp even partially mysteries of the world. This pro-
cess	reflects	development	of	man	himself/herself	and	in	particular	the	development	
of one of the most important essential power of man – cognitive power. In this sense 
cognition	as	creative	reflection	of	the	reality	is	not	only	a	condition	and	premise	of	
successful practical activity of man and therefore a necessary condition and means 
to sustain man’s existence but it at the same time is a genuine end in itself – it is an 
arena	for	revealing	man’s	creative	abilities,	his/her	potentials.

It is well known that among other components of culture, art is the sphere where man’s 
creative nature is most clearly and vividly revealed. It is true that creativity is essential for 
every component of spiritual culture (creativity and inspiration are equally necessary in 
geometry and in arts – A. Pushkin), but there is one essential point: it is not only creating 
of something new (of course not any kind of novelty is a result of creative activity) but 
the degree of freedom as well is important and essential for creativity. Creative agency 
of an artist is not always a result of inspiration and imagination; art at the same time is 
both creating of new and imitation but if compared to other layers of culture “the quality 
of freedom” in art is higher. As N. Hartmann shows creative freedom does not follow the 
ought, it is not the freedom of necessity. Just the contrary, it is freedom of possibilities, 
though aesthetic freedom is not willfulness; it endows the artist with freedom to enter any 
spheres	at	his/her	own	will	but	the	artist	can	will	only	that	what	has	unity	and	necessity.

The statement that men create history means that the human agency is nothing 
more but setting new ideals and critical rejection and overcoming of the old ones. It 
is implied when we say that life of man as an activity is forming a new qualitatively 
different existence i.e. it is a creative activity.

All the above stated as Z. Kakabadze justly stresses implies that art, works of 
art are the original acts of setting new ideals of life and rejecting the old ones or acts 
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of creating history and not simple repetition of the already created; art is creating 
of a new reality	in	as	much	as	it	does	not	find	a	new	ideal	in	a	completed	form	and	
repeats it, but itself sets such an ideal. 

That is why art is considered as such a component of spiritual culture in which 
man’s creative nature is most vividly manifested.

If in case of such components of structure of spiritual culture as science and 
art the organic connection of these components with creativity is clear and evident, 
the problem of connection of creativity with moral values and morality (which is the 
most	important	component	of	spiritual	culture)	is	more	difficult.	The	question	is	the	
following: were new moral values created in parallel with development of man and 
did they express a higher level of humanization of social relations? The issue whether 
the process of adoption of values is of creative character as well as the process of 
forming them is linked to this question.

We	do	not	aim	at	detailed	analysis	of	these	issues.	It	will	suffice	to	say	that	moral	
norms and values which regulate human relations at the present stage of development 
of the humanity did not exist in a “perfect and ready” form from the very beginning. 
Forming of new moral values is a long many-aspect process. It is “moral struggle” of 
humans against the old useless moral values in order to establish new and higher 
moral	values.	History	remembers	not	only	the	authors	of	the	greatest	scientific	discov-
eries and masterpieces of art, but those geniuses who established new moral values 
and created not only works of art, historical treatises and philosophical doctrines but 
they as persons, as moral “heroes” were creators in the moral sphere as well.

It is true that the humanity in its “moral struggle” formed many such values and 
norms which it itself rejected at a certain stage of development. It is in this respect 
that we can speak about general change and replacement of values. But in spite of 
this	such	values	which	have	not	lost	their	significance	and	will	not	lose	it	till	there	
exists man as a moral being were formed in the history of the humanity. Among such 
values are those which express man’s place in the world and correspond to the life 
and	agency	of	man	who	acts	according	to	his/her	own	generic	essence.

The problem of interrelation of culture and creativity is a subject matter of an 
independent study. It is not our aim to give a detailed and comprehensive account 
of this problem. We will simply point to the fact that creativity is a necessary organic 
and essential moment of culture; culture and the process of creating culture by 
necessity imply and require man’s and, accordingly, a person’s free active creative 
agency. It has been stressed more than once that culture as a process of forming 
and	establishing	of	value	phenomena	reflects	the	process	of	human	becoming,	his/
her self-establishment and turning into a person.

Man	is	a	bio-social-spiritual	being.	The	meaning	and	peculiarities	of	his/her	life,	
his/her	interests,	demands	are	conditioned	and	determined	by	socio-cultural,	political.	
ethical. aesthetic and religious –i.e. by cognitive-theoretical and practical – acts.
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It is known as well that we can distinguish four different levels in the real world. 
The lowest level of the reality is inorganic nature; live plant organisms are on the 
second level; the third level presents a more complex form of life – animal world.

In contrast to plants animals have psychics, organs of perception, emotions of 
pleasure or displeasure, etc., though the main and essential characteristic of animals 
is instinctive behavior.

Man occupies the fourth stage of the real world. Man has many common features 
with	animals.	He/she	has	organs	of	perception,	psychics,	etc.	But	man	essentially	
differs	from	any	other	beings	and	from	animals	in	particular	due	to	his/her	specific	
ability – spirit. It is just due to spirit that man becomes a person. Spirit is a power of 
self-consciousness. It is an organ of retrospection, it rules the psychic reality. Person 
is a spiritual man, the centre of spiritual acts [1, p.98].

In the process of socialization – in interrelation with other individuals – social 
features	of	man,	his/her	qualities,	orientations	and	assessments,	abilities	and	pecu-
liarities	of	particular-individual	agency	are	formed.	It	enhances	specification	of	values,	
norms and rules worked out and established in the process of social interaction. So 
we	can	say	that	man	becomes	a	person	due	to	his/her	social	essence,	in	particular,	
due to the forms of social consciousness and objective values which characterize 
social consciousness. These forms are essentially linked to social relations.

The concept of person is organically connected with the concepts of man and 
individual. In particular, man is a bio-social-spiritual being which is formed in certain 
conditions and becomes a person. Individuality reveals itself in natural data and 
psychic features of man – in memory, character, imagination, temperament and in 
the variety of vital activity. The whole content of consciousness carries the mark of 
individuality: viewpoints, judgments, ideas which are common for different people 
always contain in themselves something “own”. Demands and interests of different 
people	are	 individual	and	everything	done	by	every	separate	man	carries	his/her	
“individual mark, seal”. Therefore man is a being who speaks and thinks but is not a 
person yet (e.g. a child is human, an individual but is not a person as in order to be-
come a person it is necessary to be characterized by a different essential moment) i.e. 
every	person	is	human	but	not	every	human	is	a	person,	though	he/she	can	become	
a person. As A. Bregadze writes, if man as a physical and psychic phenomenon is 
a creation, a person is to be arrived at … Person has retained every human charac-
teristic: individual character, strivings, desires, taste etc. But responsibility, duty and 
life according to the highest values are important for an essentially social being.

The	essential	characteristic	of	a	person	is	that	he/she	due	to	spirit	can	free	himself/
herself from natural instincts and strivings and live in accordance with the highest 
values, be a creator, a being who creates culture.

As	 it	 is	 known	 there	are	five	set	attitudes	and	accordingly	 five	acts	 (practical,	
cognitive, aesthetic, ethical, religious) singled out in the structure of man as a person. 
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Each	of	them	has	a	specific	character;	e.g.	the	specificity	of	an	ethical	act	is	that	it	is	
concerned with interaction of human wills. “Man is essentially connected with other 
men	not	only	in	the	sense	that	his/her	existence	would	be	impossible	without	social	
production	but	more	essentially	–	due	to	his/her	internal	dialogue.	Man	determines	his/
her own self by means of others. This is what differentiates a dialogical attitude from 
partnership. Existence of man implies in itself dialogical attitude to another man. Re-
spect of others’ will makes man human … Until we experience others’ will as a value 
it is too early to speak about our humanity. That is why the ethical is placed at the top 
of the value scale” [2, p.21].

To experience another’s will as a value is possible on the level of spirit. Such 
attitude	to	another’s	will	and	in	general	to	another	person,	to	his/her	different	ideal,	
ideals, beliefs etc. is the basis of tolerance. Tolerance as an ethical category, as one 
of	the	highest	human	virtues	is	meaningful	only	in	case	when	person	due	to	his/her	
specific	power	–	spirit	–	is	“torn”	out	of	the	influence	of	vital	demands,	inclinations	and	
situations and “placed into the world of objective values where the primacy is given to 
“high” values in comparison to vital demands and a person is ready to listen to others, 
to conduct d dialogue with them, to understand them that is to “carry out” spiritual acts. 
A really cultural person as a spiritual being is internally free and “open” in relation to 
other persons, other cultures, other religions and correspondingly to other nations.

Thus there is an organic and necessary connection between culture, person and 
tolerance.	The	basis	of	this	connection	is	spirit	–	a	specific	human	power	–	by	means	
of which man becomes a person and a being who creates culture. It is just due to 
spirit	that	values	of	culture	are	formed	and	established.	Culture	reflects	the	process	of	
becoming	of	man,	his/her	formation	as	a	person,	establishment	of	ideals	of	freedom-
humanization in society; progress of culture is a foundation of moral perfection of man 
and correspondingly of person, it means establishment and development of humanistic 
ideals in society. The level of freedom-humanization as to relation of different persons 
with each other as well as interrelation of society and persons must be accepted as 
the highest criterion of the progress of culture. In this respect we are to admit that 
society where all conditions are given to enhance the real unfolding and development 
of the principles of freedom and humanization is progressive since tolerance as a 
cultural-ethical spiritual phenomenon implies and requires by necessity freedom 
of person as its basis.

It is widely acknowledged that man as a live being has passions, strivings, demands, 
interests, instincts. In this respect man does not differ from animals but as it was stated 
above	man	has	a	specific	power	which	essentially	differentiates	him/her	from	animals	in	
a	narrow	sense	of	this	word.	This	specific	power	of	man	is	spirit;	spirit	cannot	be	reduced	
to reason. Spirit is to be understood as a unity of intellectual, volitional and emotional acts. 
Spirit	is	man’s	power	which	gives	him/her	the	possibility	to	get	free	from	passions,	strivings,	
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demands	and	instincts.	In	other	words	spirit	is	a	specific	power	which	characterizes	man	
and by means of which man creates a completely new reality – culture which separates 
man	from	the	animal	world	and	differentiates	him/her	from	every	other	live	being.

Animal is determined by the external factors, it acts on the level of instincts and by 
their	means.	Man	due	to	his/her	specific	power	–	spirit	and	on	the	level	of	spirit	acquires	
the ability of tolerance. As a spiritual and cultural being man can make choice between 
selfishness	and	unselfishness	in	favor	of	unselfishness,	can	freely	obey	and	follow	
one of the most important spheres of culture – the law of ethics and live according 
to moral norms. Only man as a social-spiritual being desires the truth for the sake of 
truth, love for the sake of love, knowledge for the sake of knowledge, goodness – for 
goodness,	beauty	–	for	beauty’s	sake.	Spiritual	acts	“pull”	man	out	of	the	influence	of	
vital	demands,	passions	and	situations	and	lead	him/her	into	the	world	of	objective	
values. Life in accordance with objective values demands a certain attitude to social 
norms, attention to others, responsibility, dialogical attitude to others, etc. And it is 
nothing but tolerance i.e. readiness of man – a person to admit and respect others, 
aliens, different ideas, religions, ideals, traditions, rituals, to be generous and tolerant 
of the different and at the same time to be faithful to one’s own principles i.e. to retain 
his/her	own	principle	position;	to	be	faithful	to	his/her	views	and	ideals	and	to	avoid	
violence and morally unacceptable means while defending them. The other, alien 
must	be	ensured	the	possibility	to	freely	and	according	to	his/her	own	will	choose	and	
defend	his/her	own	principles	and	ideals.	The	principal	essential	feature	of	tolerance	
consists in the fact that every idea, ideal and principle which do not contradict the 
accepted rules of co-existence and moral norms must have the same conditions for 
self-establishment. The basis of it is culture as a dialogical phenomenon. Therefore 
culture as a dialogical phenomenon and expression of the level of humanization of a 
person forms persons as tolerant beings who can act in accordance with the values 
common to the whole humanity. Culture as a spiritual phenomenon forms persons 
who are able to listen to and understand other persons. Such persons respect oth-
ers’ different ideas, ideals, opinions, traditions, religions etc, i.e. culture is a dialogue 
with other epochs, other cultures, other people; culture in a wide sense of the word is 
comprehension of things, nature, animals; comprehension in its turn means listening 
to, attention, sympathy to others that is tolerance.
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SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

irakli kalandia
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti 

kultura da pirovnebis tolerantoba

reziume 

adamiani biosocialurgoniTi arsebaa. swored gonis meSveobiT da wyalobiT 

qmnis igi bunebisgan sruliad gansxvavebul, axal sinamdviles – kulturas. 

kultura rogorc RirebulebaTa realizaciis procesi, RirebulebiTi fenomeni 

da adamianTa socializaciis, pirovnebad Camoyalibebis umTavresi faqtori, 

amorTavs adamians vitalur moTxovnilebaTa, ltolvaTa da instinqtebis 

zegavlenisagan da aziarebs mas RirebulebaTa samyaros. Rirebulebebis 

mixe dviT cxovreba da saqmianoba ki aucileblobiT moiTxovs da gulisxmobs 

sazogadoebriv normebTan pirovnebis garkveul mimarTebas, sxvebis winaSe 

pasuxismgeblobas, sxvebisadmi yuradRebas, sxvebis mosmenas, sxvebTan 

dialogSi yofnas da a. S. kultura Tavisi bunebiT dialoguri fenomenia da mas 

axasiaTebs mzadyofna da Riaoba, raTa pativi sces sxvas, ucxos – gansxvavebul 

azrs, sarwmunoebas, tradiciebs, ideebs; sulgrZeli da mimtevebeli iyos 

misgan sruliad gansxva vebul RirebulebaTa mimarT da Tanac ise, rom icavdes 

sakuTar pozicias, iyos Tavisi principebis erTguli da amave dros, ar 

mimarTos Zaladobas, moraluri TvalsazrisiT miuRebel saSualebebs, anu 

Tavisi moRvaweoba warmarTos zogadsakacobrio liberalur RirebulebaTa 

Sesabamisad.



GEoRGIAN PHILoSoPHY  
AS A CULTURAL PHENoMENoN
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Georgia	 is	a	country	of	ancient	culture.	 In	the	world	history	we	can	find	nations	
that are not creators of culture and are just content to consume cultural and civilization 
products produced by others. From this point of view Georgia is a unique phenomenon 
in the world history. The intellectual history of our nation is unique as well. Georgians 
have always been oriented to high spiritual ideals. We think it possible to accept philo-
sophical thinking as one of the criteria of intellectual development. In contrast to some 
nations that have not achieved the level of philosophical thinking Georgia and Geor-
gians have done it. Nowadays existence of philosophy in Georgia is a fact. It is true that 
such understanding of philosophy as is exploited in the presented work is a European 
phenomenon and therefore this fact gives rise to the opinion that Georgian philosophy 
was and is nourished by European philosophy. This viewpoint has supporters as well 
as opponents. Those who support it think that no philosophical system has ever been 
constructed in Georgia and there were no thinkers equal to Plato, Aristotle, Kant and 
Hegel. The opponents to the idea claim it impossible for the nation which has created a 
unique culture to have no philosophy of its own. It is true that we cannot state existence 
of any philosophical systems analogical to those of Plato or Aristotle, but nowadays many 
scientists explicitly discuss existence of proto-Georgian civilization which quite often is 
considered as a predecessor of European civilization. It is natural that such a civilization 
would never come into existence if it had not a corresponding philosophical system. It 
is possible that this system was lost though the creative energy of the Georgian nation 
reached the summits of spirit in the following epochs.

In general we can say that philosophy is one and the same everywhere though 
thinking	of	every	nation,	alongside	with	general	characteristics,	has	its	own	specific	
features.	Therefore	in	spite	of	European	origin	of	philosophy	it	is	justified	to	speak	
about Georgian philosophy. Lack of philosophers comparable to Kant or Hegel has its 
own objective reasons. Georgians had to struggle against numerous enemies and very 
often there was no time to spare on philosophical activities. In spite of this Georgian 
philosophy was formed as an original phenomenon. Therefore it is necessary to study 
and	analyze	it.	In	this	respect	we	first	of	all	are	indebted	to	Shalva	Nutsubidze	and	
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his “A History of Georgian Philosophy” (in two volumes). At the same time it must be 
said that this small country which is situated at the juncture of Europe and Asia has 
very often suggested new philosophical conceptions. In order to prove the all above 
stated it is necessary at least to give a general review of the past, the present and the 
future of philosophy in Georgia.

It	would	suffice	to	mention	Petritsi	and	Rustaveli	in	order	to	prove	existence	of	phi-
losophy in Georgia but our country had passed a long historical way before the epochs 
of	Petritsi	and	Rustaveli.	The	first	initial	philosophical	elements	are	to	be	sought	for	in	
the Georgian mythology. It is natural that the ancestors of Georgians who lived in the 
pagan world had certain philosophical views corresponding to their times, though unfor-
tunately the philosophical ideas of the pagan times were not preserved. From the history 
of Georgia we know that a well-known educational centre which attracted students even 
from the East Rome Empire existed in Phasis (Kolkheti). This centre is known as Phasis 
rhetoric-philosophical school (“Phasis Academy”). A famous Aristotelian philosopher 
Themistious and his father Eugenious got education there (IV c.). Therefore chronologi-
cally the history of Georgian philosophy starts as far as the 4th century. Since then it has 
always kept pace with the processes unfolding in the world philosophy.

A descendent of the royal family of Kakheti, scholar and philosopher Bakur worked 
in the second part of the 4th century. Due to unknown reasons he left his homeland and 
went to the East Rome Empire. According to the Greek sources he was a thoughtful 
philosopher and wise man. His works are not preserved though a certain idea as to 
his philosophical views is given in a letter of a Neo-Platonic philosopher Libanious who 
characterized him as an adherent of Stoicism.

The 5th century is marked by scholar activities of a famous Georgian philosopher 
and	ecclesiastic	figure	Peter	the	Iberian	(Murvanos	in	this	world).	At	an	early	age	he	
was taken as a hostage to Byzantine. Later he managed to escape and went to Je-
rusalem where he took of monastic vows. He lived in Palestine, was appointed to the 
Episcopal see of Mayum. Building of Georgian monasteries in Palestine is associated 
with his name. Interest to Peter the Iberian increased since Shalva Nutsubidze and a 
Belgian scientist Ernest Honigmann put forward the idea of identity of Peter the Ibe-
rian and pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite. The Areopagite treatises were translated 
into many languages. It is impossible to speak about the philosophical thought of the 
Middle Ages and not to mention the Areopagite treatises. The Corpus Areopagiticum 
consists of four books and ten epistles. Traditionally the authorship of it was ascribed 
to a bishop of the 1st century, a member of the Areopagite of Athens Dionysius. Though 
since it was proved that he was not the author of these works he has been referred to 
as pseudo-Dionysius. Peter the Iberian’s teacher and spiritual preceptor was Joanne 
the Laz, who was a Georgian philosopher and ecclesiastic. The main themes of works 
by Peter the Iberian is the idea of theosis, monism of goodness and non-substantiality 
of evil. Later his ideas were accepted by Christianity in the West as well as in the East. 
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He	is	one	of	the	greatest	authorities	of	the	Christian	Church	and	one	of	the	most	influ-
ential representatives of Georgian culture. 

Activities of Assyrian Fathers in the 6th century Georgia contributed to enforcement 
of	the	Christian	Church.	They	fought	against	fire-worship,	unveiled	vices	of	the	materi-
alistic world outlook. The Assyrian Fathers were thoroughly read in Greek philosophy. 
Thus, Abibos of Nekresi attempted to reconcile the theory of four elements formulated 
in Greek philosophy with monotheism asserting that these elements were created by 
God.	Among	the	Georgian	scholars	whose	scientific	activities	were	of	importance	in	
the 6-7th centuries Joanne Moskhi (Meskhi) who lived and worked in Palestine and was 
well-known at the period is to be mentioned.

The all above stated proves the fact that Georgian philosophical thought in the Middle 
Ages was of religious character just like the world philosophical thought. It is natural as 
religion occupied the summits of the world culture since the end of the Antique World. This 
fact	in	its	turn	influenced	philosophy.	According	to	the	imperative	of	the	epoch	philosophy	
was to defend theology. The truth was to be found in religion and not in the sphere of 
science. In spite of this, genuine philosophical treatises of great importance were cre-
ated in Georgia. The Georgian gene steadily led its way to the summits of philosophical 
thinking. A perfect illustration of this are works created by representatives of the 9-11th 
centuries Georgian religious-philosophical thinking. The Georgian ecclesiastics of the 
period were philosophers. They managed to combine mundane problems (their activi-
ties were directed on defense and protection of the homeland) and deep metaphysical 
meditations, monachism and philosophy. Works and activities of Grigol Khantdzeli, Joanne 
Zosime, Joanne Minchkhi, and Illarion Kartveli are illustrations of it.

Ecclesiastic and cultural-philosophical activities of the Mtatsmidelis’ – Joanne, 
Gabriel and Eqvtime are of special importance. By the end of the 10th century con-
struction of a Georgian monastery on the mount of Athone was initiated by Joanne 
Mtatsmideli	and	he	was	the	first	Father	Superior	of	 this	monastery.	Contribution	of	
Tornike Eristavi (Joanne in monkhood) to this initiative was immense. Eqvtime, son of 
Joanne Mtatsmideli, succeeded him as the superior of the monastery. Eqvtime was 
a	serious	ecclesiastic	figure	and	translator.	He	translated	more	than	160	treatises	on	
theology, sacred literature and philosophy. Among his translations are “Ethics” by Basil 
of Caesarea and his letters, homilies by Gregory of Nazianzus, etc. The volume of his 
translations contains “Exposition of Faith” by Joanne of Damascus, “Prior” by Anasta-
sius of Sinai, works by Cyril of Alexandria. He translated works by John Chrysostom, 
Ephraim of Assyria and Maximus the Confessor as well “Gospel”, “The Revelation to St 
John” and Psalms. Eqvtime Mtatsmideli translated from Georgian into Greek as well. 
Thus, he translated “The Wisdom of Balavari” (a Georgian version of a work by an 
anonymous author about Buda’s life). He as well translated and made comments on 
a collection of ecclesiastic cannons. His activities prepared conditions for formation of 
theological-philosophical world outlook and faith of Ephraim Mtsire, Arsen Ikaltoeli and 
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Joanne Petritsi. Giorgi Mtatsmideli was the follower and continuer of Eqvtime’s activi-
ties. Giorgi Mtatsmideli fervently defended autocephaly of the Georgian Church. He 
came to Georgia for a few years in the reign of Bagrat IV. Here he selected 80 orphan 
children and took them to Mount Athos in order to give them a chance to receive good 
education	there.	He	is	the	author	of	“Life	of	Beatific	our	Fathers	Joanne	and	Ephtvime”	
He translated “Psalms”, “New Testament”, “Prayer-book”, a book about lives of saints 
and sacred holidays, many hagiographical and hymnographical works, more than 60 
works in all. His life is described by his pupil Giorgi Mtsire (a celibate priest).

In 1083 Grigol Bakurianisdze founded a Georgian monastery in Bulgaria (the then 
Byzantine), Petritsoni, not far from the village of Bachkovo. He himself wrote the Typikon 
for the monastery which very soon became a powerful centre of Georgian culture. An 
outstanding Georgian philosopher Joanne Petritsi worked at this monastery. He was a 
theologian, translator-commentator, and poet. He developed Neo-Platonic philosophy 
in Georgia. David IV Agmashenebeli invited him to Gelati Academy. His legacy consists 
of many iambuses, a history of David Agmashenebeli, translations of Aristotle’s four 
works, translation of “On Human Nature” by a Neo-Platonic philosopher Nemesius 
of Emesa, as well as translation of Proclus’s “Elementation Theologica”, which he 
equipped with comments. He is not simply equal to such outstanding commentators 
as Thomas of Aquinas and Averroes but presented himself as a philosopher of original 
world outlook. Petritsi formed Georgian philosophical language which is different from 
everyday language. Philosophical terminology established by him equals a theory of 
scientific	concepts.	Translation	of	Proclus’s	work	made	by	Petritsi	is	one	of	the	earliest	
among the translations of this work into other languages and therefore is unique and 
invaluable. It is a real treasure not only in Georgian but in the world culture as well.

Interpreters assess Petritsi’s philosophy as a pre-Renaissance phenomenon which 
together with the Areopagitics determined to a great extent the content of Georgian 
Neo-Platonism and of the Medieval Georgian philosophy in general. Nowadays Petritsi’s 
philosophy is acknowledged as a phenomenon of the world importance and is studied 
not only by Georgian but by foreign philosophers as well.

A famous scholar and translator Ephraim Mtsire who lived and worked on the 
Black Mountain near Antioch is a serious representative of Georgian philosophy of the 
given epoch. He translated more than 70 treatises among which are works of Basil the 
Great, “The Source of Knowledge” by John of Damascus and others. His contribution 
to establishing philosophical terminology, rules of translation and punctuation is very 
important. Petritsi and Arsen Ikaltoeli cooperated with him. According to him philosophy 
is more than science as it embraces visible as well as invisible. His logical views are of 
great importance as well. His treatise “Reasons of Conversion of Georgians and the 
Books it is Stated in” is very interesting. The work is written on the basis of materials 
obtained in the libraries of Antioch. He proves that Apostles Andrew and Bartholomew 
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disseminated Christianity in Georgia and that the right to appoint catholicizes was 
received at the synod of Antioch.

Alongside with Ephraim Mtsire we must mention works and activities of Arsen Ikaltoeli. 
He	was	Petritsi’s	contemporary	figure,	philosopher,	writer,	hymnographer.	Arsen	Ikaltoeli	
shared Ephraim’s ideas and position. After Ephraim’s death he came to Georgia and 
worked	first	at	Gelati	and	later	at	Ikalto	Academies.	He	was	the	founder	of	Ikalto	Academy.	
Arsen was one of the councilors of David Agmashenebeli. He shared the views of Aris-
totelian school of philosophy. He united the literature translated by him in a compendium 
“Dogmata”. It consists of “The Prior” by Anastasius of Sinai, “Source of Knowledge” by 
John of Damascus, a polemical treatise by Theodore Abakura. Arsen is the author of a 
text-book on physics which was used by him at Gelati and Ikalto Academies.

King-philosopher	David	Agmashenebeli	is	really	an	outstanding	figure	among	the	
scholars of the period. His philosophical credo is based on synthesis of knowledge 
(Athens) and faith (Jerusalem). His confession “Galobani Sinanulisani” (“Songs of 
Repentance”) is a masterpiece of religious-philosophical literature.

Thus, in the history of the early Medieval Georgian philosophy we can detect at 
least three philosophical directions: 1. Christian Aristotelianism; 2. Areopagitical Neo-
Platonism and 3. Christian Neo-Platonism. This is one more proof of the fact that Geor-
gian philosophy has much in common with the advanced European philosophy and in 
certain cases the West is as well indebted to Georgian philosophy. It is especially true 
in relation to the problems of the Renaissance. According to the “Theory of the Oriental 
Renaissance” formulated by Shalva Nutsubidze, the Renaissance was transported to 
Europe from the East. The Oriental Renaissance is a predecessor of the Western Re-
naissance and it originated in Georgia. This fact is associated with the great Georgian 
poet	and	philosopher	Shota	Rustaveli	who	is	as	a	rule	named	among	the	greatest	figures	
of all times. It has been proved that Rustaveli’s philosophy is the crown of Georgian 
Neo-Platonism. As to Georgian Neo-Platonism its existence is acknowledged by sci-
ence all over the world (N. Losev). Humanism, Christian anthropology, freedom and 
equality are the main philosophical principles given in “Vepkistkaosani” (“The Knight in 
the Panther’s Skin”). These principles enable us to say that the Georgian Renaissance 
is far ahead of the ideas of the Western Renaissance.

The hardships and disasters that fell upon Georgia in the 13th century are well-
known. We can say that the nation was deprived of time necessary for philosophical 
meditations.	The	country	was	fighting	against	domestic	and	foreign	enemies.	That	is	
the reason of absence during this period of history of any philosophers comparable 
to Petritsi or Rustaveli. In spite of the gravest situation of the country interest to philo-
sophical problems did not extinguish altogether. We must take into account the fact that 
interest to problems of philosophy of history originated from historical thinking, in par-
ticular, such a philosophical concept as truth entered the scope of historical chronicles. 
In them history is discussed from a philosophical viewpoint as a “word of truth”. This 
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fact was highly appreciated by Ivane Javakhishvili and later by Shalva Nutsubidze. 
Such problems as founding history on moral principles of philosophy, the problem of 
historical development and others are raised in these chronicles.

Since	the	reign	of	Vakhtang	VI	revival	of	philosophical	and	scientific	thinking	became	
more intense. Vakhtang VI himself was a scholar. He wrote a short book on astronomy-
cosmology in which he laid a foundation of Georgian astronomical terminology. Vakhtang 
VI established a “Commission of Scholars” in which his teacher, a philosopher of the 
deepest insight, great enlighter, scientist, poet, translator, commentator Sulkhan-Saba 
Orbeliani (1658-1725) worked. His philosophical ideas are rendered in his work “Georgian 
Dictionary” which was named “Sitkvis kona” (“A Bunch of Words”) by Vakhtang VI. It took 
Sulkhan-Saba 33 years to complete the dictionary. He gave original interpretations of 
words.	In	particular,	he	defined	words	on	the	basis	of	a	certain	philosophical	conception.	
It	is	reflected	in	his	works	that	Sulkhan-Saba	solved	the	traditional	problem	of	dualism	in	
favour of the ideal. His works embrace ontological and cosmological problems, as well as 
problems of gnosiology, ethics and logic. His ethical-pedagogical work “Tsigni Sibrdzne 
Sitsruisa” (“Book of Wisdom of Lie”) is very important. The similar ideas are rendered in his 
other works: “Stsavlani” (“Teachings”), “Samotkhis kari” (“A Gate of Paradise”). Sulkhan-
Saba is the author of a book of memoirs “Travel in Europe”. 

Vakhushti Batonishvili, son of Vakhtang VI, was a prominent scholar and scientist 
of the period. He was one of the founders of Moscow University. Vakhushti as well as 
Montesquieu shared the conception of geographical determinism.

We must specially mention establishing of a theological seminary in Tbilisi, at An-
chikhati cathedral, initiated by Erekle II and Anton I. The rector of the seminary was 
Philippe Kaitmazishvili. Such subjects as grammar, literature, singing, logic, physics, 
and mathematics were taught at the seminary. In 1753 a school was founded in Telavi. 
Later,	in	1782	the	school	was	transformed	into	a	theological	seminary.	The	first	rector	
of the seminary was Gaioz who was succeeded by David Alexi-Meskhishvili. In 1749 
Erekle II restored the print house established by Vakhtang VI. By that time Georgia 
became	the	most	important	cultural	and	scientific	centre	in	the	whole	Caucasus,	though	
invasion of the hordes under the rule of Agha Mohammed Khan put the end to it.

Among the Georgian thinkers of this period, Anton I (1720-1780) stands out as to 
his	contribution	to	the	development	of	Georgian	philosophical	and	scientific	thought.	
He is the author of original works “Grammar”, a philosophical treatise “Spekali”, “Cat-
egory of Symmetry”. He translated Wolf’s and Baumeister’s works into Georgian and 
equipped	them	with	spacious	comments.	In	his	works	Anton	I	discussed	the	most	difficult	
problems of ontology, gnosiology, metaphysics, logic, nature philosophy and ethics. 
In order to receive a full picture as to the social thinking of the period it is important to 
consider Alexandre Amilakhvari’s “A Wiseman of the East” in which many interesting 
social-political	ideas	and	views	are	rendered.	Scientific	activities	of	Davis	Bagrationi	
(1767-1819), son of the last king of Kartli-Kakheti Giorgi XII are very interesting as well. 
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He translated into Georgian “The Spirit of Law” by Montesquieu, “Aesthetic Meditations” 
by Ansilion, wrote an original work “Concise Physics” in which alongside with problems 
of physics many problems of nature philosophy are rendered as well. As he shared 
Voltaire’s views he was considered a Voltairian. Joanne Bagratioini (1768-1830), brother 
of	David	Bagrationi	was	an	influential	figure	of	the	18th century Georgian thought. His 
encyclopedic work “Kalmasoba” is an evidence of his knowledge in philosophy. He is 
the author of encyclopedia of natural sciences, Russian-Georgian dictionary, translated 
“Logic” of Condillac. He belonged to idealist philosophers.

Joanne Khelashvili (1772-1837) was one of the educated thinkers of the period. The 
most complex problems of philosophy are discussed in his work “A Book of 34 Questions”. 
I. Khelashvili’s philosophical ideas are scattered in his epistolary heritage, especially in his 
letters to Solomon Dodashvili. I. Khelashvili was an idealist philosopher and theologian. In 
accordance with his world outlook I. Khelashvili opposed everybody who did not share Chris-
tian dogmas. I. Khelashvili is the main character in “Kalmasoba” by Ioanne Bagrationi.

It is natural that annexation of Georgia by Russia made a certain impact on de-
velopment of Georgian philosophical thought. But in spite of pressure on part of the 
Russian	Empire	development	of	scientific	thought	in	Georgia	did	not	come	to	a	dead-
lock.	Solomon	Dodashvili’s	scientific	achievements	are	a	brilliant	demonstration	of	it.	
Revival and progression of Georgian philosophical thought are associated with him. 
Quite a young man of 22 he wrote “Logic” (in Russian). This book was used as a text 
book at universities of the Russian Empire. He is the author of “The Grammar of the 
Georgian Language”. Dodashvili participated in the 1832 conspiracy. Gerasime Kikodze 
(Episcope Gabriel) is an outstanding representative of the 19th century Georgian philo-
sophical	thought.	He	is	the	author	of	a	very	significant	scientific	work	“Foundations	of	
Experimental Psychology” as well as of a two volume collection of sermons which were 
translated into English and Russian in his life-time. Among the thinkers of the period 
such	figures	as	Archil	Jorjadze	who	studied	problems	of	philosophy,	history	of	religion	
and worked on national issues and Mikhako Tsereteli whose book “Nation and Human-
ity” is an excellent piece of Georgian sociological thinking are to be mentioned.

Philosophical heritage of the Tergdaleulebi is to be singled out and stressed. Ilia 
Chavchavadze’s, Vazha-Pshavela’s, Alexandre Kazbegi’s and others literary heritage 
is	an	object	of	scientific	research	and	analysis	even	in	our	times.	

Foundation of Tbilisi State University by Ivane Javakhishvili and his colleagues Akaki 
Shanidze, Shalva Nutsubidze, Korneli Kekelidze, Dimitri Uznadze, Petre Melikishvili and 
others created a new stage in the history of development of Georgian philosophical think-
ing.	The	first	faculty	formed	at	the	University	was	that	of	philosophy.	Shalva	Nutsubidze	
and Dimitri Uznadze were at the origins of the 20th century Georgian philosophical thinking. 
Their philosophical works have retained their importance up to the present.

The spheres of Shalva Nutsubidze’s interest were aleothological realism (he formu-
lated the “theory of aleothological realism”), history of Georgian philosophy (he published 
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a two volume “History of Georgian Philosophy”), Rustvelology and translation. His 
theory of the Oriental Renaissance which is based on the conception of the Georgian 
Renaissance, and the theory of identity of Petre the Iberian and Pseudo-Dionysius the 
Areopagite are of special interest. Shalva Nutsubidze founded a new branch of science 
– history of Georgian philosophy. He translated “Vepkhistkaosani” (“The Knight in the 
Panther’s Skin”), Chakhrukhadze’s and Shavteli’s works into Russian.

Dimitri Uznadze is one of the most remarkable representatives of the Georgian 
philosophical	and	psychological	schools.	At	the	early	stages	of	his	scientific	career	
Uznadze studied and analyzed philosophical problems though later he created an 
original psychological theory which is known as Uznadze’s theory of set. He is the 
author of fundamental works “Foundations of Experimental Psychology”, “Psychol-
ogy”, “Psychological Principles of Set” and many others. The theory of set formed by 
Uznadze is shared by many scientists in the world.

Among the philosophers of the beginning of the 20th century Sergi Danelia (history 
of philosophy), Konstantine Kapaneli (theory of organotropism), Mose Gogiberidze 
(history of philosophy), Kote Bakradze (logic and problems of history of Euro-American 
philosophy. His “Logic” is the most popular text-book even at present), Kita Megrelidze 
(social philosophy), Konstantine Gamsakhurdia (philosophy of life, irrationalism and 
Christian mysticism) are to be singled out.

Foundation of Institute of Philosophy in 1946 was an event of great importance 
in the history of Georgian philosophy. Since then the Institute has determined the 
process of development of philosophical thought in Georgia. The Golden Age of the 
Institute is connected with its director Savle Tsereteli, a famous Georgian philoso-
pher. Later the Institute was named after him. Among Savle Tsereteli’s numerous 
achievements special importance is attached to formation of a dialectical-logical 
system	which	 is	known	as	a	“theory	of	 infinite	conclusion”.	His	monograph	“Antic	
Philosophy” is equally important. A group of outstanding Georgian philosophers – 
Angia Bochorishvili (founder of philosophical anthropology as a branch of science 
in Georgia), Shalva Khidasheli (history of Georgian philosophy and problems of the 
Renaissance), Levan Gokieli (logic) cooperated with Savle Tsereteli. In spite of the 
Soviet	dictatorship	which	set	limits	to	free	scientific	thinking	Georgian	philosophers	
managed to avoid false ideological problems and carry out genuine philosophical 
analysis. This tradition has been accepted by the philosophers of the next genera-
tion such as Zurab Kakabadze, Niko Chavchavadze, Tamaz Buachidze, Otar Jioev, 
Tamar Kukava, Guram Tevzadze, Sergi Avaliani, Mary Chelidze, Mikheil Bezanishvili 
and others.

Phenomenological issues occupy an important place in the contemporary Geor-
gian philosophy. Professor Mamuka Dolidze’s publications are a good proof of it. 
These	works	not	only	reflect	the	world	experience	as	to	interpretation	of	phenom-
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enological issues but offer fresh attitudes to solving them. In this respect foundation 
of	the	scientific	journal	“Culture	&	Philosophy”	which	is	authoritative	not	only	in	our	
country but abroad as well must be specially mentioned.

Alongside with the Institute of Philosophy faculty of philosophy at Tbilisi State 
University is an important centre of serious and in-depth philosophical research. 

Since the overthrow of the national government up to the present philosophi-
cal thinking in Georgia has found itself in serious danger. In such a situation on the 
initiative of Professor Sergi Avaliani Academy of Philosophical Sciences of Georgia 
was founded. The main goal of the Academy is rehabilitation and development of 
philosophical thinking. The Academy publishes annual volumes of articles “Philosophi-
cal Research” (13 volumes have been published). Works by Georgian and foreign 
philosophers on actual issues of philosophy are published in it.

Savle Tsreteli Institute of Philosophy greatly contributes to development of philo-
sophical thinking in Georgia. The Institute has remained true to the best traditions of 
Georgian	philosophical	and	scientific	research.

Summing up the above stated we are to admit that the article does not fully re-
flect	past,	present	or	future	of	philosophy	in	Georgia	but	it	can	really	create	a	certain	
(though not comprehensive) picture of rich and interesting history of philosophy in 
Georgia. We can suggest that it will be more successful in future and the Golden Age 
of Georgian philosophy will arrive before long. 

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN 

kaxa qecbaia
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti 

qarTuli filosofia rogorc kulturis fenomeni 

reziume

saqarTvelo uZvelesi kulturis qveyanaa. msoflio istoria icnobs erebs, 

romlebic kulturis Semoqmedni ar arian, magram eziarebian sxvaTa mier 

Seqmnili kulturasa da civilizacias. saqar Tvelo ki am mxriv TviTmyofadi 

da unikaluri movlenaa msoflios istoriaSi. aseve unikaluria qarTveli 

eris inteleqtualuri istoria. tradiciulad igi yovelTvis maRal sulier 

idealebze iyo orient irebuli. eris maRali inteleqtualuri ganviTarebis erT

erT kriteriumad SesaZlebelia filosofiuri azrovneba miviCnioT. arian erebi, 

romelTac filo so f iuri azrovnebis simaRlemde ver miuRweviaT. saqar Tve

los SemTxvevaSi ki saqme sul sxvagvaradaa. dRes faqtia qarTuli filosofiis 
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arseboba. Tumca filo sofia, rogorc mecniereba evro puli movlenaa, rac 

warmoSobs azrs, rom qar Tuli filosofiuri azrovneba evropuli filoso

fiiT sazrdoobs. am azrs momxre ebic hyavs da mowi naaRmdegenic. momxreebi 

miiCneven, rom saqarTve loSi filosofiuri sistema ar Seqmnila da Sesabamisad, 

pla tonis, aristoteles, kantisa da hegelis donis moazrovneebi Cven ar 

gvyolia. Aam mosazrebis oponentebi ki amtkiceben, rom SeuZlebelia unikaluri 

kulturis Semoqmed ers sakuTari filo sofia ar hqonoda. CvenSi marTalia ar 

dasturdeba arseboba filosofiuri sist emisa, metoqeobas rom gauwevda pla

tonsa da aristoteles, magram dRes araerTi mecnieri saubrobs preqarTul 

civ ilizaciaze, romelic xSir SemTxvevaSi evropulis winamorbedadac ki 

ganixileba. bunebrivia, msgavsi civilizacia ar Seiqmneboda, rom ara Sesabamisi 

filosofiuri sistema, romelsac SesaZlebelia JamTa svlaSi Cvenamde ver 

moeRwia, magram Semdgom periodSi qarTveli eris SemoqmedebiTma energiam mainc 

miaRwia sulieri ganviTarebis mwvervalebs.

zogadad SeiZleba iTqvas, rom filosofia zeerovnuli fenomenia, magram 

yoveli eris azrovnebas, zogad niSneb Tan erTad, sakuTriv misi, specifikuri 

niSnebic gaaCnia. amdenad, miuxedavad filosofiis evropuli warmomav lo

bisa, gamarTlebulia laparaki qarTul filo so fiaze. xolo Tu igi hegelisa 

da kantis Sesaferiss filoso fosebs moisaklisebs, amas Tavisi obieqturi 

mizezebi aqvs. Muricxv mterTan mebrZoli eri Znelad Tu hpovebda filosofiuri 

Semoqmed eb isaTvis saWiro simSvides. miuxedavad amisa, qarTuli filo sofia 

mainc Camoyalibda, rogorc originaluri mov lena. amitom, rac gvaqvs, misi 

Seswavla aucilebelia. amas ki, upirveles yovlisa, `qarTuli filosofiis 

istoriis~ (ortomeulis) fuZemdebels Salva nucubiZes unda vumadlodeT. 

(aRsaniSnavia agreTeve profesor mixel maxaraZis TaosnobiT gamocemuli 

`qarTuli filosofiuri azris istoriis oTxtomeuli~ ) 

mniSvnelovania, rom evropisa da aziis gasayarze mdebare es patara qveyana 

xSi rad yofila araerTi axali filosof iu riYkoncefciis Semoqmedi. uZvelesi 

droidan moyolebuli, igi msoflio filosofiaSi mimdinare procesebis 

Tanaziari gaxldaT da gadamwyvet rolsac ki asrulebda filosofiis 

winsvlisa da ganviTarebis saqmeSi. qarTuli filosofia, rogorc kulturis 

fenomeni msoflio sulieri kulturis mniSvnelovani Semadgeneli nawilia, 

romelic kacobriobis inteleqtualurkulturul mozaikaSi originalobiTa 

da TavisTavadobiT gamoirCeva. Aai is ZiriTadi azri, rac Camoyalibebulia 

warmodgenil naSromSi. 



CRITICAL THINKING AS AN ESSENTIAL 
CHARACTERISTIC oF MAN
NINo ToMASHVILI
Institute of Philosophy, Tbilisi, Georgia

What does it mean to be a person? It is not easy to answer this question. Interpre-
tation of the idea of person is one of the controversial issues in philosophy. D. Hume 
doubted the existence of the idea of person. He relied on the empirical theory of knowl-
edge according to which our knowledge is a result of sensuous experience and any 
idea ensues from this experience. According to Hume the idea of person is not given 
in sensations and therefore such thing as a person does not exist.

Though this conclusion is apparently strange Hume had adherents. They opposed 
those philosophers who thought that men constantly comprehended something that was 
called a person. Though Hume offered many arguments against the idea of person in his 
works he involuntarily admitted an idea which contradicted his own position. In particular, 
according to this idea our consciousness enables us to vividly perceive our own person 
and knowledge of man in its turn is based on observations of the uniformity of the actions 
ensued from it. This position enables us to discuss the existence of a person.

Karl Popper the famous philosopher of the 20th century noticed and criticized Hume’s 
contradictory position as to the concept of person. In the article “Person” published in 1977 
Popper agreed with Hume in one aspect, in particular he shared the idea that there does 
not exist substantiality of a person. If it were so then qualities and sensations of a person 
would be only hereditary. Popper thinks and many other philosophers share the same 
position that people are not born as persons, they step-by-step learn to be persons. It 
means	that	any	human	can	turn	his/her	life	into	the	process	of	becoming	a	person	provided	
there	is	some	readiness	to	be	a	person	in	him/her.	Popper	writes	that	it	is	the	process	of	
learning in which people learn about world 1 (physical bodies), world 2 (physical acts) 
and	world	3	(ideas	and	theories)	[	p.273].	It	is	the	process	when	man	realizes	both	his/
her own self and the external world. The fact of being a person is not a completed state 
of man; it is an unending process of cognition and self-cognition which is directed by an 
active mind i.e. conscious reasonable endeavour.

Scheler	gave	his	own	interpretation	as	to	specificity	of	a	person	and	the	ways	to	
comprehend	his/her	essence.	According	to	him	it	is	impossible	to	cognize	a	person	in	
the same way as an object. A person is not merely man but much more than man. It is 
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possible to be man but to fail to be a person. A person is not a psycho-physical object. 
As	Scheler	shows	a	person	is	a	particular	unity	of	spiritual	acts,	a	person	exists	in	his/
her acts and is presented as an individual. It means that spirit plays the decisive role 
in	forming	a	person.	But	cognition	of	his/her	acts	proceeds	in	reflection	on	the	basis	of	
a person’s intuition. Scheler does not assimilate a person with spiritual acts and thinks 
that	a	person	is	a	logical	source	of	these	acts;	he/she	does	not	subject	to	objectifica-
tion and cannot be studied via empirical research. A person is given not in observation 
but	in	reflection.

Thus according to Popper and Scheler it is possible to learn to be a person. Both 
spirit	and	reason	play	equal	parts	in	this	process.	Therefore	it	is	important	to	find	out	
how this process unfolds. Maybe it is spirit that constitutes a person and reason cog-
nizes not the constituted but the process of becoming?

Popper	thinks	that	question	which	interests	philosophers	–	can	man	observe	his/her	
own person? – is not formulated correctly. Of course, such observation is possible but 
knowledge is not always based on observations. Observations help us test problems 
and conjectures that face us. There is knowledge which is based on thinking. We ac-
quire knowledge of our own selves not via observation of ourselves but via becoming 
persons and forming theories of our own selves. Popper does not share the idea that 
a “pure person” i.e. a person free from any kind of experience exists. For him to be a 
person is a result of active study of the external world and experience on the one hand 
and of innate inclinations on the other hand. Popper thinks that man is to learn not only 
to	feel	and	speak	but	he/she	must	comprehend	the	goal	of	being	a	person.	A	person	
always	feels	his/her	association	with	the	past	and	the	future,	“lives	according	to	his/
her own orientation in time and space”. According to Popper every neonate is a bearer 
of many innate tendencies among which there is a tendency of self-cognition which in 
order to be carried out requires existence of active experience of the social world. Thus 
according to Popper to become a person is a result of conscious activity of mind.

As Popper shows activity of mind is mainly revealed in the human ability to make 
decisions and the ability to critically select. These abilities are best of all demonstrated by 
man	in	the	process	of	cognition	or	more	precisely	in	the	process	of	scientific	cognition.	
It is a fact that the “program of selection” most successfully works in science. Popper 
thinks	that	activity	of	a	scientific	mind	means	critical	cognition	of	the	world.	It	is	a	critical	
selection of new hypothesis, conjectures and theories, critical search of mistakes and 
fallacies. Such scientists oppose dogmatism and orthodoxy which if exist in science 
are according to Popper “equal to death of cognition”. Criticism is a means enabling 
scientists to avoid being in captivity of a conceptual carcass, dogmas and stereotypes. 
Those scientists who never offer us the last truths in their theories and teach us to 
analyze and discuss problems are considered as undogmatic thinkers. Popper thinks 
that a genuine scientist’s position implies trust of mind and activity of mind in science 
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is	a	position	of	critical	search	of	mistakes.	Popper	shows	that	genuine	scientific	think-
ing begins with bald and hopeful critical cognition of the world. In his article “Myth of 
conceptual carcass” Popper writes that critical mind which directs the process of turning 
man into a person, helps scientists (and others as well) avoid “intellectual prison” or 
imprisonment by the unity of their own intellectual premises. Any scientist is to avoid 
close	association	to	any	theory	though	he/she	cannot	be	absolutely	free.	He/she	can	
only	step	by	step	widen	his/her	“intellectual	prison”.	Scientists	objectify	their	own	views	
and thus create the possibility to make them objects of critique. In doing so their views 
change	under	the	influence	of	conjectures	of	competing	theories	and	a	critical	discussion	
directed by means of such theories ensure the possibility of progress. Scientists know 
very well that a conceptual carcass is not an absolute barrier. Overcoming it results in 
widening	of	intellectual	horizon	of	the	scientist	and	perfecting	him/her	as	a	person.

According to Popper the process of becoming a person is general. As to the impor-
tance of activity of critical mind in this process is best of all revealed in case of scientists 
and that is why we have demonstrated it. It must be noted as well that conscious activity 
of mind which relies on man’s ability to make decisions and select can turn man into a 
person only in case if it is a priori determined by the unity of spiritual acts. 

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN
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AESTHETICS oF SUSAN LANGER’S  
PRESENTATIoNAL SYMBoLISM
TEoNA oRKoDASHVILI
Institute of Philosophy, Tbilisi, Georgia

S. Langer’s aesthetic theory which is a symbiosis of semantics and symbolism 
is based on differentiation and comparison of two types of thinking – discursive and 
presentational symbolism. Discursive symbolism is characteristic of science, pre-
sentational symbolism – of art. The central idea of Langer’s symbolism is “symbolic 
transformation”. Langer considers study of the nature of man’s consciousness as 
the main goal of philosophical research. Like E. Cassirer Langer too thinks that the 
whole	human	agency	is	of	symbolic	character	and	man	may	be	defined	as	“a	symbol-
using	animal”	[1,	p.26].	Man	has	a	different	dimension	of	the	reality	since	he/she	has	
placed	a	new	link	–	a	symbolic	system	–	between	himself/herself	and	the	reality.	The	
whole	agency	of	man’s	spirit	is	symbolic	as	his/her	reaction	to	the	surrounding	real-
ity is meditated by a symbolic net of language, science, art. Symbolic agency is a 
“new key” to understand man’s nature and it is the issue which according to Langer 
should	become	the	central	problem	of	philosophy.	Langer	finds	arguments	to	enforce	
this main thesis of her theory in different philosophical trends of the 20th century. 
She discusses the problem of art in a wide context of philosophical problems and 
resorts to the issues of neo-positivistic, phenomenological and neo-Kantian schools 
of philosophy. Langer discusses not only general gnosiological problems but tries to 
formulate a theory which will solve every problem of art with help of symbolism.

S. Langer immediately associates study of the symbolic process with active 
cognitive agency of human consciousness. Therefore she pays serious attention to 
the “genial revolution” invoked by Kant’s transcendental philosophy in explaining the 
world and mind, subject of cognition and object of cognition as well as to the liberating 
influence	of	Kant’s	thought	over	the	aesthetic	schools	which	interpreted	works	of	art	
as forms expressing different ideas by means of feeling. Kant’s philosophy created a 
possibility for a completely new kind of thinking based on study of symbolism which 
is	applicable	to	such	sphere	of	intellectual	life	as	art	which	is	difficult	for	analysis	and	
where interrelation of symbols is various and complex.
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Kant’s idea that the only reality by means of which contemplation of an artistic idea 
is carried out is a pure form is very important for Langer’s conception. The difference 
between	forms	expressing	scientific	and	artistic	ideas	is	associated	with	contents	of	
these ideas and is established in these forms. Kant’s viewpoint is a fundamental basis 
for	Langer’s	semantic	philosophy	though	in	her	conception	in	part	due	to	the	influence	
of E. Cassirer’s “philosophy of symbolic forms” this viewpoint is transformed. The 
main idea of her research namely the idea that symbolic agency of consciousness is 
exceptionally human ability which gives form to the real world is borrowed from Cas-
sirer. Symbol in its turn is not only a “spontaneous-constructible norm” but a structure 
which is necessary for consciousness in the process of thought formation.

It	could	be	almost	sufficient	for	Langer	to	be	content	with	Cassirer’s	philosophy	
where symbolic system is introduced as a mediating link in the process of imme-
diate insight of mind into an object but she resorts to logical positivism in order to 
follow	the	analysis	of	scientific	symbols	and	of	natural	language	carried	out	by	the	
theorists of logical positivism and to conduct the similar analysis in relation of artistic 
symbols. Langer shares the idea of philosophers-semantics as to critique of science 
(of discursive symbolism) and accordingly suggests a critique of art (presentational 
symbolism). It is to be noted that Langer’s semantic theory of art not only exceeds the 
limits of studies done by theorists of logical positivism in the sphere of aesthetics but 
radically opposes the interpretation of the aesthetic problem by her “old teachers”.

Langer	is	not	satisfied	by	the	works	of	semanticians	as	the	specific	nature	of	art	
is not revealed in them. Therefore she thinks that in this respect symbolism is closer 
to the truth than semantic aesthetics as it considers only the sensuous world of man 
as an object of art and not man’s whole experience. But she does not agree with 
those symbolists who relying on Freud’s theory think that ideas, words or objects in 
art are only substitutes for instinctive desires seeking ways of expression. Langer 
opposes such interpretation of artistic creativity and argues that art is instinctive but 
in spite of this it is a logical expression of subjective life.

Langer opposes to such limited interpretations of emotional life, and those phi-
losophers of “science and mathematics” who failed to understand that on the other 
pole of mathematical expression the greatest phenomena – artistic expression, 
symbolization of life and emotional experience are given. Langer advances against 
those philosophers-semanticians who failed to value “reasonableness” of sensuous 
life and the possibility of expressing it in structures built according to logical laws. 
Her theory is an attempt to prove that besides “propositional structures” there exists 
thought and that the word “thought” does not mean only a discursive thought.

According to Langer thought and its internal nature can be expressed not only in 
discursivity of language but in non-discursive artistic symbols as well. Language is 
not an only means of articulating thought and everything inexpressible in language is 
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feeling. It means that not all types of symbolism are linguistic. There are other form-
ing processes, other symbolic systems which can order formless psychic streams. 
This thesis is the basis of Langer’s theory. She separates an intellectual role from the 
sensuous sphere of consciousness in cognition of the external reality “since there 
where nothing is ever experienced nothing has any meaning”, therefore the meaning 
of the symbol of sensuous life i.e. meaning of art is now discussed as a criterion of 
study of mind, as a leading premises … Symbolism is a key to understand life of mind 
[1, p. 247]. But how is such a study possible? Langer gives no answer to this ques-
tion but suggests the following procedure: though feeling is a fusion of “emotionality 
and intellectuality” in constructing a symbol and since the structure of a symbol is 
isomorphic to the structure of feeling its constitution is a certain key to the sensu-
ous life. According to Langer this fact was understood by a few scholars – Husserl, 
Keller, Bertalanff and others but no one has followed this discovery to its locality and 
to acknowledgement of live structure in pure art. “Ideas are undoubtedly made out 
of impressions- out of sense messages from the special organs of perception, and 
vague visceral reports of feeling. The law, by which they are made however, is not 
a law of direct combination. Any attempt to use such principles as association by 
contiguity	or	similarity	soon	runs	into	sheer	unintelligible	complication	and	artifice.	
Ideation proceeds by a more potent principle, which seems to be best described 
as a principle of symbolization. The material furnished by the senses is constantly 
wrought into symbols, which are our elementary ideas” [1, p. 42]. It was the aim set 
by Langer while forming her conception of presentational symbolism.

Langer begins her research into symbolism by characterizing discursive sym-
bolism which is well-known in semantics. Since science strives to “abstraction on 
the basis of exact denotation”, discursive symbolism which serves the objectives of 
scientific	thinking	is	discrete.	Symbol	in	science	should	precisely	express	a	certain	
idea without any additional and alternative meaning. The best example of the dis-
cursive symbolism is natural language “In language we have the free, accomplished 
use of symbolism, the record of articulate conceptual thinking... language is a very 
high form of symbolism; presentational forms are much lower than discursive, and 
the appreciation of meaning probably earlier than its expression. The earliest mani-
festation of any symbol making tendency, therefore, is likely to be a mere sense of 
significance	attached	to	certain	objects,	certain	forms	or	sound.” [1, p. 103-110]. A 
stronger symbol – word has a conventional meaning which is its core and turns a 
phonetic sign into a word.

Langer	admits	specificity	of	a	linguistic	symbol	and	shares	E.	Cassirer’s	idea	that	
“science means abstraction, and abstraction is always an impoverishment reality. The 
forms	of	things	as	they	are	described	in	scientific	concepts	tend	more	of	a	surprising	
simplicity...It	would	seem	as	though	reality	were	not	only	accessible	to	our	scientific	
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abstractions but exhaustitle by them... Our aesthetic perception exhibits a much 
greater variety and belongs to a much more complex order than our ordinary sense 
perseption. In sense perseption we are content with apprehending the common and 
constant featuresof the objects of our surroundings. Aesthetic experience is incompa-
rably	richer.	It	is	pregrant	with	infinite	possibilities	which	remain	unrealized	in	ordinary	
sense experience. In the work of the artist these possibilities become actualities. 
They	are	brought	into	the	open	and	take	on	a	definite	shape.	The	revelation	of	this	
inexhaustibility of the aspects of things is one of the great orivileges and one of the 
deepest charms of art” [ 144-145]. Relying on this idea Langer admits the necessity of 
formulation signs of symbolism of different type which can overcome the shortcoming 
of the discursive symbolism. Certain experience eludes the discurssive forms ”but 
intelligence	is	a	slippery	customer,	if	one	door	is	closed	to	it,	it	finds,	or	even	breaks	
another entrance to the world. If one symbolism is inadequate, it seizes another, 
there is no eternal decree over its means and methods... For there is an unexplored 
possibility of genuine semantic beyond the limits of discursive language.” [1. p.86].

If discursive symbolism is associated with words, presentational symbolism 
eliminates language and does not need the technique of discursive analysis. Such 
symbols are given in dreams, rituals, myths, religon, art. What is the difference bet-
ween discursive and presentational symbolism? Discursiveness means presenting 
knowledge and ideas in separate raws, chains. Any knowledge which fails to be 
arranged in such order is non-discursive and cannot be rendered in words. Langer 
thinks that in our physical spaciotemporal world, where we live there are things which 
do	not	fit	a	grammatical	scheme	of	expression	but	they	are	neither	blind	nor	unat-
tainable and mystical, their comprehension is possible only via a certain symbolic 
scheme which differes from discursive language, language is not an only means on 
expression [1, p.88].

This kind of symbolism is called presentational by Langer. It is not discrete and 
its elements cannot be coordinated with their connotata until they are given is a de-
finite	context.	New	symbolism	has	no	vocabulary	and	once	and	forever	stated	rules	
of relation of its elements.

Verbal discursive symbolism has its vocabulary and syntax. Every separate word 
cab be equal to other words and can be expressed by different means. Therefore 
dictionaries of different languages are compiles in which main words are given. At the 
same tome it is possible to translate from one language into another. Presentational 
symbolism which embraces different visual forms – pictures, lines, colours, propor-
tions, sounds – are non-discursive. They do not possess their own vocabulary, their 
own syntax. Picture just like language consists of many elements but in a preserta-
tional symbol these elements are not arranged in consecutive order but on the basis 
of simultanous ”whole-part” principle. Part can be understood only in result of global 
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comprehension of the whole. The whole is not a passive construction but a structure 
which has a rather strained existence due to combination of parts. Presentational 
symbols do not have their own language and therefore cannot be translated. They 
cannot	be	defined	 through	 therms	of	other	symbols	as	presentational	symbolism	
lacks discrete elements which make it possible to use synonyms which are given in 
a dictionary and have combinative power. Presentational symbolism has no once and 
forever stated rules of structural organization of symbols. Therefore a conception of 
syntax in a narrow sense of the word should be changed by a new conception – that 
of articulation.

In Langer’s conception symbol is interpreted as a projection of an idea. Such 
symbol by means of apriori rational forms can conceive of anything that does not 
need existence of an object as its preconditon. Presentational sumbol does not have 
a conventional referent and this fact is considered as its main characteristic featu-
re. Therefore it always acquires a new meaning. The intepretation given by Langer 
resembles many other decisions suggested by the 20th century aesthetics: in art 
symbol has its connotatum in itself and is internally merged with its material form. 
It means that it is uncosummated and cannot be used as a tool only. Meaning can 
be comprehended only in its material form and not through it, not via overcoming 
its material structure. Therefore Langer argues that symbols in art have not a ”mea-
ning” but an ”import”. Langer’s aim is to eliminate the division between sensuous 
and intelelctual plans of consciousness and thus she attaches semantic character 
to presentational symbols.

While stressing connection of visual forms with the process of cognition and 
symbolization Susan Langer uses concepts and images of Gestalt psychology. Using 
these concepts and images Langer argues that the sphere of feelings and emotional 
life	is	not	formless.	Feeling	has	its	form	,	structure	and	morphology.	It	can	be	defin-
ed as a sphere of symbol denoted by Langer as ”presentational”. Langer as well as 
representatives of Gestalt psychology turns sensuous life of consciousness into a 
specific	kind	of	essence	which	functions	according	to	specific	immanent	laws.

On the basis of these premises Langer states that work of art is an expressive 
form which is analogical and ”congruent” to dynamic forms of our feelings and as a 
”live form” is characterized by certain features: wholeness, functinal unity, insepa-
rability, rhytm, dynamics etc. All these features differentiate expressive form in art 
from other non-discursive symbols such as maps and plans which have no ”organic 
structure”.

It is important for Langer to prove that an ”expressive form” is a symbolic form. In 
this	way	she	tries	to	justify	her	premise	that	feeling	finds	its	own	symbolism,	its	logical	
expression	in	art.	There	seems	to	be	no	difficulty	in	it.	If	we	admit	that	existence	of	
”formal analogy or coincidence of logical structures” between structures of works of 
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art	and	feeling	is	proved,	then	we	have	sufficient	reason	to	consider	structure	(form)	
of works of art to be symbolic and works of art themselves – ”artistic symbols”.

The idea which is given in almost every work of Susan Langer is the following: 
”expressive form” or ”artistic form” (they have the same meaning in Langer’s concep-
tion) in art is not created in order to excite feelings or to moderate and soften them 
(catharsis) but to express author’s ”knowledge of feelings”, artist’s ideas as to feelings, 
his conception of feeling. This is necessary for Langer to prove that the expressive 
form as well as any other symbol has its logical ”meaning”, its own semantics. 
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gasaRebi” da is sakiTxi, romelic langeris azriT unda iqces filosofiis 
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ALBERT CAMUS – MAN AS A HERo oF ABSURD
VAZHA NIBLADZE
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In general it is possible to divide men into atheists, theists and skeptics according to 
their world outlook positions. Since any world outlook in the last analysis is of atheistic, 
theistic or skeptical character as to the issue of existence (or non-existence) of God. 
Camus consciously chose an atheistic position and attempted to clarify the problem of 
the meaning of human existence within the limits of an atheistic world outlook.

Albert Camus’ heritage is marked by an atheistic-existential philosophy. Due to this 
fact he is justly placed among the existentialist thinkers. Every thinker who more or less 
influenced	Camus’	world	outlook	studied	problems	of	existential	philosophy.	Among	them	
we	are	first	of	all	to	name	Dostoevsky	(1821-1881)	whose	works	played	an	important	role	
in Camus’ creative activity as well as distant forerunners of existentialism Schopenhauer 
(1788-1860) and Kierkegaard (1813-1855), father of philosophy of life Nietzsche (1844-
1900), Russian existentialist philosophers Shestov (1866-1938) and Berdiaev (1874-1948), 
German existential philosophers Jaspers (1883-1969) and Heidegger (1889-1976), Sartre 
(1905-1980) in France and the author of masterpieces of literature of absurd Austrian 
writer Frantz Kafka (1889-1924) to whose heritage Camus dedicated a special work (it is 
an	incomplete	list	of	the	thinkers	who	influenced	Camus’s	works).

The works of the above listed authors were Camus’s favourites but it must be said 
that Camus was not a faithful adherent of any of them. Neither of Dostoevsky whose 
influence	he	himself	often	admitted.	Camus	tries	to	have	his	own	independent	way.	
He thought it impossible to adhere to any of the sides to the end. It was just the mode 
that he presented himself to the audience in his speech at the session of the Nobel 
Committee when he was awarded the Nobel Prize in literature in 1957: a “free shot” 
who is always in the middle of life but always acts freely; does not submit to any of 
the	fighting	parties.	Man	is	a	rebel.	It	is	the	title	of	his	second	main	philosophical	work	
published in 1957. This work is a logical conclusion of his principal philosophical work 
“The Myth of Sisyphus” published in 1942.

Camus	lived	his	life	as	a	rebel	and	this	according	to	him	means	final	non-acceptance	
of anything. In 1934 he became a member of the Communist Party though left it three 
years later (in 1937). When France was occupied by Germans (in 1940) Camus did not 
hesitate to join the movement for liberation of France called the Resistance (since 1938 
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he in main lived in France). He actively cooperated with the underground newspaper 
“Combat” (“Struggle”) which was founded with his assistance. In 1944 he became the 
editor of the newspaper (Camus did not join the army in the Field as he suffered from 
tuberculosis which was the result of the hardships of his youth).

Very	soon	after	“The	Rebel”	was	publisher	(in	1951)	Camus	officially	dissociated	
himself from Jean Paul Sartre and step by step joined ranks of the anti-Communists. 
Perhaps he would have left them until soon and in accordance to his own philosophy 
would have changed his political credo more than once if he had not quite unexpectedly 
died at the age of 47 in a car accident on the 4th of January, 1960 near a small village 
of Villeblevin on the Paris road.

The sphere of Albert Camus’s creative activities was vast and multi-aspected. He 
was a writer, dramatist, and philosopher. At the same time he actively participated in 
political	and	public	life.	In	the	history	of	thinking	Camus	is	first	of	all	merited	as	a	writer,	
as a master of literature. But alongside with his purely philosophical essays almost all 
his works – literary, dramatic or others reveal deep philosophical trends. That is why 
Camus occupies his own independent place in the history of philosophical thinking as 
well. In order to specify this place it is necessary to recall one of the main lines in the 
development of post-Hegelian philosophical thinking which is associated with the most 
important forerunner of existential philosophy – Kierkegaard.

According to Hegel (1770-1831) a particular person is completely ruled by the 
general. This idea was severely criticized by the succeeding philosophical thought [1, 
p.5-6]. In this respect Kierkegaard was the strictest and irreconcilable critic of Hegel’s 
philosophy.	His	aim	was	to	find	answers	to	the	most	acute	problems	of	man’s	private	
life in Hegel’s philosophy. In order to attain this aim he attempted to apply Hegel’s 
philosophical system to the real life but failed to do it [6, p.105].

Hegel’s philosophy does not give any particular answers to problems which arise in 
any single person’s private life and which belong to this person only and are placed in 
his/her	intimate	sphere.	A	particular	man	in	Hegel’s	philosophy	turned	into	a	means,	a	
tool of the absolute spirit by means of which it (the absolute spirit) can realize its aims [4. 
p.158). A particular person is devoid of freedom in Hegel’s philosophy. The particular is 
completely embraced by the general. According to Kierkegaard the object of philosophy 
is	just	this	separate	and	particular	person	with	all	his/her	passions	and	feelings,	strivings	
and needs [7, p. 349]. Kierkegaard thinks that for man philosophy is the sphere where 
he/she	solves	the	problem	of	“existence	or	non-existence”	and	solves	it	only	for	himself/
herself as it is impossible to solve this problem for other people [5, p. 13]. Thus according 
to Kierkegaard philosophy is comprehension of personal life by every separate man [9, 
p.71]. Therefore all the previous traditional philosophy was unacceptable for Kierkegaard 
and he spent all his life in struggle against the predecessor philosophers [9, p.10].

The result of this struggle against the traditional philosophy was Kierkegaard’s 
“philosophy of life” which is based on the problem of choice (the main philosophical 
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work	by	Kierkegaard	is	called	“Either/Or”).	Choice	is	inseparable	from	man’s	being	
and at the same time it is principal and decisive in any person’s life. “Either this or 
that” – this general question always chases man. Kierkegaard thinks that a genuine 
person has to give an answer to it, has to make a decision i.e. has to choose one of 
the	sides.	At	the	same	time	man	always	independently	makes	his/her	choice.

Man has to make choice even as to the minor problems but Kierkegaard singles 
out the main which is given in the foundation of man as such and which in a certain 
respect determined all the others. It is the choice as to the mode of life or the search 
of	the	way	to	God	–	how	man	should	live,	how	he	should	spend	his/her	life	so	that	he/
she has some chance to near God. Kierkegaard was a fervid believer and the search 
of the way to God was the meaning of the mundane life for him. Every individual is 
to	independently	find	his/her	way	to	God.	But	in	this	world	he/she	will	never	find	out	
whether	his/her	choice	 is	correct	as	 the	final	 result	 is	manifested	only	after	death.	
Therefore any choice and decision invoke the feeling of regret. 

If in Hegel’s philosophy one extreme was admitted – the particular disappeared in 
the general, man as a person and individual lost any kind of independence, Kierkegaard 
and many other philosophers admitted another extreme – they declared man to be a 
being	left	only	to	his/her	own	self.	Man	was	understood	as	a	being	who	relying	only	on	
his/her	own	powers	finds	the	way	everywhere	and	in	everything.	Albert	Camus	belongs	
to such philosophers. His life and work can be characterized as an unceasing search 
of the answer to the question – can man alone without help of eternity and God and 
relying	on	his/her	own	powers	create	his/her	own	values?	[2,	p.197].

Like Kierkegaard Camus too tries to clarify man’s possibilities. But if search of 
the way leading to God and moving along this way was the aim for the former, for 
the latter the sphere of human agency is completely limited to the mundane world. 
Therefore the sphere where the values are to be searched for is limited too as, in 
this case, the hope of God, the other world, etc. is rejected. Camus thinks that the 
foothold	is	to	be	found	in	this	finite	existence	which	is	called	earthly	life.	“Outside”	
his/her	mundane	existence	man	is	placed	only	in	the	sphere	of	imagination	and	
belief and not in the sphere of knowledge. This fact puts us in an absurd situation 
as what does not subject to reason and lacks strict logical coherence turns into 
nonsense and absurd for Camus. Camus is a strict rationalist.

It is unbearable to remain in the situation of absurd. In contrast to Kierkegaard and 
Shestov who thought that it was not only possible but even desirable and necessary 
to be and remain in the state of absurd via rejecting everything which is logical and 
rational, and just relying on “bare” faith, Camus thinks that the absurd is to be overcome 
by the light of reason [3, p. 150]. Kiekegaard and Shestov fully and consistently shared 
Tertullian’s (160-200) well-known principle “Credo quia impossibile”. In contrast to them 
Camus can say:”I do not believe as it is absurd”. He strives to comprehend and explain 
everything with help of reason and strictly logically. And the absurd arises just from it.
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What is the absurd? Where does it come from, where is it or what or whom does it 
concern? According to Camus the absurd is not an independent substantive situation. 
It is not given in the world (the objective reality) considered separately or in man (per-
son). The person arises there and then where and when man and the world come into 
contact with each other, have some points of contact, are in interrelation. The absurd 
arises due to the opposition and confrontation of these two sides [8, p.48]. Interrelation 
of man and the world is called absurd. According to Camus the absurd is given in the 
foundation of this interrelation.

One	of	the	sides	of	this	relation	is	infinite	and	eternal;	the	other	is	finite	and	temporal.	
The world is enigmatic. It is impossible to comprehend, grasp and realize it to the end 
by	means	of	reason.	It	is	in	principle	impenetrable	for	man.	Man	in	his/her	turn	strives	
to	fully	comprehend	the	world.	He/she	needs	to	understand	the	world	in	order	to	state	
his/her	own	place	in	it	and	learn	the	meaning	of	the	mundane	existence,	his/her	life.	But	
as	man	as	a	finite	being	(and	the	whole	humanity)	cannot	achieve	it	in	principle	since	
the	spiritual	(logical-theoretical)	power	of	his/her	consciousness	is	placed	within	strict	
limits (Kant) the absurd arises. A desperate absurd situation is formed – man eternally 
strives	to	attain	something	which	is	unattainable	for	him/her	in	principle.

Thus, Camus fully agrees with Kant (1724-1804) as to setting limits to the cognitive 
power	of	human	reason.	Though	in	order	to	overcome	the	difficulties	(which	point	to	the	
absurdity of human existence) which originate due to such limitation Camus refuses to 
resort to religion and the sphere of faith as Kant (and many other thinkers before and 
after Kant) did. The way out of the absurd according to Camus is to be found in the 
sphere of knowledge, logic, and reason as he thinks that the sphere of faith implies en-
tering into the absurd and remaining there. Camus’s aim is to overcome the absurd. He 
thinks that religion is not appropriate in reaching this aim. Camus essentially opposed 
the representatives of religious existentialism i.e. those philosophers who adhered to the 
absurd	and	first	of	all	to	Kierkegaard	and	Shestov,	as	well	as	Berdiaev	and	Jaspers	[8,	
p. 51]. If Kierkegaard and Shestov considered philosophical attainment of religious faith 
and adherence to it to be the best means and the highest objective as to escaping the 
absurdity	of	human	existence,	Camus	strived	to	find	other	ways	of	escaping	the	absurd.	
Even	if	this	way	were	suicide	it	is	justified	for	Camus	provided	that	suicide	is	logically	
argued (it seems unrealizable in principle and for Camus the best demonstration of it are 
Dostoevsky’s works) i.e. it must be evident and clear for reason and not a “blind jump into 
the darkness” as the situation stands in case of the faith in God (and not in knowledge of 
God) as its basis and is suggested by representatives of religious philosophy.

Camus thinks that if we throw a glance at the history of humanity up to the present 
day it is easy to notice that in fact it is rather a history of life based on politics of ruthless 
wars and massacre, violence and brutal force than a history of life according to the re-
ligious rules and moral laws. This fact demonstrates that religion as well failed to solve 
the problem of the meaning of human existence in such a way which would liberate man 
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from	experience	of	the	absurdity	of	one’s	own	existence	and	would	convince	him/her	of	
the	necessity	and	priority	of	living	according	the	moral	laws.	Man	first	of	all	is	a	mundane	
being	and	strives	to	liberate	himself/herself	from	experience	of	the	absurd	in	this	world.	
Camus thinks that promises of the other world, of the existence of metaphysical values 
in general, etc. lack convincing force as they exceed the limits of reason and rely only 
on faith and thus intensify the sense of absurdity instead of smoothing it. Camus thinks 
that when reason and logic are rejected and priority is given to “bare” faith (“Credo, quia 
impossibile”, – Tertullian) the sense of absurd can only increase and not decrease. The 
whole history of human existence proves it. Dostoevsky presented a typical hero (and a 
generalized type of modern European) of this history in his well-known novel “Demons”. 
Like Stavrogin man continuously tries to believe in the existence of God and immortality 
of	soul	but	fails	to	do	it.	At	the	same	time	man	fails	to	find	enough	strength	to	remain	an	
atheist to the end as it is much more unbearable to observe the vanity of the mundane 
existence and to participate in it. The problems of the existence of God and of immortality 
of soul are unsolvable for man. This dilemma faces man in general and especially man 
of the modern age to whom Nietzsche ruthlessly declared that “God is dead”.

Camus is one of the 20th century mid-European writers and philosophers (together 
with Nietzsche and his followers) for whom “God is dead” and his whole creative heri-
tage can be considered as thoughts of man who is exhausted by the burden of the 
atheistic	world	outlook.	These	thoughts	witness	that	it	is	difficult	for	man	to	believe	that	
he/she	will	vanish	forever	in	the	end.	Man	is	not	able	to	reconcile	with	such	a	heavy	
fate	and	continuously	tries	to	escape	this	finitude.	In	result	he/she	is	to	deceive	himself/
herself and believe in existence of God and immortality of soul. Split consciousness 
(hiding from one’s own self and escaping, hypocrisy and double-facedness) has its 
roots	here.	The	first	act	of	deceiving	itself	by	consciousness	(it	has	an	innate	ability	to	
self-deception which constitutes its essence) consists in believing what one does not 
believe and having faith in things one does not acknowledge. It explains the fact that 
the vast majority of people fail to adhere to atheism or theism to the end and hesitate 
between them almost all the time (Stavrogin’s malady).

It is true of existence of God as well as of one’s own behavior and activity, any choice 
and	decision.	Man	is	constantly	in	a	state	of	self-deception.	He/she	deceives	himself/
herself	as	to	almost	everything	and	therefore	he/she	wages	an	eternal	relentless	and	
uncompromising	struggle	with	his/her	own	self,	with	his/her	own	double	and	one	and	
the same consciousness given in a form of self-consciousness is the accuser and the 
defendant,	the	criminal	and	the	judge.	Man	knows	better	than	others	his/her	own	faults	
and	merits	–	namely,	his/her	ability	to	play	the	hypocrite	to	himself/herself.	But	the	fear	
of	vanishing	forever	makes	man	deceive	himself/herself	and	look	for	safety	in	illusions.	
Man’s real surroundings are absurd. It is horrible and depressing to face it. Therefore 
it is impossible for consciousness to maintain normal existence without self-deception 
and	man	finds	plenty	to	deceive	himself/herself	–	from	temptation	to	believe	in	existence	
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of God and immortality of soul to mundane “bliss” (biological-material, social-political 
or	artistic-creative).	Man	chooses	one	or	another	as	the	essence	of	his/her	existence	
and comfort. Though none of these values stand testing to the end. Man is constantly 
tortured by the feeling of vanity, doubts as to any values and essence and such a state 
sooner or later turns into nihilism.

Camus thinks that man from the very beginning is placed in the state of absurd 
and leads an absurd life up to the present day but if for a long period man had not 
realized	his/her	absurd	state	and	by	various	material	or	ideal	“amusements”	managed	
to	deceive	himself/herself	for	ages,	the	20th century pulled the mask off man’s con-
sciousness.	His/her	real	nature	was	unveiled	and	first	of	all	consciousness	itself	saw	
it. The absurdity of human existence which was wrapped in different veils up to then 
moved to the foreground. This time the question as to the meaning of man’s absurd 
life, namely – “Is it worth to continue the absurd life?” was raised with acuteness and 
scale unprecedented until then.

It is remarkable that any subject which Camus deals with comes in the end to revealing 
and demonstration of the absurdity of human existence. Camus proceeds to looking for 
the	ways	necessary	to	overcome	the	absurd.	It	first	of	all	requires	search	of	the	meaning	
of	existence	and	non-existence.	The	first	question	which	arises	is	the	following:	maybe	
suicide is the way out of this acute feeling of the overwhelming absurdity?

If there is no way to the eternity, if there is no God, no other world and immortality 
of soul, if everything ends in this mundane world and Camus is quite positive of it, then 
committing suicide will turn into one more great absurd. Camus thinks that physical 
termination of the absurd existence cannot be considered as escaping the absurd since 
the main source of the absurd is uncertainty and passing into non-existence is the 
greatest uncertainty. It is true that there are plenty of examples of “exhausting” man by 
the	absurd	life	when	he/she	fails	to	find	any	self-deception,	his/her	will	fails	and	he/she	
commits suicide. Camus thinks that in general the fate of the present day man does not 
differ from the fates of mythical heroes Sisyphus and Prometheus. Camus deliberately 
chooses these heroes to present his own world outlook. According to Camus life of the 
present	day	man	is	as	absurd	as	Sisyphus’s	labour	but	he/she	still	continues	to	live	just	
like Sisyphus who rolled the stone up the mountain though it always rolled down. The 
present	day	man’s	lot	is	Prometheus’s	hardship.	He/she	strives	to	reach	the	goal	he/
she	has	set	but	like	Prometheus	he/she	is	doomed	to	endless	striving.	His/her	striving	
is	absurd	but	he/she	does	not	cease	to	create	this	absurdity.	Man	cannot	avoid	the	
absurd.	Both	the	beginning	and	the	end	of	his/her	existence	are	absurd	but	Camus	
thinks	that	man	has	power	to	face	his/her	fate:	to	bear	this	vain	world	and	patiently	
live	the	absurd	life.	He/she	is	able	not	to	break	down	and	retain	spiritual	strength,	not	
to	run	away	from	the	absurd	lot	and	commit	suicide.	He/she	is	endowed	by	Sisyphean	
endurance	and	Prometian	patience	which	help	him/her	to	cope	with	his/her	lot.	Due	
to	his/her	patience	and	endurance	he/she	even	mocks	his/her	fate	which	determined	
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the	absurd	as	his/her	lot.	It	is	impossible	to	consider	creating	the	absurd	as	a	victory	
over it but suicide as escaping it means admitting one’s defeat.

According to Camus enduring the absurd existence (and not escaping it) is, in a cer-
tain degree, revenge over one’s own lot (when a person tries not to adapt with it) and is 
a certain self-consolation for man. Though it is an absurd self-consolation (“to overcome 
death by death”) just like man’s whole life.

Self-consolation	suggested	by	Camus	which	is	heroic	at	the	first	glance	though	
absurd in the last analysis and by means of which the present day man like Sisyphus 
and	Prometheus	can	console	himself/herself	is	no	way	out	of	the	situation.	Man	ac-
cording	to	his/her	nature	is	neither	Sisyphus	nor	Prometheus	(it	is	clearly	seen	in	his/
her	unceasing	attempts	to	deceive	himself/herself	just	in	order	to	escape	experiencing	
the absurdity of one’s own existence even if it is a temporal relieving of the unbear-
able	burden	of	the	absurd).	In	fact	he/she	fails	(with	rare	exceptions)	to	be	Sisyphus	or	
Prometheus. This fact is well-realized by many thinkers among whom Kant and Dosto-
evsky are to be singled out. According to them man cannot maintain normal state and 
especially behave as a moral being without admitting existence of God and immortality 
of soul. And really, if we fail to solve the problem of existence or non-existence of God 
in the sphere of theoretical argumentation and if it is a prerogative of the sphere of 
faith exclusively as Kant argued, then what is the sense (or the priority) of the world 
interpreted and perceived from Nietzschean nihilistic view point if compared to the 
world interpreted from Kant’s and Dostoevsky’s viewpoints?

Man is a purposeful as well as an expedient being and has to think not only about 
what	he/she	can	know	and	what	he/she	must	do	but	what	he/she	can	hope	for.	Therefore	
he/she	has	to	continually	consider	what	is	better	for	him/her	and	make	choice	between	
atheistic and theistic world outlooks or to remain an eternal skeptic.

At	the	first	glance	it	may	seem	that	choice	of	an	atheistic	position	requires	more	
strength	from	man	as	in	case	one	does	not	obey	Gods	he/she	will	share	lots	of	Si-
syphus and Prometheus. But, as Camus thinks, at a closer survey of the history of 
humanity it is easy to notice that it requires much more strength and boldness to be a 
true believer that to be an atheist. Camus theory aims at revealing this paradox. This 
paradox	says	that	it	is	much	more	expedient,	justified	and	even	“useful”	for	men	to	be	
believers and “blissful” though the majority of them prefer to live as atheists and more 
and more resemble Sisyphus and Prometheus exhausted by the absurd.

If human mind fails to prove either existence or non-existence of God within the 
limits of cognition then what is more reasonable and expedient for our mind – atheism 
or theism? It is the question which has its origins in Kant’s philosophy and Camus’s 
philosophy is one of the attempts to answer it. Though this answer is not so convenient 
and acceptable for man as the answers given by Kant and Dostoevsky.
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SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

vaJa niblaZe
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti 

alber kamiu _ adamiani, rogorc absurdis gmiri

reziume 

adamianuri yofierebis sazrisis problemis ganxilva da gadaWra ZiriTadad 

orgvari msoflmxedvelobrivi poziciidan aris SesaZlebeli: Teisturi da 

aTeisturi. 

alber kamiu miekuTvneba im moazrovneTa ricxvs, romlebic miznad isaxav

dnen RmerTis arsebobisa da sulis ukvdavebis aRiarebis gareSe moeZebnaT azri 

da gamarTleba adamianuri arsebobisTvis. ka mi us azriT,  es SesaZlebelia, oRond 

erTi pirobiT: am dros adamiani aucileblad iqne  ba absurdis gancdiT damZimebuli 

gmi ri, romelic ar epueba da ar nebdeba Tavis absurdul yofas, jiutad agrZelebs  

mas mTeli sicocxle, rogorc amas akeTebdnen miTi uri gmirebi – sizife da promeTe. 

kantisa da dostoevskisagan gansxvavebiT, romelTa mixedviTac RmerTis 

arsebobis daSvebis gareSe adamians ar SeuZlia normaluri mdgomareobis 

SenarCuneba da zneobrivi qcevis ganxorcieleba, kamius miaCnia, rom adamianis 

bunebaSi zis sizifes amtanoba da promeTes moTmineba. 

Tuki Semecnebis farglebSi adamianuri goneba ver amtkicebs RmerTis verc 

arsebobas da verc ararsebobas, maSin ra iqneba misTvis ufro gonivruli da 
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mizanSewonili _ aTeizmi Tu Teizmi? es aris kiTxva, romelic modis kantidan 

da romlis erTerT morig gadawyvetadac unda CaiTvalos kamius Semoqmedeba. 

TumcaRa, arcTu ise saxarbielo da misaReb gadawyvetad adamianisTvis, vidre es 

iyo kantTan da dostoevskisTan. 

kamiu XXe saukunis dasavleT evropeli, “RmerTis sikvdilis mqadagebeli” 

mwerali da filosofosia (nicSesa da nicSes mimdevar moazrovneTa gverdiT), 

romlis mTeli Semoqmedebac SeiZleba ganxilul iqnas, rogorc aTeisturi 

msoflmxedvelobis simZimisagan gatanjuli kacis fiqrebi. es fiqrebi ki 

daaxloebiT Semdegs gveubneba: adamians uWirs imis dajereba, rom mas saboloo 

jamSi samaradiso gaqroba elodeba. ver urigdeba aseT mZime xvedrs da mudam 

mcdelobaSia, rogorme dauZvres Tavis bolovadobas, ris gamoc iZulebulia 

Tavi moityuos da irwmunos RmerTisa da sulis ukvdavebis arseboba. cnobierebis 

gaorebac (sakuTari Tavisgan malva da gaqceva, TvalTmaqcoba da orpiroba), 

swored aq da amis gamo iwyeba, aqedan iRebs saTaves. cnobierebis mier Tavis 

motyuebis (es Tandayolili unari mis arsebas Seadgens) pirveli aqti, es aris 

dajereba imisi, rac ar swams da rwmena imisi, rac ar sjera. amiT aixsneba faqti, 

rom adamianTa didi umravlesoba bolomde verc aTeistobas inarCunebs da verc 

Teistobas. stavroginis seniT Sepyrobili adamiani, metwilad meryeobs maT 

Soris.
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A VARIATIoN oN INTERRELATIoN  
oF MERAB MAMARDASVILI’S PHILoSoPHY  
AND EXISTENTIALISM
TEIMURAZ MTIBELASHVILI
Institute of Philosophy, Tbilisi, Georgia 

We do not aim at detailed and substantial analysis either of existentialism or Merab 
Mamardashvili’s philosophy. Therefore we will not use any conceptual languages. That 
is why we can consider this article as a free variation based on themes common for 
these	two	significant	philosophical	trends.	And	such	an	attitude	will	also	enable	us	to	
present our own position, which is coherent and in conformity with the basic principles 
of Merab Mamardashvili’s Philosophy. 

Since existential philosophy is considered as one of the most important though 
“invisible	opponent”	of	M.Mamardashvili’s	philosophy	we	think	it	necessary	to	briefly	
characterize some of the most important aspects determining the character of this school 
of thought. Among them a symbol called “existential dread” occupies a special place. 

‘’Existential dead’’ is a state in which being realizes the possibility of not-being; at 
the	same	time	not-being	according	to	its	functional	significance	is	not	something	that	
exists	somewhere	out-of-being	but	is	embedded	in	its	essence	and	determines	specific	
features of its character. 

This existence always materializes in a system of being, which is ‘’knitted’’ with 
some natural lingual material. Language in itself always contains consciousness of 
being together with consciousness of not-being. This consciousness is essentially 
different from theoretical knowledge. It completely includes human’s whole immanent 
universe (including its sensuality) and in difference with the theoretical knowledge has 
the	greatest	functional	significance	in	his	life.	In	general	theoretical	knowledge	in	itself	
without any connection with a different form of human’s consciousness can never be 
the	only	sufficient	factor	determining	the	character	of	his	life	(e.g.	his	morality). 

Therefore such metaphysical judgements as Parmenides’ statement: “There is an 
Essence, There is not non-essence’’ or Epicurus’ statement that we are not to be afraid 
of death, because while we are alive there is no death, and as soon as it comes, we 
won’t be alive, can never overcome the existential dread to the end. It doesn’t matter 
how convincing the philosopher’s argumentation is. The whole spiritual experience of 
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the human being is totally different. It talks of reality where being is altered by not-being 
and the main function of death is negation of life. That is why to stand face to face with 
death and to strengthen one’s own “I” in conditions of possibility of not-being require 
certain	courage.	Courage	is	not	only	an	ethical	,	but	first	of	all	it	is	an	ontological	cat-
egory i.e. it is a category which is necessary to realize any system of being more or less 
satisfactorily; even more ethical contents of courage can be studied only in case if it is 
based on understanding of its ontological function. 

Existential dread is a philosophical symbol form of danger, by means of which not-
being threatens our self- establishment. 

This dread itself (or what it points to as a symbol) in its main forms of fate and 
death (associated with the sense of emptiness and loss of the meaning, with crime 
and punishment), is a completely natural element of human’s life. This element doesn’t 
have an immediate and direct, casual connection with existential philosophy or art. Of 
course, man can be a theorist, or let’s say an artist; accordingly he can create some 
theory or work of art with certain content, - including existential. But in both of these 
cases,	it	will	be	man	(even	though	existentialist)	who	carries	some	reflection	of	man’s	
existence in the natural condition, what is called his presence in existential situation 
and which has existential dread as its constituent part. 

One	of	the	essential	signs	of	this	condition	is	that	courage	in	which	the	influence	
of existential dread is neutralised. It is exactly this dread in association with knowledge 
which Socrates expressed via the metaphor of ‘’nescience of knowledge’ creates wis-
dom and secures reasonable character man’s life. Existentialism is a means of man 
to express the dread of emptiness and loss of meaning and an attempt to accept this 
dread in courage of man’s individual existence, which differs from man’s courage to 
be a part of some whole. Existentialist is a human who has received, undergone and 
suffered from the burden and devastating power of nihilism caused by loss of the pur-
port of the world’s reality. Simultaneously, it is man who still can receive the negative 
with courage, describe it philosophically and artistically and oppose it in this way. He 
doesn’t know where the way out is, but he keeps on trying to save a human in himself 
by taking the whole burden of nihilism and opposes the radical danger of not-being in 
the individual courage of his being. 

Existentialism is a marginal form of individualism. First of all it is revealed in almost 
complete negation of stable support and “allies” within the borderlines of existence of 
human being’s struggle with not-being, (only religious existentialism can be considered 
as an exception). Unlike the rationalistic romantic and naturalistic types of individualism, 
it went through the total collapse of the meaning, what was connected with the world 
outlook crisis of European culture. In the aspect of religious life this crisis was revealed 
in the growing tendency of losing the faith by men. European thought expressed it in a 
well-known	metaphor	of	‘’God’s	death’’.	In	philosophy	it	first	of	all	was	connected	with	
the breakdown of Hegel’s philosophy. In Hegel’s philosophy it was clearly shown that 
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self-sufficient	metaphysical	systems	contain	the	danger	which	was	defined	as	nihilism	
embedded in any metaphysical system by M. Heidegger. 

Existentialism in its logical coherent expression is a world outlook of man, who as 
Heidegger would say, has forgotten existence. Those who, due to some circumstances 
have extremely loosened or even lost a vision of universal bases; have almost entirely 
broken connections with the metaphysical depth of existence, which historically was 
expressed in different symbols (God, Dao, idea of kindness, a pure form, an absolute 
consciousness, etc.) by humanity. It was followed by cancelation of self-moderation with 
the outside world. This is such an interruption of spiritual links with the outside world 
which threatens man with nonsense of his own existence. Therefore the courage of 
existentialist	can	be	compared	to	a	human’s	selfless	aspiration:	he	maintains	the	unity	
of his inner spiritual world, when the order is in absence in the external reality. 

Whether this task is realizable within the limits of existential philosophy is a very dif-
ficult	problematic	question.	It	is	proved	also	by	the	fact	that	such	a	consecutive	critic	of	the	
traditional	metaphysical	conceptions	as	M.	Heidegger	finally	was	compelled	to	establish	
his hopes on the same metaphysics. The basis of it was Heidegger’s understanding of 
man where he was considered as a metaphysical creature. Therefore, the only way to 
escape the nihilism which exists in the ‘’depth’’ of metaphysics, is to constantly contem-
plate this nihilism. But productivity of this way is very doubtful, at least in the borders of 
M. Heidegger’s philosophy (where the thorough knowledge of ‘’Sein’’ is impossible): M. 
Heidegger actually recognizes relativity of any metaphysics. But relativity cannot be used 
as a basis of human’s spiritual courage and as a source of creative energy. Therefore, 
it	is	necessary	to	find	some	other,	more	effective	and	productive	ways.	We	think	that	it	
is exactly at this point that Merab Mamardashvili’s philosophy deserves our attention. 
Neither M. Heidegger nor existentialism has resolved this problem successfully enough 
and completely different attempts of transcendental phenomenology failed to justify the 
hopes. I think M. Memardashvili is one of those thinkers who have completely considered 
positive experience of existentialism and phenomenology, and at the same time offered 
an interesting way to solve the problem of nihilism. 

It should be noted that M Mamardashvili’s philosophy in spite of the principal and 
essential difference with existentialism, according to its nature (we are emphasizing: to 
the nature not to the content), is still existential knowledge. Since it was developed in 
a position of existentialism i.e. in a position where the philosopher (M.Mamardashvili) 
throughout his existence is a participant of the situation. This situation implies a com-
bination of temporal, spatial, historical, biological, psychological, social, political, and 
other conditions. Merab Mamardashvili as a thinker is entirely faithful to the position of 
existentialism. His life - is a life of a man existing in a position of existentialism, who via 
abstract	way	of	thinking	is	trying	to	find	from	inside	the	ways	of	elevation	(and	accord-
ingly	he	finds	it)	in	this	situation,	of	becoming	and	staying	an	individual.	In	this	search	
his	first	guide	is	his	own	extremely	complex,	but	exceptionally	large-scale	and	in-depth	
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thinking. For this mind one-sidedness of existential system is absolutely unaccept-
able, since courage is only the courage of being a part of the whole: in such systems if 
brought to a logical end, no place is left for a realistic, original and independent-minded 
individual.	Any	metaphysical	system	brought	to	its	extreme,	finally	is	completely	closed	
in	itself.	It	“freezes”	man’s	thinking	in	some	petrified	schemes,	kills	him	as	an	individual	
and transforms him in a simple copy alongside with other copies. A vivid example of it 
is Hegel’s philosophy. Although it is really characterized by features of existentialism 
as well: ontology of not-being, functional meaning of human’s passions and interests 
and realistic evaluation of an individual’s tragic fate in the historical process. 

M. Mamardashvili lived in a totalitarian social system, which was purposefully built 
according to “laws” of metaphysical system. But he lived, when in fact this system was 
destroyed. The main destructive force, in this case was human’s existential position. He 
lived in the epoch of universal domination of this position. It was the epoch of total aliena-
tion of thinking and of universal absurdity, wherein his “I”, in order not to become an ugly 
part	of	this	chaos,	to	maintain	his	own	integrity,	internal	order	is	to	find	a	solution.	Neither	
metaphysical nor nominal systems can offer such a solution. Therefore, it is quite natural 
that M. Mamardashvili’s philosophy does not belong to any of these systems. In contrast 
of existential aspiration, he is aspiring to remain a part of the whole, but at the same 
time to maintain his individuality and originality. For this he creates a philosophy which 
is not a system since it doesn’t have any signs of a system. He is philosophizing, and 
this philosophizing is the way, wherein he creates himself, his own individuality, personal 
originality, and his own “I”. At the same time this “I” doesn’t go beyond existential position, 
it doesn’t follow either the metaphysical or the nominalist way. This ensures the fact that 
merging of this courage of being a part of something or being in itself does not happen 
in any kind of system but in alive philosophical thinking which should be considered as 
one of the highest forms of revealing human spiritual courage. It is exactly in the cour-
age of his individual and abstract thinking that M .Mamardashvili overcomes traditional 
metaphysics. He, as a self-acting active source, creates his own self. And considering the 
first	philosophical	acts	as	a	basis	and	substructure	of	the	mentioned	way	of	thinking	he	
overcomes nominalism. These philosophical acts are moments of free connection and 
shared aspects with the objective “features” of the reality which the traditional philosophy 
considers as a metaphysical basis of the reality. 

The essence of these forms is one of the central issues of philosophical discussion. 
Though it does not mean that their complete theoretical cognition is possible, and the 
problem of their essence can be solved once and for ever. Moreover, if we want to be 
accurate,	it	is	not	a	scientific	problem	at	all,	because,	defining	anything	as	a	problem,	
is based on admitting that this problem can be solved. So-called “eternal problems” of 
philosophy in fact are not such since p they are unsolvable in principle. 

All of this doesn’t mean that a completely insurmountable absolutely “deaf wall” is built 
between the mentioned objective forms and the human consciousness. The thing is that 
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according to M. Mamardashvili’s point of view such an element that is unknown for us 
and we do not know it in principle is always involved in our real life and generally in the 
formation of the whole system of existence. But this participation shows that we always 
maintain certain contacts and interrelations with it. These contacts, which he called the 
first	philosophical	acts,	are	in	our	daily	life	and	they	are	non-causally	determined	facts	
of our spiritual world and have a great functional importance in our real-life. 

The	point	is	that	the	first	rank	problems	of	philosophy	which	are	considered	in	meta-
physical philosophy, in reality are the secrets of human’s existence, which can only more 
or less be understood in the position where the human being with his whole existence 
(and not only with the theoretical consciousness) are participants in the mentioned 
secrets This essentially is the existential position and the aforementioned philosophi-
cal acts are nothing but a breakthrough in spiritual space of man, who is in existential 
position, -absolutely free spiritual act, wherein it becomes a partaker and a participant 
of the whole reality. It is at the same time the way to perfection of man himself; This is 
such a level of perfection of a human’s will and existence, wherein his consciousness 
completely possesses himself and in doing it holds the whole reality as well. 

This kind of self-possession of human at the same time can be acknowledged as 
a process of self-creation, which is always realized in a language. But language in this 
case is not a solid and invariable objective thing established once and for ever that 
man could take and use as a weapon. But it is a “house” of existence and willingness 
with whom and in which they are always re-born. In case of a whole nation as well as 
in case of a single human what we call spirit and language are always born together 
and	always	again.	Its	first	deep	ontological	basis	is	an	objective	form	which	man	ap-
prehends in the above-mentioned “philosophical acts”. 

Exactly	this	partaking	gives	birth	to	the	“flow	of	consciousness”	in	man’s	immanent	
world,	which	subsequently	is	objectified	in	culture	and	in	the	whole	system	of	existence.	
The	first	 “instrument”	of	 this	objectification	 is	 language.	Human’s	spirit	and	 language	
present various sides of a constantly moving and self-renewing united and live process. 
The spirit is everlasting, self-moving and self-creating subject of existence, and language is 
a main form, in which this life is embodied. An essence is an active part of existence. Man 
is a creator of existence and also he creates himself by this way. Language is the most 
important and the most fundamental form, wherein is weaves the textile of existence. 

Our philosophical thinking is directly linked to this “textile” as a subject of knowledge. 
What is behind it and what is that mysterious one, always principally non-deciphered 
element which necessarily participates in it, - it is the most important subject of philoso-
phy – but never an object of absolute knowledge. The positive importance of interest 
of philosophy ‘’towards’’ this element consists not in the possibility of rational cognition, 
but only in the permanent thinking and discussion of it, i.e. in constant, renewable, in-
cessant thinking that enables us to understand something about ourselves and helps 
us work out a true knowledge of the reality we are living in. 
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This thinking and the necessity to constantly maintain the spiritual energy of it, is 
so	difficult	that	M.	Mamardashvili	compared	it	to	hell,	but	thinking	in	this	case	must	not	
be understood as a narrow theoretical thinking, but, in a broader sense: as a perfect 
will of unity of “Not I” with “I”. 

This	way	is	a	very	difficult	way,	it	is	endless	and	there	is	no	final	point	which	would	
finally	answer	all	sorts	of	gnosiological	and	ontological	questions.	It	is	the	path	that	
must be walked along only individually and only relying on one’s own power. There 
is no inevitability of success; there is no guarantee that if you step once on it, you will 
necessarily achieve the desired result. But, compared to other ways (if we do not take 
into account a purely religious way) it has an advantage, since human has a chance to 
get the instant non-causally determined (therefore free) illumination in his inner world. 
In this illumination man can spiritually associate with the super basis of the subject-
object relation called “pure”. This is an extremely marginal form of human’s existence, 
in	which	human	real-specific	existence	is	in	absolute	conformity	with	the	law:	with	the	
supreme and main “form” of existence of his consciousness or more precisely of his 
spirit	which	is	called	the	“first	word”	and	is	at	the	same	time	a	“genuine”	deed.

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

Teimuraz mTibelaSvili
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti 

merab mamardaSvilis filosofiisa da 

eqsistencializmis mimarTebis zogierTi momentebi

reziume 

naSromis Sinaarsi konceptualurad gaazrebulia Zrwolis eqsistenciluri 

simbolos analizis ‘’sivrceSi’’. eqsistencialur ZrwolaSi, yofna Tavisi aryofnis 

SesaZleblobas acnobierebs. esaa erTgvari filosofiuri simbolo cnobierebis 

velSi, im safrTxeTa mocemulobis Sesaxeb, riTac aryofna Cvens ontiur 

TviTdamkvidrebas emuqreba. TavisTavad es Zrwola, (an razec is rogorc simbolo 

migvaniSnebs) adamianis cxovrebis Cveulebrivi elementia da eqsistencialur 

poziciaSi yofnac misi sruliad bunebrivi mdgomareobaa. 

am mdgomareobis arsebiTi niSani isaa, rom aq TviT yofnis, arsebobis 

aucilebeli pirobaa simamace, raSic aRniSnuli Zrwolis (da masTan da kav

Sirebuli nihilizmis) damangreveli Zala neitralizdeba. 

rac Seexeba eqsistencializms, esaa eqsistencialur poziciaSi myofi adamianis 

mier sicarielisa da sazrisis dakargvis Zrwolis mxatvruli an filosofiuri 

gamoxatvis saSualeba da imis cda, rom es Zrwola miRebul iqnes Tavis TavTan da 
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TavisTavad yofnis simamaceSi, rac arsebiTad gansxvavdeba mTelis nawilad yofnis 

simamacisagan (anu metafizikuri sistemebis mier didi xnis win gakvaluli da TviT 

eqsistencializmisTvis ukve unayofod qceuli gzisgan.) 

eqsistencializmi individualizmis zRvruli formaa. eqsistencialisti 

ki aris adamiani, romlmac Tavis Tavze miiRo da ganicada ‘’guSin da guSinwin’’ 

sazrisiani samyaros mier am sazrisis dakargvis cnobierebiT Sobili nihilzmis 

mTeli simZime da damangreveli Zala. Tumca, imavdroulad esaa adamiani, romelsac 

jer kidev Seswevs unari, mamacurad miiRos negatiuri. man ar icis sadaa gamosa

vali, magram mainc cdilobs sakuTar TavSi adamianis gadarCenas imiT, rom Tavis 

Tavze Rebulobs nihilizmis mTel simZimes da Tavisive individualur simamaceSi 

ewinaaRmdegeba aryofnis radikalur safrTxes. 

merab mamardaSvilis filosofiac eqsistencialur poziciaSia SemuSave buli, 

sadac filosofosi mTeli Tavisi arsebobiT Tanadamswrea misi garemomcveli: 

istoriuli, biologiuri, epistemologiuri, fsiqologiuri, socialuri, poli tikuri 

da a.S. pirobebis erTiani sistemisa. magram is cxovrobs maSin, rodesac es sistema 

faqtobrivad ukve totaluri ngrevis periodSia. is cxovrobs sayovelTao absurdis 

epoqaSi, sadac, misma “me”m, imisaTvis, rom ar iqces am absur dis usaxur personaJad, 

raTa SeinarCunos Tavisi mTlianoba da Sinagani wesrigi, unda monaxos gamosavali. 

imavdroulad misTvis miuRebelia eqsistencializmisTvis da maxa si aTebeli 

individualizmi. igi iswrafvis darCes mTelis nawilad, magram ise, rom mTlianad 

SeinarCunos da srulyofilebis axal safexurze aiyvanos Ta visi pirovnuli “me”, 

Tavisi individualoba da TavisTavadoba. amisTvis igi qmnis fi losofiis sruliad 

Ria sistemas, Tumca mkacri azriT mas sistemasac ver uwodeb, radganac mas ara aqvs 

sistemis araviTari niSnebi; merab mamardaSvili filosofosobs da es filosofo

sobaa swored is gza, romelSic igi, Tavisive ganyenebuli azrov nebis simamaceSi 

qmnis sakuTar Tavs, sakuTar individualobas da pirovnul TavisTavadobas. 

Tavisi gzis nayofirebis safuZvels merab mamardaSvili imaSi xedavs, rom misi 

azriT, Cvens cxovrebaSi yovelTvis monawileobs iseTi elementebi, romlebic 

Cven ar viciT da ar viciT principulad. es elementebi faqtobrivad warmoadgens 

TviT sinamdvilis raRac obieqtur formebs, romlebsac Cven Cvenive cnobierebis 

sruliad Tavisufal da kauzalurad ganusazRvrel wamier ganaTebebSi veziarebiT 

da romlebsac m. mamardaSvili ‘’pirvelad filosofiur aqtebs’’ uwodebs. 

es formebi, romlebTan ziarebac qmnis adamianis arsebobis saidumloebebs, 

racionalurad Seumecnebadia. magram maTi gageba sruliad SesaZlebelia da es xdeba 

swo red pirvelad filosofiur aqtebSi, romlebSic adamiani xdeba am saidumlos 

Tanamonawile; rodesac mTlianad eqsistencialur poziciaSi myofi adamianis sulier 

sivrceSi xdeba erTgvari garRveva _ sruliad Tavisufali goniTi aqti, roca is xdeba 

Tanadamswre mTeli sinamdvilisa, droulvrceuli parametrebiT mis yvela fenaSi 

da mimarTulebaSi. esaa, imavdroulad TviT adamianisa da misi srulyofilebisaken 

mimavali gzac, radganac, swored am Tanadaswrebis zRvruloba moiazreba arsebobis 

im formad, romelSic miiRweva misi ‘’me’’s srulyofileba; esaa misi nebisa da 

yofierebis iseTi done, romelSic is mTlianad Tavis TavSia da Tavis TavTanaa, da 

romelSic misi goni mTlianad eufleba sakuTar Tavs da am gziT mTel sinamdvilesac. 
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THEATRICAL PERFoRMANCE oN THE STAGE  
oF PoLITICAL ACTIoNS
MAMUKA DoLIDZE
Institute of Philosophy, Tbilisi, Georgia

There is no form of art that has been more popular among political leaders, than 
the art of theatrical performance. 

I have not been able to discover a better reason for the high favor in which such per-
formance is held, than the tameness and insipidity of common life and common events. 

Tired of this, individual, being involved in political relations, betakes himself on the 
pages of play – writing.

He	strives	to	find	adventures	of	heroes,	kings	and	statesmen	as	an	ideal	project	
for his political action.

He	flies	for	relief	from	the	routine	of	real	life	to	the	composition	called	theatrical	
performance.

In	them,	he	finds	common	things	related	in	an	uncommon	way,	which	is	precisely	
the remedy he has been seeking to vary his amusements.

However, here he discovers that the theatrical art is not only entertainment and his 
striving for the performance on the stage of politics is not only amusement.

He encounters with necessity to search for more deep and essential linkage be-
tween theatrical performance and art of political action.

The art of politics has a calling for conciliation of contradictory views.
It is this art of making the political life whole that reconciles alternative versions of 

political truth.
Such a dialectical and internal contradiction of political phenomena leads us to the 

point, that the genuine action cannot be explained in terms of what precedes it.
As the beginning of the action always exceeds its previous ending. 
It introduces novelty, but for that reason, it is unpredictable. 
To understand an action one must not reduce it to its motives, but rather let it be 

illuminated by the principles that it embodies, while recognizing that these principles 
appear to us primarily in terms of such actions.

Such understanding coincides with phenomenological interpretation of political 
action.
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Phenomenology of political thought reveals the bridge between the art of politics and 
theatrical art.

That is why that the modern political thought echoes with new achievements of 
theatrical art.

And, to put it generally, the process of globalization of cultures is worth considering 
in alliance with wholeness of political art.  

 
Let’s examine more closely the existential linkage between theatrical transforma-

tion and art of politics on the background of modern opposition between democracy 
and totalitarian regime.

Philosophical argumentation
To speak generally, from the viewpoint of philosophical problem of being, the 

process of individualization of events and things permeates all the layers and dimen-
sions of the world.

Eventually the world exhibits itself as a diversity of individual beings. The indi-
vidual being is unique. 

There is no necessity of arising the form of being, which would exactly repeat 
the previous one. 

Therefore,	we	cannot	find	an	individual	form	without	its	own	unique	nature.	So	
the being exists as an individual form and this form is unique.

On the other hand, if the world presented only the sequence of inimitable events 
and	the	diversity	of	unique,	individual	things,	we	could	not	find	the	order	in	this	world	
and	instead	of	cosmos;	we	would	find	ourselves	in	chaos.

The cosmological order of being implies the existence of general law, which is 
based on the recurrence of similar phenomena of being.

How to put together and reconcile the uniqueness of individual beings, with recur-
rence and regularity of similar events, to explain the cosmological order of individual 
diversity?

The traditional way of distinguishing the general essence from an individual ex-
istence seems not to be valid today.

Two main trends of modern philosophy – Existentialism and Phenomenology, 
both appeal to the wholeness and indivisibility of individual being and such integrity 
makes impossible to extract the general essence from an individual existence. 

To cope with this problem, we offer the principle of substitution, according to the 
theory of roles.

To be candid, the topic of our mental voyage in ontological depth of essence-
existence integrity needs the pertinent style of metaphorical thinking on the threshold 
of certainty and uncertainty, since we have ventured to solved the dilemma of integrity 
of the world.
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The integrity of the being, involves also our individual existence, which at the 
same time must be extracted from the wholeness of the world as it presents the 
subject of its investigation.

Therefore, the logical chain of philosophical grounding can be interjected, to 
give way to the stream of consciousness, which, like a Heraclites’ river, seems to be 
impossible to enter twice.

It is the reason that we borrow the artistic principle of substitution of individuals 
according to theory of roles, in natural sphere of objective being.

Thus we come to the point that because of coexistence of uniqueness of being 
and regularity of events, which eventually comes to an order, it would be reasonable 
to imply that the individual beings are mutually replaceable ( interchangeable) at a 
definite	point	of	time	and	space.

That is the reason, that the development of natural things and events is not au-
thentic, but it is nearly predictable according to the law of probabilities.

To speak in theatrical manner, one phenomenon of being is biased toward play-
ing a role of other phenomenon and vise versa.

Therefore, artistic transformation would not be the privileges of theatrical art and 
even the art at all.

Artistic	 transformation	has	global	character	and	 reflects	 the	essential	state	of	
being – the state of coexistence of individual uniqueness and regularity of natural 
events to furnish the general order in individual and unique diversity of the world.

Theatrical Transformation and the Phenomenon of Life
In previous part, we come to the point that the global character of artistic trans-

formation roots in natural state of the world, in state of cooperation of individual 
uniqueness and general regularity of being.

Life	phenomenon	presents	the	most	significant	event	of	being	where	the	unique-
ness of individual essentially embodies the general regularity of the law.

Phenomenon of life deals with mystery of merging the individual and general 
aspects of being so that the probabilistic nature of being can expose the balance 
between freedom and necessity of the world.

Maybe it would be the reason, that life is not only the natural phenomenon. It deals 
with artistic creativity and just therefore the relation of art and namely the theatrical 
art	to	the	mystery	of	life	has	not	only	figurative	and	conditional	sense,	this	relation	
exhibits the essential and existential states of human being and the being at all.

Just therefore, the life abounds in artistic transformations and the crown of alive 
system – the human being has a partiality for changing face to play a role of other 
individual.

Moreover; the connection of art and life is so deep and essential, that they are 
mutually interchangeable phenomena.

Philosophy,  Literature  And Art
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Life becomes the measure and evaluative criterion of any art and especially the 
art on the theatrical stage.

Therefore,	theatrical	histrionics	influences	the	natural	life.
Theatrical spectacle is not only an entertainment. The artistic reality on the stage 

presents a process of transformation, according to the roles, which is an issue of 
fundamental necessity of being – to keep the balance between individual and general, 
between unique and regular.

Therefore, life could be considered as an evaluative basis of theatrical art.

Theatrical Transformation and the Art of Politics
Political activity is the arena of live forces. If life had partiality for artistic transfor-

mation	(and	the	latter	was	not	artificial	for	human	being),	theatrical	effects	of	art	of	
politics would not be something false and unnatural. 

Just the opposite; theatrical performance on the stage of political art deals with 
the truth and exactly, with many faces of truth.

Theatrical	performance	provides	the	cooperation	of	alternative	ideas	in	conflict-
ing, dialectical and live state of political reality. 

Let’s	 scrutinize	 the	effect	 that	 causes	 the	 influence	of	 theatrical	 performance	
about political phenomena.

I	have	definite	political	position,	which	derives	from	my	political	ideas	(how	to	rule	
the country), values of justice, freedom and equality, aims and ways of development 
of society etc. 

All	these	principles	form	the	content	of	political	truth,	which	defines	my	position	
toward diversity of political realm.

The art of politics means that while keeping the position of my subjective truth 
and my loyalty to the system of human values, which I consider to be the true values 
of mankind, I must at the same time take into account the other version of political 
truth and feasibility of different values, which would be alien to my political ideals.

But I am unable to take into account the alien position of truth which I considered 
to be false, as I am faithful to my subjective truth which excludes the other version 
of truth, unless I turn myself into the other person who appeals to other version of 
truth, which would be non-truth according to my truth. 

Thus involved in political relation, I should change my face to exercise my toler-
ance to the other, maybe alternative truth and simultaneously, I must keep double 
face and my understanding of political truth.

To put it differently, I have to turn into the other person not naturally ( otherwise, 
I	cannot	stay	myself)	but	artificially.

This turning point coincides with artistic transformation on the stage of theatrical 
performance.
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Thus political leader turns externally into the other person ( or persons) and in-
ternally keeps his whole with himself. 

That is exactly what we call the theatrical transformation.
Why	we	have	a	necessity	of	 such	artificial	 changing	on	 the	stage	of	political	

events?
Because we need the general order in unique diversity of political events.
Without theatrical transformation, political leader cannot take into consideration 

the other version of truth.
His tolerance would be lost.
Loyalty to his own understanding of political truth, could lead him to the rejection 

of the other understanding of truth.
Instead	of	affluent	diversity	of	political	world,	he	would	come	to	the	totalitarian	

regime of governing the commonwealth.
Otherwise,	if	he	had	not	enough	power	for	governing,	he	would	find	himself	in	

permanent	fight	with	other	political	forces.
So, in case of unsteady political leader, the mankind would come to “the war of 

each, against everyone”
That would be the state of political chaos.
To overcome this dreadful state of society, political leader eventually comes to 

the “The Leviathan” of Tomas Hobbes – to the gigantic monster of commonwealth, 
which absorbs the personal freedom.

To eschew this totalitarian monster and save the personal freedom, we offer to 
use the principle of theatrical transformation.

This principle explains the availability and occurrence of order in alliance with 
uniqueness and creativity of political action.

To subordinate the multiplicity of political world to the general order of society and 
commonwealth, political leader sometimes must change his face and play a role of 
other political person.

He must take into account the other versions of truth in loyalty to his political 
conception.

That is the way to deal with many faces of the truth in space of multicolor rela-
tionships of political forces.

That is also the way leading to the personal freedom, human rights and other 
democratic values of modern, open society and this way of art of politics appears to 
coexist with art of theatrical performance

Conclusion
Political conception, we developed above seems to correspond to the philosophi-

cal argumentation of theory of roles. 
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The principle of substitution of individual events leads to the general law, which 
makes an order in objective reality of individual beings.

In space of political reality, this accordance of the freedom and necessity, individual 
being and general law, can be reduced to the relationship between art of politics and 
theatrical art of transformation according to the role.

Life phenomenon engenders the common phenomenon, which participates in both 
areas of human activities. – on theatrical stage and on the arena of political art.

Theatrical metamorphose goes beyond art, it spreads in sphere of politics and 
roots in a great mystery of being, - the mystery of coexistence of individual and gen-
eral, freedom and necessity, regularity and uniqueness.

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

Mmamuka doliZe
saqarTvelos savle wereTlis filosofiis instituti

Teatraluri gardasaxva  

politikur qmedebaTa scenaze

reziume

avtoris intenciaa cxadhyos, rom rolis TamaSi da msaxioburi gardasaxva 

ar warmoadgens Teatraluri xelovnebis da saerTod xelovnebis prioritets. 

Ggardasaxvis movlena yofierebis uRrmesi, fundamenturi fenomenia, romelic 

sicocxlis individualobisa da ganumeoreblobis, meore mxriv ki misi 

zogadarsobrivi mocemulobis aucilebel sinTezs gulisxmobs.

yofierebaSi erTdroulad mimdinareobs individualizaciisa da 

globalizaciis procesi. Yyoveli individualuri arseboba ganumeorebelia, 

magram meore mxriv, samyaroSi arsebobs wesrigi da kanonzomiereba, rac 

garkveul regularobas, anu individualur movlenaTa ganmeorebadobas 

gulisxmobs. arsebobis ganumeoreblobis da ganmeorebadobis dialeqtikuri 

erTianobis asaxsnelad avtori gvTavazobs e.w. “ rolebis Teorias”. Mmisi Rrma 

rwmeniT, samyaros movlenebs axasiaTebs urTierTCanacvlebisa da erTmaneTSi 

gardasaxvis unari. Ggarkveul situaciaSi erTma movlenam SeiZleba iTamaSos 

meore movlenis roli da amave dros SeinarCunos sakuTari, individualuri 

saxe. AaseTi UurTierTCanacvleba movlenaTa msgavsebis, regularobisa da 

aqedan, samyaros wesrigisa da kanonzomierebis garantiaa, romelic swored 

msaxioburi gardasaxvis gziT ukavSirdeba sicocxlisa da zogadad, yofierebis 

individuaciis princips. rac metad ganumeorebeli da unikaluria movlena, miT 
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metad miiswrafvis gardaisaxos sxva movlenaSi da am gziT eziaros zogadarsobriv 

wesrigs. Ees xdeba realobaSi da es xdeba xelovnebaSic. 

Ees xdeba politikur qmedebaTa scenazec. Llideri unda inarCunebdes 

Tavis individualur saxes, igi erTguli da Tavdadebuli unda iyos sakuTari 

politikuri programis mimarT, magram qveyanaSi demokratiuli wesrigis 

dasamyareblad man unda gamoiCinos tolerantoba sxva, opoziciur ZalTa 

WeSmaritebis mimarT, rac mis nawilobriv gardasaxvas gulisxmobs sxva 

pirovnebaSi. Aaucilebelia, rom man sxvisi TvaliT, garedan Sexedos sakuTar 

Tavsac da arsebul viTarebasac. sxva SemTxvevaSi gveqneba an diqtatura 

(individualuri nebis kultad qceva), an qaosi, (individualur, politikur 

azrTa ganuwyveteli brZola)

Aavtori gviCvenebs, rom pirovnuli gardasaxvis es movlena scildeba rogorc 

Teatris scenas, aseve politikuri brZolis arenas da samyaros individualobisa 

da zogadarsobrivi mTlianobis harmoniulobis principidan iRebs saTaves.
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METAPHoR VARIATIoNS IN TV THEATRE
LELA TSIPURIA
Tbilisi State University

Ideologists of communism called the 1970-80s a period of developed socialism. In 
reality, this period went down in the history under the name of the “epoch of stagnation”. 
According to mass media of that time, “the life was wonderful” and thinking artists could 
express the sorrows of the nation only through works of art. But at that time the truth could 
not be spoken about directly and therefore metaphor thinking allowing one to express 
one’s opinions using artistic tools became of great importance.

The stage director Teimuraz Chkheidze’s creative activity was always distinguished 
by	conceptual	thinking	where	the	suffering	of	the	conquered	nation	was	reflected.	To	
express this suffering, the director referred to Mikheil Javakhishvili’s prose and in those 
years two highly artistic theatricals – “Jaqo’s Dispossessed” and “The White Bunny” 
were created. The aggressive reaction of the society to the TV theatrical version 
“Jaqo’s Dispossessed” was nearly the same as previously that to the novel by Mikheil 
Javakhishvili. In the private interview Temur Chkheidze noted that if it were 1937, he 
would not have escaped the fatal sentence. It should be mentioned that a TV theatre 
version, as an every kind of audio-visual creation is a synthetic product where differ-
ent methods of expression united into one structure and serving for expression of the 
idea are combined. 

The creative activity of these two artists is distinguished by the philosophic per-
ception of being, deep penetration into a human soul, metaphoric thinking. It should 
be noted that Temur Chkheidze is Mikheil Javakhishvili’s ally, his like-minder

Transformation of the prose into the audiovisual work, embodiment of the text 
on the screen, is realized by all possible means of expressiveness of synthetic art. 
A scenographer creates a visual environment where characters act and transfer the 
author’s idea into a visual image. 

The stage designer of both theatricals is Mirian Shvelidze. His works create a symbolic 
environment that allows the director to make a metaphor line and express it by means of 
TV frames. The scenery of “Jaqo’s Dispossesed” where there act three main characters 
is placed entirely on the natural green grass. In the artistic décor, natural and conventional 
details are combined. The arba (bullock-chart), bed or shop things in the TV theatrical 
version are arranged on the background of extremely symbolic frescoes and “family 
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portraits”. The black-white frescoes, here and there torn and faded, bear witness to the 
past grandeur of Khevistavi. And the whole scenery, the color range of the characters’ 
costumes create a visual image of the inner state of the characters. 

The ideas expressed by Teimuraz do not hide the process of his spiritual deg-
radation. The bitter fate of Georgia and the historical role of Kartli is shown on the 
background of pumpkins, baskets and chests. Teimuraz with enthusiastic voice and 
expression and with eyes turned to the West is waiting for somebody else to return 
him everything he has lost. Temur Chkheidze and Mirian Shvelidze create a screen 
version to express the author’s idea. Following the Temuraz’ look, Nodar Mgaloblish-
vili’s camera reaches the frescoes and the image of St.George appears as a symbol 
of victory of good over evil. 

The portraits placed in frames are loaded with a special function. In the TV the-
atrical version the portrait of Nana Pachuashvili – Margo, appears in an oval frame. 
Here, Margo resembles the medallion that she wore on her bosom and that was so 
mercilessly torn off its owner. 

The	three	characters	in	the	Mikheil	Javakhishvili’s	novel	are	concrete	figures:	in	
the novel Margo is a symbol of Georgia the helpless Georgians could not take care 
of. Teimuraz Khevistavi is a collective bearer precisely of this helplessness, which 
led to captivation of his motherland by others. Others – Jaqo Jivashvili is also a 
collective	figure	of	forced	capture.	The	Ossetian	by	nationality,	in	the	novel	Jaqo	is	
a symbol of the Russian predatory force. It is obvious that Jaqo’s nationality is not 
occasional. The Ossetian uprising was a very important factor in the sovietization 
of Georgia. Even today, Russian imperialistic forces unleash the Ossetian separat-
ism and in this way capture the Georgian territories. In the novel, the symbol of the 
conquered,	distressed	and	injured	motherland	is	personified	in	Margo	Kaplanishvili.	
Her transformation into a mistress bears a special load and requires a relevant visual 
variation of the literary symbolism. The episode of seduction of Margo begins with 
the frame decorated with pigeons. Margo, in her dress in grey, lifeless, neutral colors, 
seems	to	find	here	a	missing	family	idyll.	Seduction	of	Margo	by	Jaqo	seized	with	
violent passion occurs on a tented arba. Jaqo turns the arba, an eternal symbol of 
labor of the Georgian people and their link with the land, into a shelter for satisfac-
tion of his bestial lust. Seduction of Margo by Jaqo on the grass, on the native land, 
is already an act of mutual desire. Now, Margo, as a mistress, is placed to a square 
frame. In the company of Jaqo and his relations Margo Khevistavi becomes equal to 
them. The invariance of ideas transferred into synthesis of the creative work of three 
authors – Javakhishvili, Chkheidze and Shvelidze – and the audio-visual text created 
in the TV theatrical version by metaphor variations was transferred into an innovative 
metaphor system relevant to invariant metaphors of the original literary text. 

The idea of the TV theatricals is realized in psychological portraits created by the 
actors.	Precisely	in	the	synthesis	with	them	a	colorful	metaphor	flow	that	determines	
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the uniformity of the conception and perception is born. The actors’ costumes and 
make-up	acquire	a	symbolic	load.	In	the	first	episodes	of	the	TV	theatricals	Teimuraz	
Khevistavi still preserved the old ribbon from the good old days. Dressed in a sheepskin 
coat with a papakha (Caucasian fur hat) pulled over his head, Jaqo wears a garnet 
shirt on his dirty body. As the plot develops, Jaqo, already in the status of Margo Khe-
vistavi’s	master,	begins	“ennobling”	and	his	exterior	features	are	reflected	in	Teimuraz	
Khevistavi. Teimuraz’ face is covered with disheveled beard, from the Jaqo’s sheepskin 
coat there peeps out a well-groomed body of Teimuraz. The logic of this behavior is 
similar to that of Jaqo. Teimuraz, working now as a shop-assistant, has settled in the 
Jaqo’s dwelling and Jaqo’s entourage has become his entourage too. Teimuraz’ politi-
cal preaching are said in the Jaqo’s den and therefore become an act of immorality. In 
Teimuraz Khevistavi performed by the actor Nodar Mgaloblishvili the soul of Jaqo has 
settled, as if Khevistavi is grabbling to the place of his ruined dwelling like Jaqo. In the 
scene of Margo’s seduction by Jaqo, crawling on all fours, occupies the whole screen 
space. Jaqo’s coming was thought as a symbol of approaching evil powers. Contrary 
to him, the return of Teimuraz to his dwelling is shown from a distance. In the same 
yard Temuraz, dressed in Jaqo’s reddish jacket, is creeping worm-like as if leaving a 
bloody trace. The visual narration of the director and the stage-designer was embodied 
in the actor’s performance and turned into an expressive metaphor. 

The	scene	of	funeral	of	the	Teimuraz’s	soul	was	reproduced	through	a	figurative	
metaphor. Teimuraz, the witness of his own funeral, is lying on the grass. The back 
space of the TV frame is occupied by an enormous grave stone-like post. Burial of 
Teimuraz takes place in front of his own eye, he himself is the witness of his own 
burial. In the TV play the metamorphosis of the literary text was transferred into a 
visual symbol and the author’s idea was embodied into the innovative metaphoric 
audio-visual text of the authors of the TV theatrical version. 

In the TV theatricals the conventionally shown environment allowed the authors 
to ruin the Jaqo’s den by direct destruction of the scenery. All over the ground pro-
faned by Jaqo there are the traces of his violence. The metaphor is so strong that 
fully expresses the author’s idea. 

The work of Mirian Shvelidze enables the director to create an audio-visual line 
relevant	to	the	Mikheil	Javakhishvili’s	idea	and	to	render	the	most	significant	suffering	
of the oppressed people through the metaphor system.

“The White Bunny” based on the principles of psychological TV theatre deals with 
a painful problem of our society - relaxing of vigilance; submersion in our fantasies 
does not allow us to do our duty to the country and to the future generation. 

The story “The White Bunny” by Mikheil Javakhishvili is based on a real event. 
The prototype of the doctor Fridon Dorashvili is a famous Georgian psychiatrist and 
psychotherapist	Mikheil	Asatiani.	He	was	the	first	to	introduce	the	Freud	method	of	
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psychoanalysis in Georgia. In the story precisely this method is used to treat Sidonia. 
In the literary text a big role is naturally given to dialogues – the plot successively 
develops at the séances of hypnotherapy, characters are formed. Temur Chkheidze 
is a great expert of psychological theatre. The stage designer faced even a much 
more	difficult	problem	–	to	create	an	environment	adequate	to	the	text	written	by	a	
literary classic and to the dialogues staged by the unsurpassed master of psycho-
logical theatre.

In “The White Bunny” the stage designer focuses his attention on the search for 
ways of colorful representation using the means of expressiveness. The scenery cre-
ated by Mirian Shvelidze, things, stage-properties are as expressive as the actors’ 
gesticulation, eyes, variations in the actors’ intonation. 

In the Stavrishvili family environment created by Mirian Shvelidze lifeless things 
“settled” there once and for all, frame-bordered photo-portraits on the wall, tarnished, 
faded, saffron-color variations of paints represent the Sidonia’s unsightly shelter. In 
the scenery the cause-and effect relation of the character’s transfer into the world of 
dreams	is	reflected.	The	literary	text	is	transformed	into	the	audiovisual	system	and	
is embodied in the colorful metaphor variations.

Sidonia’s inner shift is projected to her dialogues with the doctor. A repast in 
Teimuraz Chkheidze’s creative activity always bears a symbolic load. In the Temur 
Chkheidze’s theatricals the repeatedly modulated repast is transferred into the struggle 
between unreality and sensible perception, between false consolation and duty. 

Sidonia’s husband is clearly inscribed in the entourage of the frames different in 
shape and size. The photos of ancestors placed in these frames show the milestones 
of the Elizbar’s life. After murdering Bidzina, Sidonia’s lover, Elizbar, is impudently 
looking into the eyes of the portraits of the ancestor. In the TV theatre version, the 
real facts transformed into a literary metaphor bear a visual metaphor function in the 
line variation. 

In the Mirian Shvelidze’s scenery the “nature” is represented only by one decora-
tive palm-tree. And in these palm leaves the aspiration of two human beings to each 
other seems to be interlaced. 

Each episode showing Bidzina and Sidonia’s relations is extremely esthetic. The 
stage designer and the director show us the Bakuriani landscape in conventional 
details. The couple is all alone on the background of dry leaves covering the studio 
floor,	no	dialogue	between	them	takes	place.	They	are	plunged	into	the	wave	of	hap-
piness. For Sidonia only this environment is appropriate. The remarkable environment 
seems to exist only for them and because of them. 

The visual beauty of the scenes associated with Bidzina is opposed to the ev-
eryday monotony of the Stavrishvili house interior. On the background of the lifeless 
objects of the Elizbar’s life and the abundance of countervailing frames, the fascina-
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tion of Bidzina’s episodes expresses clearly the author’s idea. Bidzina brings beauty 
into Sidonia’s life, it is part of the Sidonia’s inner world, of her illusions. 

In the scene of the doctor and Bidzina meeting the tree exterior of the Stavrish-
vili house, smoothness of the walls and the prevailing grey colors create a dramatic 
impression. At the staircase, diagonally, there are two silhouettes. In the scene of the 
conversation with the doctor, the authors of the TV theatre version placed Bidzina one 
step	lower.	The	idea	was	reflected	in	the	plastic	conception	of	the	episode.	According	
to the idea of the director and the stage designer, Bidzina becomes smaller in size 
because of his moral crime. On the background of the doctor’s text – the words of 
admiration for the landscape, the director surrounded the characters by rough walls 
and staircase. 

Temur Chkheidze and Mirian Shvelidze showed the scene of murder of Bidzina 
in the garden as an expressive metaphor. On the background of the TV frame com-
position there is an icon of Sistine Madonna that is a symbol of eternal motherhood. 
In front of the icon candles burning in front of the icon form a bound space on which 
the	tear-strained	eyes	of	Bidzina	are	fixed.	On	the	floor	the lying body is prostrated. 
Bidzina’s death takes away the beauty from Sidonia’s life and the monotony of the 
everyday existence absorbs her fantasy. 

In	the	scenery	made	by	Mirian	Shvelidze,	Temur	Chkheidze	shows	us	the	conflict	
turned into the moral aspect in soft, warm half-tones and represents it by very concise 
means of expressiveness. 

In the literary and audio-visual texts a coincidence of the conceptions of the three 
creators’- author, director and stage designer occurs resulting in the common idea of 
the three authors. And the common creative work is eventually formed into the common 
civic stand of the three authors which is transformed into the identical methodology 
of struggle against the Soviet ideological-colonial aggression in various epochs. 

“Jaqo’s Dispossessed” and “The White Bunny” created on the basis of Mikheil 
Javakhishvili’s prose is a TV model of Mikheil Javakhishvili’s ideas and the most 
perfect example of interpretation of the author’s works. The invariance of ideas and 
their metamorphosis in the systems of various means of expressiveness turned the 
TV theatre version into audio-visual art relevant to the classical literary text. 

To	summarize	briefly,	producer	Temur	Chkheidze	expressed	his	moral	stand	for	
spiritual devalvation . He gave his opinion that echoes one of the main motives of 
the new testament when material prosperity and life comfort make no sense if it is 
at the cost of lost soul.

‘For	what	will	a	man	be	profited,	if	he	gains	the	whole	world	and	forfeits	his	soul?	
Or what will a man give in exchange for his soul?’ (1)

Finally, we can’t help mentioning the same stand of German sociologist Max 
Weber (2) expressing through the citing from the Dante’s “ Divine Comedy”:
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“And shortly before, Michael had said to Adam:
 …Only add
Deeds to the knowledge answerable; add faith 
Add virtue, patience, temperance; add love,
By name to come called charity, the soul 
Of all the rest: then wilt thou not be loath
To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess
A Paradise within thee, happier far. 

REFERENCES

New Testament. Matthew (16: 26)1. 
Max Weber – The Protestant Ethic and the “Spirit” of Capitalism” 2. 
Penguin Books 2007, p. 34

SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

lela wifuria
Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

metaforuli variaciebi satelevizio TeatrSi

reziume

meoce saukuneSi audiovizualuri xelovneba axali da umniSvnelovanesi 

dargebiT gamdidrda: kino da televizia audiovizualuri xelovnebis 

umniSvnelovanes mimarTulebebad iqca, rogorc mxatvruli Rirebulebebis, aseve 

am dargebis gansakuTrebuli popularobisa da masobriobis gamoc. ekranizaciebma 

umniSvnelovanesi adgili daikava msoflio kinoxelovnebaSi. kinos xelovnebad 

qcevis erTerTi umniSvnelovanesi faqtori gaxda isic, rom ekranul nawarmoebs 

SeeZlo maRalmxatvruli literaturuli Txzuleba mayureblamde mietana. 

mogexsenebaT, mayureblis raodenoba yovelTvis aRemateba mkiTxvelTa ricxvs. 

rac Seexeba qarTul kinos, pirveli mxatvruli filmi swored ekranizacia 

gaxldaT. telexelovnebis ganviTarebaSi mniSvnelovani roli Seasrula 

literaturuli nawarmoebebis mixedviT Seqmnilma satelevizio speqtaklebma da 

satelevizio filmebma. gasuli saukunis meore naxevarSi qarTuli satelevizio 

Teatric da telefilmebic uaRresad saintereso movlenad iqca, sadac 

qarTvelma reJisorebma araerTi literaturuli Sedevri Seqmnes. ocdameerTe 

saukunis qarTuli kino da telexelovneba subieqturi Tu obieqturi mizezebis 
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gamo mayurebels ekranizaciaTa siuxviT ar anebivrebs. amdenad, yoveli axli 

audiovizualuri nawarmoebi, romelic klasikuri qarTuli literaturuli 

nawarmoebis mixedviT iqmneba, gansakuTrebul interess iwvevs.

 Ggasuli saukunis saqarTvelos teleproduqciis yvelaze mniSvnelovan 

movlenad, samocdaaTiani wlebis dasasruls Temur CxeiZis mier dadgmuli 

`jayos xiznebis~ moiazreba, romelsac xan videofilmad moixsenieben, 

xanac telespeqtaklad. orive es gansazRvreba misaRebia, radganac Temur 

CxeiZis nawarmoebis struqtura speqtaklis da videofilmis elementebs 

aerTianebs.. dadgma mravalgzis gaanalizda kritikosebis mier. Temur CxeiZis 

maRalmxatvruli nawarmoebis warmateba imanac ganapiroba, rom reJisorma 

literaturuli teqstis saxeideebiT azrovnebis Sesatyvisi audiovizualuri 

nawarmoebi Seqmna. mixeil javaxiSvilis daxvretis mizezi mTeli misi Semoqmedeba 

gaxda, gamorCeulad ki `jayos xiznebma” iTamaSa aq sabediswero roli. Temur 

CxeiZis telespeqtaklmac udidesi vnebaTaRelva gamoiwvia: sazogadoebis erTma 

nawilma reJisors telegasamarTlebac ki mouwyo. fizikuri da fsiqologiuri 

monobis pirobebSi myofi sazogadoeba win aRudga Tanamedrove adamianis 

sulieri krizisis realur mizezTa Cvenebas da mis socialur fenomenad 

gaazrebas. 

Temur CxeiZem gamoxata Tavisi ideuri pozicia sulier RirebulebaTa 

msxvrevis Sesaxeb, rom azri ara aqvs sazogadoebis keTilmowyobasa da cxovrebis 

komforts, Tuki mas msxverplad Seewireba adamianis suli.

Ees Tvalsazrisi scildeba konkretul ganazrebaTa sferos da Tavisi zogadi 

mniSvnelobiT Tanamedrove evropul kulturaSi arsebul kriziss ukavSirdeba, 

rasac SesaniSnavad exmianeba germaneli sociologis, maqs veberis koncefcia, 

Camoyalibebuli mis fundamentur naSromSi – protestantuli eTika da 

kapitalizmis “suli”.

arsebiTad es pozicia axali aRqmis erTerTi umTavresi motivia, romelic 

ase mniSvnelovnad JRers maTes saxarebaSi:

“ra sargebloba aqvs adamians, Tundac mTeli qveyana SeiZinos, xolo Tavisi 

suli dakargos? Aan ras gaiRebs adamiani Tavisi sulis sanacvlod?” (maTe, 16: 26)
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LITERARY CRITICISM 
LALI JoKHADZE
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I don’t teach my students science 
I talk about science, and if there’s any  

background I get them involved in talk. 

Thomas Pynchon a mysterious, publicity-shunning author was born in 1937. 
American living classic ranks as the most intelligent, audacious and most accomplished 
novelist	writing	today.	He	started	publications	of	his	stories	at	his	final	year	of	the	Cor-
nell	University,	NY.	When	still	a	student	–	he	writes	his	first	short	story	“Mortality	and	
Mercy in Viena”. In succession he published “Low Lands” and “Entropy”-1960, “Under 
the Rose”-1961, “V”-1963, “The Secret Integration”-1964; “The World, The Flesh (Mrs. 
Oedipa Maas) The Testament of Pierce Inverarity”-1965; “The Crying of Lot 49” and “A 
Journey Into the Mind of Watt’s”-1966 and “The Gravity’s Rainbow”-1973. 

Concept	of	entropy	lies	at	the	core	of	Pynchon’s	earliest	stories	(the	first	is	of	
the same title), but it is the most important for the “Crying of Lot 49” and “V”. It de-
rives from communication and information theory, particularly as it was discussed 
in Cybernetics by the mathematician Norbert Wiener (“In the Human Use of Human 
Beings”), where he argues against the pessimism which the second law of thermo-
dynamics had engendered. 

Now when looking at the title of my essay I have a feeling that I have been 
engaged in the same problem all my life like Thomas Pynchon, who was so much 
enchanted with the theme that he based all his above mentioned novels around it, 
sometimes directly sometimes indirectly employing different metaphors for translat-
ing clues, games and codes. 

Still	 in	my	early	years	when	working	on	my	first	dissertation	about	polysemic	
words in literary texts, I had hard talks late at night with my husband- Zaur Kruash-
vili, a scholar on technical cybernetics. He insisted that every polysemic word was 
based on the concept of entropy. Since meaning in information theory exists in the 
author and the reader apart from the novel, what is communicated is complexity and 
unpredictability. The more intelligible the form the more banal and predictable it is. 
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Afterwards I used to discuss the same problem with my supervisor, an outstanding 
linguist- I.R. Galperin, who encouraged me and used to talk about it with many other 
linguists	in	Moscow.	When	finally	I	accomplished	my	candidate	dissertation	and	the	
day	for	defense	was	fixed	in	Moscow,	it	took	place	in	a	special	conference	hall	meant	
for defenses of doctoral dissertations. The hall was packed full with I.R. Galperin’s 
post-graduates, former post-graduates and now his colleagues. The academic board 
was chaired by a well-known linguist A.S. Barkhudarov. The defence excited the 
audience and I was overwhelmed with a lot of questions.

The word entropy	as	a	scientific	technical	term	was	introduced	by	Claude	Shan-
non	in	the	50-ies	of	the	last	century	for	information	theory	as	a	measure	of	infinite	
information. This term was used in thermodynamics, physics and later frequently 
was applied for communication linguistics, social studies and literature. So the term 
has become interdisciplinary to research various situations in theory of communica-
tion.	No	wonder	the	American	author	got	at	the	heart	of	the	new	technological	find.	
He was aware of the fact that all his novels were locally enclosed in a concrete 
place,	organized	for	some	orderly	situations	but	thrust	into	infinite	chaos	or	entropy.	
Interestingly, Thomas Pynchon shapes precisely literary forms against dangers cre-
ated	by	entropic	chaos:	decadence,	banality,	decay,	waste	and	social	filth.	This	is	
contemporary	 life	 in	urban	world	 -	all	chaotic	and	 indifinite.	Presumably,	Thomas	
Pynchon’s heroes are specially thought out to reveal the implication for all the above 
enumerated titles (“Mortality and Mercy in Vienna”; “Entropy”; “Under the Rose”; “V”; 
“The Secret Integration”; “The Crying of Lot 49”; “A Journey Into the Mind of Watt’s”; 
“Gravity’s	Rainbow”).	All	these	novels	offer	a	fictional	world	seen	by	the	author	from	
the perspective of his closed room as environment and entropy as the metaphor for 
life in it. While describing places in his imaginative world people travel in the closed 
system and face entropic forces. These forces are named as chaos, mess, death 
which	finally	are	located	in	time,	history	and	artificial	order	 limited	by	information.	
Besides,	information	in	Pynchon’s	fiction	is	defined	as	commodity	for	exchange.	On	
the one hand, information is of two kinds: semantic and aesthetic. Aesthetic infor-
mation is personal and untranslatable since it refers to the knowledge shared only 
between the author and the reader. While semantic information relates to the external 
world and has a goal of eliciting a response or action; aesthetic information does 
not have an intent or a goal but refers only to internal states. Any message has both 
types of information, one of which is general and tends more toward the intelligible 
while the other – aesthetic information – is particularized and tends more toward the 
unpredictable. Though connected, the two types of information are not proportional. 
Hence in the same message semantic information may tend toward recognisable 
forms without affecting aesthetic information. The distinction explains in part how 
Pynchon can write such original works using rather conventional and banal forms. 
Within his novels, this distinction similarly suggests how characters who exist in the 
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world characterized by increasing social disorder and semantic banality can , on oc-
casions, appear to transcend their environment. On the other hand, it emphasizes 
order, self-regulated system and energy convergence.

No doubt, it used to inspire Pynchon’s creativity. The theme is reverberated in 
all his novels where various things come together like counter point. That is a simul-
taneous realization of different meanings of the polysemic word, which was actually 
the	theme	of	my	first	dissertation.	All	the	meanings	of	the	polysemic	word	happen	
to be freely dispersed or diffused before reading, but as soon as the cognition gets 
started, the goal-oriented movement is subconsciously perceived. The diffusion or 
indefiniteness	of	the	word-meanings	is	measured	through	entropy.	

The individual word is considered as the keystone to connect the entire structure to 
make a harmonious text, in which the author and the reader actively become an integral 
part of the reading process. We trace concept-forming principles and contextual situ-
ations	to	generate	new	additional	information	in	literary	texts.	The	first	step	is	the	use	
of the close analysis to identify stylistic features. The second stage is to analyze these 
features	and	find	a	pattern	or	model.	As	a	result	of	the	case	study	we	detect	contextual	
polysemy i.e. simultaneous realizations of several meanings of the word. 

After having completed stylistic analysis of literary texts based on semantic Field 
Theory, different types of simultaneous realizations of several meanings of the word have 
been	identified.	Several	groups	of	lexical-semantic	variants	expressing	positive	emotions	
have been revealed together with the core meanings of such words love and like (see 
drawing 1). Three different stylistic sub-groups have been exposed with: 1) upper-level, 
represented	by	high-flown	literary	connotations,	2)	the	middle,	stylistically	neutral	level,	
3) the lower level, represented by concrete physical perceptions, everyday or com-
mon colloquial, non literary meanings. These hierarchical levels (shown on drowing 1) 
which is used as the basis to reveal the associated meanings of words in a literary text. 
Foregrounding of denotative, connotative and contextual meanings of the word and a 
partial neutralization of marginal meanings indicate a dynamic character of the process 
of simultaneous polysemy in texts. Truly, the reader does not immediately perceive this 
moment, but its cognition plays a palpable role to elicit the author’s message. 

In order to decipher different literary texts a cognitive model has been worked out. 
The	model	is	represented	as	stratified	phased	model	(SPM),	where	lexical-semantic	
variables of the word are placed through a hierarchical many-leveled system. The size 
of	the	cognitive	pyramid	is	in	close	relation	with	the	degree	of	indefiniteness.	The	higher	
is the entropy or informative output (potential) of the word, the bigger is the semantic 
cognitive pyramid in size.1* Moreover, there is a stochastic process of relationship among 
these variables. It implies dynamic movement or wrestling (close combat) to make non-
final	decisions.	While the word itself acquires a double function, as the code-breaker 
1* No	matter	how	paradoxical	it	may	sound	but	infinitude	(ambiguity	or	fuzziness)generate	more	precise	mean-
ings	in	the	text	interpretation.	In	this	respect	measure	of	infinitude	–	entropy	is	considered	a	characteristic	fea-
ture and inseparable part of literary text interpretation. See Jacobson R, Галперин И.Р.; Fhyjkl B\D\ 
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of the potential ambiguity and the main concept of the text. It plays and exists only on 
its polysemy. This kind of counterpoint is realized due to both intra lingual and extra 
lingual factors, semantic and aesthetic kinds of information. The term SPM has come 
into	being	due	to	the	fact	that,	the	final	stage	of	forming	the	stylistic	effect	of	polysemic	
word is produced as a result of harmonious oscillation of the lexical-semantic variants 
on	different	levels;	their	wavering	fluctuation	produces	a	separate	synchronous	sec-
tion, where every preceding phase is induced to memory (due to operative power of 
mnemonic aspect). In addition, foreseeable phases are being predicted. 

Thus the system consists of three interwoven and inter-involving phases: 1. cog-
nitive predictability; 2. cohesion (immediate and distant) and 3. phase of adaptation 
to the text i.e. adequate interpretation or vice versa inadequate deciphering. 

Presumably, multilevel system represented as SPM is visualized as a semantic 
pyramid,	reflecting	the	order	of	separate	meanings	or	separate	semas	on	various	levels	
that are in certain semantic-stylistic relationship within the system. We observe constant 
processing	of	marginal	semas,	i.e.	their	filtration	and	displacement	on	the	lower	levels.

Texts in this view have no separate identity and they exist only when read. Our 
knowledge of the world allows us to understand texts from this perspective and not 
only when they are read in isolation. Now and again it is said that the real meaning is 
not to be found in the language of the text but rather it is the reader who constructs the 
text’s meaning, always reading in meanings, which cannot be determined in isolation. 
Words in this view have some universal informative potential to give different readers 
a chance to elicit information according to their thesaurus, epoch’s demands, cultural 
awareness,	attitude	or	mood	in	which	he/she	reads	the	text.	This	is	the	very	reason	why	
some masterpieces are read and reread on and on by the same reader with the aim to 
draw new emotional information every time. The joy of small discoveries in such cases 
makes the reader feel a co-creator of the text. This co-perception and co-creation with 
the author urges the reader to come back repeatedly to the same text. 

In	this	respect	the	semantic	infinitude	of	the	word	opens	new	perspectives	and	
pleasant vista for the reader. The words act as some kind of signals to give a spar-
kling performance of unexpected, unpredictable pleasure. We offer the kinetics of 
selecting	 several	meanings	of	 the	word	patterned	by	means	of	 stratified	phased	
model that illustrates probabilistic aspect of the procedure. Presumably, simultane-
ous co-existence of several meanings of the word in the text and its deep cognition 
is not a sudden process, but it is a complex psychological procedure of sorting out 
information in seemingly quick acts. In reality it is a thorough weighing of every choice 
to reach step by step a random, probable decision in the long run. Consequently, we 
trace two types of such a realization of different meanings of the word: consecutive 
(step by step) and synchronous (instantaneous or momentary).

We claim that the choice of multiple meanings and their combining power is engen-
dered in the text as a complex interaction of different semas in the semantic structure 
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of the word, on the one hand, and different contextual relations, on the other. However 
which of them is stylistically more relevant might be indicated by concrete case study 
based on intercultural awareness, historical and socio-semiotic factors. We have to 
stress that the choice of lexical-semantic variants of the text has the non-deterministic 
nature. It is a random joint distribution of stochastic elements, which implies the unex-
pected nebulous associations of semantic meanings in the text: combining and shifting, 
substituting	or	disappearing	through	sensorial	filtration	and	ultimately	generating	new	
variants. We based our study on well-worked out psychological principles of synthesis 
and analysis and present this process in a pyramidal chart where lexical-semantic vari-
ants are concentrated on multi-hierarchical levels. These variants interact and strive 
to make incomplete decisions in every phase to gain access to the top of the pyramid, 
which is the stratum of stylistic effect to form the basic word-concept – new meaning 
or new information. Since meaning is largely concerned with information, such word-
concepts become multi-functional and play on the ambiguity or complexity of contextual 
polysemy. Thus instead of discarding polysemy in speech, the author is cutting edge 
of the word to reveal its potential for ambiguity. Rejecting conventions and dogmas he 
is making an entirely new context of vision. 

Semantic mobility of the word urged us to calculate informative potential of the out-
standing word-indicator love	for	G.G.	Byron’s	writings	and	define	its	efficiency	by	means	of	

Drawing 1
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stylistic analysis based on a lot of examples. The results are presented on the horizontal 
and vertical axes (see drawing 2). The estimation was conducted according to C. Shen-
non’s formula H=-ΣPilgPi,	where	H	is	an	average	entropy	coefficient	for	i-semas,	while	
Pi is the frequency of the sema in the concrete texts, Σ - is the total sum in logarithms. 
The obtained evaluated data expressed in bits2* show that the average level of entropy 
for love in “Don Juan” is much higher than in all other poems taken together.3* This should 
be accounted for the poem’s compositional aspect: the leitmotif, the romantic author’s 
purport	and	historical	time	to	express	polyphony	of	literary	figures,	(cognitive	metaphors,	
allusions, similes, ironies etc.) in one word-concept which ultimately turns into the catch-all 
word-concept of the text. In this case the language unit not only expresses the author’s 
creative ability but it turns into the universal heuristic code to present the objective reality 
to the observer. It describes not only social and historical epoch but enables us to cognize 
the author’s outlook and his individual judgment of the world.

Average	frequency	of	Pi	for	“Don	Juan”	is	presented	in	Table	#1.:
Table	#1

P 0,22 0,03 0,06 0,05 0,19 0,05 0,10 0,05 0,03 0,01 0,01 0,03

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

P 0,06 0,05 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,2 0,01

i 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Table	#2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

y(P1)

0,
48
06

0,
15
18

0,
24
25

0,
21
61

0,
45
52

0,
21
61

0,
33
22

0,
21
61

0,
15
19

0,
06
64

0,
06
64

0,
15
18

0,
24
35

0,
21
61

0,
11
28

0,
11
28

0,
06
64

0,
06
64

0,
66
4

0,
11
28

0,
66
4

Summing up 21 meanings of entropic estimation, we have the following expres-
sion for “Don Juan”

HD
(love) = 3,57 Bits.

Similarly, we have also calculated entropy for all other Byron’s works including 
“Don Juan” as well.

Tables	#3	and	#4	represent	summed	up	entropy	and	is	expressed	like	H	(Rest of other works)

2 * bit (n) Computer science: 1. a single character of a language having just two characters as either of the 
binary digits 0 or 1; 2. a unit of information equivalent to the choice of either of two equally likely alternatives; 3. 
a unit of information storage capacity as of a computer memory [B(binary)(Dig)It] 
3 * Jokhadze L, A systemic Approach to the Study of Informative Potential of Word-concepts in Literary Texts, 
Bulletin of the Geoorgian Academy of Sciences, v.168, number 3, Tbilisi, 2003.
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Table	#3

P 0,22 0,14 0,13 0,07 0,7 0,05 0,09 0,06 0,05 0,01 0,01 0,05 0,07

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

P 0,02 0,01 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,01

i 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Table	#4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

y(Pi)

0,
48
05

0,
03
71

0,
15
18

0,
26
86

0,
21
86

0,
21
61

0,
31
26

0,
24
35

0,
21
61

0,
06
64

0,
06
64

0,
21
61

0,
26
86

0,
11
28

0,
06
64

0,
11
28

0,
06
64

0,
06
64

0,
06
64

0,
11
28

0,
06
64

The	first	two	tables	show	the	frequency	of	word	“love”	in	“Don	Juan”	with	its	si-
multaneous realization of its variables, where HD

love = 3,57 Bits.
The last two tables express the entropic estimation for all other works of Byron 

including “Don Juan” as well.
HR

love = 3,53 Bits.

This is expressed graphically on the chart.

1. love God
2. love one’s home-

land
3. be devoted to
4. love parents 

(children)
5. love opposite 

sex
6. ingage in sex play 

(make love)
7. ster passions
8. like
9. cherish 
10. esteem, respect
11. venerate
12. revere
13. worship
14. adore
15. dote
16.	flirt
17. idolize
18. admire
19. endear
20. take care
21. caress

Drawing 2

In the semantic pyramid the core or dominant lexical-semantic variants concentrate 
in the center and easily move from the bottom-up to the top while all the marginal ones 
after	checking	and	filtering	remain	on	the	lower	levels	or	strata	of	the	model	to	form	
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background knowledge to the stylistic effect of the cognitive word-concept. These are 
the beat-up semas	that	couldn’t	get	into	the	optimal	choice.	The	filtration	is	made	pos-
sible	by	sensor	correctors	from	the	top-down	to	the	direction	of	the	first	stratum	and	
up-top again making the system locked-up. Presumably, the represented procedure 
should have sub-conscious character and the obtained data due to constant synthesis 
and analysis of the polysemic word could generate new conceptual information. 

The hierarchical pyramid SPM exists only in abstraction and springs up only during 
the reader’s spontaneous reasoning. Consequently, the results of word analysis based 
on the suggested complex methods might be non-identical for different readers. The 
chart of the pyramid, as it has already been mentioned, involves mutually inclusive 
phases: linguistic predictability, coherence of immediate and distant text-units and their 
combinability, at the same time. The phase of adaptation and prediction engender 
adequate functional equivalents of the word.

This process is essential not only to the study of aesthetic-cognitive functions of 
the word, but also for investigation of some issues of psycholinguistics. We maintain 
that SPM of realizing word-meanings is an adequate analogy of brain-activities of man. 
The study of these activities is concurrently plausible not only for in-depth analysis of 
language	units	but	for	the	study	of	artificial	intellect.	

Thus SPM is closely related to the entropy of the word. In the case of Byron’s word 
(with 21 different meanings of love) we conclude that its conceptual structure plays 
an important role in establishing informative potential of the whole text. The word with 
a	high	degree	of	entropy	is	used	with	maximum	informative	efficiency	and	the	author	
pushes the edge of the word offering free options to the readers for interpretation (within 
the limits of objective reasoning).4∗

Thus	peculiar	fragments	of	reality	are	described	by	the	given	polysemic	word	and	defi-
nite conceptual sets expressed by different language means are used to present several 
meanings in one inseparable code-breaker – cognitive word-concept. Curiously, we could 
never capture the whole of the meaning, but whatever the information, it forms basis or a 
sense relation and that sense involves the whole human knowledge. It is inevitable to view 
the meanings of a word in terms of mental entities – the so-called word-concepts.

For illustration we present G.G. Byron’s “Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage”, Canto 2, Stanza 
XXXVII 

Dear Nature is the kindest mother still!
Though always changing, in her aspect mild;
From her bare bosom	let	me	take	my	fill,
Her never-weaned, though not her favorite child,

4 ∗	The	obtained	data	are	convincing	as	it	is	confirmed	in	the	critical	literary	summary	on	G.G.	Byron’s	philo-
sophical views about his poem “Don Juan”, which is considered the acme of his writings. The applicability and 
significance	of	statistical	data	were	successfully	used	by	 the	American	geophysicist	T.C.	Mendenhall	 (1841-
1924)	to	solve	the	problem	referring	the	Bacon	/Shakespeare	controversy	in	favor	of	the	latter.	He	likened	the	
frequency distribution of words of different lengths to the spectrum of light. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of 
“Language” (Second edition, 1997, 68-69)
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Oh! she is fairest in her features wild,
Where nothing polished dares pollute her path:
To me by day or night she ever smiled,
Though I have marked her when none other hath,
And sought her more and more, and loved her best in wrath. 

In this case SPM formalizes semantic transformation of the word love from its 
infinitude	or	entropy	to	a	full-fledged	cognitive	entity	deciphering	the	author’s	mes-
sage. All the meanings of the polysemic word happen to be freely dispersed or dif-
fused before reading, but as soon as the cognition gets started, the goal-oriented 
movement is subconsciously perceived. 

The	first	line	foregrounds	one	of	the	dominant	sema	(meanings)	love nature, but it 
is metaphorically mother-child relationship – motherly love and devoted love to one’s 
motherland. Which is supported by further lines: never-weaned, from her bare bosom. 
But	the	word	in	the	first	line	still and not a favorite child in distant context pushes forward 
the sema of not fully respected or liked by mother – “reticent, secret disapproval” on the 
mother’s	side.	Anyway	the	final	line	of	the	stanza	is	almost	proverbial:	to love her even 
in wrath. This is an utmost love from Christian perspectives “love thy enemy”. This line 
is unexpected information expressing very subtle feeling of the author and a new sema 
to yearn flashes	like	lightening on the level of the stylistic effect in SPM. This babyish 
desire,	never-weaned	child’s	love	is	infinite,	unconventional	love.	So	love	is	also	entropy.	
Literary context turns the defused meanings into goal oriented movement to render order 
out of chaos. (see drawing 3) This is Byron’s love to his motherland - England 

 Love - Yearn

 

Drawing 3
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Thus the cognitive concept means an interaction of meanings in the concrete 
material, creating imagery, grouping items into categories, inferring meanings, elabo-
rating new information and resources to transfer new connotations

Now back to Thomas Pynchon’s employing the term “entropy”. At the heart of 
Pynchon’s imagination lies not science and technology nor the parody and ambiguity 
(multiplicity) which are so much a part of his style but a sense of mystery, a vision of 
fantasy, that expresses itself in dualism (world and anti-world, you and not-you, ego 
and	alter-ego,	room	(closed	system)	and	outer	world).	This	is	infinite	chaos	of	motion,	
the object of increasing entropy, where he is sorting out facts and concentrates them 
in favorite pockets of creation that become his stories and novels. 

One	of	the	first	novels	“Entropy”,	in	common	parlance	is	taken	to	mean	that	everything	
in the universe is running down. The vision of a world in decline is heading irreversibly 
for	the	terminal	precipice	–	void,	wasteland	and	final	death.	The	theme	itself	is	not	new,	
it is what Pynchon makes of it that reveals for me, the most original imagination to have 
appeared	in	American	fiction	since	the	war.

The thermodynamic and informational uses of the closed system, embellished with 
metaphorical	construct,	are	at	the	center	of	Pynchon’s	story	“Entropy.”	The	significance	
of the story grows in retrospect, as an aesthetic source and a preface for all his novels. 
In contrast to their uncertainties, this work is almost proverbial in its clarity and simplicity. 
“Entropy” actually comprises two separate stories, united by the theme of the title: Callisto, 
who is obsessed with the fact that the temperature has remained a constant (thirty-seven 
degrees Celsius) for three days, turns his apartment into a hothouse in an effort to escape 
the thermal death he knows must be occurring outside his personal closed system. At the 
same time, another character Meatball Mulligan is applying thermodynamics metaphori-
cally to the social system. He also predicts “a heat-death for his culture in which ideas, like 
heat-energy, would no longer be transferred, since each point in it would ultimately have 
the same quantity of energy; and intellectual motion would, accordingly, cease.” 

The plot of the novel as follow: the lease-breaking party at Meatball Mulligan’s 
apartment,	a	floor	beneath	Callisto’s	hothouse,	represents	a	noisy	get-together.	It	is	
an early version of the “street” that later appears in Sidney Stencil’s analogy. Most of 
the people attending the party are government workers, all of whom have something to 
do with processing information, directly or indirectly. Thus we encounter a high degree 
not only of social entropy, but also of informational entropy. One of the representative 
party-goers tells his host that he and his wife have broken up over an argument about 
communication. He concludes that the problem is one of relational disorganization: 
“Tell a girl: ’I love you’ you are in trouble. No trouble with two-thirds of that phrase, it’s a 
closed circuit. Just “you” and “she”. But that nasty four-letter word in the middle, that’s 
the	one	you	have	to	look	out	for”.	Love	is	an	act	of	unification	and	communication;	it	
is a relational process, or circuit, between “I” and “you”. Death, on the other hand, is 
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a process of individuation and separation; an awareness of personal death isolates 
the	individual	from	all	others.	In	the	instance	of	an	individual	sacrificing	his	life	for	the	
redemption of the community is nothing but love. Yet love and death are entwined 
and inseparable. If the possibility of individuality paradoxically decreases as entropy 
increases, then love can be viewed as a process of transferring energy, both sexual 
and social, from areas of high to areas of low. All this is Noise. Noise screws up your 
signal, makes for disorganization in the circuit”. Although members of the group can 
end their song together, they have other problems, such as singing different songs or 
thinking different keys. The noise and silent music of Mulligan’s party has its parallel in 
Callisto’s apartment, where Aubade – Calisto’s girl-friend breaks the window with bare 
hands as she does not hear the warning signal (due to noise and disorder). This is 
all because of the noise coming from Molligan’s apartment. So temperature becomes 
equal inside and outside which is fatal for the dying bird. Calisto is unable to transfer 
to it his energy or information about life. So entropy becomes positive which is death. 
So the bird dies due to the fact that positive entropy is death but negative entropy is 
constantly	picking	up	impetus	striving	to	final	stage	(death),	as	“negentropy	feeds	life”	
(a favourite phrase of a world-known American linguist- R. Jacobson). 

Pynchon in his other novels also discusses the relationship between the signal and 
noise. One of his characters, Herbert Stencil takes a lot of effort to render order and 
activate his life to transfer information.

The novel “Entropy”, of course, makes the closed system explicit. It is also the most 
successful of the seven stories. In both plots of “Entropy” the possibility of love is treated 
as	an	important	sign	of	life.	This	is	only	a	slight	modification	of	the	notion	of	redemption	
in	the	earlier	stories,	where	the	idea	of	rebirth	through	sacrifice	is	an	act	of	love.	

The discussion of love amid the increasing chaos of Mulligan’s party points out one 
way	that	life	unconsciously	affirms	death.	The	party	is	a	community	act	when	people	
come together—one of the least complex manifestations of eros. However, the party is 
simultaneously a demonstration of the social equivalent of entropy and a transformation 
toward death, as the party disintegrates, disorder increases. The relational interac-
tion between “I” and “You”—love and all such union-seeking relations—must always 
intervene between a complete union. Consequently, Mulligan’s efforts to restore order 
among his individual guests ends in failure, unable to transfer energy (information about 
life). This is an act of irrelevance, leakage, and of course noise. 

His	first	four	stories	reveal	the	problem	of	life	and	death	as	transfiguration	of	one	
and	the	same	phenomenon.	This	theme	is	artfully	dealt	in	his	first	novel	“Mortality	and	
Mercy in Vienna” where mystery of Eucharist is employed as an act of redemption of 
a	community	at	the	price	of	death.	Entropy	in	this	case	is	most	efficient	metaphor	to	
solve the problem in closed system. In all other stories, entropy equals love, which 
is	the	most	significant	manifestation	of	life,	when	the	idea	of	rebirth	is	justified	with	a	
self-sacrificing	act,	which,	certainly	is	nothing	but	love.	
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In the following novel “V” the key word is “apocalypse”, which is repeated many times 
visualizing dual worlds: world and anti-world with its secret organizations. To decipher the 
letter V, which is the title of the story, is the major problem with various alternatives or choice: 
a mysterious woman in many masks: a woman in Paris—Veronica Manganese, Virginia, 
Victoria or even Void. The latter suggests gaps below us. This is typical American novel or 
American narrative, where heroes do not live in their living places but these living places 
enter into the life of the characters. There are many questions in novel “V” but the author 
does not offer any response here. The response we can search for is in his later story.

Pynchon like his predecessors – V. Nabokov and James Joyce – amuses himself by 
working	into	his	fiction	parodies	of	cultural	and	historical	theories.	He	refers	in	“V”	chapter	
III to the White Goddess who seems to unravel much of the pattern of the V episodes. The 
White Goddess in her many guises became myth of most ancient European cultures – as 
a sign of fertility and the mysterious femininity. The myth was elaborated in later Western 
religion and philosophy and became part of Western society’s culture. She is love goddess 
of	the	sea	–	Venues	with	five-figured	comb,	and	such	a	comb	is	worn	by	Pynchon’s	V	figure.	
The virgin was a White Goddess and Virgin is associated with Stencil’s mysterious woman. 
Novel	V	has	been	called	as	apocalyptic	as	we	read	images	of	world-consuming	fire	in	it.	

Finally, the main body of the novel closes later on Malta as British troops and planes 
go off to Egypt in the 1956 Sues crises, which is perceived to be the last spasm of the 
Old Order. So young Stencil’s fantasies of V project the decline of the cultural dominance 
of the European West. All the answers to the puzzles of V and all possible interpreta-
tions	of	its	meaning	and	significance	will	be	given	not	in	the	scholarly	studies	of	V	but	
in Pynchon’s next novel “The Crying of Lot 49”. In this novel Pynchon is again occupied 
with signal and noise relations. Though historical facts are still in the focus, yet not as 
realistic as it is in “V”, where mysticism is exaggerated with the unknown aura. The 
heroin Oedipa Maas discovers a world within her world i.e. she visualizes anti-world. In 
reality	she	is	a	co-executive	of	a	Californian	financier	–	who	used	to	be	her	boyfriend	
before marriage. When travelling in Mexico she comes across a triptych, in which the 
central painting is a group of frail girls with heart-shaped faces imprisoned in a circular 
tower, embroidering a tapestry. Suddenly Oedipa recognizes herself in one of them. 
She feels some anonymous evil power controlling her from outer space. Yet from the 
beginning she perceived good magic that saves her from the malignant one. While 
being	in	south	California	in	one	of	the	remote	regions	she	sees	a	row	of	unified	houses	
and recalls her old transistor-radio with wires inside that is inscribed with hieroglyphic. 
It	seems	to	her	a	new	language.	Through	Pynchon’s	religious	confirmations	it	is	the	
immanent world that becomes so close to the heroine. She, in her turn, visualizes a 
system of secret postal structure W.A.S.T.E. This sign symbolizes underground postal 
system, controlled and ruled in parallel with the real one. However this underground 
system destroys and ruins the genuine postal system of the USA.

In	all	Pynchon’s	novels	the	backbone	is	science	and	high-tech.	He	develops	scientific	
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metaphors with great precision using his knowledge of physics. The thermodynamic 
term entropy is treated in Pynchon’s novel in the same way as it is in communication 
theory. Norbert Wiener in his turn is against the pessimistic idea of the ruining world. He 
assumes that energy is truly reduced in some period of time but not totally in the whole 
system	of	the	world.	So	Pynchon	employs	not	only	Wiener’s	scientific	approach	in	his	
novels but also his political and social views. The underground system W.A.S.T.E. is 
based on moral and human resources that undermines and destroys American lifestyle 
and government. Therefore “The Crying of Lot 49” is radically a political novel, while 
novels “V” and “Under the Rose” are about apocalypse – the expectation of imminent 
cosmic cataclysm in which God destroys the ruling power of evil and raises the righteous 
to life in a messianic kingdom. The word “apocalypse” is not literally mentioned in the 
novel but its symbolic imagery is introduced and described very realistically. 

So in the novel “The Crying of Lot 49” Pynchon offers not only postulates and 
hypotheses about alien world but also gives a bold and audacious description of its 
social system. This is the very reason the novel creates new traditions in American 
novel. This is his literary style and imagery of social system which is assumingly more 
realistic than existing national system. 

So Pynchon in this novel unites the entropy which started at Mulligan’s party, with 
Calisto’s broken window in his hothouse, up to the experimental novel “V” for making the 
compact cognitive metaphor of Naphastas machine. The secret of its demonic power is 
to obtain something from nothing. Oedipa is basically against this evil concept saying that 
demon always reacts at individual information of molecules and converts the information 
into	the	neg-entropy	and	finds	that	there	are	two	types	of	entropy:	one	is	connected	with	
thermodynamic engines and the other with communication. This theory used to be popular 
in thirties. Demon’s concept seems as the right standard but Naphasta goes a step further 
and says that communication is the clue to transfer all data to all sensitive objects. The 
latter responds with actions in kind. In Naphasta’s machine sensitivity feeds information, 
while demon transfers incredible amount of energy. Presumably, Naphasta can use the 
machine against entropic forces to strike historical equilibrium.   

The	backbone	of	Pynchon’s	intellectual	structure	is	science	and	scientific-technical	
metaphors, developed in later novel, especially in his most highly praised book “Grav-
ity’s Rainbow”. This novel happened to be the problem of discussion of one of my Ph.D. 
students’s dissertation5*, where we discuss semantic and stylistic functional peculiarities 
of	scientific	terms	in	literary	texts.	

The novel starts with the sentence: “A screaming comes across the sky”, which 
is the voice of rocket V2, which is to be launched on London at the end of the World 
War II. The content-based factual information of the novel is the following: the main 
character – antihero – Tyrone Slothrop, an American lieutenant, is stationed in London 

5 *	Cf.	Meskhi	Ana,	Semantic	and	Functional	Peculiarities	of	Scientific	Terms	in	Literary	Texts.	Tbilisi,	1990	
(Kandidat dissertation performed under my guidance, L.Jokhadze).
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during World War II Blitz. The lieutenant possesses a bizarre gift: his erections anticipate 
German rocket launchings. Discovered, he runs for it, to escape being taken over as a 
pure instrument. Gradually he becomes his own myth, known only as Rocketman… 

Tyron Slothrop tries to obtain all evidence, especially information about the movement 
of molecules. But while searching for this discovery, he unaware gets himself involved in a 
paranoid vicious circle because he is also a member of the same paranoid community. 

Pynchon presses at the edge of knowable world with his language. The world he cre-
ates is precisely the same as his language, but its cultural referentiality is determined by 
the limits of the individual reader. If the second law of thermodynamics were applied to 
language, then entropy might be a measure of its banality, its tendency toward equilibrium 
of thought, and order of language – its ability to impose structure and meaning on experi-
ence – that makes it valuable for representing the real world.

Pynchon’s	world	is	not	confined	to	only	one	story	but	this	world	is	revealed	in	his	
fiction	with	multiple	dualities.	Banality	and	originality,	 redundancy	and	 information,	
intelligible forms and informative potential, order and disorder, predictability and unpre-
dictability. These correspond approximately to the respective situation of Calisto and 
Mulligan and episodes in V and others. 

The process of identifying the basic word-concepts in literary texts is a challeng-
ing task. It is to some extent a tension between anticipation and unexpected frustra-
tion. However this is an incessant seeking of random variants: nonstop comparison 
and analysis – dropping less probabilistic alternatives and then constant synthesis 
of	the	obtained	results	until	achieving	the	non-final	decision	to	form	a	new	cognitive	
concept	–	a	new	meaning	on	the	final	stratum	of	stylistic	effect.	This	assumption	is	
significant	for	linguistics	as	well	as	for	psychology	in	the	study	of	the	mind.	This	kind	
of approach to the study of stylistic effect is considered as the basic feature while 
molding word-concepts in modernistic literary texts. 

We presume that the cognized reality by the author is encoded in the medical 
term Paranoia, which apparently turns to be the basic concept of the whole novel. 

If we look up English concise dictionaries we read that Paranoia as a medical 
term	(from	Psychiatry)	is	defined	as	“mental	disorder	characterized	by	systematized	
delusions	as	of	grandeur	or	persecution”.	This	specific	meaning	turns	into	the	key	
concept number one for the whole novel. It is through simultaneous interaction of 
several meanings of the word that additional information is being inferred. This is all 
described	and	best	exemplified	by	a	set	of	passages	in	which	both	figurative	and	
literal sides of the word paranoia are revealed 

(I) Pointsman has been talking about paranoia and the idea of the “opposite”.“An 
Attempt at a Physiological Interpretation of Obsessions and of Paranoia” – he can’t 
help this bit of rudeness, although the agreement among the seven owners was not 
to mark up The Book – it was too valuable for that sort of thing, they’d had to put in 
a guinea apiece.(101) 
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(II). Proverbs for Paranoids, 1: You may never get to touch the Master, but you 
can tickle his creatures (276).

(III) It might almost– if one were paranoid enough – seem to be collaboration 
here, between both sides of the Wall, matter and spirit. (192).

(IV) It came to him: what if it’s some mauve turn-of-the-century tale of ghostly 
revenge and this hair here’s some First Step… Oh, paranoia? 

If we similarly use the above discussed pyramid (SPM) we can decipher the polysemy 
of the word. So the word characterizes modern society with all attached vices: 1. any 
abnormal state, 2. mental case, 3. satanic evil power of destruction and degradation, 4. 
any wrath poured out due to injustice, 5. aimless propaganda to “improve” the situation, 
6.	the	atmosphere	of	fraud	and	deception	created	by	officials	in	the	state	establishments,	
7. corruption and immorality disguised under the mask of kindness and nobleness, 8. 
devaluated virtues of degraded society, 9. an exclamation of surprise or wonder etc. a 
euphemism for God, like Gosh; nonsense that has a kernel of truth (see drawing 4). 

PARANOIA

Drawing 4

So the message the author is going to get through is deciphered as the social 
filth,	refuse,	moral	corruption	or	defilement,	with	which	every	level	of	community	is	
saturated. This engenders loose moral, irresponsibilities, damaged personal relation-
ships, devalvation of true values and inability to go against common evil. 

Representing all the mankind schematically Slothrop is disturbed with the injustice, 
corruption and wickedness reigning all around him. He loudly voices his indignation and 
wrath, yet eventually he gets himself involved in this paranoic stream of events.
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One more illustration amassed with technical terms from different sciences: phys-
ics, chemistry and geometry. 

No: what the Serpent means is –how’s this-that the six carbon atoms of benzene 
are in fact curled into a closed ring, just like that snake with its tail in his mouth, GET 
IT The aromatic ring we know today, “Pökler’s old prof. Laszlo Jamf, at this point in 
the spiel removing from his fob a gold hexagon with the German formee cross in the 
center, a medal of honor from IG Farben, joking, in his lovable-old-fart manner, that 
he likes to think of the cross not as German so much as standing for the tetravalency 
of carbon – “but who”, “lifting his open hands on each beat, like a bandleader, “who, 
sent, the Dream?” It is never clear how rhetorical any of Jamf’s questions are. “Who 
sent this new serpent to our ruinous garden, already too fouled, too crowded to qualify 
as any locus of innocence unless innocence be our age’s neutral, silent passing into 
the machineries of indifference – something that Kekule’s Serpent had come to-not 
to destory, but to define to us the loss of … we had been given certain molecules, 
certain combinations and not others… we used what we found in Nature, unquestion-
ing, shamefully perhaps – but the Serpent whispers, “They can be changed, and new 
molecules assembled from the debris of the given. …“Can anyone tell me what else 
he whispered to us? Come – who knows? You. Tell me Pökler” (481-82) 

In	this	passage	we	come	across	seven	scientific-technical	terms	out	of	which	four	
are chemical - carbon, benzene, tetravalency, the aromatic ring and two - from phys-
ics – atom, molecule, one - from geometry - hexagon. Yet for literary interpretation 
the	term	molecule	is	stylistically	marked	and	carries	significant	message	especially	in	
phrases: six carbon atoms of benzene, the aromatic ring, which are used in addition 
to	their	scientific	meanings	with	metonymic	transformations	in	the	context.	The	word	
has	the	reference	to	life	with	its	many-faceted	forms	that	is	justified	by	another	term	
molecule’s contextual meaning. 

Pynchon’s novels offer us a world we think we recognize yet they assimilate it to 
worlds	that	seem	unreal;	imply	coherences	and	significances	we	can’t	quite	hold	on	to.	
Invariably, as the surreal takes on the immediacy of experience, they make us analyze 
and interpret casual phrases logically. But Pynchon’s language is so richly, sometimes 
so cruelly anchored in the banalities of the colloquial, the obscene, the trivial, the fa-
miliar,	and	it	so	miraculously	spins	from	these	things	into	high	scientific	and	historical	
speculation that it goes beyond time and beyond continents. 

Worth noting that the concept is not any of these readings nor is it their arithme-
tic sum, but it is the result of having all these in mind at one time. Such ambiguity or 
multiplicity is indispensable for rendering Pynchon’s texts in logical terms. It is a post-
modernist cultural paradigm or more precisely a new aesthetic cognitive function of the 
word. This phenomenon may be suitably labeled as a great transgression of technical 
terms in literature.
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Hence Thomas Pynchon, XX c. American living classic equipped with cutting edge 
technology of his day is concerned with the same ever-vulnerable problems that started 
long-long ago with Adam’s time. The only difference is in amassed experience, knowl-
edge	and	scientific	data	from	all	spheres of life. The same anguish and wrath only 
increased enormously are described with appropriate technical terms from various 
branches of sciences.
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SUMMARY IN GEoRGIAN

lali joxaZe
profesori, filologiis mecnierebaTa doqtori  

socialuri entropia Tomas pinConis 

literaturuli kritikisaTvis

reziume

entropiis cneba Semovida da damkvidrda rogorc literaturaSi, aseve 

lingvistikaSi, sadac informaciis TeoriaSi rTuli CaRrmavebis gareSe 

SesaZlebelia Termodinamikis meore kanoni warmatebiT miuyenoT komunikaciis 

sxvadasxva situaciebs. swored aseTi interdisciplinaruli cnebis dam

kvidreba gaxda damaintrigebeli Tema amerikeli mwerlis, Tomas pinConis 
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nawarmoebebisaTvis. is acnobierebs, rom yvela misi nawarmoebi lokalurad 

SemoRobili konkretuli adgilia organizebuli, mowesrigebuli situaciisaTvis, 

romelic SeWrilia am usazRvro qaosSi anu entropiaSi. 

samecnieroteqnikuri terminebi (erTmniSvnelobis ucilobeli matarebeli 

sityvebi) mxatvrul teqstebSi warmogvidgeba Secvlili semantikiT, anu sityvis 

sxvadasxva mniSvnelobebis erTdrouli realizaciiT da warmoadgens mTeli 

nawarmoebis mxatvrul saxeTa xatovan sistemas, romelSic mwerlis mier samyaros 

aRqmaa gardatexili. 

Tanamedrove amerikeli klasikosi mwerlis Tomas pinConis mTeli Semoqmedeba 

am azris damamtkicebelia. amaSi advilad davrwmundebiT Tu Tvals gadavavlebT 

misive nawarmoebebis saTaurebs, gamoxatuls mecnieruli terminebiT: “Entropy”, 
“Mortality and Mercy in Viena”, “Low Lands”, “V”, “The Crying of Lot 49”, “A Journey Into 
the Mind of Watt’s”, “The Secret Integration” and “The Gravity’s Rainbow”.  T. pinConi 

sadReisod amerikuli modernizmis yvelaze cnobili figuraa da Zlier 

gamoucnobic. mwerlis amouxsnelobis erTerTi mizezi, Cveni Rrma rwmeniT, 

mis mier aRqmuli samyaros originaluri modelirebaa, rac konkretul enobriv 

masalaSi xorcSesxmisas samecnieroteqnikuri terminologiisa da mxatvruli 

azrovnebis araCveulebriv SerwymaSexamebaSi mJRavndeba.

mis mier warmosaxuli samyaro adamianebisa da sxvadasxva adgilebis 

aRweraa; adamianebi mogzauroben sistemaSi da upirispirdebian entropiis 

Zalebs. es Zalebi saxeldebulia, rogorc qaosi, areuloba, sikvdili, romelic 

konk retdeba SemdgomSi da fiqsirdeba droSi, istoriaSi da informaciiT 

SemosazRvrul xelovnur wesrigSi. 

pinConTan Cven vxvdebiT ara mxolod gazrdil socialur entropias, 

aramed informaciul entropiasac pirdapiri da gadataniTi mniSvnelobiT. es 

aris saxe Caketili sistemisa, romelic metaforebiT Selamazebuli sistemaa. 

pinConis novela `entropia”, romlis mniSvneloba izrdeba retrospeqtulad, 

rogorc wyaro esTetikuri informaciisa da rogorc winaTqma mTeli Semdgomi 

novelebisaTvis, iTvleba legendarulad Tavisi sisadaviT da mkafiod 

gamoxatuli stilisturi saxeebiT. 

pinConis yvela adreuli nawerebi ZiriTadad entropiazea fokusirebuli, 

xolo SemdgomSi TandaTanobiT, rodesac ukve ixveweba misi literaturuli stili, 

igi am Zalebs aRiqvams, asaxavs, magram aRar laparakobs maTze. aseTia misi yvelaze 

sqeltaniani romani “Gravity’s Rainbow”, sadac avtori aRar saubrobs entropiaze, 

magram samedicino termini paranoia aluziurad mianiSnebs ra entropiaze, 

aramecnieruli konteqstualuri mniSvnelobebiTaa datvirTuli, rogoricaa 

“satanuri, jojoxeTuri Zala, umizno, uzneo propaganda sazogadoebis 

demoralizacia, gaufasureba, sikvdili da a.S.” is gamoiyeneba mTliani 

konceptualuri sistemis warmoqmnisa da organizebisaTvis mxatvrul teqstSi. 

misi Secvlili semantikis gamomJRavneba safuZvlad edeba mTeli nawarmoebis 
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saxismetyvelebas, romelSic mwerlismieri samyaros xedvaa gadmocemuli. am 

SemTxvevaSi, avtoris mier gamiznuli saTqmeli iSifreba, rogorc socialuri 

sibinZure, romliTac sazogadoebis yvela fenaa gaJRenTili, rac badebs 

upasuxismgeblobas, modunebas, damaxinjebul urTierTobebs adamianTa Soris; 

axdens maT moralur dakninebas, WeSmarit faseulobaTa devalvacias da iwvevs 

maT umizno xetials cxovrebis aRweril qaosSi, romelic ganwirulia gardauvali 

daRupvisaTvis. 

amgvar sasowarkveTilebis gamomxatvel msoflmxedvelobas SeiZleba sityvis 

entropiuli ganzomilebis Cveneuli interpretacia davupirispiroT, vinaidan 

amis saSualebas gvaZlevs sityvis usasrulobis entropiuli maCvenebeli. 

sityvis informatulobis semantikurma mobilurobam gvikarnaxa gamog

veTvala ingliseli romantikosis j.g.baironis ZiriaTad nawarmoebebSi sityva 

identifikatoris loveis informatulobis koeficienti, anu stilisturi ana

lizis safuZvelze ganvsazRvreT aRniSnuli sityvis sxvadasxva mniSvnelobaTa 

erTdrouli realizaciis sixSire. miRebuli Sedegebi warmovadgineT mrudis 

saxiT grafikze horizontalur da vertikalur RerZebze. aRniSnuli sityvis

Tvis dadginda entropiuli Sefasebebi klod Senonis formulis mixedviT. 

baironi aRniSnul sityvas (ocze meti mniSvneloba Tavisi konceptualuri 

birTviT love-like) maqsimaluri informatuli datvirTviT xmarobs. afarToebs 

ra misi usazRvroebis potencials, mkiTxvels sTavazobs Tavisufal arCevans 

mxatvruli interpretaciisTvis (rasakvirvelia, obieqturobis farglebSi). 

maRalentropiuli sityva  love “don JuanSi” sxvadasxva informatuli poten

cialiT gvxvdeba da warmoadgens mis kognitiur koncepts. rogorc gviCvenebs 

mrudi mocemul grafikze, sityva loves ar gaaCnia maRali entropiuli maCvenebeli 

(HDJ=3.57bits; xolo danarCen dawarmoebebSi HR=3.53 bits), anu nakleb informatulia 

da semantikurad SedarebiT nakleb datvirTulia. miRebuli obieqturi monacemebi 

savsebiT Seesabameba sinamdviles da adasturebs literaturaTmcodneebisgan 

da kritikosebisgan intuiciurad miRebul WeSmaritebas. poema “don Juani” 

filosofiurideuri CanafiqriT baironis Semoqmedebis mwvervalad iTvleba.
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LITERARY SUPPLEMENT  

RECENT CULTURAL EVENTS IN THE GEoRGIAN 
LITERARY ART
 

DAVID THE BUILDER oF GEoRGIA

THE CANoN oF REPENTANCE
CITED FRoM L. JoKHADZE’S 
“Literary Text as a Stylistic conceptual System”
Tbilisi 2008

Concept Words in Intercultural Translating of Hagiography
The theory of concept formation as it has emerged in modern investigations has 

been sharply questioned in theoretical as well as experimental works.
A	conceptual	word	 is	 the	significant	part	or	 “brand”	 for	 the	whole	 text	which	can	

best uncover and reveal the essence of the parts constituting the whole. The concept-
word representing the whole is chosen on the ground of semantic, logical and pragmatic 
considerations. Concept Learning and teaching translation introduce us into a realm 
of cognitive ideas and exciting discoveries. Learning foreign concepts makes relaxing 
atmosphere in class from global perspectives because dominant paradigm in learning 
language and teaching translation is based on cognitive intercultural awareness. So 
cognitive concepts expressed in verbal signs feature a particular clear-cut universalistic 
propensity: deep, complex semantic relations between words in literary texts. Cognitive 
activities involve not only the student but teacher as well in self-asserting and self-
cognizing process that proves so rewarding. 

Professional translators, students of linguistics and scholars in philology face a 
problem of translating concept-words from one language to another. It is a challenging 
job even for those who are expected to know not only the source language but also 
possess a thorough knowledge of all cross-cultural connotations with a historical-
societal context. Literary texts tend to exploit the polysemic potential of language 
to	 create	 a	 unified	 whole	 in	 which	 multiplicity,	 uncertainty	 and	 simultaneous	
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understanding	of	different	meanings	of	concept-words	enrich	the	final	unity	of	both	
texts in either language. 

Hymnography from functional point of view plays a social role and makes lively 
retrospective model of historical events, creating moral values for the society. It 
creates	 not	 only	 social	 order	 but	 it	 is	 firmly	 connected	with	 tradition	 and	 culture.	
This includes relationship between the young and the old and the relationship of the 
people to their past. 

In addition hymnography determines present context in relation to religion that 
motivates the knowledge of liturgical activities, organizing social life strictly regulating 
the	mores	of	the	population.	It	means	firstly,	sacred	knowledge	of	history	and	secondly,	
relationship between sacred words and cultural activities of the people.

For illustration we present our translation of King David the Builder’s seminal work 
“The Canon of Repentance”, a beautiful example of XII century Georgian literature, 
which still excites modern readers and is a very vulnerable work for our spiritual world.
Yet we offer a survey of the epoch the author lived in. 

“King David the Builder is most outstanding among our kings for his wisdom, great 
chastity, shrewdness and spiritual strength. There are hardly ever any scholars, writers 
or historians who have not come in touch with this towering personality. However 
there is still much to do and investigate in this field. We should study David the Builder 
as a great theologian”.

His Beatitude and Holiness, 
Catholicos-Patriarch of all Georgia – Ilia II. 

David the Builder (1073-1125) won his place in the history of Georgia not only as a 
powerful king and adroit politician, but also as an outstanding humanitarian and poet.

Crowned at the age of 16, he reigned wisely and with balance for 36 years. Having 
inherited a totally devastated country, he brought it to the highest standard of political 
and economic development; broadened the frontiers of the country thanks to his 
shrewd policy and clever strategy he liberated Georgia from foreign invaders, delivered 
the capital (Tbilisi) from Moslem occupation and introduced regulations for the church 
and the state. Having united Georgia, David the Builder created a multinational state 
where people of different creeds lived side by side in perfect peace.

One of the King’s basic objectives was to establish powerful centres of culture 
at home and abroad. With a view of setting up such a centre of reviving Georgian 
spiritual culture, he started building the Gelati Cathedral dedicated to the Holy Virgin. 
This is where an academy was established, which became not only an educational 
but also a philosophical and theological scholarly centre, which attracted the spiritual 
and intellectual wealth of the nation. So favorable conditions were created in Gelati 
where	scientific	and	religious	thought	could	thrive,	which	actually	provided	for	intensive	
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development of Georgian culture as a whole. Ioannè Petritsi, a renowned Georgian 
philosopher lived and worked here at that time.

David the Builder was the initiator of establishing another academy – in Iqalto, 
but the actual founder of the academy was Arsen Iqaltoeli – David’s close associate, 
theologian and translator.

David the Builder came to be widely acclaimed in his lifetime. In the East and in 
the West, he was recognized as the most powerful ruler sent by the Almighty to save 
Christendom from perdition. The Georgian Church canonized him, and the people 
connected with his name their lofty ideals.

Ancient Georgian manuscripts have preserved for us a poetic confession of this 
great sovereign, “The Canon of Repentance”, which he wrote at the end of his life.

The	 refined	 literary	 form	 and	 profound	 content	 of	 this	masterpiece	 reveal	 the	
religious and aesthetic convictions prevalent in mediaeval Georgia. The theme of the 
work is well-known in ecclesiastic poetry: – remorse, penitence.

According to the Bible, man is sinful, and so is David and he repents his sins, but 
his	individual	feelings	brought	to	consciousness	and	thus	purified	in	the	process	of	his	
personal	catharsis	acquire	a	significance	common	for	all	mankind.	Therefore	David	
the Builder’s “Canon” stands in line with Ephraem of Syria, Joseph and Theodore 
Studites, Andrew of Crete, John of Damascene and Grogori Narikatsi’s works on the 
same subject and are a remarkable sample of great poetry. 

When interpreting the essence of “The Canon of Repentance” one should focus 
on Andrew of Crete’s “The Great Canon”. As it has been rightly noted in literature, it 
is impossible to fully comprehend “The Canon of Repentance” without referring to the 
lyrical	subject	of	Andrew’s	 “Canon”	Affinities	between	 the	 two	works	have	 long	since	
been justly recognized by Georgian scholars. Apropos of this fact, it’s noteworthy that 
“The Great Canon” was translated into Georgian three times by the renowned activists of 
our culture: Ekvtimè (Euphemius) Atoneli, Giorgi Atoneli and Arsen Iqaltoeli. Importantly, 
the latter accomlished this work by personal command of King David the Builder.

The	 affinities	 between	 both	 canons	 can	 indeed	 be	 accounted	 for	 by	 the	 fact	
that their authors treat the same theme and the same ethical ideas, basing their 
works on Psalm 51. In both of them their main character makes a confession to the 
Almighty repenting all his previously committed transgressions and hoping for God’s 
mercy and loving kindness. Both canons stem from the renewed concept in the New 
Testament about man as an individual in its broader sense. Both authors resort to 
analogous literary techniques: they do not repent particular sins but generalize them 
with reference to biblical characters, drawing parallels between themselves and other 
people wallowing in sin and iniquity. Yet it ought to be mentioned in this context that 
there are few actual coincidences with biblical allusions. “The Canon of Repentance” 
concentrates	on	many	significant	events	from	the	Old	and	the	New	Testaments,	while	
David the Builder turns his attention to various other stories and characters from the 
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Bible. Comparative studies of these masterpieces reveal qualities that determine the 
exclusiveness and originality of either of them. 

“The Great Canon” describes the mood, the state of mind of an ordinary commoner, 
though virtuous and pious, whereas “The Canon of Repentance” presents the life story 
of a monarch. Besides considerable differences can be perceived in the intonation 
and the development of the plot. 

The plot of “The Great Canon” develops like a spiral: the lyrical character now 
addresses God, now his own soul; he bemoans his iniquities and calls himself to 
repent. Sometimes he recalls stories from the Old and New Testaments to decry 
himself, sometimes brings forth different images. His mood is unstable changing from 
deep sorrow and anguish to bright hope and promising expectations; then, light tones 
are again replaced by gloomy colors, and so on again and again.

In David’s canon, the lyrical character’s lament is addressed to the Savior and the 
Holy Virgin. Biblical stories are alluded to only help render the sinful soul better. The 
plot develops from negative to positive: anguish and woe are overcome by radiant 
faith. Thus “The Canon of Repentance” is largely different from the literary texture of 
“The Great Canon”. Inspired by the renowned canons, David chooses an original way 
for creating this unique literary document, which like Marcus Aurelius’ “Meditations”, 
St. Augustine’s “Confessions” or works by Lev Tolstoy, never fails to move a reader in 
quest for the essence of spiritual values. 

David the Builder died on January 24, 1125 and was buried in Gelati in a place 
he	had	chosen	himself.	Later	when	the	church	canonized	him	and	fixed	the	date	to	
commemorate his name – January 26, the remains of the King were reentered in the 
Gelati cathedral, but the tombstone – a big slab – was left in the previous place. As 
the legend has it, the tombstone was specially placed there according to David’s will, 
in such a way that anyone who crossed the cathedral’s threshnold had to tread on it. 
This, undoubtedly, expresses humility of such a great monarch.

His son, the successor – Demetrè, inherited high moral standards and a poetic 
soul from David the Builder. He reigned in Georgia from 1125 until 1151 and left us 
some remarkable pieces of poetry. One of them, dedicated to the Holy Virgin – ”Thou 
art the vineyard”, is still a very popular choral work today.

Here are some excerpts from the will of the Blessed Servant – King, David the 
Builder1∗:

“. . . On the day if his departure from this world the King of kings, David the Builder 
orders and declares through his prayer monk, spiritual father2∗ – the least and useless 
slave of the church of Georgia. Hear all the nobles and all the noteworthy people of 
this kingdom: Catholicos Patriarch, bishops, all the authorities and all the oblivions. 

1 ∗ The text is quoted from Iveriel Sabinini’s well known historical work “Georgian Paradise” published in Pe-
tersburg 1870. 
2 ∗ King David’s spiritual father confessor was a great prayer monk Arsen of Iqalto (- Lali Jokhadze) 
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The immortal	glory	seeker	and	a	great	flame	of	kingship	–	for	such	was	the	inner	
nature of mine. I hardly ever used to remember about my burial day or my time to join 
the eternity and I used never to care about the present short life until I was cornered and 
burdened with manifold sins of mine, standing downcast dejected before the Judge. 
I	have	had	mercy	in	excess	in	this	world.	I	was	given	my	firstborn	son	Dimitri,	who	is	
more honorable beyond compare than me in wisdom, strength, stature and purity; as 
firstly	there	was	the	king	blessed	by	God	for	the	orthodox	believers	in	this	world.	So	I	
was before the Judge and I was so much like Him, full of all powers in my kingdom. Yet 
when a joyful youngster, since the time I was two years old, all my hidden thoughts up 
the time of my kingship were known only to God, me and my spiritual father.

So the right judgment of God was made to name me King and to award me a kingdom 
and newly gained lands, labored by me and you: from Nikopsia up to the Darubandi Sea 
(Caspian Sea – L.J.) and from Osetia up to Sovrad, Aregatsi (in Armenia – L.J.) 

I have entrusted my children and my Queen to the intercession of the Lord. May 
the Queen raise her brother – Tsvata. If it is God’s will to make him king in this country 
then may he respect his sister and my beloved children as well; to this I have added 
my	holy	life	beaming	–	my	auspicious	flag,	my	royal	armor	and	all	my	clothes,	upper	
and lower undergarment. 

All my Drahkani (money in gold weighing 4mg – L.J.) I leave to Constanti Tsvata 
and all my precious stones – rubies, pearls I dedicate to the Icon of the Most Holy 
Theotokos of Khakhuli. All the Dukati (money unit – L.J.) and all patens – vessels to 
Ateni monastery. This is all I earned through my own blood and labor. If King Dimitri 
is willing to relinquish, may he give everything to my spiritual father, if not I’ll sue him 
for half of my possessions before God. In exchange, may my spiritual father pray for 
the supplication of my soul in all the monasteries, the rights of which I have infringed. 
There is only one monastery which used to be incessantly the burial vault for my 
descendents and which constantly remains a cute pain with me...” 

“The	Canon	 of	 Repentance”	 as	 a	 lyrical	 poetry	 reflects	man’s	manifold	 sinful	
existence, which is rooted latently in polysemic word “repent” and which is based on 
Old and New Testaments. A node of multiple meanings is strewn all over the whole 
text. Firstly, the compositional structure coincides with the Matine Prayers or morning 
Canon, which usually consists of nine cantos (prayers), but the second prayer is 
missing to be read only in fasting times, especially during Lent (L.J.). The same order 
is observed in the Canon of Repentance. So it proves to be more of a canon than a 
mere	song.	Hereinafter	only	the	first	and	the	ninth	parts	of	the	Canon	of	Repentance	
are represented with proper titles to every canon like Praise be to the Lord Most High 
and so on. So, it relies on the Byzantine model of structuring hymnography, where 
every	canon	is	thematically	defined.	

The lexical variants and semantic components of repentance are spread all over 
the	whole	text	expressing	its	different	figurative	tinges.	In	the	first	Prayer	of	the	Canon 
the following words penitent-repent are used that belong to the same semantic domain. 
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In Prayer III-iniquity of dwellers: Cain’s murderous mind, perverseness of Seth’s sons, 
the transgression of giants, Egyptians’ inhumanity, ill-habits of Canaanites, in Prayer 
IV-V-VI – redemption of sins and atoning for them; in Prayer VII – new rebirth of the 
word, in Prayer VIII–asking for mercy and conversion of the penitents, in Prayer IX 
– restoration through repentance. So words within the same semantic domain are 
simply piled up one on the other. These nouns do not refer to different potentialities 
or degrees of evil. They simply emphasize the enormous wrong doing of the sinner. 
Furthermore	 the	 first	 Prayer	 is	 associated	 with	 the	 last	 Prayer	 of	 the	 canon	 and	
describes the earnest address to the Almighty, the Holy Trinity and the Mother of God. 
This is a stylistic frame to the poem, stressing the unity of the whole. It expresses the 
fundamental sema of the repentance with its recurrent semantic elements ensuring 
the thematic information of the text as a united whole. 

From this point of view the stylistic (pragmatic) quality seems to be the most 
determining factor in the acceptability of religious texts in translation, it is essential to 
pay due attention to those features which carry so much informative potential. The 
major stylistic device is parallel constructions that activates multiple latent statements 
prolonging the process of cognition a great deal, e.g. the binary opposition of my 
crown and kingship and a slave to his conqueror carries the latent message which is 
revealed	in	the	final	troparion:	Therefore came the Virgin.

galoba 1       Canto 1
ugalobdiTsa     Praise be to the Lord Most High

romlisaca winaSe
qed-dadrekil ars yoveli,
muÃli yoveli modrkebis da enaÁ 
yoveli
Sensa  

Ãmobs aRsarebasa,
meca, sityuao,
aRmsarebelsa momxeden!

xatsa TÂssa mamsgavse
da sakrvelad grZnobadisa
da gonierisa myofobisad damawese
Senebr
arsTa sityuebisa
Cem Sorisca SekrebiTa,
xolo me umadlo geqmen.

bunebiTi raÁ Zalni
ara sjulTaebr viÃumien,
msgavsebisagan davakldi da 
davhbade boroti,
xolo
xilulTa-miersa
gemovnebasa
vrcelad ganuxuen grZnobani.

Thou before whom every neck is bowed
and bent is every knee
and every tongue confesses
Thou, O, Word, 
hearken to me, a penitent. 

Thou madest me in thine own image,
a natural entity
of the material and spiritual,
enlightening me with wisdom
as a being like unto Thee;
but ungrateful I proved to be.

I betrayed my own nature,
moving away from Thy image
and I gave birth to evil,
turning all my thoughts
refractorily
to all that is visible and lustful.
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qalwulo, braleulTa
Tavsmdebo, romelman sityuaÁ
ganazrqe ÃorciTa da karviTa 
miwisaÁTa,
sizrqe
usasoebisaÁ
ganmZarcue, raÁTa
monanuli Segivrde Sen!

O, Virgin, shield of all sinners, 
Thou	who	didst	invest	the	word	with	flesh
in a tabernacle material,
remove my burden of despair
So that I, repentant,
should fall prostrate before Thee!

galoba 3     Canto 3 3*

ganZlierdiTsa     Thine Is The Power . . .

bunebiTsa raÁ porfirsa

TÂTmflobelobasa Tana

mefobisaca Saravandni

marwmunen, xolo

me vnebaTa bilwTa

monad mivhyide Tavi,

rameTu `romlisaganca vin

Zleul arn, misdaca damonebul 

arn.~

kaenis mkvlelebri cnobaÁ,

seiTis ZeTa lirwebaÁ,

gmirTa siRodiT mavalobaÁ,

xuT-qalaqelTa Seginebisa mwÂre _

ufroÁs vamravalwile,

viTarca raÁ aRmarT-msrbolman

mdinereman ukeTurebisaman.

megÂpturi gulmZimobaÁ,

qananelTa Cueulebani,

msxuerplvaÁ nagebTaÁ, zmnaÁ da 

saxrvaÁ,

kowoli TmaTaÁ

da sxuani, romelTaÁ

Sen hbrZane ara-msgavsebaÁ,

uwarmdebesad movigen

TÂT maT pirmSoTa saxeTasaca.

amisTÂs iyo qalwuli

da Ãorc-qmnaÁ sityÂsaÁ, raÁTa

dedobrivTa oxaTa mier

cxovnden codvilni,

romelTa pirveli,

saSuali da dasasruli,

me var, viTarca ufskruli,

Sesakrebeli bilwebisa RuarTaÁ!

By Thee I have been granted
my crown and my kingship
but I have succumbed, like a slave
to	filthy	lusts;
for he that has been defeated
is a slave to his conqueror.

Cain’s murderous mind,
the perverseness of Seth’s sons,
the immorality of giants,
the iniquity of dwellers in pentepolis,
I have multiplied all these 
to the utmost,
like	an	up-flowing	torrent	of	evil.	

Egyptians’inhumanity,
the ill habits of Canaanites,
braiding of tresses,
sacrifices	to	idols,
–	all	that	defies	Thy	will,	
have I adopted sacrilegeously
exceeding them in licentiousness.

Therefore came the Virgin
and the incarnation of the Word
that through her motherly intercession
salvation should be granted to sinners,
among	whom	I	am	the	first,	the	next	and	
the last,
as a fathomless gulf
fed by torrents polluted!

3 * The omission of the second canto (as it is mentioned above) is based on religious principles. The Canon of 
Repentance used to be read during the Matine Prayers (morning liturgy) and the second canto should only be 
read during the Lent. This was strictly observed as all the religious symbols are preserved and canonized by 
the ecumenical council. 
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galoba 4       Canto 4
mesmaasa        Hearing the Voice  

israelisa mefeTa 

ehbaZevd, garna usjuloTa

da ravden meZlo, vscdebode

maRalTa zeda

kumevisa, da warmarTTa aRrevisa mier,

da ZalTa cisaTa Tayuanscemisa. 

zenaÁsa moZraobisa

asurastanuli zmnobaÁ,

da cdomilTa varskulavTa

da ucdomelTa

krebaÁ da ganyraÁ, suÀ da bedi da Sobis 

dRe,

viTar saRrmToTa usmenelman, viCquren.

ellinTa mier ver cnobaÁ

sibrZniTa RmrTisaÁTa RmrTisaÁ

da Semoqmedisagan

SeqmnilTa mimarT

cvalebaÁ TayuaniscemisaÁ srul – vyav,

 raJams

TiToeulisa vnebisa kerpsa vhmsaxure.

amisTÂs RmerT – mamakacebr

moqmed iqmna zeSTa RmerTTaÁ,

raÁTa kacebr uwyodnis

vnebani Cuenni

da RmrTeebr iÃsnides bralTagan,  

romelTa

RmrTismSobelad qadagon qalwuli 

dedaÁ!

Emulating the kings of Israel
in their lawlessness alone
I sinned without restraint,
I incensed the heights
I consorted with pagans
and worshiped the power of heaven,.

Assyrian soothsaying,
read from the movement of the celestial orb,
from the coming together and the separation
of mobile and immobile stars,
belief in doom and fate,
in the day of my birth – 
all this I espoused,
unheeding sacred predestination. 

I embraced the Hellenes’ ignorance
of God’s sacred wisdom,
their worship of His creatures, 
instead of the True God,
I worshiped the idols 
of all my irrepressible passions.

For this he became Man – God,
our Lord Most High, so that in man’s image
he should experience our sufferings,
and in the Divine Hypostasis.
He should redeem the sins of those
who believe in the Virgin Mother of God. 

galoba 5        Canto 5
RamiTgansa          of the Night  

Sjulni davTrgunen

wignisa [ni], da axali bunebiTurT,

da Sjulisa Senisa mowame, Sjuli

gonebisaÁ, codvisa

da ÃorcTa Sjulsa davamone. 

TiToeulTa

mÃecTagan Sezavebulsa mÃecsa vemsgavse,

mraval-guarsa da mraval-xatsa da 

sxua Jam sxuebr

xilulsa da mksenarsa

bunebisaebr TiToeulisa.

I violated the writing of the tables of stone
and broke the laws of Nature,
and the laws of the mind
that corroborate Thy law, 
and submitted them to the sinful and 
carnal.

I became like a monster – 
a fusion of various beasts
multifarious and many – faced 
in their image and ferocity,
reflecting	the	nature	of	each
beast enclosed within me.
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ara SevrZwundi

manglisagan mfrinvalisa, romeli

Sursa sikudilisasa mihÃdis, romelni Cemebr

mimdemad crud fucviden

gansakrTomelsa saxelsa Sensa.

amisTÂs sisxlTa 

qalwulebrivTagan Ãorcni RrmTisani

da axali SezavebaÁ, RmerTi da kaci,

raÁTa ioxdes dedaÁ

Cemebr ganwirviT usaso-qmnilTa!

I did not quail before the smiting sickle
threatening death to those like one
who constantly swear false oaths
by Thy miraculous name.

Therefore from the virginal blood
the Divine	flesh	was	brought forth
and His new unity – God and Man,
So that the Mother should defend sinners
hopeless like me! 

galoba 6      Canto 6
RaRadyavsa             Shout to God with Cries of Joy

solomonisaÁsa 

wurblisa msgavsad ver-maZRari

sxuaTa soflis kideTa veZieb dapyrobad

da RmrTisa sazRvarTa vabralob,

viTarca mcireTa da undoTa

Cemisamde uZRebebisa da gulisTqumisa.

borotad garavhÃed

sazRvarTa da SevhrTe saxli saxlsa,

da agaraki agaraksa, da uuZluresTa

mivhxueWe nawili maTi,

da viRuwid umezoblobasa,

viTarmca martoÁ vmkÂdrobdi queyanasa 

zeda.

mbrZol veqmen yovelTa

wesTa sjulisa SenisaTa

da qorwilTa mier xeneSTa vhmZlavre

sawolsa Cemsa,

da saxeTa mier borotTa

micemiTa vacodve eri Cemi,

viTarca mefeTa misTa _ israeli.

 

amisTÂs qalwuli

dedaÁ da SobaÁ axali

sityÂsaÁ, raÁTa axali xatyofaÁ

meored misces

codviT ganmryunelTa misTa,

dedobrivTa raÁ oxaTa brZmediTa

daadnos yoveli nivTi SecodebisaÁ!

Insatiable like Solomon’s horse-leech
I strove to subjugate
alien lands,
in my greed and lust
I	considered	small	and	insignificant
the original bounds ordained by God.

I violated borders arrogantly
and joined house to house
and	laid	field	to	field
I	took	from	the	infirm	their	share
thinking of one thing only,
that I alone
should dwell upon this earth.

I arose against all laws
by sinful evil-doing,
I	defiled	my	bed
giving a bad example to my people,
I disgraced them as the kings of Israel
disgraced their people. 

Therefore the Virgin Mother came
and the Word was born 
to create anew
the	image	of	those	who	defiled
it with their sins,
so that the Mother’s intercession
should melt in the furnace of repentance
every one that has sinned!
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galoba 7       Canto 7
kurTxeul arsa      Blessed Are Those… 

vercxli, viTarca

miwaÁ da oqroÁ, viTar TiÃaÁ ubnisaÁ, 

viunjen,

Tayuanis – vec angahrebisa mamonas,

viTar-igi ZeulTa maT – 

baals da astartes da qamoss 

saZagelsa.

I swept up silver like dust,
I gathered gold like hay of the meadows
and worshiped the Mammon of cupidity
as Baal, Astrate and the abominable 
Chamos
were worshiped erstwhile. 

sityuaÁ wmindaÁ da

bWeTa zeda mamxilebeli moviZulen, 

xolo

mliqvnelTa Zmaculi siverage viTne,

da SemasmenelTani

davitkben zraxvani

da cruni ganvscen msjavrni.

cremlni qurivTani

da obolTa brgunvili tirili ar 

Seviwyale,

ara ganuxuen nawlevni moqeneTa,

ufroÁsRa, Sen, qristes,

romeli izrdebi

mcirediTa zrdiTa maTiTa.

amisTÂs SobaÁ

RmrTisaÁ adamianisagan dedakacisa,

raÁTa miwiT SobilTa kacTa cTomasa,

viTarca RmrTisa dedaÁ

dahÃsnides qalwuli

da ioxdes codvilTa!

I came to abhor the word of righteousness
and those who denounced judges,
and I regarded with approbation
the	insidious	perfidy	of	serviles.
With enjoyment and pleasure
I lent ear to the advice of informers
and pronounced false judgments.

I took no pity on the tears of widows
nor on the weeping and moans of orphans
I opened not my heart to the needy
and through that – to Christ himself,
who gets his sustenance from their poor 
fare.

Therefore the Lord God was born
of a woman on the Earth,
so that she, the Virgin Mother
should absolve the delusions
of men dwelling upon the Earth,
and should protect the sinners!

galoba 8       Canto 8
akurTxevdiTsa      Seek Blessing and Forgiveness…

eseni vcoden, saxarebisa sjulTa

da mcnebaTa SenTa Sina

mcemelTa raÁ yurmilisa mipyrobasa

da glaxakTaTÂs ganSiSulebasa,

da raÁTurTiT ara ficsa

Sen, sjulis – mdebeli Cemi, hbrZanebdi

da gulisTqumiT mimxedvelobasa

gansrulebulad mruSebad dasdebi.

These are all my sins: I broke the laws
of the Gospels and Thy laws
that demand a man to turn
his other cheek to him who has struck him,
and to give his clothing to beggars,
Thou, my Lord, hast forbidden swearing 
oaths
and condemned as adultery
succumbing in one’s thoughts to carnal lust.
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daRaTu esreT ganvxrwen 

yovelnigrZnobani

da yovlad xrwnileba viqmen,

garna arave aRvixuen Ãelni,

arca davde sasoebaÁ Cemi

RmrTisa mimarT ucxoÁsa, arca

ucxo-Tesli raÁme sarwmunoebaÁ

sawurTel vyav sulisa,gareSe missa,

romeli maswaves RmrTismetyuelTa SenTa!

da aw, momdrekeli muÃlTa gulisaTaÁ

vÃmob, viTarca sxuaÁ manase,

milxine, Ä, meufei, milxine

da nu warmwymed codvaTa Sina,

da nu iÃseneb ZÂrTa CemTa,

da nu damsji me quesknelTa Tana,

rameTu Sen xar RmerTi monanulTaÁ,

amaRlebuli zesknels caTa ZalTagan!

sakuTrad RmrTismSobelad gqadagebT, 

uxrwnelo

qalwulo, da gurwams, viTarmed

pativi xatisa SenisaÁ Sendamo

wiaRmovals, RmrTismetyvelTaebr,

da codvilTa moqcevasa

aniSeb mis mier, viTarca cxad– hyofs

TeatroÁ igi mrCoblTa sofelTaÁ,

sikeTe egÂptisaÁ, Rirsi mariam! 

Although I have distorted my feelings, 
although I have become so perverted,
I have not abjured from the true faith,
I have not set my hope upon another god,
and have not delighted my soul with 
another creed,
I have only followed that I learned from 
divines. 

And now, bending my knee, in my heart I entreat,
Like another Manasseh – have mercy upon 
me, Lord,
Have mercy upon me and condemn me not 
for my sins,
O hold not against me my misdeeds,
Do not condemn me to the nether world,
For Thou art the God of the penitents
born high above the universe by angels of 
Heaven!

O	virgin	eternal	and	undefiled,
verily we worship Thee, as Mother of God,
and we believe that the honours paid to  
Thy image
according to the Holy Writ are translated to Thee
that Thou convert sinners with the help of 
Thy image.
This is attested to by the sight of two worlds – 
O treasure of Egypt, Revered Mary! 

galoba 9     Canto 9
adidebdiTsa      Glory to Him   

Jami raÁ wulilTa da ÃmelTa
aRmofSÂnvaTaÁ warmodges,
zari mefobisaÁ warÃdes da didebaÁ 
daSrtes,
Suebani uqm iqmnnen,
yuavilovnebaÁ daWnes,
sxuaman miiRos skiprta-,
sxuasa Seudgen spani,
maSin Semiwyale, msajulo Cemo!

gan-raÁ-eRos wigni dResa Sina 
sasjelisasa
da me qed-dadrekili warmogidge 
gankiTxvad,
msajuli marTl sjide,
msaxurTa risxvaÁ qrodis,
marTalni netarebden,
codvilTa hguemdes cecxli,
maSin Semiwyale, iesu Cemo!

When comes the time of the elements 
raging wild,
When the end has come of the reign of a king,
Then the glory of kings has faded,
Then joys are pasted and flowers	are	
faded,
Another will take up the scepter,
And the army will follow another,
Then have mercy upon me, O my Judge!

When on Doomsday the Book is opened
and I, on my knees stand before Thee
to be condemned, and Thou, O Lord
will give thy supreme judgement,
when the ire of the angels shall be roused
and the blessed shall rejoice
and	the	sinners	are	cast	into	the	flames
Then have mercy upon me, O Jesus mine!
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vinaÁTgan aRsaarebiT grZnobad da 
Sekrebad iwyo
Zuali Zualsa Tana da nawevari 
nawevarsa,
da ganÃmelTa mohbera
suli kualad-SobisaÁ,
mrwams, viTarmed aRvsebaÁ
srul-yos RmerTman Cem Soris
yovlisave sinanuliT aRdgomisaÁ!

martio, srulo, sam-mzeo,  erT-
ciskrovnebao, 
ganminaTle mxedvelobiTi sulisaÁ,  
raÁTa
gixilo naTeli
naTliTa uflisaÁTa,
suliTa RmrTisaÁTa Ze
gamogÂbrwyinvo maSin
dausrulebelTa saukuneTa!

araÁ uxilavs mzesa qalwuli dedaÁ 
TÂnier Sensa,
arca Cemoden braleulsa–naTeli misi,
garna me SeniTa
oxiTa, dedofalo,
vesav xilvad naTelsa
Zisa Senisasa
da naTelsa zeSTa saukuneTasa! 

Knowing that according to his promise
He will bring to life and join
bone to bone, and joint to joint,
I believe
that with his dexter hand
God will restore
all my sinful body;
after my repentance!

O Thou Simple and Perfect,
Three in one undivided,
in three suns united,
clear the sight of my spirit
that I might see light
in the light of the Lord 
and then the Son of endless ages
shall shine forth ever and ever!

The sun had never yet seen a Virgin 
Mother,
only Thou, Mother of God,
and sinner that I am, 
I have not yet approached Thy light
but through your intercession
I hope to see the light of Thy Son 
And the light of everlasting ages!

Concept words play a palpable role in translating any religious text. Actually, they 
are the measure for establishing the faithfull background of the original text and its 
functional equivalent in translation. 

Does the text include sacred events, traditions, or scenes with highly symbolic 
meanings? The importance of considering “the word on the page” or the rightly spotted 
concept	words,	which	purifies	and	organizes	the	translated	text	in	the	recepient	language.	
These	words	are	self-sufficient	and	self-regulating	unities	to	generate	linguistic	basis	for	
functionally adequate true and faithful text, eg. “repentance” is such a concept word for 
the text that provides conceptual space for the whole poem. 

Readability and acceptability of any translation is another crucial procedure for a 
translator-interpreter. This is how the end-product is validated by the readers. Reader-
response	critisism	is	usualy	understood	as	an	easy	or	difficult	way	with	which	people	
can read, judging how true and faithful it is to the original. 

Acceptability is another measure of the readiness with which people are happy 
to	receive	such	a	text	and	read	it.	Specific	vocabulary	of	the	old	texts	(hagiography	or	
hymnography)	defines	the	translator’s	goal	to	make	the	translated	text	comprehensive.	
What differentiates the old texts from modern literary texts is temporal and space 
distance. Accordingly the translation should be easily accepted by the modern 
English speaking world, so that its intelligence and thesaurus should be taken into 
consideration. 

Recent Cultural Events in the Georgian Literary art 
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Another method for checking the validity of translation is to have a native speaker 
of the language read the text. In case there are points in the text that a reader 
may	stumble	or	hasitate,	 then	 it	definately	needs	some	change	or	 interpretation.	
Interpreting means dealing in detail with gramatical or lexical and stylistic meanings 
on the level of in-depth analysis of the semantic features of the words. Nevertheless 
we have to recognize that the meaning of a text relies in a way on the dynamic 
activity of the translator – interpretor.

In our case we have presented reviews of English speaking authorities whose 
scholarship and enthusiasm never evoke any challenge. These are: Eugene Nida4*, 
an outstanding translator of bible texts, Rev. David Gilbert5*, BEE International 
Biblical Theology Faculty. 

A REVIEW

 “Timeless” by Nicholas Tchkotoua
 The Passionate Story of Love 

Blurb

This novel presents an important discovery for the Georgian literary arts. The 
Reader is charmed by a captivating narrative style of writing which shows how a 
certain creativity exists beyond the frame of language. The stream of the writer’s 
thoughts refers to a sublime beauty and expresses a spiritual state in the creative 
mind which points beyond physical reality. 

We encounter a Georgian émigré who left his homeland after the Bolsheviks 
snat ched power in his home country. He used to live in France, Switzerland, 
America but none of these countries substituted the Georgia and he found himself 
overwhelmed by nostalgia.

4 * To evaluate the adequacy of the translation with the source text and the proper understanding of the 
author’s purport we offer review-message on our translation first obtained from the outstanding translator of 
bible texts Eugene A. Nida: “I was pleased to receive the excellent booklet of David the Builder of Georgia, “The 
Canon of Repentance”. The English translation is excellent. And I, definitely pleased to have this fine piece of 
liturgical material”. 

5 * “It was with great pleasure and interest that I read Lali Jokhadze’s translation of “The Canon of Repen-
tance” by King David the Builder. Without being able to comment from the original, I felt that she had captured 
not only a poetic style, but the heart of a man in search of peace with God. The king’s sorrow is clearly born out 
of a conscience stricken by the revealed truth of God’s holiness, sovereignty, mercy, and righteous judgment. In 
this beautiful verse, one feels to the depths of the king’s soul as he confesses his guilt before the God who sees 
all. His comfort comes to him through drawing near to Mary, the Mother of God, because it was her Son who 
took away the sin of the World and who invites us today, “Come unto Me, all who are weary and heavy laden, 
and I will give you rest”. Were Mrs. Jokhadze’s translation of this beautiful example of Georgian literature to be 
published, I believe that many of the English-speaking world would appreciate the opportunity to get acquainted 
with an important part of Georgian history and faith.” 
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The pain of this settled in the heart of the writer but thanks to his literary talent he 
managed to turn this pain into a sublime description of beauty at Samourzakano ( now 
the region of Gali, which is occupied by Russia ). The chapters of the book devoted 
to this part of Georgia is distinguishable by their elegant impressions permeated 
with love and admiration for his beloved Taya. Here we observe a transformation 
of the author’s terrible nostalgia in the color and brightness of the countryside. The 
development of the story is inundated by the full characters of Georgia’s national 
traditions. The characterization derives from an immemorial past and is saturated by 
the same landscape. All this creates a warm artistic world as the background for a love 
story between a Georgian Prince and Russian Princess. 

It is indeed the timeless, everlasting love, since it derives from the love of God 
according	to	the	first	commandment	of	Christ.	The	mystical	image	of	Father	Varlaam	
expresses this idea. The two loves are one and the same, because the love for a 
woman evolves into the love for God and lasts for ever, eventually leading us beyond 
the physical life to the very source of eternity. 

“Timeless”	presents	the	first	internationally	published	novel	written	by	a	Georgian.	
It is published by Mta Publications, London, with an introduction by English journalist 
and	writer,	Peter	Nasmyth.	After	the	first	publication	(in	1949)	the	text	of	the	novel	has	
undergone the very small revision under the watchful eye of the author’s son, Charles 
Tchkotoua and Peter Nasmyth.

“ I know of nothing quite like this book in contemporary literature…any reader 
who	can	come	to	it	in	a	few	quiet	hours	will	find	that	of	casts	a	spell	which	is	difficult	
to break” ( Alfred Noyes )

The book is available for sale at the “Prospero Book” shop (34, Rustaveli ave 
Tbilisi, Georgia)

A REVIEW

“Georgia in the Mountains of Poetry” By Peter Nasmyth

Blurb

This	magnificent	book	now	enters	it’s	third	edition	and	fourteen	years	of	life.	The	
reader will encounter the travel experiences of an English journalist and writer Peter 
Nasmyth. The text describes all area of Georgia ( including its capital city – Tbilisi 
)	and	 is	permeated	by	 the	 love	of	a	man,	who	was	stunned	by	magnificence	and	
beauty of the landscape. He devotes his talent to observing many years of the life in 
the Georgian nation beginning at the end of Communist regime and leading up to the 
cultural and political events of today

Recent Cultural Events in the Georgian Literary art 
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Peter Nasmyth sees the beauty of Georgia in its wholeness; through the eyes of 
its ethnological complexity, political and cultural life. The coexistence of nature and 
nation is shown in harmony through a poetic approach. The beauty of nature is an 
excellent background against which to reveal the historical development of a people 
according to ethical and aesthetical values. As a result the description of the country 
is not only informative because Georgia exposes itself through live experiences of 
the man himself guided by his affection for the country, it’s joy and pain. The writer’s 
eye dives deeper and deeper in the charm of both lovely and terrible places in 
Georgia as he digs for the roots of its mountains of poetry.

The best eyewitness of this is his translation of the story of great poet Vazha 
Pshavela – The High Mountains: with assistance from Nana Andronicashvili.

 
The High Mountains
By Vazha Pshavela (1861 -1915)

They were standing and waiting, waiting outside time like the limitlessness of a 
sea. Their thoughts hid behind stone faces that said nothing, save that enmity itself 
awaits with them. That a fire boils in their summits, craving escape. But they have 
no voice. They stand and wait.

Mountains for whom do you wait? A lover perhaps – not seen for an age? Or a 
child, brother or mother, so distant you have to bend a rocky ear to the sky – than 
hear no answer? How can you stand so motionless in this water that is the past, 
present and future? Is your waiting really as old as the sea, as great as limitless 
God?

Do you wait for a time when every flower, insect and breeze will sleep, allow 
your huge exhalation, release your hidden cry of stone? Are you like those men 
never admitting the rocks of sadness clamped to their breasts?

Mountains, why don’t you sing? Why should I die without hearing this sweet 
sounds? Why not laugh? Or just a tiny smile for your friends? Why a slave to this 
granit of time, with all life locked in your cliffs? Sometimes I think you only pretend, 
that a happiness hides in your precipices. Does not just one small candle light in 
your flanks when the eagle circles your summits, rests a wing on your shoulder? 
How exquisite you are together! He who you formed leans a head on your own. How 
handsome, how obstinate he is! He is your messenger from God, for it is he who 
informs God on you. Surely with him on your skin dreams flow through your rocky 
mind. Of course they do! See all those bright flowers nodding gently on your slopes 
– these are your hopes.

But why then cover yourselves with mist? Perhaps you must hide as you think. 
When you decide to deliver grass to us on your skin, to drop down a cold stream, the 
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avalanches fall, if they bring down skulls and stones? Flee all you who fear under 
these heights of sky. Go hide quietly down the valley.

Now it snows. The mountains are covered with ice and cold. The stones are 
drunken faces stuck to the slopes, covered in their shroud. They play dead, they cry 
‘Bury us!’ as we wait to be buried by them.

They are standing and waiting. I can feel a heartouche under those faces; a 
longing that never dies, that cannot die. For whom, for what do they wait? Perhaps it 
is something invisible to us…A possession that when they have it will simply demand 
more and more. Could their wait be insatiability itself? Yes surely that is it: insatiability 
is all they really are.

Translated by P. Nasmyth and N. Andronikashvili

“Georgia in the Mountains of Poetry” waits for its reader in “Prospero book” shop  
(34 Rustaveli ave. Tbilisi, Georgia)

Recent Cultural Events in the Georgian Literary art 
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RECENT CULTURAL EVENTS  
IN TBILISI STATE UNIVERSITY

11th Annual International Conference on American Studies 
(May 13-15, 2010)

The conference was held in the institute of American Studies at Iv. Javakhishvili 
Tbilisi State University, Department of Humanitarian Sciences. It was organized by 
Georgian Association for American Studies. The topic of conference was “America 
and American Values”. 

Although the attention of Georgian and Foreign scholars was focused on this 
major theme, the great part of reports was devoted to the system of American values on 
the background of modern Human values including traditions and values of Georgian 
national culture. 

Discussion led to the philosophical and practical problems of democracy in 
tremulous state of the contemporary world, with its ethnical conflicts played the 
subversive role in the process of globalization of the world. 

The idea arose along with the scientific debates, that we had better take into 
account some difference between American and Georgian democracy, since in 
America democracy has had a long-age tradition, whereas in Georgia this concept 
appeared to have the difficult way of establishing within the chaos and ruins of 
post-Soviet system.

At the daybreak of the new millennium, we are on the threshold of arising new 
integrity of the world appealing to the modern forms of international relations in 
spheres of philosophy, political science and culture. 

The conference conducted in Tbilisi State University echoed this relevant 
problems of our days. 

The conference embraced the spheres of religion, philosophy, phenomenology, 
political science, journalism, sociology, social and gender issues, economics, 
medicine, culture, education, theory of language, linguistics, art and architecture, 
cinematography and the art of literature.

It was the book of American writer Aaron Rockland , “Stones”, which caused 
the special interest of participants of the conference. The author presented the 
book and spoke about some essential points of his writing. Conversation turned 
into the heated debates concerning ethical problems of our days.
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Aaron Rockland is the consultant of the MA and PhD programs in American 
Studies. He is a professor of the AS department at Rutgers ( New Jersey state 
University) and at Tbilisi state University. 
The 11th Annual International Conference on American Studies

Tbilisi, May 13-15, 2010
CoNFERENCE PRoGRAM

Thursday, May 13
10:00-11:00

Registration
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 2nd floor, the Big Hall of Physics)

11:00 - 12:00
Conference opening

(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 2nd floor, the Big Hall of Physics)

Giorgi Khubua• , Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 
Cynthia Whittlesey• , Public Affairs Officer, the U.S. Embassy
Raul Hernandez, • Cultural Attaché, the U.S. Embassy
Rusudan Kervalishvili• , Vice-speaker, the Parliament
Dimitri Shashkin, • Minister, Ministry of Education and Sciences 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs• 
Vasil Kacharava• , Professor, Director, Institute of American Studies; 
President, Georgian Association for American Studies 
Elene Medzmariashvili• , Professor, Director, MA and PhD Programs in 
American Studies; Vice-president, Georgian Association for American 
Studies

12:00-13:00
Plenary Session 1

Michael Aaron Rockland, Professor, Rutgers, The State University of New 
Jersey-New Brunswick, USA
“Popular Culture: Or Why Study ‘Trash’?” 
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 2nd floor, the Big Hall of Physics)

13:00-13:30
Break

13:30-15:00
Workshops 1,2,3,4
(for locations see Workshop Schedule, p. )
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15:00-15:30
Break

15:30-17:00
Workshops 1,2,3,4
(for locations see Workshop Schedule, p. )

17:00-17:15
Break

17:15-18:30
Presentation of Michael Rockland’s two last books “The George Washington 
Bridge: Poetry in Steel” and the novel, “Stones”
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 1st floor, Institute of American Studies)

Friday, May 14
10:00-11:00

Parallel Lectures
1. Nicolas Wondra, Fulbright Researcher 2009-11, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia 

 A Summary of American Values—Do they exist and are they founded?
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 4th floor, Institute of European Studies)

2. Vakhtang Rcheulishvili, Political Scientist
Action of the General Law of Competition on Example of the U.S. and Russia 
via for Civilization Choice of Georgia
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 1st floor, Institute of American Studies)

11:00-11:30
Break

11:30-13:00
Workshops 1,2,3,4
(for locations see Workshop Schedule,.)

13:00-14:00
Break

14:00-15:30
Round Table: Prospects of American Studies in Georgia
Chair: Elene Medzmariashvili
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 1st floor, Institute of American Studies)

15:30-16:00
Break

16:00-17:30
Workshops 1,2,3,4

(for locations see Workshop Schedule, p. )
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Saturday, May 15 

10:00-11:30
Workshops 1,2,3,4
(for locations see Workshop Schedule, . )

11:30-12:00
Break

12:00-13:30
Workshops 1,3,4,5
(for locations see Workshop Schedule, . )

13:30-14:00
Break

14:00-15:30
Workshops 1,4,5
(for locations see Workshop Schedule,.)

15:30-16:00
Break

16:00-17:30
Workshop 4
(for locations see Workshop Schedule, p. )

17:30-18:30
Conference Closing
(Tbilisi State University, 2nd Building, 1st floor, Institute of American Studies)

Workshops
Session 1: Thursday, May 13, 14:30–16:00

Workshop 1: Politics
Chair: Vakhtang Rcheulishvili

Institute of European Studies, 4th floor

1. Medea Kochoradze, Assistant in Political Issues, the U.S. Embassy in 
Georgia
“Bill Clinton’s Foreign Policy”.
2. Giorgi Astamadze, Givi Baramidze. Students, Iv.Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University
“The U.S.A. Role in the Process of Expansion of the NATo-Baltic Countries 
and Georgia”
3. Irakli Zhorzholiani, Shalva Uriadmkopeli, Students, Iv.Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University
“Caucasus-From the View of the NATo”

Recent Cultural Events in Tbilisi State University
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4. Irakli Gorgiladze, Dr., Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University
“Some Aspects of the U.S. Caucasian Politics at the end of the XX and the 
beginning of the XXI Centuries” 
5.Beka Bakradze, lecturer, Institute of Law and Social Sciences
“For the Realization of the U.S. Role in Caucasus and Near-East
6.Margalita Shakarashvili, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Georgia to the NATo via the U.S.A.”
7.Aleksandre Tsurtsumia, Professor, Sokhumi Branch of Tbilisi State University
“Georgian-American Collaboration in the Field of Security”

Workshop 2: History
Chair: Vasil Kacharava

Room 96/ II 

1.Merab Kalandadze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The U.S. Discovery and Georgian Historiography” 
2.Vasil Kacharava, Professor, President of the Georgian Association for 
American studies”
“Foreign Policy Priorities of Eisenhower’s Administration” 
3. Vazha Tvalavadze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Issues of American History in the End of the 19th and Beginning of the 20th 
Centuries in Georgian Press”  
4. Giorgi Gotsiridze, Professor, Telavi State University
“The First American Researcher in Caucasus: Jorge Kennan and His 
Caucasian Diary”.
5.Nino Modebadze, Professor, Telavi State University
“From the History of the Creators of the US Constitution: Benjamin Franklin, 
Great Politician and Physicist”

  

Workshop 3: Religion and Philosophy
Chair: Anastasia Zakariadze

Room 107/ III

1.Lia Gigauri, Senior Scholar, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“American Mission in India”
2.Tamar Paichadze, Professor, Faculty of Humanities, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University
“Euro-American Surrealistic Unrealities”
3. Nana Tsikhistavi, Professor, Ilia Chavchavadze University
“The Saga of Catholicism” 
4. Khatia Kiria, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“For the Issue of Mormons in the U.S.A.”
5.Valerian Ramishvili, Professor, Tbilisi Shota Rustaveli University of Theatre 
and Cinema
“Pragmatism and American Identity” 
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Workshop 4: Education, Social and Women Issues 
Chair: Elene Medzmariashvili, 

Room 231/I (American Studies Centre) 

1.Lela Abdushelishvili, Teacher trainer, British Council\Peacekeeping English 
Project
“Teachers’ Professional Development in the U.S.A. and Georgia”
2. Elene Medzmariashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Problem of Americanization of Georgian Immigrant Women”
3.Manuchar Loria, Dr., Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University
“Pre-requisites of Establishing of the Visual Anthropology as the Scientific 
Branch” 
4. Irine Abesadze, Professor, Tbilisi Shota Rustaveli University of Theatre 
and Cinema, Natia Baramidze, Member of the International Association 
“Sagandzuri”
“The Religious Aspects of Contemporary Georgian Immigration’s Social 
Adaptation in the U.S.A.
5. Nino Pepanashvili, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University. Faculty of Law
“Georgia – the U.S.A.: Unity of World outline”

Workshop 5: Art and Architecture 
Chair: Maia Kacharava 

Room 86\II (Chair of Archeology)

1.Irma Bagrationi, Professor, Batumi Independent University; Senior Teacher, 
Batumi State University 
“Jackson Pollock-Modern American Art Idol”
2.Irina Demetradze, Professor, Shota Rustaveli University, of Theatre and 
Cinema
“American Movie: Cultural-Mythological Aspects”
3.Maia Goshadze, Dr., Teacher, Shota Rustaveli University, of Theatre and 
Cinema
“American one-Act Drama (Arthur Millers’s “The Remembrance of Two 
Mondays”
4. Vakhtang Shamiladze, Nugzar Mgeladze, Professors, Batumi Shota 
Rustaveli State University,
“Cultural Pluralism in Modern American National Politics”
5.Tea Urushadze, Professor, Iv.Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 
“Peculiarity of American ‘Primitivisms’ Painting”

Workshop 6: Literature and Linguistics
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze 

Room 87/II (Chair of Anthropology)

1. Ekaterine Mzhavanadze, Teacher, Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University
“Georgia in John Updike’s Work”

Recent Cultural Events in Tbilisi State University
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2.Lasha Chakhvadze, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“on the Road” by J. Kerouak”
3. Nazi Khelaia, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Scanty Nations Tragic-Symbolic Spectrum in the Works of Grigol 
Robakhidze and Kenkivi”
4. Giorgi Javakhishvili, Professor, Telavi State University
“one Story by American Woman Writer Elsa Francis Biorneti and “The First 
Rose” by Galaktion Tabidze 
5. Nino Kvirikadze, Teacher, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Function of Lightmotive in V. Nabokov’s “Prim” 

Workshop 7: Economics
Chair: Giorgi Shikhasvili, 

Room 93/II (Chair Ethnology)

1.Gia Gvaramia, chair, NGo “Union-Computer Technologies”
Giorgi Antelava, Business & Technology Expert
“IBM Educational Project in Georgia (1991-1993)”
2. Jamlet Janjgava, Dr., Dean, Department of Economics and Business, Iv. 
Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Georgian-American Trade Relations”
3.Larisa Korganashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Priorities of the U.S. Foreign Economic Strategies”
4.Babulia Mgebrishvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Kellogg Marketing School of Price-making Strategy and Tactics”
5. Revaz Lortkipanidze, Doctor, Member of New York Academy of Political Sciences
“Factor of the U.S. Free Trade Reinforcement”

Workshop 8: Journalism
Chair: Marine Vekua 

Room 97/II

1. Marine Vekua, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, 
Department of Social-Political Sciences
“Capitalization of Press in the Modern American Media Space 
2.Elza Lomidze, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Department of 
Social-Political Sciences
“America in our Family (mass media without politics)”
3. Maia Machavariani, Reader
“1914 American-Mexican War and Georgian Press”
4. Natalia Ponomariova, Department of Journalism, the graduate of master’s 
program
“Basis, Rhetoric and Argumentation of the “Speechwriting”
5. Natia Jikia, Assistant-Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University, 
Department of Journalism
“The Truth Aspects in Journalism (Philosophical Aspect)”
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Workshop 9: Medicine
Chair: Alexsandre Papitashvili 

Room 98/II (Chair of History and Theology of Culture)

1.Maia Mindorashvili, Nino Chikhladze, Professors, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University
“Tendencies of Birth-Rates in the Boundary of XX-XXI Centuries”
2.Malkhaz Kereselidze, Professor, Tbilisi State Medical University,
Mariam Tsiklauri, PHD, Tbilisi State Medical University
Davit Meskhishvili, Researcher, Tbilisi State Medical University
“American Model of Medical Insurance”
3.Malkhaz Kereselidze, Professor, Tbilisi State Medical University,
Irma Berulava, Nana Tsarugelashvili, Researchers
“The Rehabilitation of Disabled and Invalids in the U.S.A.”
4.Guram Pataraia, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Irakli Davitaia, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Surgeon of Pediatrics Clinic
“Modern Aspects of Treatment of Newly Borne Necrotic Interocolit on the 
Example of the U.S.A. and Georgia 

Session 2: Thursday, May 13, 16.30–18.00

Workshop 1: Politics
Chair: Vakhtang Rcheulishvili

Room 99/II

1. Dali Kandelaki, Profesor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Natia Tsitashvili, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“European Newspapers about Georgian-Russian-American Relations“
2. Ekaterine Gejadze, Research Assistant, Black Sea International University
“Negative Effects of Prohibition in the United States”
3. Meri Gabedava, Sokhumi branch of Tbilisi State University
“Georgian-Russian Crisis of 2006 and the US Diplomacy”
4.Irma Ketskhoveli, Senior Scholar
“America-Georgia: Far Country”
5.Natia Paliants, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The American Model of Political Ethics ( John Rolls)”
6.Madona okhanashvili, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
”Peculiarities of the U.S.A. Law and Basic Principles of the Constitution”

Workshop 2: History
Chair:Vasil Kacharava 

Room 96/II 

1.Irine Chikhladze, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Stages of the Creation and Development of the U.S.A. as a State”  
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2. Eliso Machitadze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“America-Turkey: Trade Relations in the 19th Century”
3.Niko Javakhishvili, Doctor, Senior Scholar, Iv. Javakhishvili Institute of 
History and Ethnology
“The U.S.A. – Georgian Immigrant Officers’ Shelter ( 20th Century)”  
4. Jaba Meskhishvili, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Influence of the U.S. on Japan after the World War 2
5.Irakli Makharadze, Movie-Director, Researcher
“Gurulian Skillful Horsemen in America”

Workshop 3: Religion and Philosophy
Chair: Anastasia Zakariadze

Room 107/III

1.Anastasia Zakariadze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
”Pragmatic Ethics and Its Alternatives”
2.Irakli Brachuli, Dr., Head of Department, Institute of Politics
“Discourse of Religion Pragmatics (According to William James)” 
3.Nugzar Bardavelidze, Professor, Sulkhan-Saba orbeliani Institute of 
Theology and Philosophy
4. Deniza Sumbadze, Dr., Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
”Spiritual Mission of Americans and Future of Mankind”

Workshop 4: Education, Social and Women Issues 
Chair: Elene Medzmariashvili

Room 231/ 1 (Centre of American Studies)

1. Lyra Brayshow, Visiting Student, Texas A & M University (U.S.A.) 
“What is a Typical American”
2. Tamar Gogolashvili, Research-Assistant, The Black Sea international 
University
“Labor Migration from Georgia to the United States”
3. Irma Meseridze, Research-Assistant, The Black Sea International 
University
“Multicultural Studies in the U.S.A.
4. Davit Makhashvili, Professor, Telavi State University
“Newspaper “Droeba” on American Educational System”
5. Ana Bakhutashvili, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Feminine Mystique’ by Betty Friedan”
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Workshop 5: Art and Architecture 
Chair: Maia Kacharava

Room 86/II (Chair of Archeology)

1. Nino Davitashvili, Teacher, Guram Ramishvili public School N 20
“Ragtime and Its origin”
2. Nino Zaalishvili, Professor, Instructor of Educational Resources, Academy of Arts
“America in the Soviet Georgian Caricature ( G. Lomidze)”
3. Irina Merijanashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Influence of European Architects on the Twentieth Century American 
Architecture”
5. Nika Shavishvili, Professor, Head of History and Theory of Architecture 
Chair, Georgian Technical University
“Architecture on the First Stage of American Cultural Phenomena”
4. Gvantsa Gvinjilia, Professor, Tbilisi V. Sarajishvili State Conservatory
“The Peculiarity of American Period in Piotr Chaikovsky Work”
5. Rusudan Daushvili, Professor, Ilia Chavchavadze University
“Georgian Immigrants In American Art”

Workshop 6: Literature
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze

Room 87/II (Chair of Athnology)

1.Nestan Kutivadze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University, 
“American Theme in Essays of Mikheil Javakhishvili“
2.Avtandil Nikoleishvili, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„Nodar Dumbadze’s „Me, Grandmother, Iliko and ilarioni“ and Erskine 
Goldwell’s “Georgian boy“ (Literary Parallels)”
3. Rusudan Nishnianidze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The First Georgian “Collection” Published in New York and Its Authors”
4. Manana Nikoladze, Administrative Assistant, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State 
University
“Zviad Gamsakhurdia on 20th Century American Poetry”
5.Nino Bakuradze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„American Translations of Zviad Gamsakhurdia“

Workshop 7: Economics
Chair: Giorgi Shikhashvili

Room 93/II 

1.Nino Papachashvili, Doctor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 
“Issues of Cross-cultural Management in the U.S. Firms”
2.Eka Lekashvili, Doctor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 
“Tendencies of Post-industrial Development in the U.S. Economy” 
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3.Temur khomeriki, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Business organization’s American Experience and Georgian Reality”
4.Ia Natsvlishvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Micro Effects of Taxation Reforms in the U.S.A. and Georgia”
5.Giorgi Shikhashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, 
Head of American economics and Business Laboratory at American Studies 
Centre (TSU)
Mamuka Shikhashvili, Head Specialist, Department of Informational 
Technologies, The Georgian Government Chancellery
“Perspectives of American Management and Georgia” 

Workshop 8: Journalism
Chair Marina Vekua

Room 97/II 

1.Natia Kuprashvili, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University 
“The Impact of September 11th on the World Mass Media”  
2. Eka Tkhilava, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Genre Specifics of the American and Georgian Printed Media”
3.Grigol Qobaliani, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Parallels of the American and Georgian Advertising” 
4. Nino Bekhtashvili, Research Assistant, Black Sea International University
“Independent Media in Democratic Nation (Investigate Journalism)
5. Dali osepashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Peculiarities of “Peacher’s Style for Magazines”

Workshop 9: Medicine
Chair: Aleksandre Papitashvili

Room 98/II (Chair of History and Theology of Culture)

1.Aleksandre Papitashvili, Doctor 
“Demographical and Population’s Health Indices in the U.S.A. and Some 
European Countries”
2.Maka Tsekvava, Doctor-Gynecologist, Medical Centre “Tsinto”
“The Clinical Practice of Surgical operations in Women’s Reproduction 
System in the U.S.A.”
3.Aleksandre Telia, Doctor, Professor
“Guidelines” and their Importance in Modern Medicine on the Example of the U.S.A.”
4.Natalia Kiladze, Zurab Bendeliani, Professors of the State Medical 
University
“American and Georgian Dermatologists about Pathegoniz Phsoriasis”
5. Tsitsna Bendeliani, Doctor; Natalia Kiladze, Professor, Tbilisi State Medical 
University
“Methodology of Treatment of Chlamydia Infection” (Comparison of 
American and Georgian Experience)
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Workshop 10: Variety of American values
Chair: Anastasia Zakariadze 

(Room 102,Build.2, ITAG)

1.Demur Jalaghonia
Associate professor of Tbilisi State University
“Transformation of Democracy and overestimation of Values”
2.Valerian Ramishvili
Associate professor of Tbilisi State University
“American values and Globalization”
3. Irakli Brachuli
Associate professor of Tbilisi State University
“Americal Values in the Light of Tocqueville tradition”
4.Tamar Apciauri
PhD Student of Tbilisi State University
“Two Poles of American Liberal Political Philosophy”
5.Mamuka Dolidze
Associate professor of Tbilisi State University
Editor in-Chief of Americah –Georgian Journal “ Culture and Philosophy”
“Modern Phenomenological Tendencies in the Development of XX Century 
American Philosophy.”
6.Anastasia Zakariadze
Associate professor of Tbilisi State University
Coordinator and Head of BA Program in American Studies at Tbilisi State 
University.
“Variety of Human Values”

Session 3: Friday, May 4, 11.30-13.00

Workshop 2: History
Chair: Vasil Kacharava 

Room 96/II 

1. Sopo Giorgadze, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Pragmatic End of the History (Theory of Francis Fuluiama)“
2.Naira Mamukelashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Theory of Natural Law in American “Bill of Rights”
3. Giorgi Kvitashvili, Senior Scholar, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The U.S.A. Social Policy in 1933-1936: “New Deal” and Its Results”
4.otar Nikoleishvili, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„Jollier Chevalier’s „Noah’s Grandchildren“as the Work Depicting the 
History and Customs of Georgia“
5.Leila Khubashvili, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“American Colonial Inquisition and Missionary Activities of Jesus Society”
6.Natela Popkhadze, Manager of the Department of Information, Association 
“Pesvebi”(Roots)
“Georgia and Georgians in the Books of Historian V. Hansen”
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Workshop 3: Religion and Philosophy
Chair: Anastasia Zakariadze

Room 107/ III (Chair of History and Theory of Culture)

1.Goderdzi Tevdoradze, Doctor, Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Essence of orthodox Religion in the Georgian and American Realities”
2. Nani Gelovani, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State Univesity
“Islamic Factor in America-Saudi Arabia Relations”
3. Tengiz Simashvili, Professor, Telavi Iakob Gogebashvili 
„Islam Radicalization Peculiarities in the U.S.A. and Georgia“
4.Guguli Magradze,  Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State Univesity
“Perception of the Self in the American Culture” 

Workshop 4: Education, Social and Women Issues 
Chair: Elene Medzmariashvili

Room 231, (American Studies Centre)

1. Ia Iashvili, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Results of the Exchange Program Between Akaki Tsreteli State 
University and the University of Montana”
2.Mariam Marjanishvili, MA Student, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
”Problem of Feminism in the 19th Century America: Struggle with Word and Pen” 
3. Manana Anasashvili, Professor, Shota Rustaveli University of Theatre and 
Cinema
“American-Georgian Initiative for Liberal Educatuion”
4.Ilia Zukakishvili, President of American Friends’ Club
“New York-Absolute Freedom”  
5. Sophio Mujiri, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Influence of American Feminism on German and Austrian Women 
Movement”

Workshop 5: Art and Architecture 
Chair: Maia Kacharava 

Room 86/II (Chair of Archeology)

1. Ann Henry, Visiting Professor in American Studies, The Black Sea 
International University
“Theatre of Immigrants in the U.S.A.”
2.Inga Karaia, Manager of the Department of Museums and Collections, 
Ministry of Culture; Chairman of the National Committee of IKoM
“Georgian –American Relations in the Field of Museum Activities”
3. Irina Sarukhanova, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
”Ballet Aesthetics of I. Stravinsky and G. Balanchine”
4. Nanuli Tevzadze, Professor, Georgian Technical University
“Holiday Homes in the U.S.A. ocean-side Space”
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5.Mikheil Iashvili, Artist
“Everyday Life in Norman Rockwell’s Work”

Workshop 6: Literature
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze

Room 87/II (Chair of Anthropology)

1.Mzia Tsertvadze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Americanisms in Russian”
2. Manana Mikadze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
Marina Kukhalashvili, Dr., 
“The Translations of “Catcher in the Rye” by Salinger: Grammatical-Stylistic 
Analyze”
3.Valentina Chkheidze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University 
“Lincoln of American Literature and Severe Russian Dreamer (Turning Point 
in the Works of Mark Twain and Alexander Green)”  
4. Vakhtang Amaglobeli, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“American Women Writers of the First Half of the Twentieth Century: 
Eljenom Charles Swinburne”
5. Irakli Tskhvediani, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Experimental Literature: Gertrude Stein”

Workshop 7: Economics
Chair: Giorgi Shikhashvili, 

Room II Building/I (Association “Kvali”)

1.Mamuka Shikhashvili, Head Specialist, Department of Informational 
Technologies, the Georgian Government Chancellery
“Informational Technologies in Georgian and the US Economic System 
Management”
2.Nana Skhvediani, MA Student, Independent Researcher
“The Role of the Insurance Business in the Development of the US 
Economics”
3. Zurab Kirvalidze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Ketevan Chitaladze, Administrative Assistant, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University
“Statistical Research Practice of the Population’s Standard of Living in the 
U.S.A.”
4. Merab Abdaladze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“American Direct Investments in Foreign Countries (Basic Tendencies)” 
5. Ketevan Sokhadze, BA Student, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University, School of International Economics
“Tendencies of Small and Medium Enterprise Development on the Example 
of the U.S.A.”
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Workshop 4: Education, Social and Women Issues
Chair: Elene Medzmariashvili 

Room 231/ 1 (American Studies Centre) 

1. Tamar Shioshvili, Dean of the Department of American Studies, Professor, 
Doctor, The Black Sea International University
“The Role of Intercultural Communications in the Studies of American 
Culture” 
2. Tamuna Chinchaladze, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University, Department 
of Georgian Literature, PHD
“From the History of the organization IREX”
3. Rusudan Miqautadze, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University, Associate 
Professor, 
“The Role of Women in the U.S.A. Indian Tribal System”
4. Tamar Bochorishvili. American Studies Research Assistant
”21st Century American Family” 
5. Marina Kenchashvili, Director of Parliament’s National Library’s centre of ISSN
“Contemporary American Professors in Georgian studies”
6.Tinatin Gvenetadze, BA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Racial Discrimination-Imagination and Reality”

Workshop 5: Art and Architecture

Chair: Maia Kacharava

Room 86/II (Chair of Archeology)

1. Giorgi Khoshtaria, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Postmodernism in the US’s Visual Arts
2. Maia Kacharava, Professor, Georgian Technical University
“The US Architecture of the 1920’s”
3.Guram Abuladze. Junior, Georgian Technical University
“Urban Design on the Example of American and Canadian Cities”
4.Tinatin Eristavi, Professor, Georgian Technical University
Tamar Salukvadze, Tbilisi Vano Sarajishvili State Conservatory, Doctorate
“Master of American opera”
5.Eka Zambakhidze, Professor, Shota Rustaveli University of Cinema and Theatre
“Georgian Theatre in Washington”

Workshop 6: Literature 
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze

Room 87/II (Chair of Ethnology)

1. Iriada Krotenko, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Theory of American Postmodernism in the Light of western European 
Modernist Conceptions”
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2. Vera otskheli, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Reception of J.F. Cooper’s Writings in Russia”
3.Nana Gubeladze, Dr., Teacher, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„Biblical Allusions in „The Sound and the Fury“ by Faulkner“
4.Tamar Cheishvili, Teacher, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„African Voices in Contemporary American Poetry“
5.Mirian Ebanoidze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“Paul De Man and Deconstruction”
6.Baia Koguashvili, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„Regionalism In Contemporary American Literature”

Workshop 7: Economics
Chair: George Shikhashvili

Room II Building (Association “Kvali”)

1.Vakhtang Lomjaria, MA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, 
School of International Economics
“oil and the US Economics”
2. Tinatin Pazhava, BA Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Role of IPA in the Protection of US Environment”
3.Venera Gogava, Professor, Dean, Institute of Law and Marketing 
Economics
“Regulation of the Usage of the City Lands: The US Priorities”
4 Natia Lezhava, Professor, Institute of Law and Marketing Economics, 
Researcher, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Financial Management of the US Corporative and Bank Sectors”
5.Parnaoz Svanidze, PHD Student, Theodor August University (Gottingen, 
Germany)
“American Experience of Free Economic Zones: Problems and 
Perspectives”

Session 5: Friday, May 14, 16:00-17:30

Workshop 5: Art and Architecture
Chair Maia Kacharava

Room 86/II	(Chair	of	Archeology)

1. Nino Mindiashvili, Teacher, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Drama of Tennessee Williams in Georgian Scene”
2. Ketevan Shavgulidze, Professor, Apolon Kutateladze Tbilisi State 
Academy of Arts
“Scenic Characters in Indians Cult-rituals Performances”
3.Dea Gunia, MA Student, Apolon Kutateladze Tbilisi State Academy of Arts
“Guggenheims in the Sources of American-European Arts’ Integration”
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4. Tinatin Chigogidze, Professor, Georgian Technical University
“Questions of a Parity of Criteria of an Estimation of Dwelling of the Cities of 
the U.S.A. and Tbilisi (at a stage of becoming of the market of the real estate 
in Georgia)
5.Mzia Milashvili, Professor, Georgian Technical University
Tamar Chanturia, Professor, Georgian Technical University
Magda Lekishvili, Student, Georgian Technical University
“American Modern Architecture o the Example of Social buildings”

Workshop 6: Literature
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze

Room 87/II (Chair of Athnology)

1. Tsiuri Meskhishvili, Professor, Ilia Chavchavadze Tbilisi University and TSU
Jilda Meskhishvili, Translator
“New England’s Puritan Traditions and Emily Dickinson’s Poetry”
2.oliko Zhgenti, Shota Rustaveli University of Theatre and Cinema
“John Steinbeck and Georgia (Russian Diary after 60 Years)”
3. Elene Gabunia, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Theory of ‘Plastic Theatre’ by Tennessee Williams”
4.Tinatin Bicholashvili, Assistant, the Centre of American Studies at Iakob 
Gogebashvili Telavi State University
“The Caucasus Journals of George Kennan” by Vagabond Life and Kakheti 
Description”
5. Kakhaber Loria, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Spiritual Life of Contemporary America” by Knut Hamsun”
6. Nino Pkhakadze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Idea of University of the Major Structures of the Languages to the 
American Linguist Noam Chomsky”

Workshop 7: Economics
Chair: Giorgi Shikhashvili

Room :II building/I (Association “Kvali”)

1.David Gelutashvili, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“How the US Economy Works”
2.Juansher Japaridze, Student, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“The Role of Government in the US Economy”
3.Ramaz Putkaradze,Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Competition of the US Dollar and Euro on the World Market”
4.Maia Chkeidze, Professor, Georgian University of Social Sciences
“About the Peculiarities of Business Communications: American Model”
5. Gizo Akhvlediani, Doctor, Iv.Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
“Economical and Management Aspects of the US orthodox Church 
Development”
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Session 6: Saturday, May 15, 10:00-11:30

Workshop 6: Literature
Chair: Rusudan Nishnianidze

Room 87/II (Chair of Athnology)
1. Tamar Lomtadze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„For the Transformation of Anglo-Americanisms in Georgian”
2. Irine Chachanidze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Emergence and Development of Geo-Linguistics in the U.S.A.”
3.Zaal kikvidze, Professor, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
„The Revival of the Sapir-Whorf Axiom at the Turn over of the Milennia“
4. Badri Porchkidze, Kutaisi Akaki Tsereteli State University
“The Relative Analyses of American Pragmatics and Georgian Romantic 
Ideological Prerequisites”
5. Greta Chantladze-Bakradze, Professor, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University
“Some Peculiarities about American and European Basques’ Speech 
According to Georgian Materials”
6. Elene Gogiashvili, Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 
„Structuralism in American and Soviet Folklore Schools”
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